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The following definitions apply for the transliterated organizadonal entities included
in the text:

chast'

[voinskaya chast'] - Administrative, line, and supply unit
(yedinitsa) of the [branches] of troops, which has a number
and banner, e.g., a regiment, separate battalion (batal'on,
division) and troop organizations equal to them.

ob"yedineniye

(operativnoye ob"yedineniye.

-

Large-scale unification of

various so-vedineniye of the branches of troops, which is

nonpermanent in composition and is intended to conduct
operations in a war.
podrazdeleniye

Troop unit of permanent organization and homogeneous
composition in each branch of troops, which unit forms a
larger podrazdeleniye or a chast'.

soyedineniye

[soyedineniye voyskovoye] - Combination (soyedineniye) of
several chast' of one or various branches of troops into a
permanent organization (division, brigade, or corps), headed
by a command and a staff and including chast' and
podrazdeleniye of auxiliary troops and services necessary
for combat operations.

Source:

Russian-English Dictionary of Operational. Tactical and General
Military Terms, 1958
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PlJEIACE

'

t. he range of (quev.stions that makes up the

eliroilnipissvs

siuhjoct or military topography.

It

is

intended for officers in all branches

of tho Armod Forces and combat arms.
'Tie third edition as compared with the second edition incliides a
tIIIIIhII)(?'

lid do'
it io

O

1.

and changes.
(In

'No new chaptors are inclu(ldv:

it) Orientation,"

and "Methodological

Los.esons oil Military Topography";
from 1:2'3,0)0
2.

"ThIl Use of Navigational

Euqui pment

Advice on Organizing and Conducting

examplos of topographic maps at scales

to 1:1,000,000 are provided.

'Thle contents of Chapter 1,

Methods for its

Study,"

which have practical

"General

Information on Terrain and

have been revised; questions of military geodesy,

significance for the troops,

are presented in greater

d(etail; questions a,1sociateo with allied disciplines (military geographyl
,n'liineering,
3.

etc.)

tre presented in somewhat curtailed form.

rhe presentation of elementary procedures for ground orientation

has heen somewhat curtailed because of the widespread use of navigational
(,quiipnert

in ground vehicles by the troops,

.icl lides n chapt. er on its
if.

as well as because the Handbook

use.

Examples of maps,

tables of conventional signs, and a list

of con-

vontional ahbroviations used on maps are printed for standardization and conweiii ence in their practical use from finished forms of the handbook Conventional
Signs onl ropographic Maps of the USSR (author-compilers: S.
N. Nzholskiy,

and N. A. Nikitina;

editor: V. A. Vishnyakov)

IuO V'IS (El.ditorial-l'ublishingl Department,

S.

Abramov,

G.

publish(d by

Military Topographic Service) in

1966.
'[he conventional
readability.

signs are presented somewhat enlarged for better

Many conventional signs are presented in their new and old

conliguration because the troops use maps published in different years.
In revising the Handbook, Ithe authors tried to give fullest consideration
to the remarks and desires expressed concerning the second edition (in
periodical

press,

In this connection,

in public discussions,
we consider it

rades V. A. Vishnyakov,
A. F.
Shl,,zim

Lachin,
!r,

Ye.

A. M. Kuprin,

1).

in

personal

the

talks and letters).

our duty to express our thanks to com-

Go]ikov,

V. F.

I.. M. lPrishchepe,

Rubakhin,
B. Yo.

V. V. Ofitserov,

Byzov,

S.

M.

an(d others whose assistance and participation furthered improve-

ment in qual i'v and hastened the propnration of this edition of the Handbook
for printing.
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Chapter I
Genera]

Information on Terrain nndl Methods for Its Study
(AI phametical-Lexicographic

Presentation)

ABTOFy'.•E iV'i ]iOPO'pr
AVTOGUZI lEVY Y, I)OROGI]
Vv'hi ielar arnd horse-drawn transport
vebhicula.'r or horse-drawn

(wagon)

divided into superhihliways,
ro'ads,

dirt (country)

(lF'or th

road.

transport.

Oil topographic maps,

improved highways,

roads,

field roads,

Maiol(s for the movement of

highways,

forest roads,

they are

improved dirt
and winter roads.

charactreristics of till classes of roads listed,

see the text

inl al phahetical order).

PR
BOCT PAUIP1
AVTOSTrRADIY
Sulptrhighways.

The highest categiory of highway,

oi' asphalt concrete or cement concrete.
is

at least Ili meters,

with a strong surface

Roadway width of the superhighway

longitundinal slopes tire up to 30,

and intersections

with other roads are at various levels by means of crossovers.
,3WWVT
AZ TMUUT
Azimuth.

'lThei

angle between the northern direction of a meridian passing

throu(.gh a given point and the line of direction to an observed

(designated)

object:

qeo(ldoslc angie -

the anglle on the surface of the earth ellipsoid between

the northern direction or thii merlldan passlng through a given point and
the line of direction to the object;
(astronomic)

it

is

determined by converin!g the true

azimuth (see)* or geodhtic Y-azimuth;

true (astronomic)

azimuth - the angle between tile direction of the true

meridian aind the line of direction to the object;

(astronomic)

mined on the surface of the earth from celestial
instruments

(theodolites,

it

is

deter-

bodies by moans of special

etc.);

magnetic azimuth - the angle between the northern direction of the
minetic meridian (direction of the mngnetic needle of a compass)
sttion

- object line of direction;

or computed

from. Y-azimuth;

it

is

and tile

measured by a maginetic compliss

the magnetic and true azimuths of the same line of

(lirection differ by the amount of declinarion of the magnetic needle (see);

* (S(ee)

-

indicates

that

the explanation

for a particular

words (set with letters further apart than usual
be

conlsuljlod

this chalipter.

elsewhere in

word or group of

in the original text) must

the alphabetical-lexicographic

presentation

in

Y

4
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back azimiuthit

the azimuth of the object-stati6n line-of direc*,i6n;,

equals the-direct azimuth (itation-objebt line ýof d.rectipn)- plus 1800.
Azimutf., are read in

ai clockwise direction frcm O-to 3600 in military

topography and geodesy.

AKVEDUK
Aqueduct.

A-bridge-like structure for the crossi ng of water supply lines

and conduits over deep ravines, river valleysi railroads,

and highways.

ALb PIYSKIY lIELI YEF
Alpine relief.
'line.

It

is

A type of mountain relief which rises above the snow

characterized, by abrupt iuggedneO3,, sharpness-of form,

-serrated ridges,
NOYM'eMj5

and ,pyrawidal,

pointed,

rocky summits.

1141API'PH
R

NCMALIYA -MAGNITNAYA
An-'-area-with-'suddewchanges -In-the amount- of de"-

-Magnetic :anomaIy.

clination of the magnetic needle.

As t ,ule, these changesoare caused by

toe occurrafine of ores which possess magnetic properties.,
0•

magnetic compass in

areas of magnetic anomaly is

The use of .a

accompanied by a risk of the

loss oforientation since the compass readings may change by as-much as
the opposite direction even with a short distance from one point to another.
Areas of magnetic anomaly are shown on topographic aswell as special maps
and diagrams.
A1'E2HAHCHI8E z13(P
ARTFZIANSKIYE VODY
Artesian water.

Underground water located between water-impervious

strate or circulating along fissures and cavities in solid rocks.

The

water in the lower part of thtý bend Ais under great pressure where the
If

strata are-folded.
the water,

a drilledI well

is

drilled to the layer containing

the water rises upward and even gushes out as a spout.

AP
AM"
HAC

'AOAbO/t01EI1

AllEZI ANSAIV KOIW)DITS
Artostan %Nell.
water;

A drilled well which provides an outlet for artesian

artesian wells roach a depth of 2,000 meters ormore.

'A'HJUIJEPUý,~l-.FOMnlfIOHHII

IKPYP

AIrlIlIRIIYSKIY TSHIIIUL0II)NYY KIUG
Artil(lery protractor.
mils on a map (plan);

An instrument for the measurement of angles in

value of a division is

I0-ifils.

AF1'
AIRYK
Irrigation ditch.
Asia.

The local name of an irrigation ditch in Central

ASTRONOMI16IESKiY1E KOORDINATY
Astr6fiomic co'ordinates.

Geographic coordina~tes (iatitud6, longitude)

determined from celestial bodies.
AD3POCMWXMI
A9ROSNINOK

Aerial photo.. A documnct of averial photography
image of the terrain (objects);
*

~vertical, aerial photo

'the phctographic

obtained as a result of -vei-tic'al 'aerlia
photography (See); the scale of a 'vei~tical aerial photograiph' of flat and,
-

hilly terrain is practically constant.iid all measurements on 'it may' be
made by instrudients and procedures adppted' for work on a map;
oblique aerial photo

-

obtained~as asresult of obliqueicaerial.5 pbqto-

graphy; the scale of an oblique, aezrIal jýhoto- is essential-ly vilried' (large
in the foregound',and beding gOradually ýeclucel- toward the background); special
methods and instruments are eniplo~ed in. ieasuiremýntn, and' plotting on. an
oblique aer7ial photo.;
verticol-~oblique photo (Pan6ramic'pbbto)

-obtaineClas

-a es~lt.

of vertical-oblique photographyj,* in its.p~ropbrtibsf in-!ts .ceintral, portion~
it is similar to a výertical' horial. photo and i-s--s~imiar to an obl~iqua
-photo along the'ie;
continuoub-strip [shclielevoyJ aerial ;pii6to
aerial photography with a 'zpedi6D si'

eir~wr';

obt'ained. as. dx'e&slt' oi
t rsrsns~

continuous (without discontinulties):.phot6 rapiio iirandGe~f, a trio~of 'terrain
in the form of a strip forý th6e'eitire--eicdth of. the 6%posed -photograiphic
film; continuous, strip acrI'al' 'photbs ýmay be vertical tand obLii~ue;., the~ir
measurement properties- diffe6r- A-axewyit -fro, -;thi- propprties 6b'i
aerial photos

-

egular (franc)l

the tran~sverse- lind londituidinai1 mcdlas of -the inieture may

differ by iO$"or-,nore;,
spectk~zornlk bhoio'

ahut-og'r~itiýA

colors; post often one color (uil'be)
zono 'of- visible, rays '(this. dolqor portkiyay

ý1nge of-obQjet,-s in artificialk
eos

to tho ýpectrai

cbje76ts,-represented'.iit. 4egular

black .oud whito ,Aerial phidtos by, a gfidttilon of gray tones); another color
(usually purpla)' correspondsf to- tho '*ýectr -a zonie of In fz'aned (h6,at) rayB;the- combn ction6f' ethot~ Iages 16 6fie photo- Niisiblie and' In~frarod' zones)
permits the'T~ndlefg'of 'objects -camouflaged Ifi the ýcolor ofth &irroutioing,
bAckgi~otndy disclosinsg additional charartpristics of' 'terrait' traffi'cabi ll'yit
colrord photg --- a photographic -irag&a olt ObJ16ýta'sitz colors 't-lse t'ek
natural colors; it-i Interpretative qualities are 'soiew~hat higher ~thb-.
black and- white phoios.

A3PC-7EVft
Aeriar photography.

Aerial ,photography for the purpose of creating and

correcti'ng:topographical -and special maps, as'well As .solving problems in
land management,

timber management,

geological ezplorations, -oad surveys,

-etc.
A3POTOTQflIWMEHTL!
AEROFOTODOKUMENTY
Aerial photo documents.
maps (see),

Aerial photos (see), mosaics (see), photo-

photocharts"(see).

A.SPOOTOPA3BESKA
AEROFOT6RAZVEDKA
Aerial ,photoreconnaissance.

Reconnaissance of the enemy and terrain

by means of aerial photography.,

ADFIP0TIPONOPPAd!4fR
AEIROFOTOTOPOGRAFIYA
Aerial phototopography.

A technical discipline examining methods

and means for creating topographic maps from aerial photographic materials.
The creation of topographic maps by aerial photograjhic methods includes: aerial ,camera work (photography of the terrain), photo laboratory
work- (processing the film and duplicat.4 ng the aerial photos),

geodetic work

(tying the aerial photos to the terrain by determining the coordinates of
individual points depicted on the aerial photo), photogrammetric work
(determining directions, distanccs, and heights of the terrain from aerial
photos and compilation of the map original).

BAJIKA13ALKA
Ravine.

A depression with comparatively steep sod-covered slopes.

In the souther •European part of the USSR, these ravines [balka] are also
called gullies.

FtATHHCCHA5 CI41MNA BLICOT
BALTIYSKAYA SISTEMA VYSOT
Br.1tic system of elevations.

Cc•putation of absolute elevations from

the average level of the Baltic Sea wfii:. is taken as the origin for calculation on topographic maps of ,the MISfR.

DBAPXAH
BARMcIANY
Sand dhunes, barkhans.

Loose soy

hillocks,

niIxcd by vegetation,

with the shape of a half moon and, with convexity agaiost the wind.

They

have a gqehy sloping windward side (5-100) and a t'.eep .- ,award' Fs ,% (up to
30-350)

and a sharp ridge.

Haste 'often, th. h erqht of tl,

.saId dtu., C is

3-5 metors; however, dunes up to 50-100 mators high are e.ountered.
sand dwieso ar• difficult to cross.
-if the win" h Iction.

The

The dunos may displace slowly because

7
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3BERIGSHITRIK0I
Ilee hachures [Ukazatel skata).
tw

m
•=

-BEREG MOIRSKOY
Sea coast ,(coastal zone).

The boundary between land and water

which Olmost always represents• a more or less broad strip of their ,con'34tteraction o

Stinuous

rnEPEr'OBA Jj'f1HH5
1BEREGOVAYA LINIYA
$

'Shore

line.
edge),
of

The boundary between land aind surface of the water (water's

On mapsi -the shore line is, shown: for the mean level - in bodies

water which have nS tides, with high water - with the presence of high

tide - low tido phenomena.

BPOJIOPHhIE HOOPIHATf'

"BIPOLYARNYYE

KOORDTNATY

Bipolar coordinat-s.

Linear or angular values which determine -the

position of a point on a plane relative to two initial
points. These values
may be the distances dI and d2 from points A anrd D (fig. 1), Interior angles

CNI•

,

and

, or the azimuths of the lines of direction AA and Nil

10

10

Figure 1.

-c

Bipola'. coordinatasý

Tops of -rrows - north; bottoms of airows

-

south.

&BJnAHKOBAh HFAPA
1BLANKOVAYA KAITA
=.Blank

dhnrt; base map.
one or several Colors.

A topographic map printed in

of a smaller scale are usually called enlarged blanks.
is

a paleotbive in

Blank charts obtained by enlarging topographic maps
The blank chart

used by staffs as the base for graphic documents.
GOEBOO PPRBRI~b
BOYEVOY GIDEF N'
Battle crest.

Terrain near a watershed (see)

from which the best

downslope survey develops but troops and equipment are not In

bvidence

against the background of sky when observed from the enemy side.

8
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jHUECIKh1E, O!.MEiFIII

rbmOEahE PP

BOYEVYYE GRAFICIIESKIYE DOCUMENTY

Graphic combat documents+.

Combat documents worked out graphically oh

a maO, blankchart,, overlay, or aerial mosaic.

BOJIOTA
BOLOTA
Swamp.

A wet terrain sctbr with a layer of viscous soIl -(peat,mud)

of more than 30 cm.

Terrain sectors with a layer of wet soil less than jb cm

ore called, swampy landl.
Swamps are dividbdi by feelifi,
by plant cover

-

- 'into lowland swamps and upland swamps;

ito meadow swanws (primarily lowland),

(primarily upland',

and forest swmops'; by structure

M)ossy swamps

peat bogs find marsh

swam ps.
Lowland swiaps torassy, reed, akd,

the•s)" are 1-ocated in the flood-

plains of rivers, valleys, basins, and other relie f depressions; they are
fed primaril)y by ground water.

lowland. swamps are usually greatly water-

-logged- dry out poorly in sumimer,

and are negotiable with difficulty.

Upland (mossy) swamps are fed by atmospheric water; they'-are located
on watershed expanses.

Upland swamps dry considerably in the summer

and their trafficability is somewhat better than- that of lowland swamps.
Continuous peat bogs are bogs in which a continuous layer of peat
occurs -in the more or less hard soil.

Continuous peat bogs with compact

peat are more accessible in comparison with others.
Marsh swamps are those where the poorly bound I•e.it mantle lies on a
viscous, muddy sediment of the residues of org'anic substances (0apropel)
or floats on the water (floating siiamp.

Marsh swamps are least accessible.

BPOBKA
BROV(A
Brow.

The line of the- bend of a slopeoibelow which the, slope becomes

steeper, for example, the edge of a gully, ravine, etc.

B OPl
BROD
Ford.
bottom.

A shallow section of a river accessible for dro-.4ing along thud

A ford may be discovered by means of, rbconnoissance,

as well as

from topographic maps, descriptions, sailing directions, and aerial photos.
The most important signs of a ýord are the approaches to it
paths,

and roads,

and tracks which continue on the other bank.

YPPJlcTVbE •n•"cI
BUGRISTYYE PIISKI
Hlummocky sands. The sandy surface of the desert; hummocks up to
8 meters high with, gently inclines, slopes fixed with sparse vegetation.
hhiamnocky sands are easily trafficable.

9
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RYCCOMA
IBUSSOL'
Aiming clrcleý

An artillery fire control instrument, which represents

a combination of an optical and angle measurxng instrument with a declinator
(box with magnetic:needle).

Aiming circles n~de with a periscopic attach-

ment (which permits observing from behind cover)-,are called periscopic
artillery aiming. circles- (PAD).
BEJIHIIA MACITABA
VELICIIINA MASSHTAIUA
'Scale value.

The distance on the ground which corresponds to 1 cm

on the map; for example,

the scale value of a map *.f 1:100,000 is

I km.

BYHPO3AHHE
VIZIROVANIYE
Sighting.

A p

,cedure for eye surveying and working with a map on the

ground:
direct sighting -sighting

"on the object" along a straightedge

placedon an oriented map against the point of the station;
reverse sighting - sighting "at one's self from the object"; the
straightedge is

placed against. the depicted object on the map and directed

toward the same object on, the ground.

801!OPA3)E]FJ
VODORAZDEL
Watershed,

divide.

1.

A characteristic relief line

- a line

which divides the surface runoff ok two opposite slopes of a range.
2.

A line (or strip) dividing the basins of two rivers,

seas, or

oceans.

B0,6OCJIW

(8OACTON)

VODOSLIV (V'odotok)
Runoff (catchment area).
the bottom of a deprebsion

A characteristic relief line - u line along

(valley, ravine,

etc.) which is

the Axis of the

channel of a river or of temporary streams of water.

BOFHHA8 TOnOPPA4IH8
VOYENNAYA TOPOGRAFIYA
Military topography.

A military discipline cnncerning the meais and

methods of study3.ng the terrain and orientation upon it

in

the preparation

and conduct of combat actions.
The basic problems in
properties of the terrain,

a course of military topography are: tactieal
topographic maps and procedures for work ng

with them, map study of the terrain,

aerial photos of the terrain and their

use in making an estimate of the enemy and the terrain,
ground,

target indication,

preparation of sketches,

orientation on the

methods of measurement on the ground and the

methodology for the topographic training of troops,

and geodetic survey support of troops.

RA-Oll-68
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METHOCTH

VWYENNO-G0'GRAFICHESKOYE OPISANIYE MESTNOSTI.
Military-geographic terrain description.
[opisaniya mstnostl].
BOEHHO-PAA30MEPII

See Terrain descr ptibn

C"EMIA

VOYENNO-GLAZOMEILNAYA S "YEMKA
Military sketching by eye.
<

The sketching of small sectors of terrain

and routes of march with the use of simple instruments (compass,

binoculars,

engineer's scale, etc.), and with theowide use of estimation by eye. As
of military operations were supplied with topographic maps,, military

0theaters

sketching by eye lost its independent significance.

Now,

its procedures

are employed for plotting various objects on a map and the preparation of
several ,graphical documents.

9OEHHO-TOnOPPAciH,[ECKAZ OJW.KBA

(BTC)

VOYENNO-TOPOGRAFICIESkAYA SLUZ11BA (VTS)
Military topographic service.

One of the services of the Soviet Army.

The VTS consists of headquarters organs, special chastl' ,enterprises,
military educational institutions, scientific-research organizations,
others.

and

It is concerned with the geodetic survey preparation of probable

theaters of military operations ahead of time, as well as with the geodetic suriey suppoxt of combat training and the combat actions of troops.
UBOEHHO-TOn0PPA4lqECHOE OniCAHRE MECTHOCTH
VOYENNO-TOPOGRAFICIIESKOYE OPISANIYE MESTNOSTI
Military topographic description of the terrain.

See Terrain

description.

BO3IYIHOE 4OTOPPAcWPOBAHHE
VOZDUSIINOYE FOTOGIRAIROVANIYE
Aerial photography.

Photography from flying machines (aircraft,

helicopters, balloons, drones)' using aerial cameras.

It

is conducted

primarily for:
aerial reconnaissance of the enemy and terrain;
the compilation and correction of topographic maps;
checking the course of combat operations of troops and the results
of the destruction of targets by the weapons of artillery, aviation, and
missile troops;
survey preparations for • t.V•'e troops and artillery;
checking the quality of dam,- Lagoe of friendly troops.
The basic types of aerial photogrgaphy are:
vertical - photography in which the f,,ical axis of the aerial camera
at the instant of exposure coincides with the vertical or deviated from it
by a small angle, up to 3-5' with aerial photography for cartographic purposes and up to 30-25" in aerial reconnaissance;

SRA-o-A
oblique

-

n11

photography in which the optical axis of the aerial camera

deviates from the vertical by h. considerable angle,, usually'zmlore than

450;

Vertical and oblique (panoramic) - photography in-which the aeriai
"camera performs vertical and oblique photography-during one exposure Pr a
frame; this provides a great width of ceverage of the 'terrainbeing
phOtographed;
separate - photography of individual objects in one or two photos
(airfields,, bridges, etcJ);
strip - photography of a strip of teriain (route of march,

e>

river,

etc.) on a scries of interconnected (partially overlapping) aerial photos;
area -. ph6t6graphy of a terrain sector (defensive zone, fortified
area, etc.) on aconsiderable number of aerial photis.disposed ,in several
routes;,
night • photography with artilicial' illusineation (pyrotechnict.l and
electrical sources);
aerial motion--picture -photography, (AKS)

-,

photography'with an aerial

motion picture camcra; performed only during the day and primarily, from,
low altitudes for the reconnaissance of mobile objlects and the terrain
with the necessity for its study by a large numbcr of people simulta eously;
the viewing of the motion picture filmR

is ac6omplished on a special in-

strument (motion picture interpreter) or by '-eans of regular motion picture
projectors;
continuous strip - photography with a special aerial camera; exposure
of the film is performed through a narrow slit; in this, the film is rewound
at the rate of the ground speed of the airplane at the scele of photography.
Continuous strip photography is possible from a"y altitudes (including from
low-level flight),, under conditions of poor visibility, and at extremely
high flying speeds (see aerial photo).
BPEM19
VREIYA
Time. 1. - Local time, the time at all places located along one
meridian. 2 - Zonal time, a single time within the limits of a time zone
(local time of the mean moridian of the zone).

3 - Statute time, the time

introduced by the statute of the Soviet government on the territory of
the entire Soviet Union from 16 Juno 1930; it

is one hour ahead of zonal

time.

I
F

BYCOTA
VYSOTA
lleioht, altitude.

A positive relief form which is distinguishable

against the, surrounding terrain.

On topographic maps, heights are usually

accompanied by spot altitude readings, for example,

F

11245.6,1" which is

12

<k

:-id tci
tn

t indicatxon': %inLtje abs6nce of a -fradiig or the name of the

~hogli
-Ls~l~
Sabsolut

de oo~md:fi,,4-cai'ledr "nameless":
alitud6-

above sea

the al-titude of a- point of -the parzth's surface

('h %hc USflI abovo
qe'.
ýthe mean- level of the Baltic 'Sea);

-commaiiding

~hoht

an esiihiiice '(•ouritain,

hill, mound,

etc.) which

ladistingui-hed'-by itA-hebghit-and'which predominates above the surrounding
terrain, the alitude-.._radings of commanding heights: are written on the map
in bolder ictter,%
relative altitudg
surtAcos).

-

the difference in height between- two points (or

The relative altitude of a point is determined as the

difference in the absolute altitudes of the points.
o

BWOOTA CEEFtR, PFtBF,,A
VYSOTA SECHENIYA IIEL'YEFA
Contour Interval.
contour lines.

The distance between two adjacent primary altitude

The contour intervals indicated in Table 1 have been

adopted on Soviet topographic maps.

Table 1
Contour Intervals
,i,. V
ors Ce q eCu
D idc

12
.MlCtiXaxptu

1:10 000
1:25 000
1:50 000
1: 100 000
1:200 000
S:500 000
Key:

{,lt pasIMIfAo.

Jl
1,CI,-,o,,OCI
MCIO

3xoecusoer

2,5

5,0
10,0
20,0
40,0 (20)
50,0

AI

ropo

5,0

5,0
10,0
20,0
40,0
100,0

441 UCOK

[ rop~oA xecr- J

-

10,0
20.0
|0,0
60,0
100.0

IN.4Iaeo

2.5
2,5
10.0
20.0
40,0
50,0

1 - map scales; 2 - contour interval, meters; 3
hilly-flat terrain; 4 - for mountain terrain; S
mountain terrain; 6 - for plane-flat terrain.

-

normal for

-

for high

The contour interval on maps with a scale of 1:1,000,000 is established
depending on the nature of the terrain.
400 meters,

With absolute altitudes up to

it is taken as 50 meters, from 400 to 1,000 motors, as 100 meters,

from 1,000 to 2,000 meters, as 200 meters, and above 2,000 meters, as
250 meters.
PATh
GAT'
Causeway.

A transverse decking of logs on roads which cross ovei"

swampy terrain sectors.

PEOPPAqIHqECHA

CETIMA (xapTorpa4MwecxaR ceTma)

GEOGRAFICIIESKAYA SETKA (kartograficheskaya setka)
Geographic grid (cartographic grid).
on maps.

The grid of parallels and meridians

13,
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mK•HOOPPHHA•I

GEOGRAFICIIESKIYE KO0RDiNA'Y
Geographic coordinates.

"whifh determine

Angular values '(latitude c0 and longitude X)

the position of a point on the earth's surface.

The value

is determined'by the angle which is formed by the perpendicular line
drawn through the given point and the plane 6f the equator.

It is read

(fig. 2) north from the equator from 0 to 90' (north latitude) and from
the equator south from 0 to -900

(south latitude).

The value X is deter-

mined by the two-sides angle which is formed by the plane of the prime
meridian and the plane of the meridian of the given point.

Reading is

conducted, from the prime meridian to the east from, 0 to 1800 (east
longitude) and to the west from 0 to -180*

(west longitude).

no

Figure 2.

Geographic coordinites.

Left meridian- - prime meridian; right meridian . meridian of point;
upper parallel - parallel of point A1; lower parallel - equator.
r'EOjIF.9HqEC;1AO

3AJIAqA OBPATHAH

GIOMDEICHIESKAYA ZAI)ACHIA OBIRATNAYA
Inverse geodetic problem (on a plane).

Determination of Y-4zimuth

from one point to another and the distance between them from the
rectangular coordinates of the initial points.

The Inverse geodetic problem

is solved by the formulas

S--

D=

where

XAs x1'

$in

YA XBXA
'CS

YAt YB are the coordinates of the initial points;

a is the Y-azimuth from point A to point B;
D is the distance between the initial points.

14,
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P'EOIE3WfIIC1CAR-,3A1!A11A fll1PMA
GEODEZICI{ESKAYA ZADACIIA PRYAMAYA
Direct geodetiL problem (on a plane).

Determination of the coordinates

of.required point B from-known rectangular coordinates of initial

point -A,,

the distance between them, and the Y-azimuth of the line of direction from
the initial
is

point to the point being-determindd.

The direct geodetic problem

solved from the formula
xB = xA +,D
YB' = yA + D,.

*

cos a;
sin c;,

where
xB

YB are the-coordinates of the point beirng determined;

SXA' YA are the coordinates of the initial
D

is

point;,

the distance between the point being determined and the initial

,point;
-a is

the Y-azimuth of the line of direction from the initial

point

to the point being deo 'ermined.

-PFO)3E.9WlEdl(AR PHIIM5
GEODCZICIIESKAYA LINIYA,.
Geodetic line.
ellipsoid (see).

It

A line which connects two points on the terrestrial
is

the shortest distance between given points on the

surface of the ellipsoid (the shortest -distance on a plane is

a straight

line, on a sphere - an arc of the great circle).

PMOTMEIECIHE HOOPORHIATW
GEODEZICIIESKIYE KOORDINATY
Geodetic coordinates.

Values which determine the position of a point

on the earth's surface on the terrestrial ellipsoid (see): B - latitude,
L - longitude,

II - distance from the surface of the terrestrial ellipsoid

along the normal to it

to the given point on the earth's surface.

Geodetic

coordinates are determined by computation from the measured distance and a
line of direction from some other point with known astronomic coordinates
and depend on the accepted dimensions of the terrestrial ellipsoid and the
coordinates of the initial

point.

In

the USSR,

the center of the Round

Chamber of the Pulkovskiy Astronomical Observatory is
point with coordinates: 5904,6'18.71"N,

30019138.55I"

taken as the initial

E.

Geodetic latitude and longitude are similar to astronomi'al coordinates
but their values differ somewhat due to the deviation of the perpendicular
line (on the earth's sphere) 'from the normal of the terrestrial ellipsoid.

RA-Oll-68
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PEOIE3WK.ECK9 IYHJRP
GEODEZICIIESKIY PUNKT
Geodetic point.

A point which is firmly fastened on-the terrain by an

underground marker (monolith and others) and a surface structure in, the form
oi a signal, pyramid,

etc.,

the coordinates of which are determined with

high accuracy in accordance with its order.

Geodetic points are used in

creating topographic maps, -for the tie-in of elements of the combat formations of missiles and artillery, and for other precise measurements.
aggregate of geodetic points comprises the geodetic net.

The

Coordinates of

geodetic points are systematized in the form of catalogs which are published
•and issued to the troops.
PEO1E3kR
GEODEZIYA
Geodesy.

A science, the subjects of which are determining the-'lhape

and dimensions of the earth; the portrayal of the earth's surface on planes
and maps, and the conduct, of precision-measurements on the terrain in
accomplishing various engineer and other measures.
Geodesy includes two basic disciplines, higher geodesy and topography.
The main task ,of higher geodesy is the determination of the form and dimensions
of the earth,,as a whole and the creation of a geodetic base for the study
of the geometric qualities of the earth's surface.

The main tasks of topo-

graphy are the detailed study of the earth's surface and its portrayal on
planes and maps as well as the performance of various measurements 6n
the ground in accomplishing engineer, fire, and other missions.

PEOWI
GEOID
Geoid.

The shape of the earth formed by the imaginary flat surface

of the mean level of the ocean.

In its

shape, the geoid is close to an

ellipsoid (a solid formed by the rotation of an ellipse around its
suialler axis).

PHPOKO.MAC
GI ROKOMPAS
Gyrocompass.

An instrument for orientation according to the directions

of the compass which is not subject to the Influence of the magnetic field.
The action of the gyrocompass is based on the property of a freely suspended
body which rapidly rotates around its axis (the gyroscope rotor) to counter-

act external influences and preserve its initial position; with the
corresponding improved equipment of the gyrocompass,

its rotor enters the

plane of the geographic meridian, i.e., the plane of the earth's axis
of rotation, and retains this position subsequently regardLtss of the
turns of the object on which it

is installed.

RA-O1-68
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~reponot•kobrftc

:

Gf RPOLUKOMPAS
Directional gyr4,

A nAvigational' in btrumnrit i'itended for holding

direction -of- o'ement' wider condittons of Oifficult orientation.

The,

sensitive, element of the directi6sial Wro I{s- served by-a. free gyroscope
,placed in. a metal housing with a- window (see fig. 73) in front of which,
,h scale with divisions is fastenefd.
The course of 1the machine (direction of movement)

is estimated from.

+,he mutual position of the scale (fastehed on the axis of the gyroscop.s-.
dardan, suspension) and the index firmly, connected with the instrument housing

~~and,
S~on

.con•sequently,

with the machine; when- the machine 'turns, the reading

the scale changes by the angle of turn.
By means of the directional gyro, the machiners course of movement ,can,
ýbe maintained with an accuracy on the order of I - 20 with a duration of
continuous-operation (without reorientation) of not more than 1.5 hours.
fAABHA5I
VERTIKALI
GLAVNAYABEPTHMKAb
A line which passes through the- principal:point

Principal vertical.

of an aerial photo (see)' and the point of the nadir (point of intersection

r

of a vertical line dropped from the center of the objective lens at the
instant of photography with the plane of the photo).
P.IAABIW POPH3OHTAJIb
GLAVNAYA GORIZONTAL
Principal horizontal.

A line perpendicular to the principal vertical

"(see) and passing through the Principal point of the aerial photo (see).
rJIABIHA

TOMRA APOCHIMCA

"GLAVNAYA TOCiiKA

AEROSNIMKA

Principal point of an aerial photo.

The base of a perpendicular dropped

from the center of the objective lens to the photo.

The principal point

of an aerial photo is located in the center of the photo and is determined
by the intersection of the corresponding tick marks or lines which connect
the opposite coordinate marks.

i

PJA•3OMEPHAII C"EM1,
CLAZOMERNAYA S"YEW4A
Sketching by eye.

See Military sketching by eye (Voyenno-glazomernaya

s"yemka].
PJ1YBIPIA Y1MfITHf
GLUBINA UKRYTIYA
Depth of defilade.

The vertical, distance from a gun or other object

to the ray of vision which goes from a known or probable enemy observation
post across the apex of a covering barrier.
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The horizontal :projections of points,
are depicted on a mnapl'.pan).

lifies, and terrain contours

The horizontal projections are always shorter

than the sloping ilinesx;(Table,2).

Table 2
Reduction in-,thu lengths of sloping lines on maps.

"_
I. •a2~..•'

L.

S A,5

,

AAHIU •MIIHI HO I•I3,TC.
lyCl
,I YFWlIblnenife

,

0,4

,to1-

1,5
3.5
6.4
15.5

15
20
30

Key:

1 - Angle,6f,6lope,
map,q.

degrees; 2

-

reduction in

length of -line on

POPr3OHTAJbHOE-4POOOFEWSHE
GORIZONTAL' NOYE PIROLOZ1IENIYE
Horizontal projectibn.

See horizontal projection [gorizontaL'nayao

proyebktsiyaj.
4POOYl!APCYPTREIMIA

PEPOEVIIECiKAH CEtTb

GOSUDARSTVENNAYA GEODtLICIIESKAYA SET'
State geodeticqhe..

The-aggregate of geodetic points

(see) disposed

on a certain order on the. territory of a country (usually in
triangles).

The state, gdodatic net is

the form of

divided into classes depending on

,the distance between, the ,geddetic. points and the precision o(, the.ir determination; first-order points are determined most predscly.

PPABIRIETPMIECHEE BMAW
HE.
GRAVIMETRICIIESKIYE IANNYYE
GrAvimetric data.

Values which characterize the earth's gravitational

field; they are used in calculations of flight trajectories of rockets which
are launched over great distances

(see gravimetrya[gravimetriyaJ,

gravimatric

charts [gravimetricheskiye kartyJ).

PPABIVIE•TIEOk'F JMAPTU
GR,,VIMIETItICI1ESKIYEB KARTY
Gravimetric charts.

Special charts on which data on the values -of

gravitational anomalies are given.

Gravimetric charts are prepared on the

territory of dry land, as wel-A as on expanses of water.
metric charts is

provided by general geographic (topographic) maps on which

lines of the same gravity anomalies are plotted.

isoanomalies.

The basis of gravl-

These lines are called

The isoanomaly interval may vary; on a gravimetric chart with

a scale of 1:1000,000 the isoanomalies are drawn every 2 mlg (milligal
(see gravimotry)).

Gravimetric charts are intended primarily for the
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The ýsize of this, deviation -IN,. used, in changing from

astronomic coordinates to geddetic coordInates ,(,see gra-vimottric charts,
CorAvimetricheskiye kartyJ).

rpmI
GRAD

Grad.

A unit of thle decimal systoim of aga'-wscmt

0.01 straight angle of 0.') degree.

which equals

The grad It, divyded into 100 metric

mninutes; each metric mlijutes is- divided Into 101 61,tniv Fevond:4.
rPEESE~fb

Crest.
line

Thp upper p6rtion of a ridge which tký,Jhlw

the watershed

Totpogrnjthc crest- an
eicmilitary cefiA-' (s~oe) are

ditAinguilshed.
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PPYHTOBL'E 1I0OPOrH
GRUWTOVYYE DOROGY
Dirt roads.

Vehicular and horse-drawn transport roads with a natural:

base and surface: improved dirt roads, dirt (country),

field, and forest

roads.

SPPLIOME

nECH•
GRYADOVYYE PESKI
Ridgy sands.

The sandy surface of a desert in-the ,fon of a ridge

up to 20 to 30 meters high with a steepness of slope of up to 20O
along the direction of the prevailing winds.

extending

Ridgy sAnds are usually

ýcovered with sparse vegetation and are relatively easy to cross, particularly
along the ridge.
BFAEHME YPJOOMEPA (Tmtcan)
DELENIYE UGLOMERA (ty.yachnaya)
Mil.

The central angle gubtended,,by an arc which equals 1/60001b

of the length of an entire circle.

The length of the arc of an angle of one

nil is approximately equal to 0.001. radius (range).
times called small mils, make 6av i'ar e mil.

One hundred mils, some-

An example of the recording

,And reading: 4-36 is four thiL.y-six whiich means 436 small mils or
mils and 36 small mils.

(For t!:e

rdion of mils to degrees,

4tlarge

see Section 4,.

Chapter XII).
TiEVACOKHPYMOMI1HE

f,•3;iv

DENAsKIRlUYUSVlý%YS;,E ýPIZAK;I
Revealing sis

1'ih,,

identify variou, obj•,,tAs~

o~gto of signs from which it
,ei'ial pfi6tos.

is possible to

The following basic revealing

signs are distz:~ouisho: shape, dimension, tone (degree of darkening of the
emulsion),
detail,

,iadqw,,.muual

disposition, traces of troops activity (for greater

see Section R,' Chapter IV).

The ter-m "revealing sign" is also used in a wider sense - as the indications and information from which data on the enemy's situation and
intentions are disclosed.

DEFILE
lDefile,

A narrow passage between obstacles (abrupt folds in the relief,

swamps, lakes, etc.) which is usually used to stop the enemy by the defending
trcops.

IIA-011-68
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BIED91PHPOU3AHHE ADPOCIRIKOB
DEISHIFHIIROVANIYE AEROSNIMKOV

Determinatloho f-w-qmt'itatiye a,;d

Aerial photo interpretation.

qualitative characteristics of the terrain and eijjm
greater detail,

see Section 8,

/IPEMIIl4OHH

fio- adriai •photos-U(for

Chapter IV).

YrOx

DIREKTSIONNYY UGOL
Grid azimuth.

The angle between the northern directionu '.

the vertical

line of a coordinate grid and the line of direction to an object,

read in

a clockwise direction from 0 to 3600.

n'OJPOTA PEOPPAtiJECIflM
DOLGOTA GEOGiaFICIMSKAYA
Geographic longitude.

See ,geog;raphic coordinntds (geograficheskiye

koordinaty].

IOJ]HHA
DOLINA
Valley.

Elongated,

usually winding, negative form of relief which

lowers in onie direction and is

formed by two slppes,

thdi intersection of

which represci~ts ,a thalweg - the lower zone of the valley bottom, usually
occup$.ed by a Ohannel of a permanent or intermittent runoff.
vertical slopes are called canyons and if,

in addition,

narrow, they are called ,jdi'ges or notches.

Valleys with

they are very

Comparatively small valleys

devoid of permanent runoffs are callecd liollows.

DJOHOJHITFJIbHAI "'1FKTA- iA

MAPTAX

DOPOLNITEL'NAYA SETKA NA KARTAMI
Additional grid on maps.
zonv,.

It

is

Coordinate jrid i,

the system of an adjacent

pl.otted on a map with special tick marks on sheets located

along the border of each zone (for gr'eter detail,

see Section 7, Chapter IIl0).

/iOr0PH
DOROGY
Runds.

More or less improved routes intended for constant or prolonged

movement over them. The followilg roads are distinguished:
[zhel snyye] (see),
dorLtyj

(see),

railroads

vehicular and horse-drawn transport roads [avtoguzhevyye

and paths [tropyl

(see).

The most importani

roads which con-

ihict cott',t-vis, oblast', industrial areas, large centers, etc.,
main lines,

are called
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"WithPrespect

to the relative disposition (actions) of the troops, the

following are distinguished:
the front,

and lateral

frontal roads which go from the rear toward

roads which go approximately paral lel to the front

line.

DYUNY
Dunes.

Sand hills-

with a crescent-like shape in a plane which is

foermed under the influence of the wind from unfixed sands.
dunes reaches 300 meters.

In contrast to barkhans,

are directed against the wind.

The height of

the "horns" of the ends

The slow movements of the dunes are

possible under the influence of the wind.

Dunes are negotiable with diffi-

culty.

FCTECTBERHhE !.IACIV

YESTESTVENYYE

MASKI

Natural masks.

Elements of the terrain which contribute to the

camouflage of troops against enemy obsbrvation from the air and ground
observation posts.
Natural masks are: elements of the relief (gullies, precipices,
other uneven terrain); vegetation (forests,

brush, high grass,

others); structures of all types, fences, ditches, haystacks,

and

gardens, and

ricks, and

other local objects.

ECTECT3EHIf'

flPEfl5ITCTBVH

YESTESTVRNNYYE PREPYATSTVIYA
Natural obstacles.

Local objects and, elements of relief which cause

the delay or stopping of the movement of troops and thereby hinder their
combat actions.
steep slor

structures,

'q

Most widespread are: rivers, ditches, lake3, muddy swamps,

preolp)ices,

gullies, dense woods,

buildings &rJvarious

,b- *rnents, depressions, etc.

ECTECT'3EINE YKPbiIR
YESTESTYINNYYE UIRYTIYA
Natural cover.

Local objects and ekcaents of dhe relief which favor the

cover (protection) of the troops and equipxnent against enemy fire and observation.

As natural cover, use is

gullies, wash-outm,

precipices,

strong structures (stone, brick,

made most often of ditches, pits, depressions,
cibannkments,

basements,

ferroconcrete),

etc.

caves,

various

RA-Oil-68
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'iýFJE3H'E,I1OPOPH
ZIIELEZNYYF DOROGI
Railroads.

Roads of rails

Railroads are differentiated:

on a m, ,

or less substantial foundation.

by width of track - wide gauge (normal)

and

bý,'means of locomotion - electrified and non-electrified;

narrow gauge,

by number of •tracks

- singl6-tracked,

double-tracked,

and with a larger

number of tracks. The width of track of Soviet railroads is
of narrow gauge tracks, 750,

900,

and 1000 mm.

1524 mm and

'The most widespread width

of track of foreign railroads is 1435 mm (up to

65% of the railroads).

W'3AJIOX.'fhýF,
CKATA
ZALOZIIENIYE SKATA
Horizontal projection of the slope.

See Slope [skati,-.

3AMETi
ZAMETKI
Sketch notes.

*A graphic representation of characteristic poirits and

lines of the relief (fig. 0-) divide - a continuous line with an arrow in
the direction of the drop of the ridge; runoff - a broken line -with an
arrow in

the direction of.drop of the depression; summit - a closed con-

tour line which gives its

outline in

a plane,

-Jtn indicators of the

saddle - a dotted figure which gives the plane outline of the

slope;
saddle.

Sketch notes are used for the rapid sketching of characteristic
oap in, preparing terrain

forms of relief from the actual ground or from a
sketches by eye.

4%
1140J,

4 T/
\i
4N

c~D
Figure 4.

5'

Sketch notes.

1 - divide; 2 - summit; 3

5

- runoff;

-

saddle; 4

-

runoff;

6 - bottom.

PACFqIA
ZASIrCIIKA

Intersection.
(target,

A method of determining the position of a station or object

reference point) on a map by the intersection of two or more lines;

RA-;Oiir68
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the point of intersedtion -of the lines correspwnids to the position of 'the
object (station);
diract intersection - the position of an obj'.ct is determined by the
intersection of two lines which are formed by direct sighting on the object
from two stations, the positions of which are known on a map;
resection - the position of a station is determined by the intersection
of lines obtained by the reverse sight'ing "on one's self" at three (at two
if

the map is oriented) reference points, the positions of which are known

on the map;
combined intersection , the position .of an object is determined by the
intersection of two lines of direction which are formed by direct sighting
from a reference point to the object and revbrse sighting from the object
to another reference point (the positions of the referenceo:points should
,be known on the map);
compass intersection - the position of a station or object is determined by direct intersection,

resection, ,or combined intersection with the

use of a compass, by measuring the azimuths of the reqUired-lines of direction
and their subsequent construction on the map from Y-azimuths.

,AUMTHESE CBO CTBA MECTHOCTH
ZASIICIIITNYYE SVOYSTVA MESTNOSTI
Protective properties of the terrain.

The aggregate of natural cover

which, reduces the injury to personnel and equipment bynuclear weapons and
which, is used in organizing the protection of troops abaifist weapons of mass
destruction.

The best protective properties are possessed by abrupt and

deep folds in the relief (,julles, wash-outs, depressions, gorges), quarries,
shaftsi mines, caves,

caverns, forests (for greater detail,

see Section 5,

Chapter V).

ý#E3DA5ý HAPTA
ZVEZDNAYA KAIRTA
Star chart.
a plane.

A representation of a portion of the celest-inl sphere on

A star chart is used in military affairs primarily to find In-

dividual stars in solving problems in astronomic orientation.
3EMI O

IMPHE¶3M

ZEMNOY MAGNETMIZ
Terrestrial magnetism.

A property of the earth as a heavenly body which

is expressed by the existence of a magnetic field around it.

The poles of

terrestrial magnetism are close to the geogr•pihic poles but do not coincide
with 'hem (the north polc,

74%N,

100°W, the south pole 690S,

144"E).

A freely

turning needle of a magnetic compass is placed it, the plane of tlOe magnetic
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On approaching the poles, the magnetic needle has a tendency to

change from a horizontal (equilibrium) position to a vertical poition.
phenomenon is called the magnetic dip..

This

Its effect on the operation of the

,compass is eliminated by shifting a sbecial weight on the needle.

3EMHOH 'IIHICOB (c4epown)
ZEMNOY ELLIPSOID (sferoid)
Earth's ellipsoid (spheroid).

The shape of~the earth which is taken

for cartographic and other purposes as the initial shape for computations
(fig. 5).

The dimensions of the earth's ellipsoid are indicated in Table 4.

Figure 5.

Earth's ellipsoid.

Table 4
Dimensions of the earth's ellipsoid (according to F.P. ,Krasovskiy)

Elements

Size

Large semiaxis (equatorial radius) a

6,378,245 meters

Small semiaxis (polar radius) b

6,356,863 meters

Compression

1:298.3

a-b/a

Average radius of the earth, taken as a
6,371,117.7 meters

sphere
Length of meridian

Length of equator

40,008,548 meters

40,075,704 meters

Surfaco of the earth

510,083,000 sq km

Surface of Iry land

148;628,O00 sq km (29.2%)

Surface of water
Volumc, of earth

3WAW•

J61,455,OO0 sq km (70.8%)
1,083,320,000,000 km3

AhIOPOPA

ZIMNYAYA DOROGA
Winter road.

A seasonal vehicular and horse-drawn transport road

over frozen swamps, lakes, and rivers.

H30BAPP
IZOBARY

Isobars.

r

)barometric

Lines which connect on a chart (diagram) poirnts with the same

pressure at a certain time.
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W3OBATH
rOBATY
Isobaths.

Lines which connect on a chart points with equal depths Or

relief of the sea bottom or other body of water.

H3OPHHCU
IZOGIPSY
Isohypses (contour lines).

Lines which connect on a chart points

with the same altitude above sea level.

ISOLINII
Isolines.

Lines which connect on charts and special diagrams points

with the same values of some factor (altitudes, temperatures, etc.).

H30TEPM61
IZOTERMY
Isotherms.

LUlnes which connect on A chart (diagram) points o'f equal

temperature.

HCTOqHH~f
ISTOCHNIXI
Sources (springs, fountains).

water on the earth's surface.

Natural outcroppings of underground

The majority of sources are shown on large-

,'scale and medium-scale topographic maps; the inscription which accompanies
the conventional sign (rod., kl.,

ist) expresses the designation accepted in.

a given area.

HCXOAHIMS PEOAEHtfECKHE 11AHHIE
ISKMODNYYE GEODEZICIIESKIYE DANNYYE
Initial geodetic data.

Geodetic and topographic values which are

necessary for the launching of rockets.

The primary ones are:

-geodetic launch range, the length of the geodetic line (see) from the

launching position to the target;
geodetic Y-azimuth of the launching position - target line of direction;
altitude of the locations of the launch position and the target (determined from a topographic map);
geodetic azimuth of the line of direction to the target (determined from
the geodetic Y-azimuth);
geodetic latitude of the launch position (det.%rmined from a topographic
map).

The geodetic range and geodetic Y-azimuth are determined from the coordinates of the launch position and those of the target by solving the geodetic resgc,tion problem.
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''APABAHIS'{ H7YTb
KARAVANNYY PUT'
Caravan routes.
mules,

A transportation route for pack animals (camels,

less often horses) in

desert and ,semidesert terrain.

asses,

Caravan routes

are shown on topographic maps.

XAPTOPPA.44F/WjEI(E flPOEMiUH
KARTOGIAFICIIESKIYE PIZOYEKTSII
Cartographic projections.
earth's sphere on a plane, in

Methods of representingthe

compiling maps.

surface of the

The cartographic

projeotion

determines the mathematical law for projecting the earth's surface on a plane
and characterizes distortions, of lengths,
since a spherical surface is
In

and arecas on a given map

angles,

not spread into a plane without distortion.

accordance with -the nature-of •th)e distortions,

graphic projections are dist1ngM!ishdd: equiangular,

the following carto-

which preserve the

equality of angles between lines of direction on a map and in actuality;
equidimensional,

which preserve the proporti6nality of areas on the map to

the corresponding areas on the earth's surface;
preserve the constancy of scale in

some direction;

preserve either the equality of ang]es,
of scale.

equiinterstitial,

which

arbitrary, which do not

proportionality of, area,

or constancy

The concept of employing arbitrary projections consists of the

simplicity of compiling maps,
problems on such a map,

the convenience of solving several practical

etc.

Cartographic projections are also divided according to the type of geographic grid.

The basic ones are conical,

cylindrical,

azimuty,

and pseudo-

cylindrical.
In a conical projection,

the meridians are represented by straight

lines which converge at one point at equal angles; parallels are represented
by c6ncentric circles with a common center at the point of intersection of
the meridians.

Many small-scale maps of the Soviet Union and other areas of

the world are prepared in
In

a conical projection.

a cylindrical projection,

the meridians are represented by parallel

straight lines; the parallels are also represented by straight parallel
Vines which are perpendicular to the meridians.
maps of equatorial
cylindrical

Political maps of the world,

mid several other maps are compiled in a

countries,

projection.

In- an azimuth projection,

the meridians are represented by straight

lines which converge at one point at angles which equal the difference in
longitudes while the parallels represent arcs of concentric circles.
of the Arctic and Antarctic,
in an azimuth projection.

maps of the hemisphere,

Maps

anti others are prepared
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In a pseudocylindrical projection, some central meridian is represented
by a straight line, and the remaining me~idians, by curves symmetrical to the
central meridian.

Individual political maps of the'worid are compiled in

this projection.
Thecartographic projection of topographic maps of the Soviet Union

'1

at a scale-of 1:25,000 - 1:500,000 are equiangular transverse-cylindrical.
Its essence consists of the following.

The surface of the earthis spheroid

is divided into zones by meridians which are multiples of 60, beginning with
Within the limits of each zone, the surface

meridian.

the zero (greenwich)

of the earth's spheroid is -projected onto a plane with preservation-of the
similarity of infinitely small shapes.

The lengths of lines are preserved

only along 06h principal meridian; in the other places, they are exaggerated
somewhat and the further from the principal meridian, the greater the degree.
The maximum error in the lengths of lines on the map which, are adjacent to
the boundary of the zone -does not exceed 1/1000, i.e., coriiiderably less
than the graphical precision of measurement.

All sheets of topographic maps

within the limits of a zone may be glued together into one block without
Map sheets of adjacent zones may be glued together in

any gaps or folds.
limited numbers.

The cartographic projection of a map at a scale of 1:1,000,q00 is
arbitrary.

The extreme parallels of the map sheet are arcs of circles, the

lengths of which are not distorted; all meridians are straight-line;
meridians disposed symmetrically relative to the central meridian 2V to the
west and east preserve their length; the length of the central meridian is
No more-than 9 sheets can be glued into one block without

shortened somewhat.
noticeable gaps.

KAPTOPPAI,)H

KARTOGRAFIYA
Cartography.

The science of geographic maps, methods, and processes

for their creation and use.

It

includes the disciplines: mathematAcal

cartography, map compilation, map publication, and map measurement.
KAPT0o'4I

(CXE?,%)

KARTOCIIKI (smiJEmY)

MECTHOCTH
MESTNOSTI

Terrain cards (sketches).

Simple, schematic drawings of small sectors

of terrain made without precise observation of scale.

The cards are used

primarily by commanders of small podrazdeleniye in the form of a "sketch of
a strong point," "sketch of reference points," or in the form of a sketch
report, a drawing on which the results of reconnaissance of the enemy and
terrain or the accomplishment of some other mission are depicted graphically
and with text.

t
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KAPTU

KARTY
Maps.

Reduced conventionai'ejtresentatioris

of the earth's surface on

a plane which is made in the form of- some kind of cartographic projection
(see).

Maps are extremely varied and subdivided according to many criteria.

For content, maps are divided into general geographic nfaps (see) and special
maps (see).

.KAPTH BOOM• FE/E.iM
KARTY VODNYEII RUBEZHEY
Water area charts.

Special mnalp

intended for the study and evaluation

of water areas; the scale is primarily I.100,000 to .1:50,000; sometimes
the scale of the representation of a

,iver is greater thoA 'the scale of the

representation of the adjacent teirain& ýHasic coftentv width,

depth, direction,

and speed of current of a river, type of bottom, ýnqture, of the banks, river
channel,

and command of the banks of the river

4

allp.y; the detailed character-

-istics -of existing- crossings :(sometimes given in the 'legeiid)- bridges, ferries,
fords; the characteristics of hydraulic works, bydroo.ectric stations,
-particularly their dams and locks, etc.; bouhjdaries .of inundation of the
floodplain and its trafficability: ss~tipiness,_ degree to,.wlich broken up
by lakes, ox-bow lakes and channels, the ,round, v egetatlonAl cover, road
net, etc.

KAPTV PEOJIOPHrECXIH
KARTY GEOLOGICIIESKIYE
Geologic'al maps.

Special maps which repreesiit thp reIularities of

the structure of the earth's crust and are the basis for Lh

-search for

minerals, explorations, for the construction of vari6us-,objects, soil,
botanical and other investigations.

Geological maps are subdivided into

survey maps (1:2,500,000 - 1:5iO00,000),

regional maps (1:200,000) and

detailed maps (1:100,000 - 1:50,000 or larger, down to- 1:50).

In military

affairs, the latter are used most widely and more or less characterize
the outcroppings of rock on the surface.
KAPIW D0OPOWW
KAIRTY DOROZIINYYE
Road maps.

Special maps which are used in planning, organizing,

and executing shipments and working out measures for the organization of
the troop rear; most often, the scale is 1:1,000,000 or 1:500,000.

Special

content of the maps: motor vehicle roads and railroads; characteristics of
the quality and traffic capacit) of motor vehicle roads: class, width, surface
of the roadway; characteristics of bridges; road structures; distance between
plopulated placEs and other points recorded on the map.

•F

1(APThI 3I0WOQMfCI
YWI(RYLOTSMA.NSKIYE,
Pilot chaits., Charts; intended for the navi'jation of vessels and the
Scales6f chiartýý and the,-Isobath

ýplanningwbf, hydraulic, works -bni rivks.
interval- are indicated 'in Tible 5.

Table 5
Scales 0£, pilot charts and isobath intervals;

Average width of •-iveir,
meters
Up to 150
150
250

-

500

Isobath interval,
map
meters

seal s
1:5,000

0.25

250

1:10,000

0.51-

500

1:10,000-1:25,000

0.5 - 1.0

2, P0P0

1:25",000-I: 50, 000

110'-

Pilot charts contain detailed (systematically'updated)

-

0.50
1.0

2.0
information

on the coastline, depths, underwater obiitacles, and navigational markers.
Depths are shown by isobaths and depth readings; the depth is read from the
level at the low water mark [mezhenj
a level, it

(see).

To obtain the actual depth of

is necessary to consider •the difference in the level of the river

which was taken in-compiling t1be map and the level at a given moment.
pilot charts, the sho2'es are sho,;n -schematically, as a rule.

On

Pilot charts

are used together with river soiling directions (see) [lotsiya rekij.

Z'APT MOPOKHR
KA11TY MOlSKIE
Sea charts.

Special charts of the seas and oceans.

The most important

and widespread are navigationa4 sea charts which are intended for the navigation of vessels.

Their content: relief' of the bottom, portrayed by iso-

baths and depth -readings; characteristics of the grourd; outline and
charar-teristics of the shores, relief, atd prominent reference points on
shore; sea routes, navigational dangers (shoals, reefs, rocks, surfs);
information on the magnetic declination; hydrological elements (currents,
tides, boundaries of ice).

"than

1"25,000),

Navigational charts include plans (larger

Individual charts (1:25,000 - 1:100,000),

route maps

(1:100,000 - 1:500,000), and general and survey charts (1:500,000 and
smaller.).

The contents of navigational charts are supplemented and explained

by •la-ling directions (seo).
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XAVP'h' O III1TPEOPPAHqEC Ij•E
KARTY OBS1HCHEGEOG'ý.1CHIESKIYE
General geographic maps.
partially,

Maps reflecting the reliefi hydrography,

elements of the soil-ground and vegetational cover,

populated places,

socio-economic oijeuts,

and,,

roads,

and several other elements.

General geographic maps are subdivided into topographic maps -'up
1:1,000,000 inclusive and survey general geographic:maps,

to

scale *smaller

than 1:1",000,000.

KAPMI IPOXOJI•,0GTH
KARTY PROKIIODIMOSTI,
Trafficability maps.

Special maps with data on terrain trafficability

which are intended for the study and estimate of conditions for movdment and
maneuver.

As a rule, they are compiled on the basis of topographic maps.

Shown on the maps are sectorswhich are difficult and impossible to negotiate,,
the most favorable-directions for movement,
(steepness and length of slopes,
wash-outs),

and rivers (depth,

characteristics of relief

precipices,

and their heights,

soil of bottom,

zone, the presence of hydraulic works'

speed of current,

crossings),

all other terrain elements which- determine its

gullies,
tidal

roads ground-soili

and

trafficability.

FIAT1'P PE3IbI1ITE
KARTY REL' YEFNYY2
Relief maps.

Maps which express the terrain relief volumetrically.

They are made of a plastic base Z[vI4eprozy1,

cardboard,

paper-m~ch6,

or

other material.

Data on the content and preparation of a topographic map

of corresponding

scale aro drawn (printed or pasted) on the surface of the

reli.ef map.
Relief maps are made either manually by the successive accretion of
layers with the subsequent pasting of a miodel of the map,

or on a special

outfit which permits reproducing relief maps in the required numbers by

means of a punch die which is made (set up) ahead of time.
Relief maps are intended for the study and estimate of the terrain
and for gaming planned battles and operations.
from 1:50,000 to 1:1,000,000.

The maps are made in scales

The vertical scale depends on the nature of

the relief of the terrain but is

always greater than the horizontal scale;

for flat

terrain,

25

for hilly terrain, 10 -

mountainr

terrain,

5 - 2 times.

-

10 times,

5 times, for

KARTA SI'EtSiAL'NY~r

""Specirl

maps.

Maps oi which- indiiidual elej;Its

of the terrain are re-

-prqsbniedwith g06at completenessw and detail or oii 'which special data are
plottbdi

Special -maps are, extrp:d1y numerous and' varied.

th6 following maps: geological,
administra•ive,

economic,

which are used 'by- th

soiis, hypsometri(%,

and many others.

They include

hydrological,

political-

The 6i:ost important special maps

troops arie navigational,

road,, and relief maps.

tAl.i'I TO&OPPAdNIECKiJ.;
KARTY iOPOGIIAFICIIESKIYE
Topographic maps.
inclusive.

General geographic maps up to a scale of I:1,000,000

Topographic maps represent as,,completely as possible the ele-

ments ind details of the terrain whic., affect the combat actions of troops
and are the basic source of information about the -terrain and thA basi-k of
many combat documents and- specitil maps.

"actions, topographic

,In prepiuring and cnmn•xctng

maps are used to study the terrain,

estimate the situation,-make decisions,
and orgaiiize-troops coordination,

qombat

cOpaify missions,

assign missions to subordinate troops,,

and also are widely used for orientation on,

the ground (primarily tqaps at a scale of 1:50,000-1:200,000),

determining

target coordinates (primarily niaps with scales of 1:50,000-1:100,000),\ and
for tying, in

the combat formations of the troops (primarily maps:-of scales

of 1:50,000-1:200,000).

A list

of topographic nmaps is

shown in Table 6.

The completeness and detail of representattan of the terrain on topographic maps depend on their scale (the larger the scale,

the rnore complete

and detailed the map) and the nature of the terrain (the fewer details the
terrain contains, the more completely they aie shown bn, the map).

The

completeness of content of maps of average broken terrain are characterized
approximately by the following data:
populated points are shown completely on large-scale maps; on mops of
a scale of 1:100,000,

individual yards and structures are shown partially;

on maps at a scale of 1:200,000 and smaller, populated points are partially
shown;
vehicular and horse-drawn transport roads are shown completely on
large-scale maps; on maps of a scale of 1:100,000 and 1:200,000,

all

highways and improved dirt roads are shown while dirt and field ro,,ds are
partially shown; all highways are shown on maps with a scale of 1:500,000
and dirt roads are shown partially; only main roads are shown on maps with
a scale of 1:l,000,000,
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all rivers are shown on maps at a scale of 1:25,000

-

1:100,006; on

maps at a scale of 1:200,000 or smaller, rivers longer than 0.5 to 1 cm
at themap scale are shown;
elements of relief

(altitude, etc.) are represented with their height

dimensions more thakni 0.5 the contour interval (see) of the given map (see
accuracy of topographic maps [tochnost'

topograficheskikh' kart-,.

Table 6
List of topographic maps

Scale of maps

Name of -maps

Approximate dimensions of sector
covered by map sheet at 540 latitude
,on terrain
km

at map scale
cm

Large scale
1:25,000,

9 x

twenty-five thousand

8

36 x 32

,19 x 16

37 x 32

(1 cm =,250 m)
1:50,000
(I cm = 500 n)

fifty

thousand

Medium sý'hle
1:100,000
(1 cm = I km)

Hundred thousand or kilometer

37 x 32

37 x 32

1:200,000
(Q cm = 2 kin)

Two hundred tho\jsand,
2 kilometears

74 x 65

37 x 33

or

Small scale
1 :500,000
(1 cm = 5 Ion),

Five hundred thousand, or
5 kilometers

222 x196

44, x 37

1:1,000,000
(I cm - 10 kin)

Million, or ten kilometers

445 x393

44 x 39

Remarks:

The first

number In

the column "at map scale" is

the length

of the sector from north to south, the second number is

lite

size of the sector from east to west.

itATAJIOP IHOOPAHII1AT PEOMIM3WIECIOIX IIYHI~rOB
KATALOG KOORDINAT GEOI)I'•lCIIESKIKII
Geodetic triI, list.
publinh.d, in

PUNKTOV

Systematized data on geodetic points.

is

the form of pamphlets with a diagram of the mutual disposition

of the points and includes: name of points, order of points,
ordinate,

The list.

absolute altitudes, altitude of markers,

rectangular co-

Y-azimuths of lines of

directions to other points or specially established reference points.
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IWHIOMETPOBL•

AHMHH

KILOMETROVYYE LINII

Kilometer lines.

116rirzorital and vertical lines on topographic maps which

are drawn parallel to the axes of rectangular coordifiates at equal intervals.
is

The aggregate of these lines forms a kilometer (coordinate) grid. which

used in' target indication from a map, orientation of the-map on the

ground,

and for the aliproximate determination of distances and areas

(Table 7).Table 7
.Distance between kilometer lines on maps

"1"-,

2

P'acCroInHM

Maewtso
,6 xop'a
3

as KxpTC. rigtnoOcty.

1: 10000
I: 25000
I: 50000
L: 100000
V: 200 000
Key:

I

10
4
2
2
2

Map- scales; 2

-

-

MH

i
I
1

2

,

distance; 3

-

4

on map,

cm; 4 - on terraint km.

Kilometer lines are not drawn on maps'with scales of 1:500,000 and
I:1,000,000 but on maps witha scale of 1:500,000,
marks, are shown every 2"'dm (10 km)

and,

on the borders,

when necessary,

tick

a kilometer grid

may be drawn on the map.
Kilometer lines on maps are marked as follows: the values at the horizontal lijsj

show tne distance from the equator in

kilometers to the given

line; ,the values at the vertical lines signify the number of the zone (one
or two digits) and: the distance in

kilometers (always three digits) from

the principal meridian of the zone shifted arbitrarily to the west 500 Icn.
The extreme kilometer lines of the map sheet are fully marked while the

"remainder are

abbreviated with two digits (tens and units of kilometers).

UOPBAHHWAM J MIA
KODIROVANNAYA KA1TA
Coded map.

A special map for the secret control' of troops.

It

re-

presents aregular topographic map with printed code designations or
coded numbers for objects and terrain sectors.

HN10IOPA H]YTb
KOLONNYY PUT'
Hasty road,

trail.

A direction for the temporary movement of troops

which has been selected and marked out on the terrain.
laid out in

The hasty road is

the absence of roads or for thc purpcso of concealing the

maneuver of troops and is

usually improved as follows: the roadway is

runoffs and simple crossings over streams and other obsta.lesi

cleared,

are built,

etc.

"I

--
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.OMIAO
KOMPAS.
Compass.
horizon.

An instrument for, orientati)o,,,•'icording

to directions on the

In accordance with the principle,,:P1 operation,

divided into magnetic, mechanical (gyroscopic),

compasses are sut-

and solar (for use in the

Among the ground forces, the most widespread field compasses

pcilar regions).

are the magneti6 ccnipass of the Adrianov system, and the AK artillery compass.
Tihe Adrianov dnpass (fig. 6) cons'ists of a housing with an axis fastened
an1gjetiti ndbedle, bearing circle (round plate with angular divisions),

to it,

'biking lever, and rotating lid with a sighting device.

The value of a

division, of the primary (inner) scale of the bearing ciicle equals

30;

the

rading of the divisions is performed in a clockwise manner; the directions
00, 900,

1800 and 2700 are marked with-markers which glow in the dark.

The outer scale of the bearindfcircle is in mils which increase countercl-,ckKis6; values are given every 500 mils.

Figurp 6. Compass of the
Adriaiuov system.

The accuracy in reading azi,ýtth using the compass is on the order
of 1 to 0.5 mils.
The AK artillery cimipai

(fig. 7) consists of the same bosic parts

as the Adrian6v system but, thanks to some improvements, is more convenient
to use.

With this compasst a lid with a mirrored interior surface provides

the opportunity for the ýimultaneous~orientation of the compass and sighting
on an object.

The bearing circle rotates, which permits bringing the zero

(north) reading of the bearing circle under the north end of the needle at
The needle fixes the north-south direction more

the instant of sighting.

rapidly and steadily; the braking of the needle is accomplished hutomatically
The divisions of the bearing circle are drawn £very

when closing the lid.

100 mils and are read in a clockwise direction.

#Figure

,r

461

JO

-

#1

7. Compass of the AK system.
- compass housing; 2 - rotating housing
of the bearing circle; 3 - bearing
circle; 4 - compass lid with mirror a,
with opening for sighting b, and catch c;
5 - projection of the noodle braking
lever.

RA.o11-68
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KONTUR
Outline.

The boundary of lands or the external outline of a local

object (outline of a meadow,

outline of a swamp,

etc.); it

is

shown on a

map by a dotted or continuous line.

HOIITYPHAR POIRA
KONTURNAYA TOCIIKA
Map point.
woods,

A clearly distinguishable point on the ground (corner of a

pasture, meadow,

etc.).

Map points which are easily noticeable on

the ground ake shown as accurately as possible on the maps and are often
used for tying-in combat formations,
the positions of targets,

determining the locations of stations,

and positions of other objects.

KCOUPTIHATO0,p
KOORDINATOMMR
Coordinate scale.

An instrument (device) for determinin

tihe

rectangular coordinates of p3ints (objects) from topographic maps and
plotting points on a map from given coordinates.

There are coordinate

scales (engraved)

(For the use of coordinate

scales,

on officer's celluloid scales.

see Section 5,

Chapter III).

K'OO'ioi•hlATh,
KOORDINATY
Coordin.Ates.
or in

space.

Values which determine the position of a point on a plane

In military affairs,the most widely used are astronomic

geographic (see),

geodetic (see),

rectangular (see),

polar (see),

(see),

and bi-

polar coordinates (see).

WTP11404 rF PkP PM51
KORENNOY BEREMi iUKI
Original river bank.

The bank of a river valley,

us'ually mor,, or

less eXpreroeed in the form of an escarpment or precipice,

and composed of

bedrock rath'.r than from river deposits.

KOTLOVINA
Basin.
A rel;ef form,
ext ernal runoff.

a clost-d depression (most often patelloid),

depriv(ed of
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RPOW•

KROKI
Sketch.
in

A sketch of the terrain made by hasty sketching which reflects

detail terrain.:elements,

a given spebific mkssion.

which are important for the accomplishment of
The bane for the sketch may be pi-epared ahead of

time from a map or aerial photo.

S~iC/PBWETP
KURVIMETfh
Map measurer.
fig. 31).

An instrument for measuring distance's on a map (see

The measurement of lengths by a map measurer is

rolling the small wheel of the instrument along a line.

i.£fonned .by

The i!rror in

measuring the lengths of straight lines with the map measurer is

on the

order of 1 - 2% while the error in measuring the lengths of winding lines
is

considerably greater.

KYARIZY
Near-horizontal underground water-collecting gallery.

Water-collecting

pits in arid areas which are connected with each other by underground

galleries.

JBIM
!~A•l3HPHRA,
LINEYKA VIZIRNAYA

Sight rule,.

A rule (usually wooden, about 30 cm long) with a three-

sides cross section; it

is

intended for sighting and drawing lines of direction

when working with a map on the ground during sketching by eye,

and is

also

used for measuring and laying off distances on a map (fig. 8).

Figure 8.

Sight rule.

~

~

~im

xwmmlwinnLInflwJ~

Jll*IE•4A MACWTTAIBUAH
LINEYKA MASSIITABNAYA
Map scale.

A ruler (usual metal,

engraved traniverse scale; it

about 5x25 cm in

size) with an

serves for precise measurements of lengths

of lines with dividers on a map.

JIFPEHJJA
LEHFNDA
Legend.

A brief textual explanatory note located on the margins of

graphical documents.
)pressed graphically;
the drawinn.

The legend includes information which cannot be exit

also provides conventional

symbols v hich are used in
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IETNIK (Letovka)
Summer place.

A separate farmstead in tile steppe area which is occupied,

only in tile summerý

TOiHCO1POt1t!Hl
LOKSODI)OMI YA
ithumb ,line.
same angle.

A line oni a sphere which intersects all merieidians at tihe

The -rhumb line is used for laying out the path (course) of a

ship (airplane) with a constant true course (direction of movement relative
to the points of the compass).

In contrast to the orthodrome Iortodromiya)

(see) the rhumb line is not the shortk,--- line between terminal points.

LOTSIYA
Sailing directions.

A description of a water basin Ohich explains

and supplements marine navigation charts.

The sailing directions provide:

the detailed characteristics of tile coastal portion of the sea; a general
survey of the sea; a description of beacons1

markers, and barriers; tables

of distances; laws, instructions,. and rules which determine the sailing regime,
are presented.
points, etc.,

'A 'list

of charts and photographs which distinguish shore

is provided.

LOTSIYA REKI
River sailing directions.

A description which supplements and explains

pilot charts of navigable rivers.

AHJL[T 4,A314
LUNNYYE FAZY
Lunar phases.

Changes in tile visible pJortion of the moon which occur

in connection with the change in the mutual positions of the sun, earth,
and mcbtf.
is not

The following lunar phases are distinguished: new moon (tile moon

t::hble or only a thin "crescent" is visible); first quarter

(visible is a semicircle of the moon which is turned with its curvature to
the right); full moon (the moon has the appearance of a complete, or
almost complete, circle); last quarter (visible is the moon's semicirclL
which faces the left).

The time period for the change of all four lunar

phases is called the synodical or lunar month (29.5 days).

RA-OI-68
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MArHHTHOE HAKJOHEHHE
MAGNITNOYE NAKLONENIYE
See Terrestrial magnetism [zemnoy magnetizm].

Magnetic dip.

mAPHrHMTE SvPH
MAGNITNYYE
JURI
Magnotic storms.

Fluctuations in the earth's magnetic field whose

origin is insufficiently studied; they may present a serious obstacle to
orientation using a magnetic compass.

HAFFT /MECTHOCTH
MAKET MESTNOSTI
Terrain model.

See relief model of the terrain [rel'yefnyy maket

mestnosti].

A.MF1IPYTHAR C"EMRA
MARSIIRUTNAYA S"Y MKA
Eye sketching of a route.
eye (see),

A particular case of military sketching by

which is performed along a route of moveitint.

•?MCIITAB
MASS11TAB
Scale.

The ratio of the length of a line on a map (plan) or other

graphic document to the length of the corresponding line on the ground.

?AACIT (B BPE1AEH1
MASShTAB VREMENI
Time scale.

A graphic scale Cmasshtab lineynyy] (see)';

the values of

its divisions are given in measurements of time (usually in minutes) during
which these distances will be covered at a certain speed of movement.

MACA.TAB ,HEVHri
MASSIITAB LINEYNYY
Graphic scale.

A graphical expression of the representative fraction

[masshtab chislenuyyj (see),

a straight line divided into specific parts

which are accompanied by values signifying distances on the groLnd (.iig. 9).
The graphic scale is intended for measuring and laying off distances on a map.
In Figure 9,

the distance between points A and B is 1,300 motors.
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1:50000

e ! ca.rsvetwe 500 Me~pos

u~O50 1

9TO80

0UT0

A
Figure 9.

Graphic scale.

Caption above scale - I centimeter equals 500 meters.

MACUDTAB J1OIEPETEW
MASSHTAB POPERECHNYY,
Transversal scale.

A'diagram (usually on a metal plate) for measuring

and< laying off distances on a map with the greatest graphical precision
(fig. 10).

Figure 10.

Telnsversal scale.

The standard (normal) transversal scale has large divisions which
equal 2 c6q and small divisions (to the left on the diagram) which equal
2 mm; in aciWioh, on the diagram there are segments between the vertical
and sloping lines which equal 0.2 mm on the first horizontal line, 0.4 mm
on the second line, 0.6 on the third, etc.

UWdng the standard transversal

scale, one can measure and lay off distances on a map of any (metric)
scale.

The reading of distances from a transversal scale consists of the

sum of the readings on the base of the diagram and the horizontal line
(here, the segment is read which is formed by the vertical and sloping lines).
On Figure 10, thedistance between points A and B (with a map scale of
1:100,000) is 3480 meters.

MACUILTAB lIPOHOPUIHOWMIbNII
?4ASSIITAB PROPORTSIONAL' NYY
Proportional (wedge-like) scale,

A diagram of the transfer of segments

measured on an aerial photo to the map scale.

It is used primarily for the

transfer of objects (targets from an aerial photo to a map.

(See construction

of a proportional scale in Section 5, Chapter IV).

MACIITAB 4IHCJEIEHMA
MASSIITAB CIlISLENNYY
Representative fraction.

The scale of a map (plan) expressed by an

abstract number - a fraction, the numerator of which is a unit and the
denominator of which is a number which snows the degree of reduction of

IZA-01-68
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terrain lines on the map (more precisely, their horizontal projections);
it is

printed on maps and is usually accompanied by an indication of tile

size of tile scale - the distance on tile terrain (in meters or centimeters)
which correponds to one centimeter on the map.

MNI~IEN '

Normal water level of a river, low water level.

The average,

steadiest

water level in a river: in the summer, with flatland: rivers, in tile
winter with mountaii

rivers.

MEPIOHNAII EMHOii UIlfI PEOPPAI'WECIHA
MERIDIAN ZIEINOY ILI GFOGRAFICUESKIY
Terrestrial or geoajr~ij:1, ic ~meridian.

The Line of intersection of tile

surface of the earth with a plane drawn through a given point and the earth's
axis.

MEW'[BO3E J1POCTPAHCTBO
MERTVOYE PROSTRANSTVO
Dead space.,
by enemy fire.

A terrain sector behind some cover which cannot be hit

The size of the dead 'space depends oln the nature of tle

cover and the ballistic properties of the weapon.
the higher the cover, the flatter the trajectory,

In the general case,
and the closer tile firing

position is located to the cover, the greater tile dead space.

;,'CTHOCTb
MESTNOST'
Terrain.

A portion (section, area) of the earth's surface with all

its elements: relief, ground, water, vegetation,

routes of communication,

populated places, and industrial,, agricultural, and socio-cultural objects.
The terrain is one of thil

elements of the combat situation.

Depending on its character and effect on the combat actions of thle
troops, tile terrain is subdivided into the following basic varieties:
accordin(o to relief: into flat, hilly, and mountain (low-mountain,
average-mountain,

and high-mountain);

according to trafficability conditions: into slightly broken (easy to
negotiate),

average broken (trafficable),

and heavily broken (difficult to

crass);
according to conditions for observation and concealment: into open,
half-closed, and closed;
according to time complex of natural conditions: into desert (desertoppe), forested (forest-swamp),

and terrain of thle northern regions.
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"*rrTHOTb rOP:H0A
NESTNOST'

GORNAYA
Terrain with absolute altitudes above sea level of

Mountain relief.

more than 500Pmeters;
500-1000 meters),
2000 meters),

subdivided into low-mountain (absolute altitudes

average altitude mountains (absolute altitudes 1000-

high mountains (absolute altitudes more than 2000 meters).

Varieties of mountain terrain: mountain-forest terrain (mountains over-

grown to a considerable degree by timber vegetation) and mountain-desert
The timber line in the

terrain (mountains almost devoid of vegetation).
mountains is indicated in Table 8.
Table 8

Timber line in mountains (according to L. S. Derg)

Absolute altitude of timber
line, mnters

Mountain areas

Kola Peninsula

350

Western Transcaucasus

1900

Dagestan

2450

Dzhungarian Alatau

2500

Central Tyan-Shan

3200

Eastern Sayans

2000-2400

Altai

2000-24100

Transbaikal

1100-1200

Sikhote-Al in

1000

Sakhal in

450-500

Kamchatka

300-700

Characteristic features of mountain terrain: sharply broken relief
(relative differences in altitude of more than 300 motors in 2 kin, predominant steeo)lCss of slope 5-251),

the presence of numerous obstacles diffi-

cult to negotiate, limited number of roads, and difficulty in moving over
them.

In addition, typical of mountain relief are rivers with rapid currents

and with abrupt fluctuations in water level as well as rock slides, snow
slides, ice avalanches, and mud streams.
The temr-rature in the mountains usually drops 0.5 - 0.00 with a rise
of 100 meters, and sudden and frequent changes in the weether and temperature
fluctuations in the course of a day are frequent.
Possible at high altitudes are strong winds,

fogs, downpours, and snow-

falls (the snow line in the middle latitudes runs along. an altitude of
2500 - 3200 motors; see Table 9) witl the simultaneous preoervation of dry
and warm weather in the valleys.
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Table 9
to S.V.Kalesnik)

Absolute altiludes of the snow line (according

1

¢esepioro
e1|poll noA Vwap"I.

CpeAmsaMUCOII. X

31PCAeU DUCOTU.i

790
1150
2500
3170
4900

300-1500
700-1500
1600-3170
1600-4300
2900-6000

80-70
70-60
60-50
50-10
•10-30

1 - latitude of northeni hemaisphere, degrees;
motors; 3 - average altitude, meters.

'!93y:

Aimospheric pressure changes significantly in
increase in

absolute altitudes (see Table 10).

possible at altitudes above 3
which is

dangerous to life

sea level.
ongines;

is

-

5 Ioi.

altitude limits,

the mountains with an

Mountain sickness is

A critical rarefacyioih-i

the air

observed at altitudes higher than 8 kn above

The rarefaction of the atmosphere also affects the operation of

the power of the engines of tanks,

vehicles is

2

automnobiles,

and other

reduced by approximately 10% for each 1000 motors of rise.
Table 10
Change.in atmospheric pressure with altitude.

,i

Key:

0
N,
00
1000
1500
2000
2300
3000

it,

13

"IC"
2

760
716
674
634
596
560
526

3500
W000
4500
5000
5500
WW00

AP1.1MIWe.
am

493
462
433
405
378
351

I - altitude, meters; 2 - atmospheric pressure,
meters, It - atmospheric pressure, mim.

mi; 3

-

altitude,

Mountain terrain hinders mass employnment of tanks and other D.eoa%
equipment.

Sharply broken mountain terrain facilitates the organization

of ambushes and ongineer obstacles and also facilitates coleceIment, ou
hinders orientation and o. )ervatlon.

Also characteristic of ma...niala terrain

is the screening effect of mountains on the operation o" radios
onginooerin

oad radio-

imeans and sound-ranging.

Mountain terrain has a noticeable effect on the action of nuolear
weapons. Mount.atin crests and summits change the nature ef propatlatieA3 of
i
nmldo
the shock wave, block the path to direct fluxes of thermal t'ad
initial radiation, and thereby reduce the zones of damwlo.

At tho come time,

the overpressure is increased on slopes which face the dlrv'ction of lsurst
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and in narrow valleys and passes disposed in the direction of propagation
of the shock wave.

In. addition, the formation of. rock falls, avalanches,

and snow slides is possible.

In the valleys, canyons, and gullies the

radiation levels observed are higher than at elevated places.
In mountain terrain, particularly in mountain-forest terrain, the
ýpersistance of toxic'means is Ancrg'6d and the spread of contaminated air
along the valleys and canyons over large distances is possible.
In mountain terrain the launching of nuclear strikes, in addition
to the destruction of regular targets, is also probable against passes,
canyons,

and other objects the destruction of which may cause landslides,

snowsliddi, and floods and thereby hinder the movement and actions of troops
for a long time.
)%ECTI[OdTh 3ARPINTAR
MESTNOST'

ZAKRYTAYA

Closed terrain.

Terrain with numerous natural masks (it is considered

approximately that on closed terrain up to 30% of the area is closed by
natural masks and up to 75% cannot be observed from commanding heights).
Typical closed terrain is forest and mountain terrain as well as densely
populated terrain with numerous structures, obstructions, and planted areas.
Closed terrain provides complete concealment of troops and rear areas
when disposed at the halt and,

to some degree,

furthers protection aElainst

weapons of mass destruction; at the same time, the prolonged stagnation of
toxic substances and the formation of landslides is possible on individual
sectors.
Observation,

orientation,

and target indication are hindered on

closed terrain.

"ýECTHOCTbJXECHCT'-BOXJOTHTUM
MISTNOST'

LESISTO-BOLOTISTAYA

Forest-swamp terrain.

Forest terrain with numerous swamps and excessively

wet soils (see Forest terrain [mestnost'

lesnayaJ).

;MWtL
HOUTb A•OHAM
MESTNOST, LESNAYAForest terraine

terrainl

timber vegetatdon- (forests).

t-e major portion of which is covered with

The etSPct

vf forest terrain on the actions of

_trooviA is detsrnained primav'ily by tht properties of the forest (with flat
and hilly rel'iof) and tho swampilesis of the ground.
-Tho wind.is hardly fiqt in a forest at a distance of 100 - 200 meters

from the edp•.

I

It is coolor int the fores -than in the fields in the summer,

RA-!0o1-68

and it
(Z'

is warmer in theý winter.

Soil in the forest freezes through to

a lesser depth than- in the fields.
2

-
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Snow disappears in a dense forest

3 weeks -lateir than, in- ail open location.

Approximately 15% of the preci-

pitation is retained on deciduous trees, about 20 - 25% on pine, up to
30,% on spruce, and up to 80% on fir.
The subdivision~of a forest by age and thickness and the characteristics
of trees are shown in Tables dl to 13.
Table 11
Subdivision -of a-forbst by, a9,.

Type of forest

Young,

height of trees, meters

or pole

Thickness of trees
at base, meters

4,-6

Medium age

5-15

More than 6

Mature

10 - .15, or more

About 20
More than 20 -

25

Table 12
Suhdivision of a forest by density.

Type of forest

Compactness of crowns

Dense

Crowns compact

Average

Distance between crowns no greater
than their diameters

Sparse (thin forest)

Distance between crowns up to five
diameters or more

IRA-Oll-68
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Table 13
Characteristics (approximate) of trees growing under good conditions
in a forest
rycioua
Atca

IMC.

(

56
35
22
15
12
9
8
7
6
5
5

20
30
40
50
60
70

so
90
o00
110
120

5

130

5

140

Key:

CpArNmA

oC "r
.AHII
)
0OPSCT
DaC
uIo
) K0.1o4CCIDO C"A"It Pac Aemi
.eleT AtP atB
S11 11yI. .'I
Co"
V
M3 IDO'I
MPCsbIUW, V

1,5
1,9
-2,4
2.9
3.2
3,7
3,9
4.2
4,5
5
5

5
5

.M,4ep
051 " 0101,
AtPtbti NHOA
.At ,tI.OA
aSV Illa MaCCU
OA•otro
IUCONIW
I
ACepaCs,
.us
1 '3I

,6
30
13
15
18
20
22
24
25
25
26

6
9
12
Is
18
20
23
25
27
29
31

0.0)
0.06
0.15
0.26
0.46
0.63
0,91
1.18
1.43
1,65
1.96

28

33

2.39

27

32

2.17

a - age (number of years); b - density of forest; c - number of
trees per 100 mi;, d - average distance between trees, m;

e - average height: of trees, m; f - average .diameter of trees
in cm at a height of 1.3 meters; g - volume of solid wood of
the mass of one tree, cubic moters.

Trafficability of forest tracts (off roads and trails) depends primarily
on the thickness and density of the trees, swampiness of the ground, and
relief characteristics.

Tanks move relatively freely (without a massive

felling of trees) in a forest with trees with a thickness of more than 20 cm
Sand with average distances between trees on the order of 8 meters or more;
tanks move only with the mass felling of 'trees when trees are slpaced apart
6 meters or less; such forests (with a thickness of trees of more than 20 cm)
are practically impassable for tanks in extended formations.
Forest tracts with numerous swampy sectors, swamps,
swamp terrain) are particularly difficult to negotiate.

and streams (forest/Under these con-

ditions, troops operate over separate directions, primarily along roads and
trails.
Forest terrain promotes concealment but complicated orientation,

target

indication, and coordination.
Conditions for protection against weapons of mass destruction in
forest terrain are favorable for the most part: lire, the radii of zones of
damage by the shock wave and especially thermal radiation are reduced
considerably;

in this respect, young deciduous forests possess the best

protective properties.

It

is also necessary to consider the negative

properties of forest tracts - stagnation of the vapors of toxic substances
and, with nuclear strikes, possiblc obstructions and fires.
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MEC''HOCTb OTWPUV'AR
MESTNOST- OTKRYTAYA
Open terrain.

Flat or slightly hilly terrain almost devoid of significant

natural masks and cover.

)It is considered approximately that on open

terrain up to 10% of the area of the territory is under natural masks and
that more than 75% of the area canl be viewed from elevations.
The term "open terrair." is used primarily in evaluating terrain

-

for the characteristics of its camouflage and protective properties: open
terrain is unfavorable from the point of view of protection against weapons
of mass destruction and hinders the canouflage of troops.
.EGTIHOOTIh
flY.APIP.Afl
MESTNOSTO

MOLLUAKRYTAYA

Semiclosed terrain.

According to conditions for camouflage and ob.4erva-

tion, it occupies an intermediate position botween open and closed terrain.
It

is considered approximatofly that on semiclosed terrain about 20% of the

area is closed by natural masks and about 50% of the expanses cannot be viewed
from command posts.
The camouflage of troops ,,ýainst observation from the air with their
disposition at a halt on semiclosed trrain is almost completely provided by
natural masks.

)TC-A0 l01-4 IFZoIr'lMlA1(l

NIITNOST' PUSTYNNAYA
Desert terrain.

The terrain of deserts an(d semideserts.

Its characteristic

features nreo: extremely poor vegetation, acute shortage or complete lack of
water, fuel, mmd construction materials; low population and poorly developed
road net; aric climate with sudden temperature fluctuations in the course of
a day (up to 30 - 400),

strong winds (during the day, as a rule, up to

7 - 8 points), soils primarily sandy (sandy deserts) and rocky (rocky deserts).
Movement of troops off roads is frequently possible on desert -terrain;
barkhan sands,

wet salt marshes,

most difficult to negotiate.
operation of englnes,

and individual sectors of rocky deserts are

Sand and dust have a harmful effect ont the

running gear of vehicles, armanent, and other means.

Desert terrain does not further protection against weapons of u"Lss destruction;
intensification of tine radiolo~lical contamination of the terrain and air is
observed (the composition of desert soils includes many elements which are
capable of formingl Induced ramdlation).

At the same time, the :lustiness of

the ,tir reduces tine radius of dam,nqk' bN thermal radiation.
nuclear strikes in tile desevrt,

Objectives of

ai,,,rt frot,: reoular ob,jectives, may I- vitally

imnport.ant terrain obl(j.cts: o0d+es, w.|ter siour.es, h]drj.ulic structures, and
otht-rs.

L---

The higlh temperati|res of thet d,.sert sAurfane in the summer, winds,
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and sandy soils promote the rapid evaporation of toxic subs-Lances.

At the

same timethe open and flat nature of the terrain favors the considerable
propagation of contamination of the air.

hligh temperatures,

dustiness of the air, and the absence of precipitation in

th0

great

the air also

favor tho employment of bacteriological weapons.

•'!?G!Mf}G

PAZqITIMI•

MlMSTNIOSTI RAVNINNAYA
Flat terrain.

Terrain with flat

or slightly undulating surface.

iolute altitudes of flat terrain usually do not exceed 300 meters,

Ab-

relative

.Altitude differences in 2 km are up to 25 meters, and the predominant steep-ness of slopes is up to 10.
The tactical properties of flat terrain may be extremely varied and
depend primarily on the nature of the soil-ground and vegetational cover as
well as onl the degree to which the terrain is broken by various obstacles.

"F•'WTC'Fb CF'3C1"•"Y PAdO110B3
MRSTNOST' SVFIRNYKII RAYONOV
Terrain of the northern regions.

Polar and Arctic terrain, mountain

and plain tundras, characterized by an extremely sparse network of roads,
great hu|midity of the ground-soils, an aburdance of surface water, an
absence of trees, severe climate with a prolonged winter,
fluctuations of meteorological

magnotic disturbances (storms).

permafrost, sudden

conditions, and frequent ionospheric and geo-

Characteristic of areas of the extreme North

(beyond the Arctic Circle) are long polar nights (from 10 days at a
latitude of 670 to 77 days at 730) ar•d pojar (lays (from 32 days at a latitude
of 670 to Q7 (lays at 731).
The terrain of the northern regions !ms a significant influence on
thie actions of troGps.

The snow cover is higher than 80 - 100 cm in the

winter and limits, and sometimes oxcludes, with the abse,.,.e of a firm frozen
snow crust, the movem(ent of tanks off roads.

In glacial reoion'; ice

huniutiocks which have cracked in the ice are a serious obstacle to the movement
of troops.

Rivers,

of mevement

ill

A.h

lakes, and even swamps may serve as convenient
winter.

In

the summer vast areas of flat

verted into swamps difficult to nogogiate for troops.
troopl.

u

tundra a(re con-

Combat actions of

-h(rconditions of the northern regions are typical alon

paths, and other accessible directions.

routes

roads,

IRA-O0I-68
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'TECTHOCTb CPERIHFIEPECE4EHHAH
ItESTNOST,

SREDNEPERESECIIENNAYA

Average broken terrain.

Primarily hilly, more rarely flat; it

is

con-

sidered approximately that on average brokan terrain about 20% of the arca
of a region is

occupied by natural obstacles.

Average br6;.en terrain is

trafficable almost everywhere for heavy combat equipment.
Avexage broken terrain is

the most widespread variety of terrain vell

inhabited and assimilated by man; norms in the regulations usually, correspond
to conditions of average broken terrain.

•?•O'rHOCTB XQOJICTAH
MFSTNOST ' 1IIOLNISTAYA
[filly terrain.
(valleys,

Terrain with a wavelike surface formed by "depressions

ravines, gullies) and elevations (hills,

mounds,

low rides, etc.).

Absolute altitudes of hilly terrain do not exceed 500 meters and most often
are within limits of 200 - 400 meters;

relative differenceb in

elevation in

2 km are 25 - 200 meters; the predominant steepness of slopes is

on the order

of 2 - 30.
Hilly terrain may be extremely varied in

its

tactical

properties, but is

primarily average broken and semiclosed in nature.

MWCMTH!E rIPFMET
MESTNYYE PREDMETY
Local objects.

All objects created by man which are located on the

terrain (populated places,
gardens,

individual structures, plants,

etc.) and of natural origin (forests,

rivers,

roads, canals,

swamps,

etc.)

except

for elements of relief; they are depicted on topographic maps by special
conventional symbols.

IIABIIPAUHO1/HA5 AIHIAPATYPA
NAVIGATS IONNAYA APPAIRATURA
Navigating equipment

(of ground vehicles).

which can be installed in combat,

special,

Instruments for orientation

and transport vehicles (tracked

atod wheeled).
The basic instruments of navigating equipment are:
course pointer,

records the direction of movement and angles of turn

of the vehicle;
route data unit,
computer,

records the distance covered by the vehicle;

continuously I

itomatically) converts course and distance

recorded by course pointed and route data unit into rectangular coordinates;
course plotter, a plotting board wilh a plotting mechanism which automatically draws on a map the route covered by the vehicle;
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angle-measuring device,
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aiming circle, chord-angl'gc measurer,

and

other instruments necessary for the staring (initial) orientation of the
vehicle - for the dcteiminat-4on of the vehicle's course (Y-azimr-th of the
vehicle's longitudinal axis) and rectangular coordinates of the initial
point.
The instruments of the navigating equipment are equipped with a
system of reading devices permitting knowing the course at any moment of
movenent (Y-azimuth of the direction of movement),

distance covered, rectangu-

lar coordinates of the vehicle, and other data.
Depending on their purpose individual vehicles are equ.ipped with an
incomplete outfit of instruments of navigating equiiieiat
Navigating equipment of ground vehicles automates orientation to
a considerable degree, and permits keeping to a given (selected) direction
of movement and arriving at the required area exactly under any terrain and
visibility conditions.

(See Chapter VIII, Employment of Navigating

Equipment in Orientation).

HAqAnhbf-'I ?EFIMIIAH
NACIIAL^NYY MERIDIAN
Reference meridian.

The geographic meridian which is taken as the

origin for calculating longitude.

In the USSR,

as in the majority of

other states, the Greenwich meridian is taken as the reference meridian.

H1,•F•I.POBAHME
NIVELIROVANIYE
Levelling.

Dtermination of the altitudes of points on the earth's

surface relative to some selected point or above sea level.

Three types

of levelling are distinguished: geometric, geodetic (trigonometric),
barometric.

and

Geometric levelling is accomplished by sighing with a horizontal

ray and reading the difference in heirhts from rods.

Geodetic (trigonometric)

levelling consists of determining the difference in altitudes from a vertical
angle and from a distance.

Barometric levelling consists of determining

the difference in altitudes from the difference in atmospheric pressure.

HO•,•{EW MLTVPA KAPr
NOMENKLATUR• KART
Map nomenclature.

A system for designating sheets of topographic maps.

The nomenclature of maps is directly connected with the ruling of the
shevts.

The frames of th,• sheets of topographic maps of the USSR are

prlmarilý mvridijn,•.

.stvte.

the framev

,tnd p, rAllels.

On

some topographic maps of capitalist

of thte sheots are served by lines of the kilometer qrid.
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The nomenclature of topographic maps of the USSR have as their basis
which consists of a

the nomenclatuire of a map of a scale of 1:1,000,000,

of the Latin alphabetdesignating the zone (oi-igin -for reading,

capital letter

from tile equator,

further, to the north and south),

and Arabic numbers dosig-

nating the number of the column (origin for reading,
to the east,

from 1 to 60,

from the 1801h meridian

Map sheets of a scale of 1:500,006

see fig. 2i).

are obtained' as a result of dividing a sheet of a I:L,000,000 map into four
,parts.

Their designation includes tile nomenclature of the sheet of tile
of the Russian alphabet

1:1,000 map with the addition of a capital letter
(A,

B,

B,

sheet to

The order for dividing the initial

P; see fig. 22).

obtain map sheets of a larger scale are indicated in Table 14.
Table 14
Sum.-ry table of the ruling,
of map sheets
A
IICXQ
A ANCT
'
klacruao

~

~

K
£a,"0:0

1 500000

I

I 20Vj L0

1 1000000

I : 100000

10OW000

4

6

20

30

6X6=36

40'

I

I000000 12XI2=144
t
I 100000

' 25000

I 5000

2X2=4

I. 25000

I: 10000

1.

North of the 601N parallel,

quairuple sheet.
-

1, II.... XXX%;I N -35-XXXVI

30'

I. 2..... 144

N- 35-- 144

Is,

A. 6.1B. r

N-35- 144- •

5'

7'.5
3'

a. 6...

175 1.2.3.4

N-35-144--r
N-33-

I11-r--r-4

numbering within the initial

map sheets are published in

pairs,

quadruples for longitude (fig. 21).

Mal) sheets of a scale of 1:200,000 were formerly issued quadrupled

for some territories.

N

N -35
N-35-7

to right and from top to bottom.

and north of the 761 parallel,
3.

Ar. s. B.

aYPW

10'

The numerical and letter

sheet increases from left

I~IC4

20'

2'.5

2X2--4

- o0

4a

sa

TOS

a MCE0,'H"li)

2X2=4

50000

Remarks:

tI14Caqmek .M

NCXOAHOS

2X2=4

I

and nomenclature

PaSjep.4 Awt .
tio

IICxOAH•uJA 1

I1000000

2.

S

dimensions,

35 - XXIX,

the notes were all sheets covered by the

A typical note of the nomenclature of quadrupled sheets:

XXX,

Key to table:

Listed in

XXXV, XXXVI.
sheet for ruling the given
a - map scales; b - initial
sheet;
sheet; c - number of sheets iii the initial
(I - dimensions of sheet; e - for latitude; f - for
longitude; 9 - designation (numbering of sheets in
initial
sheet) h - typical nomenclature note.

i/v
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Au, con be seen from the table, the nomenclature of maps of a scale of 1:200,000
consists of the nomenclature of a sheet of -a 1:1,000,000 map with the addition of the Roman numerals (I-XXXVI,

see fig. 23).

the nomenclature of maps

of 1:100^000 with the addition of Arabic numbers (1-11A,
nomenclature of maps e'

see fig. 21).

The

1:50,000 consists of the nomenclature of maps of

1:100,000 witi the addition of letters of the Russian alphabet (A, B, B3, P,
see fig. 25).

The nomenclature of map of 1:25,000 consists of the nomen-

clature of a map :4£ 1:50,000 with the addition of a lower case letter of tile
Russian alphabet (a,

69,

1,

p., see fig.

25).

0B-.OP l'"ECd'HOCTH
OBZOR MESTNOSTI
View of the terrain.

Th.. possibility of encompassing

surrounding terrain with a glar

..

of a terrain sector (zone) depeli~iof vegetation (foresta, gardLrs,),

(seeing), the

The view (degree to which looked over)
on t~e nature of the relief, the presence
populoted places, and individual

structures, as well as on the. tisie ý)fay and metcorological conditions.
Viewing conditions which depend cn ,the nature of the terrain may be
studied with sufficient r--pleteness from topographic maps with a scale
of 1:25,000 - 1:100,000 and aerial photos.

O0OH• 1APTA
OBZORNAYA KARTA
General map.

A splicing of topoori.phic maps of a scale of 1:100,000,

1:200,000, or 1:500,000 (sometimes 1:1,000,000) on Oi,

the following are

accented (by underlining, increasing subscripts 'or cotiventional signs, shading,
washing): the most important objects on the terrain (basic relief forms, main
populated places, roads and water obstacles, engineer structures on roads
and rivers) and the basic qual'tative characteristics of these terrain elements and objectives are given.
on the protective and concealmenz

Sometimes, the general map way reflect data
properties of the terrain, as well (is on

trafficability conditions.

OB3PAP
OVRAG
Gully
A negative relief form created by temporary and small,
currents of water, with steep slopes (walls).
on clay and loamy soils.
several kilomoters,
or more. in depth.

permanent.

Gullies are formed primarily

In length they are from tens of meo'Wrs to

in width up to several tens of moters, and up to 10 motors
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OGNEVOY GREBENI
Fire crest.
grebent'

The name sometimes used for military crest [boyevoy

(see).

OIhCAH1IHI M.'ECTRIOCTY
OPISANIYA NESTNOSTI
Milita -ygeographic descriptions compiled for

Terrain description.

operational directions, theaters of military operations, or parts of them;
various types of handbooks on the terrain.

All enumerated terrain (des-

criptions which are illustrated by photographs, drawings, diagramsi tables,
etc.,

include generalized data on the terrain, as well as data which cannot

bb expressed on maps: seasonal changes, composition of the population,
Military

information on the economy of a region, climatic conditions, etc.

topographic descriptions present greater particulars and details; data of
military-geographic descriptions have a more generalized character.
Special. handbooka on the terrain are compiled occasionally for the accomplishment of a specific task.
GIIOPHAI PEOPiE3W4,CKAR CETb (OPO)
OPORNAYA GEO)EZICIIESKAYA SETI
Geodetic control net.

(OGS)

The aggregate of points which are affixed to

the terrain by special markers (underground and on the surface),

the

coordinates of which and the Y-azimuths of which (to other points or special
markers) are determined with a given accuracy.

The geodetic control net

includes:
state geodetic net (see);
special purpose geodetic net (OGSS);
special purpose net of reference points (ORSS).
Special purpose geodetic nets (OGSS)
ference points (ORSS)

and special purpose nets of re-

are developed (intensified) on the basis of points of

the state geodetic not.

The rectangular coordinates of OGSS points are

usually determined with mean errors of no more than 2 meters and Y-azimuths
of sides of the OGSS and 01SS and lines of direction to individual reference
points are deterlined primarily with mean errors of no more than 1l.

The

coordinates of ORSS points are determined from topographic maps of a

larger scale.
uFHEIITJIP

OIRIENTIIR
Ileference points.

Any object (relief detail) of the terrain which is

easily llotic(vablo, (distinguishable) against the surrounding background.
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Reference points are widely used to indicate one's location,
movement,

positions of rargets,

In combat,
commander.

direction of

and other objects.

reference points are selected and indicated' by the senior

The reference points are numbered from right to left

and' by

terrain lines (from one's self in the direction of the enemy).

For con-

venience in recalling reference points, they are sometimes-given code
designations which Lreflect their most characteristic
"House with the blue r'oof,"

features,

for example,

etc.

OPHERTHPOBAIHE
ORIENTIROVANIYE
Orientation (topographic).

Determination of own location with respect

to the directions of the compass and reference points (local objects an(i
relief elements),

as well as the clarification of the Eituation,

individual

on the

terrain,

of its

objects,

adhering to an assigned or selected direction of movement

elements,

Depending on the situation,
terrain conditions,

friendly troops,

the enemy,

and other
(route).

degree of equipping with technical means,

and visibility, various methods of orientation are used

(see Chapters VII and VIII).

OPTO/IPOhlMH
ORTODROHIYA
Orthodrome.
surface.

If

The shortest distance between two points on the earth's

the earth is

arc of the great circle.
r

the orthodrome represents an

taken as a globe,
On the terrestrial

a complex curve which is

spheroid,

the orthodiome is

called a geodetic line (see).

OCYU1KA
OSUSIIKA
Dry area.

A strips of the seacoast which dries out during low tide.

OcUMH
OSYPI
Talus.

An accumulation of fragments of broken rock on mountain slopes.

Sometimes the talus slides,

seems to flow,

particularly when their state of rest is

along the mountain slopes,

disturbed.

Talua slopes are shown

on topographic maps by means of special conventional signs.

OTMT"A BICOThI
OTMETKA VYSOTY
Altitude reading.

On a map,

of points on the terrain.

It

a spot printing of the absolute altitude

should be kept in mind that altitude readings

RA-orl-68
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found on topographic maps are not always the crests of heights; they may
be on the slopes and even on rivers, lakes (see water's edge [urez vody)).

OWISKA
OTMYVKA
Shading.

The tinting with color or tone of a height or sharpness of

relief, as well as the depths of bodies of water (seas, lakes, rivers) caw
maps.

It

is used as a supplement to contour lines on some general geographic

and special maps.
OTHOCHTF.AUHOE HPEBEWEHHE
OTNOSITEL'NOYE PIZEVYSIIENIYE
Relative altitude difference (relative altitude).

The height of one

point of the earth's surface above another (of a crest above the foot
of, the slope, etc.).

OUEHKA KAFPr
OTSENKA KARTY
Appraisal of map.
it

for work.

Acquaintance with a topographic map in preparing

In appraising a map, a clarification is made of the map

scale, contour interval,

year of photography or preliminary survey, number

and year of photography or preliminary survey, number and year of publication,
directional correction (for greater detail, see Section 3,

Chapter II).

PIAHOPAMA
PANORAMA
Panorama (panoramic telescope).

1.

An artillery optical instrument,

a component part of a gun sight for field artillery; it

permits conducting

an all-round survey without changing the gunner's position.

2.

An oblique

sketch bf the terrain with an angle-measuring grid plotted on it; used for
fire control of field artillery.

IHAiTOPPAr
PANTOGRAF
Pantograph.

An instrument for redrawing graphical documents with a

reduction or increase in scale.

I1APAJOFJ
PARALLELI
Parallels.

Lines for cutting the surface of the earth by Planes which

are j arallel to the Qarthls equator [ekvator zemnyyJ (see); all points which
lay oil a given pA ilel have the same geographic latitude.
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NEX•EHP
PELENG

V

Bearing.
Navy.

A synonym for magnetic azimuth (see);

the term is

used in

the

To take a bearing means to intersect or determine the location of an

object of interest.

PEREVAI,
Pass.

Tihe place which is

lowest and most accessible for passage on a

mountain crest or mountain mass.

IIEPEI.Alll CFI^qAT
PEREGIB SKATA
Bend of a slope.

A line of sudden change in the steepness of a slope

from a steeper to a gentler slope or vice versa.

y
hEPEKAT
ImriKAT
Bar.
Ashallow portion of a river, usually most accessible for fording.
Tite basic indicator of a bar is a widening of the river channel.

nEPORIEN•IMHAR•

OR',%•

PERSPEKTIVNAYA S"YEMKA
Oblique survey.

A visual

drawing of the terrain

from one point for the

purpose of obtaining an oblique survey or panorama •(see).

As ground

photography instruments are introduced am.ong the troops, oblique surveys
kf

are losing its

independent significance.

r F
Sands.

A surface continuously covered bN sand (fine fragnments,

often quartz grains with a size of from 0.05 to 2 mi),

most

poorly fixed or

not fixed by vegetation.
The following sands are distinguished:
harkhan,
is

alveolar, and cellular.

flat,

hummocky,

dutmne,

ridged,

The external drawing of sandy surfaces

riproduced on modern topo!qraphic maps by a pointed image which recalls

their photography obtained from the air.

In adlddition,

large forms of more

or less stable sands are expressed by contour lines.
Most difficult to nlegotiate are dune and barkhan sands which are not
fixed by vegetation.

-

-

~

4
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PLA\NI
Flooded areas.

Swampy portions of river floodplains and delta,,

usually overgrown with reeds and cmae.

As a rule,

the flooded area* aboui.d-

with lakes.

r!• AV'
PLAN
Plan (topographic),
jectli•n,

of a small section or object of the terrain.

compiled in
them in

the representation- on paper in

large scales; as a rule,

greater detail

Plans are usually

local objects are characterized on

than on maps.

A variety of topographic plans are plans of cities,
naval l)asos,

an orthogonal j,§w-

railroad junctions,

etc., which are widely used by troops in organizing and

,conducting battle for these points.

As a rule,

located on a city plan are

not only data on ground objects but also on underground oijects (subway,.
sewage sys'ems,

communications commutators,

etc.),

the names of streets are

given (directly on the plan or in a list on the margins with the indication
of their location by grid square,
a detailed list
is

specially plotted on the plan for this),

of the most important objects is

provided which gives the political,

of a given place.
i.e.,

Peconomic 1

indicatedI,

and information

and military characteristics

City plans are sometimes created on a photographic base,

in the formn of photo plans.

I'LANSIIFT
PIlotting board.
paper Wn producing
kit.

2.

1.

A square hoard used for the

topographic surveys; it

is

'rTe survey original of a map sheet.

uinng together of

part of the piane table
'3.

A case (portfolio) for working

with a map uider field conditions.

IIE
Reach.

I

A deep section of a flatlanI river, usually with ia

quiet. current.

PIX),SKO(GORO•YIE,
Plateau.

A section of flatl nd terrain located ait a considerable

hoight al)ov(e sea level.

')*v,.

-A...
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PLOTINA'
-Ddmi

A hydruiic -structure 'for raising water.

The -dams of- hydro6A-ectir.

.powr otations. have a water jump of -up to .%0 moetors -o•r'i6.
which are erected -only Lor navigational

:t.h

'odains

pfirpboses, -the-water jump ussy4l)ky

does not exceed-2-3 meters.

PLYAZII
Beach.
gravel,

The gentl'y sloping al'luvial shore which is

coyerdd -by -sand,

or pebbjeqi

IHOBEPFJibE

POBEIIE•! 'YE
Coast.

A. part of the land which abuts

directly on the shore, of a sea

U0O,0IIBA
PODOSIIVA
Foot.

The base of a mountain, hill,

or other elevation.

The foot

represents the line for transition from the horizontal or slightly sloping
surface to a ,steeper slope.

POYMA
Floodplain.
water.

A part of' a river valley which is

The floodplain of a large river is

inundated during high

usually separated from the

channel by a steel) bench ("gill") which has been washed out or a strip
of channel, sands.
lakes.

The floodplain is

On the outer side,

usually cut up by streams and oxbow

the floodplain is

limited by a gently sloping

rock slope or ledge of a terrace.

170JIF.BAP

OPOPA

POLEVAYA DOROGA
Field road.
(for field work,

A dirt road of local significance,

usually seasonal

etc.) and which stops abruptly in the field.

WIOAVffE KOOPITIAM
POLNYYE KOORI)INATY
Complete coordinates.
(designated)

I
L

Rectangular coordinates which are written

completely without any abbreviations.

IA-oll1-68
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POILYARNAYA ZVEZDA
Pole star.

A bright star of the Little Dipper constellation which is

located in the direction of the earth's North Pole (deviation about 1).
The Pole Star is

widely used for orientation:

for determining direction to

the north and the gwographic latitude of a point.
is

The latitude of a point

approximately equal to the elevation of the Pole Star above 'he horizon.

POLYARNYYE KOORDINATY
Polar coordinates.

Values which determine the position of a point on

a plane relative to a point which is
the position angl6 which is

taken as a pole.

Such -values are

read from the line of direction of the polar

axis in a clockwise direction and the distance from the pole to the point
being determined.

Polar coordinates are used in moving by azimuths in

target indication on the battlefield,

1110'71'ABYA

etc.

IADF•AW•HIN

OPRIAVKA NAPRAVLENIYA
Correction fordirection.

The acute angle included between

ite line

of direction of a vertical line of a coordinate grid and the line of
direction of the magnetic needle of a compass.

It

equals the algebraic

difference between the angle of declination of the magnetic needle -(see)
[skloneniya magnitnoy strelki] and the covergence of meridians (see),
[sblizheniya meridianov] taken with their signs

H

6

-,

where
al is

the correction for direction;

A

is

the declination of the magnetic needle;

y

is

the convergence of the meridians.

In the artillery, it

is

customary to determine the size of the cor-

rection for direction as %he difference between the convergence of the meridians
and the declination of the magnotic needle:

n7O',BA
PoCdIVA
Soil.

The surface laver of the erarth's crust which possesses fertility

and which bears the plant cover.
under the influence of climate,
toward the equator.

The Zasic types of soil on the earth,
are disposed in

zones (belts) from the poles
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Tundra soils occupy the northern areas-with a moist and cold climate.
are swampy to a considerable degree,

Tundra soils are saturated with water,

They are difficult to negotiate

and are most often permafrost to some depth.
during, thd warm time of the year.

Podzolized soils are formed under a forest cover in regions of temperate
The upper layers

climate where more precipitation falls than evaporates.

of the podzols contain a small quantity of soluble salt,, lime,
aluminum;

iron,

much quartz which colors them in

in these layers there is

and
a

The lower layers of the

whitish color similar to the color of ashes.

podzols contain more clayey particles than the upper layers; they are more
compact and difficult to water to penetrate, which furthers the formation
of swamps.

Terrain with

todzol

soils, particularly sandy loams, have com-

paratively good trafficability.

Black earti! soils are characterized by

a black color and high fertility

and,

in their mechanical composition,

During the period of the thaw,

primarily clayey and loamy.

firm considerable thiclkness of mud.

are

the black earths

The composition of black soil has few

elements which are capable of forming induced rarlation but somewhat more
than in

the podzolized soils.

Chestnut soils are located south of the black dirt soils, in
composition are primarily clayey and loamy,
plasticity and tackiness,
trafficability.

in

mechanical

a wet state possess considerable

and are close to the black dirt soils in

Chestnut soils are somewhat saline and many salterns and

salt bottoms are-,widespread in

their zone.

Gray soils are soils of the semidesert and desert; numerous salt bottoms
are widespread in
soils.

their zone.

Their trafficability is

(Jrey soils are primarily sandy loam and sandy
completely satisfactory.

Salt bottoms are soils saturated with salts.

In

their upper layers

typical salt bottoms contain 1% or more of soluble salts.
Salterns are also saline soils, but are considerably less so than
salt bottoms.
Salt bottoms and salterns arc widespread in arid regions where less
precipitation falls than is

evaporated and which promotes the emerigence

of the salts in the surface layers.

The large content of salts promotes

the great capability of these soils for the formation of induced radiatioli-

iqPr,rFj.jAfl Prt'AfJEC1A1 1o•"liOT11
PIREDEL'NAYA GRAIICIIESKAYA TOCIINOST'
Maximum graphic precision.
practic'
off

can be recorded and considered in

d stances on a map (plan).

0.1 mm.

The smallest possible value which ill

It

is

graphic measurements and laying

customary to consider it

as equal

to

lRA-O11-68

I'IEI)EJ,'NAYA 'J'OCIINOSTI

NASSIITABA

Maximum scale precision.
to 0.1 mm oil a map,

i.e.,
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The distance on

the (round which corresponds

the maximum graphic -precision.

Tile maximum

scale precision for maps of various scales equals rospoctiveloy:
I:10,t0tO,

1 metor, 1:25,0001 2.5 meter-,

10 motors,

1:200,000,

5

1:50,000,

20 meters, 1 :500,000,

motors,

50 meters,

1:100,000,

1:1,000,000,1,00

motors.

PR0MIJA.LP
Pro mille.
It

is

One thousandth of something.

It

is

designated by 0/00.

often used for the characteristic of the uiope.of rivers and roads.

The slops, of I %a signifies that the road (water surface of a river) drops
I metor in

a distance of 1, 000 meters.

F'IOVOT'A
PIROMOINA
Waslhout,.

A narrow gully

(see)

with vertical

slopes.

PRO'I'Ii1,'
Profile.
vertical

A drawinq portrayingi the cross sect.ion of terrain by a

plane along a qiven direction called the profile line.

are distin(juished: a complete profile

(which ref.lects all]

on Che map) ltd a reduced profile (with some generalizations).
the relief of
profile is

,he terrain to ghle greatest degree,

the vertical

taken as 10 tomes (or more) the horizontal scale.

*connection, a profile which strictly

The following

the irregularities
To express
scale of tle
In this

presents the mutual altitude difference

of points distorts (increases) the steep|ioss of slopes (for the construction
of a profile from a Mal),

"• ' O"(r'0"O•Tb

see Section 41, Chapter Ill).

"1',F;C

'IlOKIIOI)ThOST' Ml.STNOSTI
Trafficability of terrain.

One of the basic properties of the terrainl

whi clh charractori es tihe conditions for the movement of troops off roads and
the accessabi]itv of terrain

in general.

is

soil-ground and vegetational

diet.er'miied bv the relief,

niet

rou t.es of commmmun i cation, and t h,

timi

Trafficabilitv of the terrain
cover, hivdrotlraphie

orf year and weat her conditions.

IIA-ol1-68
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1paF\vrQI0.E -OU!'/J4FIHAlTIi
PRYAIOUGOL ONYYE KOORDINATY
Rectangular coordinates (plane).

Two linear values x and y,

determine from the shortest distances, (perpendiculars)

the position of a

Ipoint on a plane relative to two mutually perpendicular lines;
are called the coordinate axes,

r•

origin of the coordinates.
the abscissa (X)

vertical line is

these lines

and the point of their intersection is
mathematics,

and the vertical line is

topography (geodesy)

direction)

In

which

the horizontal

line is

called the ordin.

tile

called

; (Y).

In

the position~of the coordinate axes ;s turned 900; the

taken as the abscissa (it

and the horizontal line is

coincides with tle

north-south

taken as the ordinate.

Tihe system of rectangular (plane) coordinater adopted in the Soviet
Union in

topography (geodesy)

terrestrial ellipsoid is
which is

constructed in

the following manner.

the second zone,

Tihe first

zone is

by 60 and 120,

bounded by the 00 and 60

etc.

The numbering of the zone

proceeds from the Greenwich meridian from west to east.
the Soviet Union is
inclusive.
0,000 kin.

The

divided into 60 zones by meridians with longitude

the multiple of 60.

meridians,

is

The territory of

located within 29 zones: from the 3d to tile 31st

The length of each zone from north to south is
The width of zone at the equator is

400• 510 km, at latitude 500, 430 km,

oln the order of

about 670 km,

60', 335

and at latitude

at latitude
km.

Each zone (and all topographic maps within the limits of the zone)
its
is

own system of rectangular coordinates.

The origin of the coordinates

served by the point of intersection of the central meridian of the zone

with the equator.
zone,

The X-axis is

the central (principal)

while the equator serves as the Y-axis (fig.

have to work with the signs of the coordinates and,
target indication on a topographic map,

each zone is shifted 500 km to thi
y'

has

meridian of the
In

order not to

thereby,

to accelerate

the origin of the coordinates in

left along tile Y-axis.

coordinates read from tile map are arbitrary.

actual coordinates of y is

11).

Therefore, the

The determination of tile

performed from thle formula
y = y' - 500 kim,

where
y'

is

the coordinate of tile point determined from tile map.

So as to make it

possible to determine the position of a point on the

terrestrial spheroid from rect.angular coordinates,

the number of tile zone

shLould he added to the value of the coordinate on the left.
Example.

Target coordinates are determined from a mn):
x - 5 65o 420o;
v

3 621 510.

RA-011-68
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Let us calculate their value.
1.

located to the north of the equator at a distance of

The target is

5650 km 420 meters.
located in

the 3d zone (No.

3).

2.

The target is

3.

The distance of the target from the arbitary meridian y'

= 621 km

510 meters.
4.

located to the right of the principal meridian of the

The target is

zone at a distance of 121 km 510-meters (621

Figure 11.

-

500 000).

0

00

3,sa~op

510

op

Rectangular coordinates.
meridian
a - western boundary of the zone; b -axial
(X-axis); c - eastern boundary of the zone;
d - equator (Y-axis).

nYTEnP030,L
PUTHPROVOI)
A bridge structure for the passage of ocu-

Viaduct.

road above another.

i'APB•" RA V,-,CTIIOrTV,
11MVEDKCA MESTNOSTI
Terrain reconnaissance.

TVie collection and] systematization of in-

formation about the terrain:

the cha,'acter .,rid special features of tile

relief,

soil-ground,

communication,

hydro(Iratphic network,

and vegetational cover;

poDpulated places,

routes of

disclosure of tihe presence and nature

of natural cover anO othpr terrain obje'cts which dletermine its
properties,

trafficabilltv condition.-,

water supp~ly,

etc.

orientation conditions,

protective
concealment,

RA-Ol1-68
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1PA ?13AT'rJ!PA)n RAIVA
RAZVEDYVATELI NAYA KARTA
Reconnaissance map.

A topographic map with data printed on it

con-

cerning defensive structures, obstacles, firing positions, control posts,
and other objects which characterize the ooazense system and the location,
strength,

and weapons of the enemy.

The reconnaissance map also reflects

significant changes in the terrain and other terrain information.

Tile

reconnaissance map is compiled from materials from aerial photographý with
the use of othcr reconnaissance data.

F0PAW4p fiJC--(;3 XtAM¶
IIAZGRAFKA LISTOV KART
The ruling of map sheet-E.

See Map nomenclature [nomenklatura kart].

REI)KOLES' YE
Open forest.

An open forest which permits .3nducting combat operations

in normal combat formations of motorized rifle and tank troops.

On topo-

graphic maps, open forests are shown by a special conventional symbol.

REKOGNOSTSIROVKA
Reconnoitering.

1.

Reconnaissance of the terrain and the enemy per-

formed per.sonally by the commander,
,and making a decision.
studying it

2.

primarily in the process of working out

Investigation of the terrain for the r-Jrpose of

and determining measures for its use and improvement (route

reconnais~nace, reconnoitoring of asembly areas, etc.).

3.

Investigation

of the terrain for the purpose of correcting and supplementing a topographic
map (topographic reconnoitering,.

%j, p.REL' YEFI

Rt-lipf.

Th,, aggregate of irregularities of the earth's surface.

Typical forms of relief ire mountdin, ridgle, depression,

REL
.• I1, N

MAKI r ,1 STNOSTI

forra,in rol ijf madi,].
from

,

I

basin, saddle.

AVasi
' I

a ilnnid Iatt i.

A riener,

-l mat.oridal,,

(oi .z'.ttion) undhr

?'J

redta-.d model of thoe tt-rrain madin

sand, cLIN',

.-;noh.

It

is

intn(.ded for qam:1ng|

.,urCiat
and trainbiq conditions (see

C;.apt er X far the t••'hcniqut. ot priparation).
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IEFRAKTS IYA

Refraction.

The bending of light rays in tile atmosphere in connection

with its heterogeneity.

The actual distance of tile visible horizon,

due to the ph(Asomenon of rqefractidn,

is increased up to 10% in comparison

with the distance which would be eh tainedi with the strict straight-line propagation of the rays.

Refraction is considered in determining tile conthe millimeter-centimeter band) observation

ditions for optical and radar (in

over a distance of 5 km or more (for greater detail,

see Section 3,

Chapter V).

RIFY
Reefs.

Sharply expressed elevations of the Lottom of seas and oceans

above and beneath the water which are dangerous for navigation; they are
shown on maps.

PO"AI'A

"ROKADA
Rocade.

Roads (railroads, highways, dirt) in the area of combat

operations which run approximately parallel to the front line..

F'lAB

Dearing.

The angle between the northerly or southerly direction of a

meridian and a given line of direction,
direction, etc.

the course of a ship, wind

The bearing is read in both directions from thle nearest

meridian direction, north or souta.
greater than 900.

The size of the bearing cannot be

The bearing is always accompanied by all indication of

the quarter of the horzon in which th., given line of direction is located.
The quarters of the horinon are designated by tile first letters of thle
directions of the compass: NE (northe.ast),

SEI (southeast),

SW (southwest),

NN (northwest).
For example: NhW180 metans that the bearing is read from
tile northern direction of the meridian to the west and equals 180.

Bearin(Is are used ill sea navitiation, meteoroloqv,

land management,

and other fi)(dds.

i

l{IUSIO

Channel.

Shi qn
see)

4J'j

iaat

The bed of a rive-r ill which it flows ih, normal times; during

er, the rivelr flows out ol the .htl.nn.I
1I* e nilatore 01

the chalnnel's strlu, IOnir'

,anod inuindates i lie floodplain
,

inc'ludinti the lostion

of

IRk-0ol-68
the waterway (see [farvater))
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is presented in fig. 12.

Roaf eo.rA PaJpta no AD

Figure 12.
a

-

e

-

River channel.

plane view; b - beach; c - reach; d - waterway;
bar; f - shallows; g - transverse cross section

through AB.

CAIRCAYJI
SAKSAUL
Haloxylon.

A draught-resistant woody plant of the desert of Central

Asia up to 6-10 meters in height with a hard but brittle wood.

CAP]OSA
SARDOBA
(No English equivalent]

An artificial reservoir with a dome brick

superstructure in the waterless areas of Central Asia.

The dimensionis of

sardobas are up to 17 meters in diameter and up to 15 meters deep.

MWCEJUVEHHE MEPHAHAHOB
SBLIZIIENIYE MERIDIANOV
Convergence of meridians.

The angle between the geographic meridian

of a given point and the vertical line of the kilometer grid or line parallel

to it.

The amount of convergence of meridians increases with an increase

in the latitude of the point and its distance from the central meridian
of the zone; ,on topographic maps of the USSR it
amount of convergence of the meridians foe

does not exceed 30.

The

the central (middle) point of a

map is printed in the southwestern corner of the sheet.

For any point on

the map, the amount of convergence of meridians may be determined from the

formula
y = yK,
wherc

y

is the convergence of the meridians in minutes;

y

is the ordinate of the given point in kin;

K is a factor the size of which depends on the abscissa of the given
point (NAble 15).
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Example.

Let us determine the convergence of meridians at a point
with coordinates:
x = 6 o

49
25;

y = 3455 680.
We round off the value of the x-coordinate :to tens of kilometers
(x = 6020 kin) and, from the table, we find (for x = 6020 kin) the corresponding
value of the factor: k = 0.749.
We convert the arbitaiy value of the ordinate to the actual value read
from the central meridian and round it off to tenths of a kilometer (3,
number of zone, 455 680 meters - 500 km = -44320 meters); i.e.,

y = -44.3 km.

Consequently,
y = -44.3 - 0.749 = -33.2'

" -0033'.
O

Table 15
Table for calculating convergence of meridians.
__

,

r, ..

K

d

,

4300

"0,393

"4100

0,406

4200

0,420

4300

0,433

4400

0,448

531
14 5500

4500

0,462

15

4600

0,477
S15

4700

0,492

4800

K

d

00
2""
3 "13

0,558

5200

0,576

5300

0,594

5400

0,613

14
13

#-I,

K

18
19

6400 A085I
0,882

5600

0,653

22

6600

0,913

5700

0,674

23

0,697

23

0,508

26 5500
5900

6700 [ 0,947
6800 [ 0,982

4900

0,524

6000

0,74t2
25

5000

0,541

6100

0,769

5100

0,558

17

.

d

0,76V 26
7100 1.102 :45
7200 1,147
6200 0,795
49
27
6300, 0.822 2929
073001,1961,511

2
2633
500,

16
17

R,,x

d

18 86100

0

0,72V

I

6900
24

34

35

7400

1,247

7500

1.302

7600: 2,363
7700

55
84

2,427

38

1,020
[

7000 ] 1,060
7; 'd'1.102

40
42

CSOPIIAR TAM•UIIA
SDORNAYA TABILITSk
Index map.

A scl

.

small-scale map indicating the ruling and

nomenclature of topograpMic maps of one, and sometimes of two or three
scales.

Index maps are used to determine the nomenclature of map sheets

in preparing requisitions for maps as well as for a graphic record of map
supplies (see
oigures

20, 21).
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CFJLI.OBHHA
SEDLOVINA
Saddle.

A depressed part of a ridge which recalls a saddle by its

Nape; in the mountains,

it

is the location of a pas- (see) across a

mountain ridge, as a rule.
CMCTEMA hiOOP2HRhAT 19h2 P.
SISTEMA KOORDINAT 1942
1942 coordinate system.

The arbitrary designation of the system of

geodetic coordinates used in the USSR.
F. N. Krasovskiy,

In 1942, the Soviet scientists

A. A. Izotov, and others, completed work on making the

earth's dimensions more precise.

Used formerly in the USSR were dimensions

of the earth determined by the German scientist hesel in 1841.

The

average radius of the earth according to Krasovskiy is 6,371,118 meters,
according to Bessel, 6,370,290 meters.

Made more precise simultaneously

with the establishment of the earth's dimensions were the coordinates of
the Pulkovskiy astronomic observatory - the initial point for determining
geodetic points (see geodetic coordinates).
In 1946, by decree-of. the Soviet government, the refined dimensions
of the earth and coordinates of the Pulkovskiy ob.urvatory were adopted as
mandatory in determining the coordinates of geodeti- points and creating
maps.

Since this time, topographic maps have been published in the

1942 coordinate system.
Maps published in the 1942 coordinate system have several special
features in comparison with maps published earlier; the dimensions of the
map borders were somewhat increased (up to 0.1 mm),

the distribution of th

map borders relative to the terrain objects was changed,

and, what is most

significant, the position of the coordinate grid relative to the borders
of the maps and terrain objects was changed.

C0AT
SKAT
Slope.

. e inclined surface of relief forms.

The basic elements of

a slope are (fig. 13):
steepness, angle of incline of the slope to a horizontal plane;
height, the vertical distance of the highest point above the lowest;
horizontal projection of the slope, the projection of the slope to a
horizontal plane;
trend, the trend of the shortest distance from the upper point of the
slope to its foot, along this trend, the steepness of the slope is greatest;
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bend in the slope,

the line of sudden change in

the steepness of the

slope from the (steeper to the gentler or vice ,versa.

D

Elements of slope D.

Figure 13.

- steepness of slope; h
projection of slope.

-

height of slope; d

-

horizontal

CKAT B0omyh
SKAT VOGNUTYY
Concave slope.
it

foot; on a map,
which is

A slope,
is

the steepness of wHich is

reduced toward the

represented by contour lines the distance between

increased down slope (fig. 14).

A concave siope can be observed

completely and fired through completely.

Figure 14.

Concave slope.

CHAT BOJIHHC'Th5
SKAT VOLNISTYY
Wavy slope (mixed).

Represents a combination of concave,

convex,

and smooth slopes (see).

CKAT BCTPEqHYU
SKAT VSTRECIINYY
Meeting slope.
in

A slope within the enemy's dispositions which drops

the direction of own troops.

CHAT BLDWKRW11
SKAT VYPUKLYY
A slope the steepness of which increases toward the

Convex slope.
foot; on maps,

it

is

shown by contour lines, the distances between which are

RA-on-68
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Ii

I

II

Figure 15.

Convex slope.

Figure 16.

reduced down slope (fig. 15).
through by flat

Smooth slope.

A concave [sic] slope is

observed and fired

trajectory fire only up' to the bend in the slope.

CHAT OBPATHO
SKAT OBRATNYY
Reverse slope.

A slope which drops toward the rear of friendly troops.

CHAT nfEPFZHHR
SKAT PEREDNIY
Forward slope.

A slope which drops in the direction of the enemy.

CKAT POBHWI
SKAT ROVNYY

Smooth (straight) slope.

A slope, the steepness of which is the Dame

over its. entire length; on maps, it

is represented by contour lines, the

distarjes between which are equal (fig. 16).

CKVOHEiHE A•ArHWrOR CTPFMII
SKLONENIYE NAGNITNOY STRELKI
Declination of the magnetic needle.

The angle between. the geographic

meridian and the line of direction of the magnetic needle (magnetic meridian).
The amount of declination of a magnetic needle is

subjected to long-time

and daily fluctuations as well as to temporary disturbances under the influence of magnetic storms.

With a declination of the magnetic needle to

the cast, tne declination is

considered eastern

tion to the west - western (anid its

sign).

(+ sign) and with a declina-

The declination of a magnetic needle

annual changes are shown on topographic and special maps.

declination of a magnetic needle fluctuates sharply in

The

regions of magnetic

anomalies.

1-----
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CKOPOCTb TE'EHHR PE1H!
SKOROST' TECHENIYA REKI
Speed ofý Aiver current.

One 6f ithe basic characteristics of rivers

(Table 16).
Table 16

Speed of current,

Nature of current

meters/second

Flatland rivers

Mountain rivers

Weak

Up to 0.5

Up to 2.0

Average

0.5 - 1.0

2.0 - 4.o

Rapid

1.0 - 2.0

4.0 - 6.0

Extremely rapid

Above 2.0

Above 6.0

CHEPOBAIR J£HIMI
SNEGOVAYA LINIYA
Snow line.
mountains.

The lower limit of the zone of permament snow inthe

The altitude of the snow line depends on the geographic

latitude of the point, proximity of warm ocean currents, and several
other causes (see Mountain terrain).

COI{PAIEHHU
E KOOP4HIjAThI
SOKRASIICIIENNYYE KOORDINATY
Abbreviated coordinates.

The arbitrary abbreviation of rectangular

coordinates in target indication on a topographic map where only the tens
and units of kilometers and meters are called (recorded).
x = 62,700,

For example:

y = 14,550, which means x = 62 km 700 meters, y = 14 km 550 meters.

Abbreviated coordinates are used for brevity in recording (transmitting)
coordinates.

It

is not recommended that abbreviated Coordinates be used

in operations at the junction of zones since tnis may lead to confusing
targets disposed'in different zones and to coarse errors.

CPF.nfdHAM OlllIIA
SRLEDINNAYA CSI|IBKA
Median error.
ments.

One of the criteria for evaluating precision of measure-

The size of the median error in absolute value is greater than any

of the errors of one half the errors of a given series of measurements and
less than each error in the other half of the errors, disposed in ascending
order.
The median error equals approximately 0.7 of the mean square error
[srednyaya kvadraticheskaya oshibka) (see).
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CMPFMHn•.I A]iPATW•ECHMOVJMBKA
SREDNYAYA KVADRATICHESKAYA OSIII3KA
Mean square error. The primary-criterion in evaluating precision of
measurements.

The mean square error equals the square root of the

sum of the squares of the errors of a given series of measurements divided
by the number of measurements.

CPm.WRR ONS k
SREDNYAYA OSIIIBKA
Mean error.

A criterion forevaluating the precision of measurements.

The mean c-rror equals the sum of the absolute values of the sizes of individual errors obtained during measurements divided by the number of measurements.

The mean error is approximately equal to '0.8 of the mean square

error (see).

C'JTBOP
STVOR
Line of direction.
on the terrain.

A vertical plane which parses through two points

To be in the line of direction means to be at some third

point which is located in the designated plane.

CTEIIb
STEPt
Steppe.

A natural zone of the temperate belt with a dry continental

climate and the predominance of drought-resistant grassy vegetation (mixed
grasses, grains, feather grass-fescue).

CTEPE0I7APA
STEREOPARA
Stereopair.
points.

Two photos of the same terrain obtained from two photo

The simultaneous examination of the stereopair, with the corresponding

placement of the photos separately, with two eyes (left photo, left eye;
and right photol right iye) provides a stereoscopic (three-dimensional>,
effect.
The stereopair is examined by means of a stereoscope (see) or other
stereoscopic instruments.

CTEPEOCK1O7
STEREOSKOP
Stereoscope.

An instrument which permits obtaining a three-dimensional

image of a photographed object (terrain, trench,

tank, etc.) from two photos
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which comprise a stereopair (see).
of the vision of the left
photographic image.

The stereoscope assures the separatiorn

and right eyes,

as 'well as magnification of the

For the interpretation of aerial photos, lens-mirror'

stereoscopes are usually used, one-of the varieties of which is

figure 17.

(For the use of a stereoscope, see Sectionc8,

•

c

Cme

WegM 03POCHUA
UK

shown in,

Chapter IV).

P

e

i7Da
OU

OmPCHUM011

d
Figure 17.

Lens-mirror stereoscope.

a - mirrors; b - lenses; c - stereopair;
aerial photo; e - right aerial photo.

d

-

left

CTOPOHU POPHBOmTA
STORONY GORIZONTA
Directions of the compass.
on the earth's surface.
The N - S direction,

The basic directions used for orientation

The chief ones are north,

direction of the meridian,

direction; the E - W direction is

is

south,

east, and west.

taken as the initial

perpendicular to it.

CTPEMKEHb
STREZIIEN'
Deep channel in

a river.

river which, as a rule,

The line of greatest speed of current of a

coincides with the position of the greatest

depths (see Waterway [farvater)).

CyPJHHOR
SUGLINOK
Loam.

particles.
group;

it

A fine-grained loose soil which contains 12 -

With respect to difficulty to work, it
gets soaked in

rainy weather.

25%

clay

belongs to the average
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C.vMEp•i
SUMERKI
Twilight.
1.

Astronomi6 twilight,

sun to the moment that it

the interval of time from the setting of the

drops 180 below the planie of the horizon and,

correspondingly, prior to sunrise.

In the first case" it

is evening twi-

light, in the second - morning twilight.
2.

Civilian twilight, the interval of time aftor sunsetý-as well as

before sunrise when i-llumination permits reading in the open air without
artificial

illumination,

distance objects can be clearly seen,

and orienta-

tion and target indication~on the ground are possible with the same procedures
as during the day.

In

duration,

civilian twilight is

approxrimately 7/18

astronomic twilight.

.•vlEcb (cynecox)
SUPES"

(Supesok)

Sandy loam.
In

A fine-grained loose soil containin|g 3

difficulty to work,

it

-

12% clay particles.

belongs to the group of easy soils and possesses

extremely good road qualitites in any weather.
OXEMA MECTHOCTH
SKIIEMA ME.STNOSTI
Terrain sketch.

A simplified sketch of a terrain sector which is pre-

pared from a map, aerial photo, or directly on the ground (for conventional
signs which are used in preparing terrain sketches,

see Section 9, Chapter IX).

TAMPA
TAIGA
Taiga.

A region of virgin pine forests of the temperate belt.

The

taiga is difficult to negotiate due to the abundance of wind-fallen

wood, slash fires, and swampy sectors.

TAWTW1ECKHE CBOACTBA MECTHOCTH
TAKTICHESKIYE SVOYSTVA MESTNOSTI

Tactical properties of the terrain.

Properties of the terrain which

have a significant effect on the conduct of combat operations by troops.
The basic tactical properties of the terrain usually include conditions
for protection against weapons of mass destruction, trafficability conditions,
and conditions for camouflage and observation. In desert terrain, a considerable influence on the actions of the troops is had by conditions for water
supply and orientation.

I•
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TAISIM
TAKYRY
Takyr soils.

Clayey sectors in deserts and semideserts with a smooth,

cracked surface in the dry period and sticky mud after rains.

Takyr soils

are shown on topographic maps.

TEPPACbJ
TERRASY
Terraces.

Forms of slopes of the relief in the form of horizontal

or slightly inclined steps.

TEPPIMKOH
TERRIKON
Waste pile.

A cone-shaped dump of rock at a shaft or mine.

TECJIHA
TESNINA
Defile.

A narrow pass with very steel) or perpendicular slopes, often

completely occupied by a river channel.

THIOBIE 40PMN PEJIbEA
TIPOVYYE FORMY RELIYEFA
Typical relief forms.

TOnOPEO]IE3QEcOEa

See Relief.

HOPOTOBmA

TOPOGEODEZICIIESKAYA PODGOTOVKA
Geodetic survey.
of troops.

It

A part of the geodetic support of the combat activities

includes:

the creation of the initial base for the survey tie-in;
the surv.oy tie-in [topogeodezicheskaya

,.Avyazka] (see) of positions,

posts, points.
The initial base for the survey tie-in is provided by the geodetic
control net (see),

topographic maps, and aei'al photens (photomaps).

TOPEOLIE3WIECHAfI flPff&oXA
TOI)OGEODEZICIIFSKAYA PRIVYAZKA
Geodetic survey.tie-in (of positions, posts, points).
geodetic survey.

It

A part of the

includes:

determination of the rectangular plane coordinates x, y, and altitude If
of the points being tied in;
determination of the grid azimuths of reference lines of directions
which are necessary for the laying of rockets, launchers, guns, and instruments in an assigned direction.
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The geodetic survey tie-in may be performed on a geodetic basis and
from a map (aerial photo).
In the geodetic survey tie-ii on a geodetic basis, the coordinates x
and y of the points being tied in are determined with the use of' instruments
relative to points of the geodetic control net (see).

Grid azimuths-of

reference lines of directioh -are determined from lines of direction of the
geodetic control net (geodetic method),

as well as by astronomic and gyro-

The altitude Ifof a point wh-•ch is being tied in .is deter-

scopic methods.
mined from aimap.

In the survey tie-in from a map (aerial photo),

the coordinates of the

points being tied in are determined by means of an odograph (see.[topoprivyazchik]) or iristruments relative to map points of a map (aerial photo)
of a scale no smaller than 1:100,000.

Grid azimuths of reference lines of

direction are determined primarily by gyrocompass, less often by the
PAB aiming circle, from heavenly bodies, and by other methods.

The

altitude Ifof the points being tied in is read from a topographic map.

TOROPEOE3HM4ECKOE OBECnEtEHqE
TOPOGEODEZICIIESKOYE OBF3SPECIIENIYE
Geodetic survey support.,

A type of support of combat actions of troops,

the essence of which consists of the preparation and delivery to the troops
of topographic and geodetic data on the terrain and the earth (terrestrial
sphiere) which are necessary in planning, organizing,

and conducting combat

actions.
The primary missions of geodetic survey support are:
the creation (updating) of topographic and special maps and their
timely supply to the troops;
the development (intensification) of geodetic nets and supplying the
troops with lists of the coordinates of geodetic points and gravimetric

-

data necessary for effective employment of rocket weapons.
The developmrnt of geodetic nets and creation of maps are achieved by

the execution ef long and extremely complex scientific-technical work which
is accomplished ahead of time and in the course of the war, primarily by
organs of the Military Topographic Service and special chast'

(podrazdeleniye).

TOnorPAomqmECKA5 PA3mEiKA
TOPOGRAFICIIFSKAYA RAZVEDKA
Topographic reconnaissance. The collection and systematization of data
on the terrain which is accomplished by its direct investigation, from
aerial photos,

reports, and other materials with the purpose of creating

control nets, supplementing and correcting maps, and creating special maps,
-*

descriptions,

and information about the terrain.
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TOIOPPAM4,MECKHE allAHbI,
TOFOGRApICIIESKIYE DANNYYE
Topographic data.
objects and about its

Data concerning the terrain, itf relief, and local,
location, dimensions, configuration, etc.
Topographic

.maps and aerial photos serve as the most important source
for obtaining
topographic data.

TnO0PPAqmI,•F

AI u

TOPOGRAFICIIESKIYE KARTY
Topographic maps.

See [Karty topograficheskiyeJ.

TrrOPPAPHwECh5E YCJOBHbE 3HAiRi
TOPOGRAFICIHESKIYE USLOVNYYE ZNAKI
Tepographic conventional signi 6 A system of graphical,
numerical, and
textual designations which are used in combination with
coloring to represent the terrain on topographic maps.
The following topographic conventional signs are distinguished: scale (expressing
terrain elements at
the scale of a given map),
veying its

boundaries),

off-scale (showing a local object without con-

and explanatory (showing the direction and speed of

current of a river, number of yeards,
USSR,

type of production,

a systemn of topographic conventional

etc.).

In the

signs has been adopted which is

common for all departments.

TORIOPPAN•IECKHE ')J]EMEHTLJ MECTHOCTH
TOPOGIAFICIIESKIYE ELEIENTY MESTNOSTI
Topographic terrain elements.
cover,

water objects (hydrography),

The relief, soil-ground, aid plant
populated places,

road net; industrial,

agricultural and socio-cultural objects.

TonoPpAmpn4oRMiij PPEBEHb
TOPOGRAFICIIESKIY GREBENI
Topographic crest.

See Watersdhed,

TONOPPA44,H
TOPOGRAFIYA
Topography.

See Geodesy.

TOPOWPHBR39HK
TOPOPRIVYAZCIIIK
Odograph.

A wheeled or tracked vehicle equipped with instruments
for

the automatic determination of the coordinates of points on
the terrain and
used for the tie-in of elements of a combat formation of missile
troops and
artillery.

(!
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TO4HOCTb TOROPPAcMUECHRX HAPT
TOCIINOST' TOPOGRAFICIIESKIK[i KART
Accuracy of topographic maps.
graphic maps.

One of the batic characteristics of topo-

It depends on many factors (geodetic base of tile map, method

of preparing the map,

distortion of the paper, etc.) and is characterized

by ecrors in the position of terrain elements on the map.

According to

existing standards, the average error in tile position, on the map, of objects
and tcrrain points relative to the nearest points of a plane survey net
should net exceed 0.5 mm and in mountain, high mountain,

and desert regions

0.75 •mmat the scale of the map; mean errors in the position of contour
lines should not exceed 0.4 h in flat and hilly terrain (h is the contour
interval of thce given map) and, on maps of mountain regions, h.
In determining the position of targets and other objects on a map as
well as in the initial orientation of navigation equipment and in other
cases, several special features of topographit maps should b

considered:

in depicting populated places, the only items plotted accurately are
their outer shape, main thoroughfares, and structures nearest to intersections; the number of structures usual.ly does not reflect their actual
number but only characterizes the building density; therefore, the building
within blocks should not be used in precise measurements;
with the dense disposition of homogeneous terrain objects (buildings,
1,-11s, mounds, etc.) whi.h are concentrated on a small area, only the extreme
items are shown with preservation of their exact position;
the center between two lines which represent roads corresponds to the
middle of the roads on tO'e terrain, while the lines of the conventional
signs themselves do not corrospond to the edges of the road in the majority
.of cases;
terrain objects which are not expressed at the scale of the map (geodetic point, lone tree, etc.) are portrayed in a magnified form and their
exact position on the map is determined by the main

,oint (line) of the con-

ventional sign (see Appendix 2, page 258).
TPHAHVYfnqIIHR
TRIANGUI ,YATS IYA
Triangulation.
point ,.

A method of determining the position of geodetic

Marker.N are set up on

evatod places (signals, pyramids, and

others) i:. such a way that tuere is intetvisibility between adjacent markers
and a network of triangles is formed.
kr,,i'-U,,-d

with great precision and,

in

In each triangle, -ill .,ngles are
ont of the triangl(.,,

• ,*a) .,nd ,•zianuth are me-.sured with great precision;
., thi,
ot

Si,,-

un,

of tlut sýides

from these data, all

triangles, ;-ld azimutls from point to point, ane the coordiiiates
ro, computed.
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TPHr•HOV TP qEC0III9 THiHT
TRIGONOMETRICHESKIY PUNKT
Trigonometric point.

See Geodetic point.

TPOTH
TROPY
Paths.

Trails for pedestrians and pack animals.

Paths are shown on

topographic maps only in areas which are difficult to negotiate: in
mountains, deserts, heavily swampy places.

TyHIPA
TUNDRA
Tundra.

Terrain in areas of higher latitudes with a sparse brushy-grassy

or moss-lichen vegetation.

Typical of the tundra are a long severe winter,

short cold summer (maximum temperature 10 - i20),
'tation, great cloudiness,

a small amount of precipi-

strong winds (particularly in winter),

frozen ground which only thaws at the top in summer.

and

Tundras are c-mparatively

difficult to negotiate, particularly in the warm part of the year.

YBAJ
UVAL
Rounded,

low ridge.

An elevation which is extended in one direction

with comparatively low heighL (up to 200 meters),
gradually transform into a plain.

with gentle slopes which

In military practice, terrain which abounds

with low, rounded ridges is called hilly, and the individual rounded, low ridges
are called hiils.

YPOJI MEOTA UMIf_
UGOL MESTA TSELI
Angle of site to the target.

The angle between the gun and target

line of direction and the horizontal at the muzzle.

The augle of site to the

target is calculated from the formula
11000 • D/D
where
e

is the angle of site to the target in mils;

B

is the height of the target above (below) the jun position
(determined from a map);

D is the distance (range) from the gun position to the target.

A.l

•
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Y'Oji YKFMIRT}'
UGOL UKRYTIiA
Angle of clearance.

The angle formed by the horizontal at the muzzle

and the line of direction to the summit (crest) of the defilade.
of 'clearance up to 300 mil's is

calculated from the approximate formula

1000
*

An angle

* D/Di

where
ay is

the angle of clearance in mils;

B

the height of the defilade relative to the horizontal at the

is

muzzle;
D

is ,the gun - defilade range.

YKA3ATFnb CKATA
UKAZATELI SKATA
Slope indicator (incline indicator, hachure).
for indicating the direction of descent of slopes in
with contour lines.

'A conventional.symbol
depicting the relief

These are lines (hachures) perpendicular to the con-

tour lines with their free end indicating the direction of the slope (descent).

YJWYtIEHHAR PFYHTOBAR IOPOPA
ULUCIISIIENNAYA GRUNTOVAYA DOROGA
Improved dirt road.
roadway of which is
or sand.

A graded dirt road on a natural foundation,

the

often improved by the addition of gravel, cOsihed rock,

As a rule, the width of the road permits two-way traffic.

Longitudinal inclines arc; up to 70.

YPE3 BOIU
UREZ VODY
Water'r edge.

The reading

(value) of the absolute altitude of the water

level in a river (lake) at low water level (see).

YPOBEHHAJ IlOBEPXHOCTb
UROVENNAYA POVEItKINOST'
Water-level surface.

An imaginary surface of the mean level of the ocean

which is continued beneath the continent.

YCOBEMFOCTBOBAH1O0E WOCCE
USOVERSIIENSTVOVANNOYE SHOSSE

Improved highway.
asphalt,

cement,

A road on a substantial foundation with a surface of

concrete,

and sometimes of blocks, bricks, crushed stone,

-
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and gravel impregnated with a binding substance.
is at least -7 meters, and slopes are up to 50.

The width of the roadway
In many casesi gasoline

stations and vehicle repair shops are found alongside the highway.
. APBATEP
FARVATER
Waterway, channel.

A stretch of a river with greatest depths, devoid

of obstacles,, along which ships usually sail (see Channel).
$0OPWJIA T•C5qHWX
YFORIJLA, TYSYACIINYKQI
Mil relation
D = 1000 • B/Y;

B = D .Y/lO00,

where
D

is the range to. the object;

B

is the height (width)

Y

is the angle in mils.

A' the ob'ject;

The nil relation is widely used by the troops for determining distances
(range or height) from the angular dimensions of the object measured in
mils; ;t provides sufficiently accurate results with a value of Y within
limits of 300 mils (180).

cIOTOPPAMMETPHR
FOTOGIWZIETRIYA
Photogrammetry.

A technical disvipline which considers the geometric

properties of a photographic image and methods of measurement from an
aerial photo in creating maps, determining target coordinates,

etc.

POTOKAPTA
FOTOKARTA
Photographic chart.

A photographic document which combines a plane

photo image of the terrain and data placed on a map (relief, represented
contour lines, names of populated places, etc.).

MOTO!"Al1
FOTOPLAN
Photomap.

A measurement photo document and, with the plotting of data

about the enemy on it,

a reconnaissance photo document assembled from photos

which have bheen strictly reduced to one scale (rectified).

A coordinate

grid is plotted on a photomap and the names of populated places, rivers,
terrain fc itures,

a•nd altitude readings are printed.

Important local objects

which ark, difficult to read on photo images are highlighted by the corresponding
ronvullnt ional Nifinls.
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SOTOCXEMA
FOf6SIIKFitA
Uncontrolled -mosaic.

A group of aerial photos assembled (matched) by

common terrain points and glued together into one whole; it

is used for

making an estimate of the enemy and the terrain.

TOqHfG X JIHHHH PFjbEA
XAPM~TEPHMEM
KHARAKTERNYYE TOCIIKI I LINII RELYEFA
Characteristic points and lines of the relief.
or hill), the bottom (of a depression),
runoff (see),

i•

line of a watershed (see),

line of

saddle (see).

XOJIM
Hill.

A height (small mountain)

XXoC7i19Hm~
4!

Summits (of a mountain

up to 200 meters high above the foot.

PFnfbE)1

REL' YEI
SKIIOL24STYY

lHilly relief.

A type of relief with the predominance of h•lls.

Relative

altitude differences are from 25 to 200 meters in 2 kin; the predominant
steepness of slopes is 2 - 30.

XOPIIOYIJiOMEP
KIIORI)OUGLOMER
Chord and angle measurer.

An instrument for measuring and constructing

angles on a map (fire plotting board) in mils and widely used in the
artil.lery.

(For the technique of measuring and constructing angles using the

chord and angle measurer, see Section 2, Chapter III).

Ridge.

An elevation which is extended in some direction.

UFAEV!O3AHME
TSELEUKAZAN IYE
Target indication.

The indication of a target's location which is

brief but sufficiently accurate for the accomplishment of the assigned
mission.

Target indication may be performed directly on the ground or

from a topographic map, aerial photo, or mosaic (for greater detail,
Chapter VI).

see
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UEHA riEJIEHfR
TSENA DELENIYA
The Value (angular,

Value of a division.

division of a measurement instrument (compass,
slide rule,

linear) of the smallest
aiming circle, theodolite,

etc.).

IIEHTPAnbHMA

HPOEUIIiR

TSENTIZALNAYA PROYEKTSIYA
Central projection.

A method of projecting (transferring)

a projected

figure (body) on to a plane by rays which pass through one point - the
center of the projection.

Yb r0M0POO
UUMpI•
TSIRKUL'

0HAJbHLH1

PROPORT3IONALI NYY
An instrument for measuring segments on a map

Proportional dividers.

(aerial photo) with their simultaneous (mechanical)
the required number of times (fig. 18); it

is

magnification

(reduction)

used to transfer objects from

an aerial photo to a map and to prepare copies or diagrams at a scale which
is

increased or decreased

(in

comparison with the original).

Figure 18.

Proportional dividers.

SIIKALA ZALOZIIENIY
Vertical profile scale.

A gr ph for determining the steepness of

slopes from topographic maps; it
map sheet.

is

located in the southern margi'n of the

(For the construction and rules of use,

see Section 3,

Chapter
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SHLYUZ
Shtice.

A hydraulic structure on a river or canal which is

to assure navigation with sudden drops in

intended

the level of the water.

The

basic elements of the .9luice are: the dam (to raise the water in the river)
and the sluice chambers (for the passage of the vessels).

MIOCCE
SHOSSE
-*.Highway.

1.
,surface.

2.

or of gravel,
with a binder,
entire year.
highways),

The general designation of automobile roads with a hard

Roads with a surface of cobblestonn and split

sometimes asphalted,

and permitting automobile traffic

In contrast to roads of a higher class (superhighways,

they have a less substantial foundation,

downgrades are sometimes greater than 50.

file

of a highway are shown In

sign.

improved

Upgrades and

In military practice, this type

often called a "regular highway."

are shown by a special conventional

for the

in which connection they

are subject to rapid destruction or intensive maintenance.

of highway is

rock (pavements),

slag, or crushed stone, packed by rolling, often impregnated

On topographic maps, they

The elements of a transverse pro-

Figure 19.

b

Figure 19.

Elements of the transverse profile

of a highway.
a - shoulder; b - road center line; c
road surfacing; e - edge; f -'drainage
h-ubgrade;
- roadbed; i j - ditch.

-

shoulder; dditch; g - roadway;
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""3IBATOP 3FMHOH
EKVATOR ZENNOY
Earth's equao-er.

A great tircle of the earth's sphere equidistant

from the poles and dividing the earth's sphere into the northern and
southern hemispheres.

ATOP HEBEOHMII
SI
EKVATOR NEBESNYY
Celestial equator.

A great circle of the celestial sphere, all points

of which stand 900 from the poles of the world.

The plane of the celestial

equator is parallel to the plane of the earth's equator and is perpendicular
to the earth's axis.
i

3Kl1H1ATP

EKLIMETR
Clinometer.

A instrument for measuring angles of incline on the

ground.

ELLIPSOID
Ellipsoid.

A body which is formed by the rotation of an ellipse around

its small axis.

I.)nEHTP
EPITSENTER
Epicenter.

The projection, on the earth's surface,

an earthquake, nuclear air burst, etc.

of the center of
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Chapter II
Selecting,

1.

Obtaining,

and Preparing Topographic Maps for Work

'Selection of Maps
a)

Selection of topographic map scales

In

selecting the scale of a topographic map,

consideration is

to the availability of maps, nature of impending operations,
maps (for podrazdeleniye,
orientation,

chast't, or soyedineniye,

given

purpose of the

for studying the terrain,

etc.) and the nature of the terrain.

Preference should be given to larger scale maps when conducting defensive
operations,

forcing water obstacles,

for combat operations'in large populated

places and densely populated areas, or where it
combat situation in

is

necessary to reflect the

the greatest possible detail on a work~map.

Smaller scale maps should be used in mobile forms of combat,
in organizing-a march.

For orientation in movement,

to have a 1:100,000 ,scale map,
(in

forest-swamp, mouintain,

to use a 1:50,000 map,

it

is

more preferable

but under difficult orientation conditions

or densely populated terrain(,

and in

as well as

it

is

expedient

accomplishing a march over long distances over

highways or in desert or desert-steppe terrain, a 1:200,000 scale map.
In
tion,

selecting a map,

particularly for evaluating the terrain and orienta-

attention should'be paid to its

should be given to the latest map,
b)

timeliness (reliability) and preference

i.e.,

more recent in

content.

Determining map nomenclature

Nomenclature of map sheets for a qiven area is

usually determined

from a special map index (map indices are published by the Military
Topographic Service).

The nomenclature of map sheets can also be deter-

mined from geographic coordinates of some point of a given area or from the
nomenclature of adjacent map sheets (see Map Nomenclature of the USSR,
Viapter I).
The nomenclature is

determined from the map index by the procedure

shown in the next example.
Example.
It is reqviired to prepare a requisition for 1:100,000 and

1:500,000 scale maps for the route Nizhne-Kolymsk and Labaznoye along the
Great Anyuy River (fig. 20).
We note the required shoots in the map index and record their
nomenclature in succession:

1:100,000
R - 57 - 131,

1:500,000
143, 144;

It- 57

-

G;

Q - 57 - 12;

Q - 57 - D;

Q - 58 - 1, 13, 25, 37, 38, 39;

Q - 58 - A.
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Nomenclature of map sheets is determined fro geographic coordinates of
the area of interest with the use of numbering diagrams (fig. 21 - 25) in
the absence of a map index.
Example.

It is required to determine the nomenclature of a map sheet

with a scale of 11100,000 for the area of the city of Bobruysk.
We determine the geographic coordinates of Bobruysk from any geographic
map (•

530101, X = 290151); from them, on the nunbering diagram of maps

drawn at a scale of 1:1,000,000 (see fig. 21) we find the position of Bobruysk
and establish the nomenclature of the corresponding sheet of the 1-.1,00O,000
map (N-35).
We write down (lightly, with aplain pencil) the latitude and longitude
of the borders of sheet N-35 (G = 520 and 560,

X

= 240 and 300)

on the

numbering diagram of 1:100,000 scale maps (see fig. 24), and determine the
location of the city of Bobruysk (c n 530101, X = 29°15)0from geographic
coordinates on the diagram.

We determine the number of a 1:100,000 map

sheet; in this case, is is sheet 107, and the nomenclature of the 1:100,000
map sheet for the area of Bobruysk is N - 35 - 107.
If

it had'been required to determine the nomnenclature of -map sheets

of 1:50,000 or 1:25,000 scales, then, after determining the nomenclature
of the 1 :100,000 map sheet it would have been necessary to turn to the
numbering diagram of this sheet for map sheets of scales of 1:50,000 and
1:25,00b (see fig. 25).

In this, the procedure of operation is similar to

what has been presented; the coordinates of the borders of map sheets of
1:100,000 are written down and then, from the coordinates, the required
sheets and their nomenclature are determrined.

F~iguire 20.

Index map.
Left of 1560, top to bottom: Alazeya; Lake Sen;
loft of 1620, top to bottom: Medvoshyi Isl•,nds;
Bay, Kolyman; Kresty; Om•olon; Zatishya; left ef
Island; Ambarchuk; Nilzhne-Kolymsk; Small Anyy;
Anyuy; Labaznoyo; right of 1680: Chaunskay Bay;
Yeropol.

Aryiakh;
Amburchuk

168': Ayon
Great
Anadyr;
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Numbering diagram and nomeniclatures of 1:1',000,000
map sheets for the territory of the USSR.
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Designation of the nomenclature of an adjacent sheet
in the margin of a map.
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availability of a map sheet, or the pasting together of

sheets, the nomenclature of adjacent (adjoining) sheets may be determined
from the legend on the sides of the border of the sheet from the corresponding
side (the'legend indicates which sheet is located here, see Fig. 26) or
with the use of the numbering diagram cif the corresponding scale.

In the

latter~case, the disposition of 'avai]able sheets is determined and marked
on the diagram, after which a determination is made of the nomenciature of
the necessary adjacent sheets in the normal manner as well as from the map
index.

2.

'Obtaining Maps
a)

General rules for supplying maps

The function of supplying maps in the chast'

and institutions which

do not have organs of the Topographic Service are performed by specially
designated persons.
The number of maps issued is determined by supply normp in effect.Inclusion on the distribution list for topographic maps is accomplished
as follows.

Newly formed chast', on the basis of the order of formation,

transferred chast',
formed supply organ.

on the basis of a certificate issued and verified by the
With the first receipt of map, presented together with

the certificate is the nomenclature information of the mops which are charged
to the chast'

On leaving, the chast' turns in the unneeded maps, accounts

-or those expended, and receives a certificate.
The issuing of maps is performed on the basis of requisitions compiled
in accordance with an established form (Table 17).
chast'

Maps may be passed frow

to chast' with permission of the chief of the Topographic Service of

thle district (soyedineniye).
The shipment (forwarding) of maps is performed by special tiansport,
express, liaison officers, through report collection points, and, with a
small quantity (up to 8 kg),

through field communication organs.

When the

recipient discovers a shortage of maps, he prepares a report and sends one
copy of the map to the shipper.

"Personnel keep

a record of the availability and moement of naus, as

well as a record of the issue of maps by means of specal books.
Each map sheet issued for work is marked on the back in accordanen with
tile following form:

Troop chast' No.
Irom issue book No.

"

"
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Maps with plotted situations, with the increase in their security
classification, as well as when it

is necessary to store them. or dispatch

them as documents, are recorded in the corresponding registers, registers
of incoming and outgoing documehft.

The maps are dropped from accountAbility

in the Issue Book on the basis of information from the department which
keeps the topographic maps.
Maps which have become unserviceable are destroyed in accordance with
a statement in the headquarters of the chast'
established commission.

It

(institution) by a specially

is prohibited to destroy maps in the podrazdeleniye.

The exact ,iumber of sheets required are glued together for work; it
is prohibited to paste more sheets together just to even out the sheets,
etc.
Rules for filling requisitions.

The requisitiont is prepared by

scales, beginning with the largest and with the successive transition to
Nomenclatures are written down in increasing order, in which

the smaller.

respect only new (chainging) nomenclature markings are written, as shown in
the sanplo.

The number and year of publication are indicated in the case

where the maps are already on hand and it is desirable to receive maps of
tthe same edition.

in the -co-hi'n "on hand".

is maniatiry to fill

It

required quantity is put down for 6ach nomenclature.

The

The totals are summed

up for each sccle and for the entire requis--tion.
b)

Requisition for topographic maps
Table 17
Requiqition form

Scale. nomenclature

Classification

No. and
year of
publication

Nuuber of sheets
On
hand

Required

10
10
None
None

90

90
100
100

20

380

1:25,000
N - 35 - 11 - V

G

-

v

Unclassified

g
a
b

3-1965
3-1965

"

3-1965

Total

3.

2-1960

"
"

Preparation of Maps for Work

Preparation of maps for work includes:
map evaluation (Table 18);
pasting map sheets together;
folding the map;
marking the terrain elements on the map (map marking).

RIleased

Remarks

9J

JIA-Ol 1-68
11)

M111) evaluation
Table 18
Order and content of map evaluation

Subh,.c't of

Purpose of evaluation

Content and methods of

('evl I 11"t i on

evaluation

Soni

l'¢aluat, complete:,ess and precision of map, obtain initial
data for determining
from thle map.

distances

I.
Determine scale from
lege'id at bottom of map
sheet.
2.
Clarify what 1 cm (I mm)
on the map corresponds to on
the ground, the dimensions of
the side of the square of
the kilometer grid in centimeters and to what it corresponds on the ground (in m,

km).

3.

Evaluate tihe dimensions of

several basic, most prominent
objects on the map by means of
comparison with which one may be
able to estimate distances
visually in the process of
subsequent work on the map.
Contour intIerval.

'Lo obtain data to'dhtermine
absolute altitude
of points
and steeplnsses of slopes as
well as to evaluate tie completeness of representation
of relief,

1.
The contour interval is determined from the legerLd beneath the southern margin (beneath the scale) or from two
altitude
readings on one slope
and the number of contour
lines between them.
2.
To clarify
what steepness
of slope corresponds to the
horizontal projection of
contour

Yar

of survey

aind I'r(olinit01 Ji 14,

(

To d(tvrmine the degree of cont 'll'
temravaoi
Hilts's Maid evIlability
of' the maip.

I.

lines per cm or mm.

The year of sutrvey and

rconntni ssancoe is
from the
eastern

determined

legend in the southcorner of tile sheet.

2.
To clarify
the correspondlence of the map to the
terrain.
Numbenr tiod yetl" o1f 'To axsu rl unity of nr1uitnattion
pub•lication (l(indaltd atarelt indlicat. ionil
cnted in all
cases
when roferring to
map).

1.
Number nid year of pubblication are established from
leoend in northwest corner
of margin or from legend beneath the nomenclature of a
Iliven map.
.1.
To clarify
possible
chonges ill conventional sions
and appearance of maps durinq
the period from moment of
publication of map.

94
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(Table 18 cont.)
Direction
correction

To determine the amouit of
direction correction for
changing from grid azimuths
to magnetic azimuths and
vice versa.

b)

The amount and sign of the
correction-are established
from the diagram or textual
reference located in the
soathwestern corner of thesheet.

Pasting map sheets together

In pasting together a large number of sheets, first a diagram of the
disposition of the sheets is prepared, or tho area covered by the sheets
is outlined on the map index.

In accordance with the diagram or the

preliminary distribution, the contiguous sheets are cut along the eastern
and southern margins.

The cutting is performed with a sharp knife (cutting

edge of a razor, scissors) exactly along the inner margin of the sheet; it
is better to cut with a knife without using a ruler.
paper, it

To avoid gaps in the

is recommended that cutting with a knife be done on a smooth

wooden (unpainted) board or on a cardboard backing.

The cutting edge of the

knife (razor) should be held at a sharp angle (with the slope in the direction
of the line of cut).
The sheets are pasted together in rows or columns first in the direction
where the pa±sng is shorter.
When pasting, the cut sheet (row, column) is placed with its reverse
side on the adjacent uncut sheet and, bringing them up to the pasting
line, a thin uniform layer of glue is applied to the pasting strip by
brush (rag, paper).

Then the upper sheet is turned over, and the sheet

margins are matched as are the kilometer lines and corresponding contours.
The pasted place is wiped with a dry rag (paper),

moking a motion across

the line of pasting in the direction of the cut.

Small nonconformances may

be corrected by rubbing in a dirLction opposite to the direction of distortion.
With different deformation of two adjacent sheeta (one longer than
the other along the margin), the shorter sheet is coated with glue which
permits stretching it

somewhat and making it

evom with the longer sheet.

For the bost storage of the maps, as well us for convenience in use;
it

is recommended that not more than 9 to 12 sheets be included in one

pascing.

For a larger number of sheets, 2 to 3 pastings (or more) are

made which, with the availability of a place and the necessity for their prolonged use, are matched temporarily along common mnrgins (turned under
ahead of time).

'9
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Folding the map

Folding the map is done for the purpose of providing convenience in
working with it

storage.

A

(particularly under field conditions) and its better

Most often, the maps are folded with maintenance of orientation with
respect to the directions of the compass.
If the area of operations represents
an elongated strip, then for work under field conditions it

2

is recommended

that the map be folded along the strip of impending troop operations.

Un-

needed parts of the map are bent downward in this, and then the map is
folded "like a bellows" in accordance with the dimensions of the plotting
board or case in which it will be kept (fig. 27).

AA

Figure 27.

-,

Folding a map.

For orientation and target indication from the kilometer grid of the
folded map, the kilometer grid is marked in two mutually perpendicular
directions on the front (working) side.
d)

Highlighting terrain elements on the map (map marking)

Individual elements of the terrain are highlighted (distinguished) on
the map by color tinting, increasing the size of the conventional sign,
or underlining for the purpose of obtaining their best perception and readability.

Those elements of the terrain are highlighted which determine the

structure of the terrain of a given area (commanding heights, main folds
in the relief, main rivers, etc.) as well as those local objects and relief
forms which, being comparatively small, however, have important significance
for the mission being accomplished. dighlighted most often are maps of one
color (temporary edition, index map).

As a rule, terrain elements which

are represented on multicolored maps with bright colors (water, highways,
forests, etc.) do not need highlighting.
Highlighting is performed in the following colors:
plantings (forests, gardens, continuous brush, etc.) - by green shading;
narrow strips of forest, plantings near roads - by drawing a thick
green line along them;
swamps - by secondary hatchures in a horizontal direction in blue;

-

P•R-011-68

rivers and streams
roads

-

-

9

by thickening the lines or coloring them blue;

by thickening the lines, of coloring them brown;

"populated places

- by outlining their outer configu-ation (sometimes

distinguishing the main streets) and crosshatching them In I..ack; the names
of the populated places are underlined or printed in largev type;
small local objects (bridges, separate courtyards,

e'-...) and relief

elements (mounds, pits, gullies) by laying out the correio.anding conventional
sign in a larger size with preservation of the color or circling them in
black;
relief - coloring the summits in light brown, 1&i'kening some contour
lines, and first of all those which show the basic c at'ine of the form of
relief (draws,

ridges); moreover, thickened contour "ines bay be shaded

(off-shaded) in the direction of descent.

_i
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!Chapter

II
Measurements and Constructions on a Topographic Map
1.

Measurement (Determination) of Distances on a Map
a)

Measurement of distances with dividers

In measu:'ing straight lines, the points of the dividers are placed
on the end points and then, without changing the spread of the dividers,
*

the distance is read from a linear or transverse scale (fig. 28).
In the
case where the span of the dividers exceeds the length of the linear or
transverse scale, some thole number of kilometers is determined from the
sc,uares of the kilometer grid and the remainder,

in the normal manner from

the linear or transverse scale.

A

Figure 28.

Determining distances from a linear scale using
dividers,

It is convenient to measure broken lines by the successive increase
in the span of tie dividers by straight-line segments as shown in
Figure 29.

The distance which corresponds to the span of the dividers is

determined in the manner presented above.

A3-

S., I

Figure 29.

Measuring distances by the method of increasing
the span of the dividers.

Measurement of distances along a curve is performed by divider increments (fig. 30).
the degree o

The length of the increment of the dividers depends on

winding of the line but, as a rule, should not exceed one
centimeter (for precise measurements).
To exclude errors as a result of

~
"the deformatiol
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of tho pape-r (map),

the increment- of the dividers is checked

ahuad of time aicnq the line of the kilom.eter grid.

Fi gure 30.

b)

Measuring distancee

Measuring di stnces

by divide,' incremetts.

with a curviteter

When measuring' distanees on a map with a curvimeter,
should be placed at zero (initial)
emall wheel)

division ahead of time (by rotating the

(lig. 31) wid then the siall

wheel is

pressure from the initial to the final point.

should be turnied 180%,

'4

"kilometers,

If

the readings for the

not the case,

the scale of the curvimeter is

the distence which is
if

if this is

rolled with uniform

In this, attention should

be paid te seeing that in, Ykov~ng the curvimeter,
path increase and do not decrpase;

ii e arrow

obtained is

the divisions of thq aaaie zre given in

the curvimeter

graduated in

read directly from the scale.

centimeters of the wheel's travel

on the map, then the number of divisions which are obtained should be multiplied by the value of a division.

To avoid errors,

it

is

recommended that

the value of atdivision be determined by a check measurement along a line
of the kWiometer grid.

F(

Figjure 31i

Ki

Curvli.ete.r.,
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c)

Augmentation factor for the length of a route measured on a
map

In measuriug the length of a route along a road on a map, the
distance which is obtained is somewhat smaller than the actual distance,
since the outline of winding roads on maps is generalized (straightened out)
and, moreover? a reduction in the length is caused by the relief and by the
fact that the curves on the road are measured along chords.

Therefore,

it

is necessary to apply a special correction to the results of the measurements (Table 19).
Table 19
Correction for increase in length of route measured from a mai

Type of terrain

Correction factor with map scale
1:200,000

1:100,000

1:50,000

Mountain (sharply broken)

1,25

1.20

1.15

Hilly (average broken)

1.15

1010

1.05

Flat (slightly broken)

1.03

1.00

1.00

d)

Determining distances from rectangular coordinates

"The distance,

D, along a straight line between points with known

rectangular coordinates given in the same systsem,

can be determined most

accurately from the formula
D

(xj- x) 2 + -(Y,-'Yz)T
F'

where
X1 , y,

are the coordinates of the Initial point;

x,,,

y.,

%re the coordinates of the final point.

2,

Measurement of Angles on a Map
a)

Measuring angles with a protracior
(Artiller-y protractor)

In measuring angles on a map, the center of the protractor is
matched with the apex of the angle, and the line of the base of the protractor, with one of the sides of the angle; the reading of the angle (in
degrees) is read opposite its second side.
The aize of the angle in mils is determined In a similar maner using
the artillery protractor.
b)

Measuring angles with a chord rule

At; arc with a radius equal to the chord of an angle of 1000 mils
is described from the apex of the angle being neasured (fig. 32).

The

size of the radius in taken from a choid nile, one point of the dividers is
placed at the xnittld point of flit! upper horizont;.l lIne of the cliart, and the

RA-oll-68

1oo

other on a line viich is marked with the number 10 (fig. 33).

Then we take
the size of the chord AB of the angle being measured with the dividers,
and we tranafer the dividers to the chord rule in such a way that the point
of the left leg is on the left (initial) vertical line above the chart
the point of the right leg is on the initial horizontal line.

ind

Moving the

dividers in such a position from top to bottom (without moving the point of
the left leg from ýhe initial vertical line), we go to the intersection of
the point of the right leg with one of the sloping vertical lines and take a
reading. The number of hundreds and tens of mils is taken from the upper
row of numbers of the chart and units of mils - from the left row of numbers
at the location of the left leg of the dividers.

For example, with a length

of chord equal to segment ab (see fig. 33), the size of the angle equals
753 mils.

II
S~A
Figure 32.

Measuring an angle with a chord rule.
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o

Chord rule.

One of the sides is extended beyond the apex when an obtuse angle is
measured.

The acute angle, which is obtained (representing the supplemlent

of the obtuse angle up to 3000),

is measured by the method described above,

but in this, the reading is taken from the lower and right row of numbers of
the chord rule, which also determines the size of the obtuse angle.
our example (see fig. 32) the size of the obtuse angle equals 2267.

In
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Determining the Altitude of a Point and the Direction and
Steepness of Slope from a Map

"a)

Determining absolute altitudes and relative altitude differences
of points

The absolute altitude H of a point on the earth's surface is d&termined from a map from contour lines and spot readings.

If

the point is located

on a contour line, its altitude equals the reading of the contour lint. (on
fig. 34, HA = 140 meters).

If the point is located between conOur lines,

its altitude equals the reading of the lower contour line plus the altitude
difference of the point above this contour line (determined by interpolation).
In Figure 34, H = 110 + 5 = 115 meters.
The relative altitude difference of two points equals the difference
in the absolute altitudes of these points.

Figure 34.

Determining altitudes from a map.

b)

Determining the direction of slope
The direction of the drop of slope is determined from the following
signs:
from bodies of water (from rivers, lakes),

the drop of the slops is in

the direction of the body of water;
from indicators of the direction of slope, the hetchure is directed in
the direction of the drop;
from the position of the number on the contour line, the r,;mb.brs are
printed primarily in the direction of drOpi
from spot readings of points, the drop is in ihe directýon of the
smaller spot reading.
c)

Voiernninlng stPCp!1osn of slope

The basic farmula for the detei.nlriatlon of steepness of slope is:
tan

hht,/,

where
1 E'.the -,tecvwss of slcpe (dpimtnned from the value o-2" the \nbent,
see Tf.b1e 51 )1

h

is th•, height of slone (the rxat ivp altitude c_ff,.'en..e betwe.e
the upper anid iowortbie-nds cf thll

Nlop');
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is the horizontal projection of the slope (distance in a plane
between the upper and lower bends of the slope).

The steepness of a slope which does not exceed 20 to 250 may be
determined approximately from the formula
& = 6h/'d.
For rapid (visual) determination of steepness, the interval d between the
main contour lines (horizontalpro.jection) is estimated in millimeters
and from the formula
CO - 12/d(mm)
the steepness of the slope is calculated in degrees.
only with contour intervals: 1:25,000,

This method is applicable

five meters; 1:50,000,

10 meters;

1:100,000, 20 meters.
For the determination of the steepness of slope from a scale of horizontal projections (fig. 35),

the distance between adjacent primary or

thickened contour lines should be taken with a divider or with the use of
a strip of paper, apply the dividers to the scale without changing its
sp-.

..
nd read the number of degrees at the base of the scale.

=

I

Figure 35.

!

Determination of the steepness of a slope from the scale
of horizontal projections (example for a map with
a scale of 1:25,000).
a - with a contour interval of 5 meters; b - with a contour interval of 25 meters.

Tho. steepness of slope between aditcnt thickened contour lines is
determined from a scale corresponding t,

) fivefold contour interval.

RA-Oil-68
4.

Constructing a Profile from a Map

It
when

103

is

most convenient 4

tt is

not available,

A profile Tine is

construct a profile on millimeter paper and,
o.. regular graph paper.

drawn on a map,

and then the altitudes of the contour

lines and points of bend of the slopes are established and written down
along the profile line.

In this, the markings may be made only at the points

of bend and at some contour lines to facilitate determination of altitudes.
Having determiined the altitude differences,
file

is

selected.

The vertical scale is

than the horizontal scale.

-

the vertical scale of the pro-

ubually taken as 10 times greater

A base line is

drawn on millimeter paper and,

in accordance with the vertical scale which has been adopted,
parallel horizontal lines are drawn above it,
tude of the conr.our lines (every one,

a number of

which correspond to the alti-

every two).

Subsequently,

Figure 36,

the paper against the i.rofile line AD on the map, as shown in
the initial

placing

and final points as well as all contour lines and points of

bend of slopes are projected (transferred along the perpendiculars)
in

accordance witf- the value )f their altitudes.

to it

The points which have

been obtained are connected by a smooth curve.
For the solution of problems for the determination of visibility, a
se-called reduced profile is

constructed.

In

this case,

only the points of

the bend of slopes are strictly transferred to the profile.

To determine

visibility, all local objects are transferred to the profile (with conz'deration

of their altitu,'es),

which restrict visibility (forests, buildings,

jj.

______"___

Figure 36.

5.

Constructing a profile from ,, map.

IDetermining the R,
a)

0_

ngular Coordinates of a Point from a Hap

IDetermi|nig vectangular coordinates using dividers (ruler)

For determ3'irkg coordinates along the X-axis (abscissa)
of dividers or a nJ o r
the. given poliit

(target,

of the• kilome~ter I ine is
•

~tained

a segment

is

by means

measured along the perpendicular

to the kilometer

line which lays below,

from

The numbering

added on the, left to the value, whic'h has been oh-

and exprea•eud in meters.

1O4
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25 !1

•SI8

1-6024520
3410 y-4517350

6024 1520

Determining rectangular coordinates from a map.

Figure 37.

A similar procedure is also ur'id to determine the coordinates along

A

tthe Y-axis (ordinate),

i.e., a segment is measured along the perpendicular

from the target to the kilometer line, which passes to the left and tie numal,.
of the given kilometer line is added on the left to the value obtained
(in

motors) (fig.
b)

J7).

Determining rectangular coordinates using a coordinato square

The coordinate square is applien t,

the square in which the target

is located in such a way that one of itb sca~es coincides witt, the lower
M) and the cocrdin'te square is roved along this

:..Lde of the square (Wg.

line until the second sca]i, coincides with the target.
with the coordinat,

Phe reading is taken

The reading along the vertical

square in this position.

scale corresponds, to the segment along the X-axin and the readfnq along
the horizontal

scale to the segment along the Y-axis.

J

48 62

64

4o66

'.6045400
1-4365380

L°
1
1I,,,
1380

Figure 31.

D)eterminlng rectangular coordinates with the use of
a coordinate square.

6.
In

Plotting a Tarqet on a Map from Rectangular Coordinates
plolting a target onl a map,

located ip first

Then,

found.

the square in which tL.e targe* is

from the lower left corner of the square,

usting dividers or a rkile , the segment is iaid off at the sc',lt ( f the map
which, cornesponis toI the diffter(inci. in the ,rbscis tjs of the tal(let and the
lolser side of the square *.
peipendiruln?

to lb. -IP,*

I

the point whach haa been ottai,ed,
mft'menlt

is

from the

lizid off which (orresix~nds to the

IZA-011-68
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difference between the ordinates of the target and the left side of the
square. The point which is obtained provides the position of the target
on the map.

Example.

Target,

located in square 7631,

x = 5,876, 6000; y = 3, 331,

3000; the target is
the segment along the X-axis equals 600 meters

(76,600 -76,000 ); the segment along the Y-axis equals 300 meters (31,30031,000).

The construction of the segments is shown in Figure 39.
A target is plotted on a map with a coordinate square ir the following
-nanner.
The coordinate square is placed on the square in which the target
is located in such a way that one of its scales coincides with the lower
side of the square and the reading along it at the intersection with the
vertical line of the square corresponds to the segment along th, Y-axis.

Then,
without changing the posStion of Lhe coordinate square, we find the reading
on the vertical scale which corresponds to the segment along the X-axis.

3331

-

1'2'3V0
830

00'
77

5876

Figure 39.

Plotting a target on a map using rectangular- coordinates.

530

5477/

t76
|Iigure too.

l xample.
o|,;ervation
epal Is

K
,_

P'lotting a target on a map using a coordinate square.
Observation

iJ)st

210) mete(,l

i4

po.•t'

x

c,

876, 7X;

10(ated in s(quare 7661),

and the segment

along the

, - 2669, W0.

the segment

[he

along the Y-axis

X-axis equalS 700 meters

,|4

__

_

__

___-__-_

_

_

__

_

7.

Operations with Rectangular Coordinates at a Junction of Zones

The emergences of the kilometer linvs of the coordinate system of the
;dJacernt zone,
(fig.

the so-called

supp]ementar'y

grid, are shown and numbered

41) on maps which are dispomed within limits

of 20

west of the boundaries of the meridians of the zone.
target indication within a common coordinate

the normal manner.

the ki•1.•mter
with

it

For calculations and

system from emergences

an additional grid iE constructed.

readings on the outer margin)
used in

to the east and

The newly constructed grid is

grid of the adjacent

(auxiliary

It

is

an extension of

shoot and should coincidn

(interface)

when being glued together.
Iluopoehto orinjiqi0mUuR
dononmunln~fihmna camt"Mu

()90

S"ir0 0

SIn~__

liutlre 41.

Sutplpem(r tary gIrid at the junctio-o of zones.

letormining

('or the determinat
on the map,

coi-.(.('lI inii
iin

marlitigs of supplementary

grid.

Geographic Coordinates of Points from a Map

and Plotting Points in

fitro-st

____

00e

nitner'ical
a-

1I.

. ....

h

in

Accordance with Given Coordinates

of qeographic coordinates of points in

moridians and parallels

are drawn.

This is

an area of
done by

co 'i'½
ý,!)Onl(dInill minute ,divisions of the inner margin as shown

thih

F'igure 'a2.

'rh'e

reoding of latitude

and longitude

is

done

from the grid from

the corners of the sheot with the addition to them of the minutes and tens
of secoilds

(miiniuto intervals

uoli ts of scontdis a•i'

l

coord(lirtltvIts of'

are divided by points into tens of seconds)

ohtaitinvd by interpolation.

it. A eOIutal

7'34"•8hI3611

north

In

our example,

laitutdo,

and

the

and 37'311'0" east.

l onri tudv.
To

poilii
oi

Hl,'

plot

a Ipillt

[,s laid off oil the western and east er
mlortliin

amind southerin

1iii',s whiich colillert
tll

time

Oil a malp from given coordinates,

4)0 il)

I

ih .li.',,I
0

I hi'

ullllsito

margins;

the latitude

of the

mnargine, and the longitiude

the tntersepttion of the straight

(noIntinel) po.ints dotnermi n s the location
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SDNm,,
77*J30'M~

#&mot

"5

Wupmr

34

38a

SCe. CLoP•Ope

4

~e

-

r(evlpImItY#C
Il

I

*P4Io.w ffief

-Ylbucoas~

640

il*

~4T

WamqI
46"v

Figure 42.

to~
ca

C0,00H
M.
O

O

Determining geographic coordinates from a map.
a - longitude of the western side cof the margin 370)00;
b - interior margin; c - latitude vf northern side of
margin 550001; d - one minute in latitude; e - geographic
coordinates of point A - latitude 540580.6; longitude
370310.0 (east); f - margin with minutts; 9 - one minute
in longitude; h - latitude of southern side of margin
540400; i - longitude of eastern side. of margin 380000.

9.

-_

Measuring (Determining) the Grid Azimuths of Lines of D~irection
from a Map
a)

Measuring the grid azimuth on a map using thle protractor
S
To measure thle grid azimuth of a line of direction, thle center of
the protractor is matched with the point of intersection of the line (or its
extension) with one of the lines of the coordinate grid. There may be four

_

_*

positions of th6i straight edge of the protractor relative to the lineos of
direction of the grid in m,,asurement, in accordance with which thle procedtire
for reading the angle also changes (fig. 43).
1.

The line of direction is approximatel y within limits of qrid
azimuth 30o-15O0, thle position of thle protractor as shown in Figjure 43h.1
The grid azimuth is read directly from the protractor.

"2. Tile line of

diirection is within l imits of grid a',imuth 210'-330",

posit ion of thle protractor as shown in, Figure 43b.
1800 pill,, thle reading from the prot ractor.
3.

The line of dire-ction is north

(u,

Theý gridc a~imuth equa(ls31

altlmost north),

the pasition

of the prot ractor as shown in I igoore 4o3c.
The girid azimut h eqjual s tihe
readinq minus 9)0' (line of direct ion to the nort1~east ) of 2710' pitc. the
remino (1 me of direction t(; the northw~est)

FA-OlI-68

The line of direction is

4.

south (or almost south),

the protractor as shown in Figure 43d.
tl'=

108

the position of

The grid azimuth equals 901 plus

reading on the protractor.

A9

Figure 43.

Measuring grid azimuths from a map with a protractor.
a, b - by placing the protractor along a vertical line;
c, d - by placing the protractor along a horizontal line.

•.
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f-igure
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.
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..
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..

..
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tile

Ill)t

il
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the. 'ilt'
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.

1 UI th ,1 .11 lI
at Imilth
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ht.w i;lltia•l

.
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•l~ 'i,
o'€ .k• tii in~i

of Ihl.re tloll
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lires of the protractor and parallel to the vertical lines of the maptsi
coordinate grid,

Holding the protractor in the established position, the

hypotenuse of the triangle is matched with the terminal point B.

Using the

rel number markings along the edge if the protractor which increase in a
clockwise direction, we read the grid angle opposite the edge of the
triangle.
In this case, the
Measurement can also be made without the triangle.
grid azimuty is read opposite a line which has been drawn on the map and
which connects the initial and final points.
c)

Determining the grid azimuth of a line of direction from the
coordinates of points

The grid azimuth is determined most precisely from rectangular coordinates from the fomnula

tan

I = y2-Yl/X2-Xi

where
a- is the grid azimuth reduced t3 the first quadrant;
Xl1 Yl are the coordinates of the initial point;
Sx
2 , Y2

are the coordinates of the final point.

The transition from the angle cylwhich has been calculated in the first
(quadrant to the grid azimuty of angle (yfor the given line of direction is
performed in accordance with formulas which are presented (see Table 52).

10.

Changing irom Grid Azimuths to Azimuths and Back

The change from grid azimuths to azimuths and back may be performed
by formulas for using a graphic sketch.

The conversion formulas

fl=6-;
= A-4P

AN

=

A - 6;
A

y;

Sgrid azimuth;
A true azimuth;

AM
6

magnetic azimuth;
declination of the magnetic needle kconsidered with its sign:
eastern "111

1'.

western

"")

v

meridian converlenco (conside:ed with its sign: eastern

I:

c
; t
f)
correct ion for diret tion (considered with its si gni)

. ..-

..

"1+",

western

I
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Figure

45.

110

Sketch of the interrelationship of grid azimuths and
azimuths.
a - line of direction to object; b - vertical line of
grid; c - true meridian; d - magnetic meridian.

Remarks.

In the artillery,

it

is

customary to determine the direction

correction as a value of the difference in

the convergence of the merid 4 ans

and the declination of the magnetic needle
I

Y -6.

In connection with this, the conversion formulas take the following form:
AM! = Cy

+ n;

0, = AM-

From tho graphic sketch (fig.

45)

1.

the conversion from grid azimuth to

accomplished in the following manner.

azimuth is

the given (obtained) line of direction and,

On a diagram wl show (draw)

co.aforming to the position of

the vertical line of the grid and the line of direction of the magnetic
meridian on the diagram,

11.

we determine the true azimuth.

Plotting Lines of Direction on a Map from Given Azimuths
and Grid Azimuths

The plotting of linea of direction on a map,
usinq grid azimuths.
azimuth,

it

is

Therefore,

if

as a rule,

the line of direction is

necessary to convert it

is

performed

g9'es in

an

to a grid azimuth ahead of time by

or- uf the methods recommended in Section 10.

RA-Oll-68
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The plotting of a line of direction on a map from a grid azimuth which
is

determined in

degrees of measurement' is

performed using a protractor.

line parallel to the vertical lines of the coordinate grid is
the initial

point.

shown in Figure

4

mark (pinhole) is
is

The protractor is

placed against it

A

drawn through

by one of the methods

3a and 43b depending on the size of the grid azimuth.

A

made in the map opposite the corresponding division which
point.

then connected by a straight line to the initial

This will also

be the given line of direction.

The plotting of a line of direction on a

map from a grid azimuth which is

given in mils is

artillery

protractor.

performed using the

For this, the center of the protractor is

with the init.ial point and oriented with its

matched

0-00 - 30-00 line parallel to

the vertical lines of the coordinate grid with the zero division to the north.
From the scale with the markings increasing in a clockwise direction, we
take the required reading and make a mark on the map through which we also
draw the desired straight line from the initial

12.

point.

Determining Arcas from a Map
a)

From the squares of the kilometer grid of a map

The area of a sector is

determined by calculating whole squares

and their fractions, usually estimated by eye.

Each square of the kilometer

grid on the ground corresponds to: on maps of a scale of 1:25,000 and
1:50,000,

one square kilometer,

and on 1:200,000 maps,
b)

on 1:100,000 maps,

16 square kilometers.

By the geometric method

By means of straight lines,

"rectangles, triangles,
on a map,

four square kilometers,

a sector is

and trapezoids.

the area of these figures is

divided into a system of

Having measured the required values
determined from the following for-

mulas:
the area of a rectangle P with sides a and b
P = ab;
the area of a right triasiUle 11 with lebs bc
IP = bc/2;
the area of a triangle 1) with side b and altitude h
1) = bh/2;
the area of a trapezoid with parallel sides a and b,

i) - a -t

,/2 • h.

and altitude h

RA-011-68
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Chapter IV
Work with Aerial Photos

1. Calculation of the Number of Aerial Photos and the Preparation
of a Request for Aerial Phintography
Calculating the number of aerial photos on a route

a)

Table 20
Number of aerial photos on a route 100 km long

J

Me lpo

PauCp 6pocaxuuom,,, CA

sa I .U
CxA
)

M

I

•a

30

230

40
50
60
70
8(1
90
100
120
140

175
140
115
100
90
80
70
60
50

160
180
200
250
300
400
500

Key:

6OX
50

3 0X 3 0
_

_

_

85o

340
105
85
70
60
55
47
42
35
30

b5
5042
36
32
28
25
21
18

26
23
21
17
14
II
9

45
40
35
28
23
18
14

16
14
13
10
9
7
5

a - scale (number of meters in 1 cm); b - size of
aerial photos, cm.

Remarks:

1.

In calculating the number of aerial photos on a route

longer or shorter than 100 kmn,

the number of aerial photos determined from

the table is changed proportionally to the length of the route.
2.

In aerial photography with a longitudinal overlap of 00% (used in

stereoscopic interpretation) the number of aerial photographs is doubled.
b)

Calculation of the ntmber of aerial photos for a region (area)
Table 21

Number of aerial photos for a region with an area of 1,000 square
kilometers (longitudinal overlap 20%, transverse overlnp 35%1
haew~ri6 IuCiA
uetpol iV
IM3

1SXi

30

9100

40
50
60
70
80
90

Key:

5100
3300
2300
1650
1300
1000

Piasep aspocsmiwco,
3Ox3O

ex

50X50

860

2400

480
310
215
360
120
95

1350
3.50
590
440
330
260

a - scale (number of meters in 1 cm); b
aieriil photos, cm.

b

-

size of

RA-on1-61311
2.

•(Thbi8

cont.)

IN

'140
M00
Igo

420
32;
250

85
65

40
3(0
25

250
30(0

130
90

3,5
25

13
9

10

3

4001
"500
Key:

501
33

a - scale (number of meters In
Photos, cm.

Remarks;

I

57

1201

i.

I cs);

b - size of aerial

In calculating the ninmbe." of aeria( photos for a region

with a Uifferent area,

the number of aerial photos indicated In the table is

chaenged proportionally to the size of the area.
W,
With aerial photography with a longitudinal overlap of 60% and a
side overlap of 351%,
Example.
is

1:20,000,

is

6^

the number of aerial photos is

The area of a region is

doubled.

3,000 km, the scale of photography

the size of the aeripl photos is

30 x 30 cm,

longitudinal overlap

side overlap in 35%.
The number of aerial photos equals 55 - 300/110O
0c

Request for oarial photography

Ihte request for airie.l photography is
mineions,
In

2 = 330.

the acconmplishment of which it

the request,

made on the basis of the

should ,5upport,

the following are indic.ntel:

purpose of photography;
area of photography;
required scate of ohotography (with oblique photography,
indicated along the main horizontal);
types and number of photo documents requixed;
sequent.e and tOmes f.'r preparingj the documents;
special require,•eets
time, methords,
tifmc•

(overlap,

perspective,

and others);

and pllace for deliverv of photo documents;

for repet'aed phbtogrephy (whore necessary).

the scale is

RA-Oll-68
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Typical scalei' for aerial photography
Table 22
Scale

Objects and missions of aerial photography
Terrain
Detailed study of terrain (ro¶;es, water

1: 8,000 - 1:10,000

lines, etc.)
Familiarity with general nature of terrain

'i
A

1:10,000 - 1:40,000

Defense
Familiarity with general natu-e of defense
Disclosure of type of defensive structures

1: 4,000 - 1:10,000

and materiel

2.

1:12,000 - 1:15,000

Preparation of Aerial Photographs for Work

The preparation of aerial photos (mosaics) for work includes familiarity
with the aerial photos and tying them to a map; under necessary conditions,
the orientation of the aerial photo and the plotting of a coordinate grid
on the aerial photo are p3rforned.
In becoming acquainted with an aerial photo,
and time of aerial photograph,, are clarified.

the scale, type, area,

This information is usually

found on the moscaic or is reported additionally when sending out the
aerial photos.

On individual aer.al photos, at the moment of photography

the following are recorded: number of aerial photo,

the size of focal

length of the aerial camera in millimeters, the reading of the round level,
and time (hours and minutes).
3.

Determining the Scale of a Vertical Aerial Phoic,
a)

Determining the scale of an aerial photo from the focal
length of the AFA (aerial camera) and che altitude of
photography

The scale of an aerial photograph, m., is determined from the focal
length f and the altitude of photography, I1, according to the formula
I/m

f/ils

Example.

The focal length is 200 mm, the altitude of photography is

4000 met i:rs:
I/n

= o.2/40ooo = 1/2,0oo.

SPA-onl-eS
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b)

Determination of the scale of an acrial photo fron) a map

The scale m of an aerial photo is determined from a map from
the formula

A

where
I

is the length of a line on the photo;
is

mk

the length of the line cn the map;

is the denominator of the numerical reals of the map.

Where possible, the line fro, &,hichthe scale is determined should lay
in the middle portion of the photo (and be as long as possible; the terminal
points of the line should be sharply expressed on the pl'oto, be shown precisely on the map, and be located a- the average altitudes of the given terrain.
For increased

'czuracy and chech,

the scale of the photo should be

determined at least twice in various lines of direction and the average
should be taken as the final result.
Example.

The scale of the mu; is 1:50,000, the length of the first line

on the aerial photo is 8.5 cm, on thc map 5.2 cm; the length of the second
line on the photo is 5.9 cm,

on the map 3.6 cm:

1/MS = 8.5/5.2 - 50,000 = 1/30,588;

(M)

1/ms = 5.9/3.6 - 50,000 - l/'iO,50M.

(2)

The average scale 1/mS equals I/J',548.

c)

Determining the scale of an aeria; photo on the ground

The scale of an aerial photo is determined from measuriments on
the ground or from known dimensions of some objý A. according to the formula

1/ms

=

/L,

where
I.

is the length of a line which is measured o.n the ground or the actual
size of a known object represented on the j'hoto;

Sis
s
4.

the length of the line (object) on the ',h.to.
Orienting the Aerial Photo
a) Dete.:-ining the direction of the mer
using a compass on the grouund

tia,

on

tn aerial photo

The aerial photo is oriented along a line on t1•e ground by procedures which are similar to the orientation of a
is placed on the aerial photograph and the north-sot0 1
(magnetic meridian) is drawn along the magnetic needle.

ýiad then a cumpass
'r.,

of direction

n16
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b)

Determining the line of direction of the meridian on the aerial
photo from a map

Two common points (No.
aeria.

1 - No.

46) are identified on the

fig.

placed on the map in

msch a way that line of direction

2 of the aerial photo coincides with line of direction No.

2 on the map.

No.

2,

photo ani on the map and straight lines are drawn through them.

The aerial photo is
No.

I and. No.

a line is

Then,

drawn on the aerial photo which is

to one of the side margins of the map.

1

-

parallel

This line will be the direction of

the true (geographic) meridian.

b

"---4,

Figure 46.

.

"

"

Determining the direction of the meridian on an
aerial photo from a map.
a - map; b -photo;

c)

.- .

c - north;

d

-

south.

Detormining the direction of the meridian on an aerial photograph
from the shadow and time of photography

On an aerial photo,
tower) and,

the shadow of some object is identified (tree,

along the direction of the shadow a line is

we use a protractor to lay off to the right,
noon

(or to the left if

if

drawn from which

the photo was taken before

the photo was taken after noon)

the

'lgle t which

equals a product of 15' (average angle of rotation of the earth around its
in

one hour) times the difference between the statute time of noon (13

and the time of photography.

The line of direction which is

presents the true meridiun.
C

Figure 1,7.

Determining thc.

direction of a meridian from
the shadow and time of
photography.
S

axis

hours)

laid off re-

RA-Oll. 68
Example.

Time of photog'aphy is

117

1000 hours.

t = 150 • (13 - 1o) = 450
The calculated angle is

laid off to the right of the line of direction

of the shadow and the direction to north is
d)

obtained

(fig.

47).

Tying an aerial photo to a map

Tying aerial photos to a map means finding on the map the limits
of the sector represented on the aerial photo.

For this, one or several

of the most prominent terrain objects are identified on the aerial photo
(river, lake,

"all common

railroad, or highway)

and they are sought on the map; ten,

terrain features of the aerial photo and the map are IdanLifiad

and from them,

the sector represented on the photo is

To facilitate the tie-in,

it

is

outlined ,'.., the map.

recommended that the sc., e of the aerial

photo be determined ohead of time and that the aerial photo oe oriented
relative to the directions of the compass.

This will penrit using procedures

recommended for the transfer of an object from an aeriei,

photo to a map

for determining the boundaries of the photo on tha map (see Section 5,
this chapter).

5.

The Transfer of Objects from an Aerial Photo to a Map
a)

The transfer of objects from a vertical aerial photo to a
map from terrain points

Common terrain points are identified on the aerial photo and Ihe
map and the required objects are transferred by eye by distances measured
from the nearest terrain points.

Ir,

method is

used when great accuracy is

not required and the map and the a',vial photo ha,

many common terrain

poi-nts.
b)

Transfer of object,
intersect ion

Two common points
should be selected in

sueh

to the object being t

,',

are as short an possjO.l,..
the photo and,

AV';

from a vertical

aerial photo to a map by

sel cc.t.d on the map and photo.

a vay tb,.t the angle between the lines of direction
e2

ol.i.thin limits of 30 to 1500 and Che distances

ýe;yn;nt

on the in, p, it'

AC and BC (fig. 48) are measured on

,,ire drawn from the corresponding

radii which equal Uie!,e fio!mnents at map scale;

it

is per

points with

the point of intersection of

the arcs will p,-'vide the position of the object on the map.

intersection,

These points

To check the

,-.ed from a thiud point.

The conversion of distances of the photo to distances of the map is
performed as t rule with the use of a proportional

scale which is constructed

especially for qiven aerial photos and maps or with the use of proportional
dividers k.see Chapter I.

Sqlll•
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a A3pocHnHoh

Figure 48.

bHAPa

Transfer of objects from an aerial pht-,.-•
intersection.

',o a map by

a - aerial photo; b - map.

The intersection method is

used when the object

m-,t Oe

(tays•

shown on the map as precisely as possible and there are few

aom.,on tarralr)

points on the aerial photo and the map.
c)

Transfer of objects from a vertical
tthe grid

aerial photo to ý -nap from'n

Three or four common points are selected both on t.e map and
the photo and they are connected with straight lines.
similar figure

which is

obtained is

o

Each side of the

divided into an equal number of parts

and the corresponding points are connected by lines.

Thus,

a griO of desired

del sity will be construct ,d on the aerial photo end the map from the cels
of which the oojects are transferred.
This method is

u. ed when it

is

re(p:±red to transfer ma,-iy objects and

the aerial photo and nap have few common terrain points.
d)

Construction of a proportional

A proportional

scale is

which are measured onl an aerial
proportional

scale,

and the malp.

The

scale

used to transfer at map scal
photo or vice versa.

segments

To construct a

two common points are selected on ieotn the aerial
welected sogment All is

laid off on a piece of paper (fig.

49).

tht map and laid of; from point I1 in
points A and b are connected Iv

photo

measured on the aerial photo and
This same segment is

mea-ured on

a direction perpendicular to line All;

a itraight line and lines are drawn parallel

to Bbt.

V

1.

4'

":(lur'v49.)
I - 'lis!-taUt
Oil tho mnj).

PrIopor'tional
0

,,calfý.

Oil t 'I photool aph;

1

- di st ii1(t
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The transfer from tile dimensions of the aerial
on the map is
is

performed in the following manner.

measured on the aerial photograph and is

the line AB.
parallel

At the point C which is

photo to the dimensions

Tile required segment AC

laid off from point A along

obtained,

to Bb and the span of the divider is

the measurer is

reduced until

it

turned
is

tangent to

line Ab; segment Cc will correspond to the distance on the map.
e)

The transfer of objects from an oblique aerial photo to a map
(anharmonir method)

On both the map and tile aerial photo,
do not lay along the same straight line (fig.
from one point a,
1), c,
map,

four points are selected which
50).

On the aerial photo,

lines of direction are drawn to the three other points

and (d, and the object m which i3 to be transferred
similar lines of Direction All,

placed on the aerial photo in

am,

Al) aire drawn.

such a waj that it

direction which have tzeen drawn,
ab, ac,

AC,

to the map; on the

A strip of paper is

intersects all the lines of

atnd the intersection of lines of direction

and ad with the edge of the paper is

marked on it.

The strip

of pi.per is

placed on the map in such a way that the lines which are drawn
on the map from A coincide with the corresponding marks on the
strip of
paper; after this, the mark of tile line of direction to point
M is transferred from the paper to the map and line AM is drawn from point
A.
The described actions are repeated in order to obtain a second
lille of
direction to point M1on the map, but point b is tak(n as the center
of the
cluster of rays.
The intersection of tile two lines of direction at point M
will provide the position of tile objoct on a map.
photo

Hl'(uro

'or a
dI 1", takf-,

'I

'0).

"Iranqfor of a poeIlt flom the aerial
map
a' bý tho ,'nhd1'rmonic motho(i.

'h(--k,
as.

t

the

all actions ,tv
cl,
',te, i

of

thv,

i',i,,t4d once

clut|,

l(,

of

'IY

photograpih to

but iklint

Co0

41
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photo

KOPMOM

_o.\

°7
7-

\

Figure 51.

f)

Constructing an oblique grid on an oblique aerial
photograph.

Constructing a projective grid on an oblique aerial photo
for the transfer of objects to a map

Four corresponding

points (1,

2,

3,

4) are found on the aerial

photo and the map and are connected by straight lines (fig,
are drawn in

the quadrangles which are obtained,

ii tersection (5)

are found.

interse

(5)

parallel

to the diagonal

parallel

to diaqoonals

(2,

(1,

A straight
1),

J).

and,

the tonlstuct ion is

S

ac,

is

drawn from point a

from point b, a straight

A straight line is

line

drawn through the point
This line divides the

into two pro jective fijures.

Ihe l)osition of lines (8,

tru(tion ol

3) until its

(Similar actions are accomplished

line,

of intersection of lines a-, and bc and )point (5).
initial quadr.,ngle

drawn at a distance of

parallel to side (It

t ion with the sides of the quadrangle.

on the photo and on the map.)

Diagonal s

and the points of their

Straiqht line ab is

2-3 cm to the right of the point

51).

line (8,

(livenl b\
'),

Q) is

found in

the same manner (ii,

t fine dotted line).

A

,a result

four pro]]e(t P.e figutes are formed.

fig.

-I,

of the con-
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the division of the obtained figures into smaller figures is

Next,

performed in the following manner: diagonals are drawn in
which have been obtained and tt-

the quadrangles

noints of their intersection are connected

by straight lines which are extended in

both directions.

The projective grids are used when it

is

necessary to transfer a large

numbei of objects from an oblique aerial photo to a map,

The precision of

the visual transfer of objects with a size of projective squares of
2 x 2 cm is

6.

on the order of 1 2

=m.

Plotting a Kilometer Grid on an Aerial Photo and Determining the
Coordinates of Points
a)

Plotting a kilometer grid on a vertical aerial photo (the
quadrangle method)

Four corresponding points are selected both on the aerial photo and
on the map.

The points should be clearly expressed on the aerial photo,

shown precisely on the map,
the given terrain,

should be disposed at the average altitude of

and should form a quadrangle.

The selected points are

connected by lines and the points of intersection of the sides of the
quadrangle are transferred with kilometer lines from the map to the aerial
photo.

To transfer the points of intersection of the lines (fig.

successively measure on the map segments A-1,
D/6,

and D-7,

A-8,

B-2,

13-3,

lay them off on the aerial photo from the corresponding points in

photo scale, is

For exmpnl)e,

segment

laid off from point a in

ferred points are connected in

A-8,

and we
the same

after conversion to the

the direction of 4I, etc.

accordance with the map by pairs:

4-7; these will also be the kilometer lines.

we

C-/1, C-5,

we transfer them at the scale of the aerial photo,

direct'on as on the map.

52),

The trans1-6,

2-5,

They are numbered as is

customarily done on) maps.

14

['i~tire,
ILIý
ti- 0I 11 (1V111

10)

lo (('{tm
'1,11' 0l

I'-'lottinq ,I kilometer (}rid on an aerial
phopt o.
U10
t :.II
ý00 -l8 lte-'o
1 112 1- 0 tho

[)el(or~hniiiiin

photo•

ph]tt,(¢11oph|

m

of

'OOlttlinte(s

,I

l(
III

(ooli
'lh

naIt
'I %,IN,

el(-

o J, 't

t~hat

it,-

I ) llt•
141o

a,'ria•l

from a, tiiddi,-I

polnt

(witi k• rule.r uith tntime*tor

v

di\x .!-ions)

.1 1.1ilor
11111.

Is

tol(he'-

plat(ed( oilz '11
tht.

hOtll

on~t.1I
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determined and the line which signifies 10 cm touches the adjacent upper
line;

at the same time, the edge of the ruler should pass through the given

point (fig.

53).

The reading on the ruler opposite the point,

multiplied

by ten, will given the size of the segment atong tie X-axis in meters

(fig.

53a).

The segment along the X-axis is
ruler is
is

determined in a similar manner but the

placed between the vertical lines in

such a way that the zero mark

on a vertical line disposed to the left of the point and the line which

corresponds to 10 cm touches the vertical

line which lays to the right and

the edge of the ruler passes through the point the coordinates of which are
being read.

value.

Fiqure 53b shows the position of the ruler in

reading the y

Coordinates of point a: x = 18370, y = 04300.

With distances between coordinate lines greater than 10 cm (the scale
of the photo is

greater than 1:10,000) the coordinates are read with a

20-centimeter ruler as described above;
tained along the ruler is

however, the reading which is

divided in half in

%

c)

.O4O

b

ia
Figure 53.

this.

.1J0

04

ob-

Determining coordinates of a point using a ruler.

Determining the coordinates of objects from aerial photos

The coordinates of objects which have been disicovered from aerial
photos are determined primarily with the use of topographic maps.
the objects aie transferred
indicated in

from the aerial photo to the map by the methods

Section 5) of this chapter.

With a large number of objectk
grid is

For this,

cons .-

which have

Ied on the .e, ial pIhoto (see

,ei

discovercd,

a kilometer

point a of this paragraph)

and then the coordinates :f the objects are read directly from the aerial
photo.
Errors in determining coordinates of Ol¢ict s fiom aerial
thei,

'~e

of a map depend on the nature of tle terrain relief,

of adeviation of the op)tical axis of the .vi il
the scale of the map,
the eP or in
tion

of

with

tih

ob)(e

t'.4 flor

of

the error in

isie of 'imple

thu miap.

th,

%('Ilal

q

methods
Majpbii
photo

to

to '!ae

the total mean etror in

from veltic al

coordinate"

rictantquiat

the ,mmount

camera from the w rtl(,OE,

t ransferring the obje(t

readino the coordinates.

photos with

i

and

the determina-

aerial photos of fl1at

for translerrino

the mnap

map,

the ix)s1\ ion

oni Ithe order of "' nm ,t

ter r,lin
of the
the -t(Ac
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Determining the Displacement of Points on an Aerial Photo Due to

7.

Terrain Relief
In measurements on aerial photos of mountain terrain,

consideration

should be given to the displacement of points due to terrain relief.

The

amount of displacement of points on the aerial photo relative to their true
(plane)
it

position as a result of the effect of terrain relief (relief errors)

determined from the formula
Ar = hr/il

where
Ar is

the amount of displacement of the point due to relief;

h

the amount that a given point is

is

above the mean altitude of the

given terrain;
r

the distance from the principal point to the point whose displace-

is

ment is
II

being determined;

the altitude for photography.

is

The size of the error Ar for some terrain conditions and given altitudes
of photography is

given in Table 23.
Table 23

Typical

amounts of displacement of points due to relief on a
vertical aerial photo
IeA

,4miuucwmiiemnm TO'4ux At. NN

B
pII.
4
iCuCH OCIb.

.

.4CCT44OCTb.

2-

I

0,5
0,3
0.2
0,1

a - altitude
of points Ar,
terrain, II =
f - mountain

Key:

-2o

2,5
1.2
0.8
0.6

5,0
2.4
1.6
1.2

a)

12.0
6.2
4.2
3.2

6,2
3.1
2.1
1.6

25.0
12.5
8.3
6,3

12,5
6.2
4.2
J,2

of photography, II, meters; 1) - amount of displacement
mi; c - flat terrain, II = 20 meters; d - hilly
100 meters; e - mountain terrain, If = 250 meters;
terrain, If = 500 meters.

(General procedure

for interpretation

The interpretation of aerial photos is
for work,
(

It

4

Interpretation of Aerial Photos

S.

.xcal

0

°

1,0
0.5
0,3
0.2

b
FOpOla*
UeCitflc

wj COclh

0 J.:
di

I

2000
4000
6000
8000

ropHAi

XO.¶44HCTS

i.e.,

type,

clarification

(and where necessary

time, and area of photography,

aerlal photo to an map.

preceded

),

their p~reparatio|n

- determination) of the

as well as the tving of the
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Interpretation is
2x

First, the aerial

accomplished in a certain sequence.

examined without any instruments or with the use of a large

photo is

magnifying glass with a small magnification (usually 1.5x to
the main objects of the terrain (populated places, roads,

2

x); in this,

rivers,

etc.)

and the most noticeable military objects (firing trenches and communication
artillery firing positions,

trenches,

detailed interpretation is

and so forth) are disclosed.

corducted by sections

The

(lines or directions),

considering the objects which have been disclosed earlier and their interconnection and with the use of a large-magnification magnifying glass and
stereoscope.
The results of the interpretation are recorded with the corresponding
conventional symbols directly on the aerial photo (in

this, the symbol is

placed alongside the photo image of the object) or the objects which have
been detected are transferred

to a map.

For a more complete and correct disclosure of topographic and tactical

"objects, it

is

recommended that the irterpretation of even a few separate
Aerial photos which have been

aerial photos be conducted on the terrain.
interpreted in

this manne-

subsequently serve as a key (standard)

for the

interpretation of other aerial photos of the given area.
The most important recognition factors which are used in
interpretation

b)

The detection and identification of objects on aerial photos is
achieved first

of aJl

on the basis of a number of common recognition factors
The most important of them are: the form of the

(interpretation factors).
object's image,

the size of the object's image,

the shadow from the object,

image,

the tone of the object's

the mutual disposition of objects,

traces

(signs) of the activity of the object.
Form of the object's image,
It

a direct and permanent

recognition factor.

depends on the angle of incline of the optical axis of the aerial camera.

In a plane aerial photo,

the shape of the objecL's imago is

plane outline of the object on a map,

it

i.e.,

similar to the

corresponds to a view from

above.
Size of the object's image,
It

a direct and permanent

depends on the scale of the aerial photo.

recognition factor.

Actual dimensions of the ob-

image on the aerial photo by one of the formulas:

ject are determined from its

L = Im or L = L I/l

where
m

is

the denominator of the numerical scale of ti

l,

is

the actual

I

i-

the size of the object's image on the avriaA

dimensions (length

L1 and II are the actual
of its

image.

aerial photo;

and width) of the object;

dimensions of a know,

photo;

object and the dimensions

V%.

-
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A

The tone of the object's image, the degree of darkening of the
emulsion on the aerial photo.

The difference in the tone of the object's

image and the surrounding background is
closure of an object.

a necessary condition for the dis-

The tone of the object's image depends on:

the general and spectral reflective capability of the object and the
conditions of its

illumination;

the nature of the object's surface (smooth surfaces turn out lighter
than rough surfaces, other things being equal);
-j

the condition of the object's surface (wet surfaces come out
darker than dry surfaces);
the conditions for the aerial photography, and the quality of the
photographic materials and their processing.
The shadow from the object, .the outline and size of the shadow depends
on the altitude of the sun (there is

no shadow on cloudy days),

of the terrain (on which the shadow falls),

the relief

and the direction of illumination.

The shadow supplements the representation of the object's form and permits
defining in detail the actual purpose of the object and determining its
height.

The height of an object can be determined from the length of the

shadow by one of the formulas

"Ib=

htms tan cp

or

IoI = htlIt/h1

where
IIob is

the actual height of the object;

1ht is

the length of the object's shadow on the aerial photo;

m
V
II

is

the denominator of the numerical scale of the aerial photography;

is

the angle ofincline of the sun's rays;

and h1 are the actual height of a known object and the length of its

"shadow on

the aerial photo.

The mutual position of the objects,

an indirect recognition factor of

objects which have a certain connection with each othe.r and with the surrounding atmosphere.
Traces (signs) of the object's activity,

an indirect

recognition factor.

Traces of activity of troops and equipment frequently are identified easily
on an aerial photo (a network of trails,
traces of tracks,

well-trodden approach routes,

muzzle blast areas at guns which are firing, etc.)

and

permit establishing the presence and nature of troops and equipment.
Objects are discovered on aerial photos,

as a rule,

from the aggregate

of recognition factors since the,- are mutually connected and cause each
other.
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c)

Primary recognition factors of terrain objects (fig. 54)

Populated places are easily identified from the characteristic
structure of the image (they recall the image of a populated place on a
topographic map.); in rural populated places, the personal plots are easily
visible.
Railroads are easily identified from their straight lines and large
radius curves; intersections with vehicular and horse-drawn transport roads
are most often at right angles; the tone of the image of railroads is
primarily grey (darker than that of highways).
Highways are easily noticeable from the clear outline of the roadbed
(in

the form of a thin strip of uniform width, primarily of light tone)

with straight-line sectors and geometrically correct curves (turns); branches
and intersections (at any angle) with other vehicle and horse-drawn transport
roads are typical.
Dirt roads are identified from their winding outline of their welltrodden track in the form of lines or narrow strips of non-uniform thickness,
primarily of a light grey tone,

and with numerous branches and intersections.

Rivers (streams) are identified from the characteristic shape in the
form of winding strips of extremely varied width of homogeneous,

primarily

dark grey tone; bodies of water with dirty, turbid water appear lighter than
bodies of water with clean water.

Fords are identified from roads which

approach the river and shallows which are depicted in a lighter tone than
deep sections of the river.
* .....

.-

•• ,

,••

'1

Figurc 54.

Picture of some terrain elements in a vertical aerial
photograph:
1 - city-type populated place; 2 - rural-type populated
place; 3 - railroad; 4 . highway; 5 - improved dirt road;
6 - dirt roads; 7 - metal and forroconcroto bridges;
8 - stone bridges; 9 - bridges for overpass over roads;
10 - coniferous forests; 11 - decidious forests; 12 - brush;
13 - sparse woods; 14 - pasture; 15 - quarries; 16 - swamps;
17 - lakes; 18 - gullies; 19 - peat works.

RA-02 i-68
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are obtained In the aerial pho~o in

the form of darkz

drey sectors with a more or less clearly expressed grainy image.
Relief.

Easily noticeable from the configuration of the shadows of

gullies, washoutsprecipicep,

and other deep folds of the relief.

The form

of the relief with gentle slopes on an aerial photo may as a rule be recognized only with the use of a stereoscope.
Soils may be recognized from the tone of the image,
partially and with a low degree of reliability.
even tone.

but only

Sands are pictured with light,

Rocky soil also provides a light image, with an uneven tone.

Clayey, loamy, and sandy loam soils are represented by various tones from
grey to dark.
Plowed fields are recognized comparatively easily from the rectilinearity
of the outlines of the sectors, ard furrows are often visAble in thz direction
in which the soil is worked, the tone of the image of the plowed fields Is
primarily light.

Natural grassy cover (meadow) is represented by an even

grey tone.
Swamps are recognized first of all from the tone.

The tone of the

image of swamps is dark grey, often with fine-grained spots (brush), sometimes with a fibrious structure; a darker tone usually corresponds to the
wetter places.
d)

Primary recognition factors of some military objects (fig. 55)

Rocket shells have comparatively small dimensions, are easily camouflaged, and therefore their dependable recognition is difficult.
often, rocket shells are disclosed from indirect factors.

Most

The basic ones

are: preparation of launch areas and approach routes, the presence of
numerous special and transport equipment,

elements of positions for all-round

ground and air defense, the disposition relative to the front line, and

"others.
Artillery firing positions are recognized from the images of gun
pits (they are disposed approximately in a line),

cover for the personnel

and transport eqcpilixent; approach routes also give away artillery firing
positions.

Firing positions for antiaircraft artillery (antiaircraft rockets)
are recognized from the presence of pits (in

the form of round or rectangular

pits) which are disposed in the form of a polygon (m,.re rarcly in a line);
in the center of the position is the c3ntrol post,

and close to the position

are numerous covers for special and transport means.
Mortar firing positions ar( recognized primarily from the characteristic
form of the pits and location.

Mortar pits are obtained on aerial photos in

the form of a dark small spot with branches to the sides.
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Firing trenches and communication trenches are easily identified from
the winding zigzag-like or broken outline characteristic of them.
image of the firing trench is
strip),

The

composed of the image of a ditch (dark narrow

parapet (light strip along the trench),

and rifle

pits.

Communica-

tion trenches are distinguished from firing trenches by the rarity of firing
pits or by their absence.

Figure 55.

Picture of some tactical objects on an aerial photo:
firing trenches; 2 -communication
trenches;
tank pits; 4 - positions for an 'artillery battery;
positions for an antiaircraft battery; 6 -positions
for a mortar battery; 7 - antita~nk ditches; 8 -cover
I

-

3
5

-

for wheeled vehicles; 9

-

gun pits.

Tanks are identified from the shape of the image (rectangles with a
relation of the sides of 2:V from the uneven tone (the tank turret is of a
lighter tone); the trails from the tracks (when moving off roads) are sometimps reflected on the aerial photo in the form of two clear parallel
lilies.
Vehicles are recognized from their characteristic shape anJ from shadows.
Light vehicles show up it. the aerial photo in, the form of elongated light
spots and the shadow, with illumination fronr the side,
cargo vehicles are pictured on at, aerial

I'

eainois
which

is wedge-ilike.

h along
ie the
f°I edoes;rmteuee
oe(h
aktre
darker
the
tct
ding part
of the rectangle
is

(engine Part);

the shadow frong

Open

photo in the form of a rectangle

vehic1e is

stepped.

so
narrower

Covered cargo vehicles

are pidctiured in the lotin of liight racttangles with -t darker narrowed front

Port ion.
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Se)

Sti.rloscopic interpretation

"Stereos§,pic initerpretation
stereoscope (see Chaucer I).

is interpretation with the use of a

It permits discovering three-dimensional

relief

forms in greater deta.11 than with regular interpretation, as well as a number
of tactical objects, such os observation posts, radio-technical means, etc.
Stereoscopic interpreta-.ion is possible only with the availability of
stereopairs, i.e., of zwo photographs of the same piece of terrain which are
obtained from two points of photography.

The longiiudinal overlap of the

aerial photos of 60% provides for stereoscopic examination of any object
within the limits of the route wnich has been photographed.
Setting up a stereoscope of the LZ type (see fi). 17) for the examination of stereopairs is performed in tfe following manner:

the two photos of

the stereopair are placed one on top of the other with the overlapping portions,
thus matching corresponding objects.

The stereopair is then placed beneath

the stereoscope and, maintaining the mutial orientation of the photos, they
are shifted to the right and to the left by the distance of the corresponding
points, on the order of 12 cm.
simultaneously.

We look in the stereoscope with both eyes

First, as *arule, the elements of the right and left photos

will be seen separately.
will converge and,

As the photos are moved,

the corresponding objects

finally, will merge, thereby transforming from plane to

three-dimensional, stereoscopic objects.

Precise adjustment is usually

performed by insignificant movements of only one aerial photo.
A correctly placed stereopair which has been fastened by s.ail
weights or tacks permits examining various parts of it
stereoscope over it

(in

later, aoving the

this, the orientation of the stereoscope relative to

the position of the stereopairs should be preserved, otherwise the stereoscopic effect will disappear).
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Chapter V
Study of the Terrain in Combined Arms Combat
The study of the terrain consists of clarifying the nature and special
features of the relief, protective and camouflage properties of the terrain,
road net, natural obstacles, water supply, and other properties of the terrain
which affect the operations of troops.

Conclusions necessary for the adoption

of a decision are drawn on the basis of the terrain study.
Terrain is studied from topographic maps, from military-geographic
(topographic) descriptions, by means of reconnaissance,
types of reconnaissance,

from data from all

from aerial photography materials, by interrogating

the local population, and from other sources.

In studying the terrain,

consideration is given to its possible changes in the course of combat
operations, as well as the time of year and weather conditions.
Maps of various scales are used to study the terrain.

The selection

of a map depends on the nature of the mission to be accomplished and the
terrain.

In studying mountain-forest and forest-swamp terrain, preference

should be given to a map with a scale of 1:50,000; in studying average
broken terrain, it is expedient to use a map with a scale of 1:100,000;
desert and steppe slightly broken terrain can be studied with sufficient
thoroughness on a 1:200,000 map.

In selecting maps, consideration should be

given to their timeliness (reliability); a recent map of a smaller scale
which corresponds to the terrain exactly may turn out to be more valuable
than a larger scale map which is old.

1.

Study of the General Nature of the Terrain

A study of the general nature of the terrain itsthe area of combat
operations is performed by examining a n~ap.

In this, the type of relief,

basic trafficability conditions, observation conditions, conditions for
camouflage, and the protective properties of the terrain ,,re clarified.
The type of relies

(lat,

hilly, mountain) and its basic properties

are established from absolute altitudes, relative
and the prevailing steepness of slopes.

%ltiludedifferences,

For this, the location of the main

skeletal lines of relief are revealed (rivers, watersheds).
a•wl

The greatest

least altitud,, readings are placed on thr map with notations,

prevailing stcepness of slopes is estimated visually (Table 24).

and the
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Table 24
Basic characteristics and tactical properties of
relief.

Type of
relief

Basic relief characteristics
Absolute
height
above
sea level,
meters

Relative
altitude
diffhrence,
meters

Basic tactical characteristics

Slope
steepness,
degrees

Flat

up to 300

up to 25

up to I

Easily negotiable in any direction;
hinders camouflage and protection
against weapons of mass destruction.

Hilly

up to 500

25-200

2-3

Negotlableexcept for individual
elementsl promotes camouflage
somewhat and defense against
weapons of lass destruction
to some
'00.

200-500

5-10

Hinders masi.jd employment of

Low

500-1000

mountains

heavy combat equipment, promotes
camouflage and protection against
weapons of mass destruction

Average
height
mountains

1000-2000

500-1000

HIigh
mountains

above
2000

abov'
1000

10-25

Employment of heavy combat equipment possible only on individual
directions; relief favors
camouflage.

steeper than
25

Employment of heavy combat equipment almost impossible; relief
favors camouflage; landslides
are possible with the employment
of weapons of mass destruction,

The trafficability of an area (strip, direction) apart fr,,
soil,

is

judged by the degree to which the terraiu is

relief and

broken by various

obs•tacles and the degree of development of the road net.

The degree to which the terrain is
from the areas occupied by rivers,
slopes,

forests,

broken is

streams,

estimated approximately

swamps,

ditches,

gulleys, steep

and other obstacles which hinder troop operations (Table 25).
Table '25
Basic indicators of terrain tallicability

Variety of
terrain

Relief

Area under
obstacles

Basic tactical properties

Lightly broken
(easily
0gog-

flat,
hilly

up to 10'

Massed emplo)ment of he,,vy combat
is possible in '1n1 diret tion

tijab] o)

-
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(Table 25 cont.)
Variety of
terrain

Relief

Area under
obstacles

Basic tactical properties

Massed employment of heavy com-

Average broken
(negotiable)

hilly,
flat

About 20%

Heavily broken
(difficult to
negotiate)

mountain,
hilly,
flat

About 30%

bat equipment possible everywhere, hindered somewhat in
individual directions
Employment of heavy combat
equipment possible only in
individual directions

Conditions for camouflage and observation are judged from the nature and
volume of individual masks which cover against observation using optical
and radio-technical means,
forests,

gardens, brush,

the relief: gullies,

and from the relief.

The main natural masks are

populated places, various structures,

gorges,

canyons,

and folds in

etc.

Table 26
Basic characteristics of conditions for camouflage and
observation
Variety of
terrain

Relief

Area under
natural masks

Basic tactical properties

Open

Flat

up to 10%

Camouflage not provided by natural
masks; up to 75% of area observed
from commanding heights

Semiclosed

Hilly,
flat, few
mountains

about 20%

Camouflage during disposition at
the halt provided completely by
natural masks; about 50% observed
from commanding heights

Closed

Mountain,
hilly, flat

about 30% or
more

Camouflage completely provided by
natural masIls; less than 25% of
area observed frnm commanding heights

In studying the general nature of the terrain, the protective propertles
of the terrain are clarified primarily from the nature of the dissection of
the relief (the deeper and more freq:uent the folds in the terrain, the less
will be the zone of destruction in the general case) and the extent of the
forests of the area (in

a forest, zones of damage are reduced somewhat).

Possible changes in the terrain may be judged from the presence of local
objer-ts,

particularly those subjected to destruction (populated places, various

structures).

In this, special attention is paid to objects the destruction

of which may hinider considerably the combat operations of the troops (hydraulic
engineering struct'Lres, water sources in deserts, etc.).

2.

I)otai] ad Study of the Terrain

A detailed study of the terrain is usually performed by sectors in
accordance with the se'luence
as well

for the accomplishment of a comr'

as with consideration of possible enemy actions.

attention is

paid to those special

.

In

mission,

this,

features of the terrain which,

special
under

qliv,:n conditions, may have the greatest effect on the accomplishment of thle
assigned combat mission ("ablvr

27).
Table 27

Basic methods for studying elements of terrain

E"lements of Lhen terrain
and the!, charactoristics
Basic fornm:4 of

Basic means and methods of
study

relief

Absolute altitude

Map - from altitude readings and contour
lines

Relative altitude

Map - from the differences in absolute
altitudes of the highest and lowest points

Length

Map - by measurement

(width)

Steepness of slopes

Map - visually, froet vertical profile scale
or computation (see Section 3, Chapter III)
Reconnaissance

;u].l
.1

according to scale

(see Section 4,

Chapter IX)

V

Width

Map - from markings, measurement, or from
conventional sign (nerrow gullies are
depicted by one line on l.25,000 anti
1:5Oooo maps with a width of up to 5 m1

and on 1:100,000 maps with a width of up
to

O m)

Aerial photo - by mneanurement
scale
Loigth

Map -

by measurement

according to

according to scale

Aerial photo - by measurement according to
scale
I)epth

Map - from markings or from the difference
in r-eadings of the bottom and brow
Aerial photo - from shadows with corresponding
illumination
Reconnaissance

Soil of bottom

Hecotitiaissanc4,

Hap

-

from conventional

Righ, (swamlpiness)

Precipices
l)epth

Map - from markings or from difference
altitude readings of brow and base

in

Aerial photo, - from the size of the shadow
from the precipice (see p. 125)

('l'ahlo 27 cont.)

Iouirjth

Map - by measurement according to scale
Aerial photo - by measurement according to
sca 1e

Hlo 1ows and emntlkmentts

D)epth (height)

Map - from markings
Aerial photo - from shadows with corresponding
illumination
Reconnaissance

Length

Map - by measurement according to scale
Aerial photo - by measurement according to
scale

Width

Reconnai ssance
Aerial photo - by measurement accordinU to
scale

Soils
Maps - from the reference materials on
1:200,000 maps, fron a conventional qymbol
(rocky and sandy soils); approximately from vegetation: pine forests, the soil is
primarily sandy and sandy loamnl deciduous
forests, loamy and sandy loatl meadow
vegetation, muddy; steppe veuetation,
loamy and sandy loam; swampy, peaty and
muddy. From the outline of contour lines:
angular - rocky soils, smooth - mellowl
presence of gullies - a sign of the predominance of loamy soils.
Reconnaissance (see p. 218)

Rivers
Width

Map - from markings, by measurement according
to scale, according to conventional sign:
rivers with a width of up to 0.1) nUn at map
scale are depicted in one linel rivers with
a width of up to 0.1-0.6 mm, in two lines
without maintonance of scale; wider rivers
are represented at scale
Aerial photo - by measurement according to
scale
Rleconnai ssance

I)epth

IReconnaissance
Map - from markings, approximately according
to the transport rating: depth of ifavioable
rivers is usually more than 2 meters

Speed of current

Map - from markings or approximately from the
character of the terrain, in mountains,
the current is swift, on hilly terrain,
primarily average, on flat terrain, weak.
Reconnaissance
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(Table 27 cont.)

Soil of bottom

Reconnaissance
Map - from markings, approximately - from
speed of current: up to 0.25 m/sec - mud,
0.25-0.5 M/SOC - xnnd, 0.5-1.0 m/soc coarse sand, more than 1.0 m/sec - packed
clay, pebbles, stone

Bottom relief
Banks (steepness,
cipices,

Reconnaissance
pro-

swampiness)

Map - from conventional signs, contour
lines, markings (precipices)
Aerial photo
Reconnaissance

Canals (ditches)
Width

Map - from markings, from conventional signs,
by measurement with width of image more

than 0.6 mm
Aerial photo - by measurement according to
scale
Reconnai ssance
Depth

Map - according to markings
Roconnai ssance

Soil of bottom

Roconnaissance

Banks

Map
Aerial

photo

Reconnaissance
lBridgOs
Construction material

Map - from conventional sign and markings:
D - wooden, M - metal, K - stone, ZhB ferroconcrete
Reconnaissance

Length

Map -

from markings

Aerial photo - by measurement
Reconnaissance
Width

Map -

from markings

Aerial photo - by measurement
Reconnaissance
Ioand capncity

Map -

from markings

Reconnaissance
Height

Mal) - at bridges on navigable rivers, the
height of the bottom of the girder above
the water level at normal water level is
indicated
Reconnaissance
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Construction

Reconnaissance
Map - from conventional sign: double-deck,
stone, and ferroconcrete; chain and
cable; floating; drawbridges and swing
bridges
Aerial photo - from shadows,
with low lateral

particularly

illumination

Fords
Depth

Reconnaissance

Map - from markings
Length

Reconnaissance
Map - from markings,
to scale

by measurement according

Aerial photo - by measurement according to
scale
Soil of bottom

Reconnaissance
Map - from markings: K - rocky,
rocks; T - hard, even (rocky,
rubbly); V - viscous (clayey,
1P - packed sand

Speed of current

with large
pebbly or
muddy);

Reconnaissance

Map - by markings

"-Dams
Height (water head)

Map - from marki.n.a
sr from the difference
in the water lines
Reconnaissance

Length

Map - from markings, by measurement according
to scale (with length of image more than
I mm)
Aerial photo - by measurement according to
scale
Reconnai ssance

Width

Map - according to markingq
Reconnaissance

Structural material

Aerial photo - by measurement according
to scale
Map - from markings: K - stone, Bet. concrete, Zh3wooden, Zem. -

ferroconcrete,
dirt

1)

-

R{econnaissance
s'1(0
Conditions for pWa

4ap - from conventlonal
impassaIb (.
I0ecolula i ssanc e

V

sign:

passabl(,
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(Table 27 cont.)

Swamps
Size (area,

length, width)

Map

-

by measurement according to scale

Reconnaissance
Aerial
Depth

Vegetation

photo

Reconnaissance
Map -

from markings

Map -

from conventional signs

Reconnai ssance
Aerial photo
Trafficability

Reconnaissance
Map - from conventional sign: impassable
(difficult to negotiate), passable by
a man in the summertime

Forests
-S,'--and configuration of area

Map - by measurement according to scale
Aerial photo - by measurement according to
scale

Species of trees

Map - from markings,
signs

from conventional

Reconnai ssance
Aerial photo
Height of tr-es

Map - from markings
Reconnai ssance
Aerial

Thickness of trees

Map -

photo - from sh,ýdow of trees
from markings

Ie('c111na i ssance
Thickness of forest

Map -

fron markings

Rleconna i Ssanc e
Aerial

photo

Ifighways
('lass

Malp -

from convent ional signs

Iteconnai ssance
Surface material

Map - from markings: A - asphalt and concrete,
Ts - cement and concrete, BIr - blocks,
KI - clinker, ft - .obblestone, (,gravel,
K - crushed rock, Shl - cinder, Shch rubble
Reconna i ssance

WIdth

Map - from markings
R(-c'onna i ssance
Aet ial
""(o

photo

-

)V m(eaort melmit

a( ( 0odinq to
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Steep turns

Maps - from conventional signs
(road sectors with radii of turn of less
than 25 meters)
Aerial photo
Reconnaissance

Populated places
Map - from the image and type of printed

Type

name
Number of residents

Map - from maxings or the size of the print
Reconnaissance

Number of yards

Map - from markings (in

rural areas)

Reconnaissance

Map - main thoroughfares are shown with a
width of 0.6-0.8 mm, the others with a
width of 0.3-0.5 mm

Main thoroughfares

Reconnaissance
Aerial photo

"3.

Study of Conditions for Observation and Camouflage
a)

Study of conditions for observation (camouflage)

Conditions for observation and camouflage
are evaluated

the employment of all modern m

television,

a zone

from the degree to which the terrain can be observed from

all possible obser'ration points (posts).
first,

in

in a zone (on a sector)

infrared equipment),

In this,

consideration

ins for observation

second,

to the change in

is

(optical,

given to,
radar,

the position of

troops in the course of the battle (arrival at new positions in an attack
and maneuver in
General

the defense).

procedure for study:

to reveal commanding px)sitions,

heights, and local objects on which

the disposition of cbservation points (posts)
to determine natural masks (forests,
folds in

is most expedient;

populated places,

heights of tho commanding position is
which lies out in

positi(,n,

front and tihe line is

of the terrail

determinedl beyond which the tverra in
foilm the commanld1ni

this will also I)h the far limit of observation;

each poissibl(e coVyI
p)(,ts an(d
l)ll

the greate-I

compared with the helhts

cannot be( observed completely or- with minor exception

)stelVat

brush,

the relief) which hinder observation;

to detennine the far limit of observation; for this,

tionl

gardens,

the

px)st ,

limits
oe

is
of

anall'(,
ed ill detaill , and thhe selec t ion of, ol,•'e-%,Isectol'i which- (ai,tllt

elborl(ated

ill ,,i'tail.

be observed

fomta ,11
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Figure 56.

Field of invisibility from two observation posts.

The results nf the study of observation are formulated on a map with
consideration of each splected observaition
invisibility

post by coloring fields of

(red or yellow for friendly troops, blue or purple for enemy

troops) or by hatchures.

Figure 56 shows an example of a single color fonn-u-

lation of fields of invisibility from two observation posts.

The radial

cdirecti'mn of the hatchures relative to thle observation posts shows that thle
area of the loiie house A is

observed from 011-1 and is

OI'-2; the area of the bridge B is
lone tree C is

not observed from

observed only from Ol)-'- and( thle area of the

not observed from either observation post.

Conditions, for camouifla~ge against observattion

from enemy ground posts

are dletermfined by studying observation conditions "as the enemy."
b)

Determination of' visibility of targets with cons iderat ion of
the shape of slopes and the height of obstacles

With t ie di sposi tion of the observation
,;ame slope anid the( absence of raised local
ji lit

v of

shape of
b'ut

the taroet
thle sl ope:

t here is

objects betweenl them,

froml tho Observat ion post
vis~ibi lit

no0 vis ibilit

y is

post and target onl the

(lepend:4 compl~et ely Onl t he

present~ oni an even and coac ave slope

y On d C'onVe'X slopie.

I he solution of the prohi em for (let ermini nq di rect Vi si
())4~erver and t ai'et withI
Ohl'.1idecrat

loi

thle visi-

t heiir loc at ion ('n dif ferent

of obstarivls lco ated bet weehi themn maN

ite(l th[it'0 di Ifere lit colidi t ions, tIig.,)

ilit

V bet ween

s hope.4 as Well

aý withi

fol low fraon the follou-
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When the absolute altitudes of the observer and the target are

lower than the altitude of at least one of the obstacles located between
them.
There is

no visibil'ty.

When the absolute altitude of the observer and the target are

2.

greater than the altitude of any of the obstacles located between them.
There is
).When

visibility.

the altitude of even one of the obstacles is

intermediate between

the altitude of the observer and the target.
Visibility depends on the height of the obstacle as well as on the
place where it

is located relative to the observer and the target and is

determined graphically

(by the construction of a triangle on a map) or b%

computation.
COOmHOwSHUO
eOWCom..a~ioamu,

hcateue

I

Haa,,.,.

*

e

--

I

OP
..,o .......

Figure 57.
Key:

Conditions for direct visibility.

the problem; b) - relation between altitudes:
obstacle; c - presence of visibility;
f - present; 9 - problem is solved by the
triangle or by computation; h - target.

a - conditions of
observer, target,
-d - 011; e - none;
construction of a

The determination of visibility of a target by the construction of a
triangle is

accomplished in

altitude of the observer,

the following manner.

obstacle,

target,

The ,aiti tud,, difference which is obtained
sinqle scale from the corresponding
line.

and their altitude difference

always the observation post or tho target).

above the lowest point (this is

ol)server-target

We determine the absolute

A ruler is

is

laid off in an arbitrary but

points along perpendiculars to tile

applied to the points which correspond

to the heiqht of the observer's position and the height of the obstacle arid
ta linie is

drawn (ray

of vision).

If

this straight line passes above the point

which (oa'responds to the position of the target for altitude,
c-annot be seen and if
hxumpl v.
(f111.

58),

lie seO-ll
mitvlNv

read]I

passes below, the target

Irarm ani obser0vation
)
pxost havln.

targot No.

1in(

the lne

I (Is-I)

a til, obst.t I10

210I m,,t ,is.

l, t 4

et

0)
of the oh oervation

is

with

the tar(let

cari be seen.

an altitude readinq of 211 m

=ua altitude residino of 202.9 m cannot

presntt betweein them withi a readint, of alproX1-

No.

st

2

(Fs-2)

is

visible

boo(alse

the

altitude

(s'211) and the altitude reading oI the targt
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(212)

are greater than the altitude reading of any of the obstacles located

between them (the greatest

reading of the obstacles is

Vibibility from the same observation post to target No.
altitude reading of 192 m is
fidence in

accuracy.

approximately 207 M).
3 which has an

determined visually without the iequired con-

The visibility of a target and, where necessary,

the

altitude to which the observer should be raised, are determined with complete
confidence by the construction of a triangle.

Figure 58.

Detenminati,
triangle.

,i

ibili ) b)

sonrstructing a

We take the altitude of the target's location as Tero.
with a reading of 205 m rises 13 m above the target
observation post rises 19 m above the target

An obstacle

(2o5-192)

(211-192).

while the

We lay off the ob-

tained difference at the corresponding points (observation post,
along perpendiculars to the straight line OP-target.

obstacle)

We use a vertical

scale for construction as follows: 1 mm on the drawing equals 2 meters on
Ole ground.
A straight line (ray) drawn from the target through the highest

point

on the obstacle C passes above the point of the position of observation
po)ot A.

A measurement of se(Iment

taken for the construction,
otthei

words,

All shows that it

under given conditions the target is

the observation ix)st is

equals 5 mm; at the scale

this corresponds to 10 m on the terrain.
not visible;

raised 10 m above the terrain,

from the observation ixpst

to tar(got No.

it,

direct visibil

i.s performeed

from th(, formu la
ifttar - lfop

Wh e ('I(

..4 the anotmnlt Ib) wil('h
'o I

ovell vixibi I it N

it

is

ts

S will be assured.

rhe determination of visibility of a target by comput ation

I - Iv/a (llobst-ll taI

In

however,

tw(essarIy

to raise

the ob4(.l'

%(.l
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the distance from the observer to the target;
the distance from the obstacle to the target;
t

If
op' obst' Iftar are the absolute altitudes of the locations of the
observer, obstacle, and target.
A minus sign for value t will show that it

is

not necessary to raise

tile observer since visibility will be preserved even with a drop in the

"location of

the observer by the amount which has been obtained.

c)

Determination of target visibility with curvature of the
earth and refraction taken into consideration

The task for the determination of visibility of the target and the
necessity to lift

the observer (radar antenna) which requires consideration

only of the curvature of the earth and refraction,

arises in

a practical

manner in organizing observation on flat open terrain or at sea and with a
range of observation of 5 km or more.
target,

which co

With an insignificant

he neglected for practical

purposes,

height of

the solution of the

problem with consideration of curvature of the earth ard refraction is
accomplished by the formula for the range of the visibler horizon or from
tables which have been computed by this formula
I) = 3.83yh
where
1)

is

til

h

is

the height

range

Example 1.

4

metors.

to the visible horizon,

kI•;

to which the observer is

raised,

The height to which the observer is

D,,terline the -ange

met ers.

raised,

h,

1) of visibility of ground (water

equals
surface)

target s.
Solutior,.

1)-- 3.83rt.

Example -.

= 7.66 kmn.

Itange of obseýrvatior, 1) - 15.5 kim.

Detf'trmine the required

hevight hi to which the ot'server must be raised (m.
Solution.

;rou

the f.)rmula lor the value

Sh

• (l),/qtjetlt))'
i. onst,(ii'On t

1)

,

h
Iloti e ,lmplls
of

dir

e( t

(see p.

vi..

145)

b
il

i it)

man, be solved uith the use of
Uith

Ii

fferent

in whl'hr the V,'alu1

10(I.5/3.t')
1 m6.
ret

-

hIi'i'hit s

I) i4

taken:

o

tahble-

wihich

directl\

thIII,

rs

ent i lId
obse

In the

"'lo'.
%'lr
,
i-

firt

IaIsed"

(,1PtV tiad

the %aluet h in the second
tca';v.
Doet er inirattion of visifbility ol
(up-,tule

it-ofrlt hl

of the ealrth a•rdlr

lormula

fl

(t

the talaqft
l oui, .

i

fidI(i

iith (ori'idvi'r
,111! tof
(ih

of

t iol

,ta liqt

I-

per

forlitd
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where
I)

is

the range of visibility, kin;

h

is

the altitude to which the observer is

h,

is

the altitude of the target,

raised,

meters;

meters.

Tile height to which the antenna of a coastal radar (including

Example 1.

the height of the shore) is

raised above the water,

hi, equals 9 meters.

Tile height of a portion of an enemy ship above the water equals It meters.
Determine the possible range of detection of the ship by a radar.
Solution.

I) = 3.83 (rY9

Example 2.

+ f/)

19.2 kmn.

=

The range of observation,

target h 2 equals 4 meters.
server must be raised,
Solution.

1),

equals 15.5 km.

Height of

Determine the necessary height to which the ob-

hi, to assure visibility of the target.

From the formula 1) = 3.83 (fi1

4 "i2)

tile value
hI = (D/3.83 -F"))
We substitute the values of the known quantities in the formula
h,
Thus,

-4102 =

= 15.5/3.83

the height to which it

is

4.2 meters.

necessary to raise the observer equals

4.2 meters.
Tile range of visih)1ity of aerial targets with IhI equal to zero can
be taken directly from '1able 29 (see p.
d)

The problem,

the solution of which requires the determination of

tile visibility of tihe trqet
of the earth,
is

organi

145).

Determination of visibility of target with the simultaneous
consideration of curvature of the earth, refraction, and
obst ac I es

refraction,

¢e(I over

a

with simultaneous consideration of curvature
and obstacles arises in the case where observation

considera•le)(

distalnce

lu, or

(j

more)

atd(]

the

direction

of observation contains Various obstacles it) the torm of fold(is in) the rellief,
forests,

etc.

In this case,

t

o ,st

o 1)

tile prolelelm is

1h,

solved bly the Iormnula

obst

tar

h,2

I'/
1)

'(I,

hlI( re

[

is

tihe amount the observ(e'

visihiliti

O*da,1"
(I'

ltenna) must

;

If
II
, Ilo
ae the aibsolut e altitude,
t at1 I ( 1
o bst ,
011(1 ol)ob.'e'rver's ( oador'.1
position;

(I

be laised to

is the dlist,1n(

frontm thie ob"ezlee

to

of

till.

ohst,(

tille ol,-tacle,

If,,;

tir.(et

ssure
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hit 11 are corrections for curvature of the earth and refraction,
respectively, for distances d and dwhich are determined by
the formula
h= Wd/3-83)2

~Example.

$

The ob.,erver is located at point A (fig. 59), the absolute

altitude of which is 220 meters.

It is required to determine the presence
of direct visibility and in case that visibility is lacking - the necessary
amount to raise the observer to assure direct visibility of the exit from
a populated place at point B, the absolute altitude of which equals 170 meters.

Figure 59.

Solution.

D~etermination of visibility (example).

Analysirs of altitudes along the iirection of observation

shows that the largest obstacht- (hill with a forest)

is

located at point 11.

The absolute altituae of the obstacle equals 202 meters (spot altitude of

relief 190 plus 12 meters heighlt of forest).
from the observer d1 m 4.8 kmn,
First,

=

we place all

202

1Ihus,
in

from the target d,)

-

,.ostacle

8.2 km.

from the formula we determine the values h Iand h,
It,

Trhen

The distance of the

-

!-0

1

1.6 meters;
data

1 .6

in

(202
-8

the
-

h,) = 4.6 meters.

formul a and per'formf

170 ,4-0)"'.8
,-

-

-

the computation:

-1.,
-1

.I

1.

4

the heigqht to whijchi the observer must be rai sed at paint

ordler to asszure di rec t vi sib iliitN ofa the exit

from the

j~poi

5

A

1ated pl ace

at po~int It equals -) met ers.
It
ol'serVer

is

expedi ezit

to add I to "met ers to the height

Ontl(itlina I must be ra i sed Ijecanuse

tes in th-e rel iel , as wellI

as obst acles in

mindvidual

1IJld

uiiat ce

,isiqn if icanit

i rregtliia

1-

thle form of grassN rove! , et (.

are not reflIected onl the map and aite not Conlsideled
.911011

to wh11i.th

a MO 1-4 deprl)(1(,1bl 4 obsei-v at I on '3I

ill the cal (tiIat ion.

t he t aroot at ea

Th I t
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lange of direct visibility with different height to which
the observer is raised.
Table 28

14,al:r
I

cr

lA

5

Ili¢Cl

9
12
15
17

10
15

20

30

21

410
50
75
100

Key:

%iII#I|h
IIO
MOC

Jiaii

200
300
.100
fil)o

6)
66
77
86

700
800
000
IWO1

101
108
113
120

600

21
27
33
3S

llOC

UI

91

a - height to which observer Is raised, h, meters;
b - height of direct visibility
1), km; c - height to

which observer is raised, h, meters; d - range of
direct visibility D, km.

f'i Range of open visibility of target with various target heights
Table 29

111.1c"lIl,
l ki

2
3

00 l'*
. Ihx
o

(1
170
211)

1

5
6;

llf ,A llib

211

70

304)

7

320

!1

:•1!)

h•

38')

''I

17)
511)

3(1

li~l1

720)

Key: a
g)

-

height of target, ks; b

-

range of open visibility, km.

Determining the limits of visibility along lines of direction
(the "equal segments" method)

The limits of direct visibility from given observation posts
within limits which do not requilre consideration of curvature of the earth
and refraction are determined most rapidly using dividers by the "equal
segments" method.

Its essence consists of the following.
hIaving drawn the
given line of direction on a map, wp study it carefully and note 1ho points
which may represent the start of sectors which cannot be observed: linex of
divides or bends of slopes behind which a steeper drop follows, forests,
elevated structures, etc.
Ilaving determined and marked the altiiudes of the
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post and the obstacles, we begin Lo disclose the size of the

observation

closeld sector (or range)
of tho dividers equal
obstacle,

first

of obsvrvation,

with a span

For this,

for each of the obstacles.

to the distance from the observation post to the

we make an increment beyond the obstacle along the direction
having in

mind that the ray of vision drops or raises one

increm.ent of the dividers for a quantity which equals the difference in
altitudes between the observation

increment,

the first

comparing after

t turns out that the height of the

terrain equals the height of the ray of vision or exceeds it,
if

visibility;

it

is

lower,

there is

The comparison between the

heights of the ray (with consideration of its
is

right up to open

or to the limit of the range of observation.

visibility

H1aving completed the analysis of the first
manner we analyze the cover beyond the second,
'rhe difference

.A,(cls.

the difference in
second,
In

third,

in

obstacle,
third,

the same

in

and subsequent ob-

the altitudes of the ray here will be respectively

t}to altitudes between the observatiun post and the obstacle

etc.

the case where the distance from the observation post to the ob-

stacle is
bility

subsequent drop or rise) and

each subsequent increment

repeated after

there is
necessary to

is

and it

no visibility

make the next increment with the dividers.

he teLrrain

If, in

obstacle.

post and the first

g.reat and does not provide the accuracy

within the liulrts of the dividers

vi(Iers may be reduced by half,

for the analysis of visi-

increment,

a third, etc.;

the increment of the di-

the difference

of the observation post P.,%d the obstacle being analyzed is

in

the altitudes

also reduced

accordingly.
lxample.
(Ni.

00).

'The altitude reading of an observation post equals 180

The first

obstacle on the line of observation AD which

creates ai closed sector will be the point in

with an altitude rding of 170,
reading of 155 at point b,

the bend of the relief,

a,

the second the crest of the hill with a

and the third,

the crest of a hill

with an

alt.ituch, reading of 1130 at point c.

Fi(lure 00.

D)etermining visibility

by the "equal

segments" method.

-

JlA.Oll I-680

1/7

We take the segment An as the .,an of the dividers and we make an increment, to point a,

'PThe height of the ray of observation drops on the segment

from A to a by I0 mete:rs
Thus,

(180 -

170) and from a to a 1

the altitude readinq of the ray at a1

will equal

another 10 meters.
160 (170-10).

But

the terrain at that point has an altitude reading on the order of 145.
There is

no visibility

15 ,neter,'

(100 -

since the ray of vision passes above the terrain by

14,5).

We take the next increment,
of the ray here will equal
no visibility.

to point a,,.

Thle reading of the altitude

150 (100-10) and of the terrain,

At point a3 the altittde

127.

There in

reading of the ray equals the alti-

tude reading of the terrain (1I40).

Consequently,

will exist until the terrain rises,

in this case to point b.

visibility is opened and
1hus,

the7

first invisible sector will be sector an 3 .
We begin to determine the limit of the closed sector byond obstacle b.
The drop of the ray from A to b equals 25 meters (180-155).

It

does not

appear possible to use a dividers increment equal to the entire segment Ab
since the visibility within the limits of the increment will remain unclarified.

Therefore,

s-Lment Ab.

we take a dividers span equal to only 1/5 of the

]or this increment,

five times; it

the drop in the ray should also be reduced

will equal 5 meters (25 : 5).

Taking increments with the

dividers and comparing the height of the ray and the height of the terrain
The height of the ray is

behind point b, we obtain the following.
at point bl,

15o meters (155-5)

of the ray is 145 meters (150-5)
also 1415.

Consequently,

height of the terrain is
at point b2,

143.

The height

height of the terrain is

visibility opened up at point b2.

The limit of visibility beyond the obstacle c is determined more
simply.

T'lhe, height of the observation post and the height of the ob-

stacle are equal

1180 meters).

Consequently,

the ray of vision will pass

horizontally an- everything that has an altitude reading of less than 180
will be concealed behind the obstacle.

Visibility opens up at point cI.

I)epending upon the required accuracy and conditions for work,

the

solution of the problem by the "equal segments" method may be performed
with the use of a ruler, available material,

and even by visual estimations

instead of by dividers.
Ih)

D~etermining the visibility of targets and limits of visibility
along lines of direction using proi'iles

Straight lines (rays)

are drawn from the point of the observation

lpost through two obstacles for'determining the limits of visibility along
lines of direction on a profile (fig. 61).
profil,

from a map,

see Section

(For the construction of a

4,,Chapter Il1).

The closed sectors which

(ire obtained in this manner (shaded on the drawing) are transferred (projectedl) along perpendiculars to the profile line on the map.

RA-oln-68
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Figure 61.

I

Detemining visibility from a profile.

a - sc.tor of invisibility.
The visibility of a target which is

disposed on a profile line is

determined either directly from the map after the limits of visibility are
transferred to it
profile.

or by means of transfer (projecting) of the target to the

In the latter case,

in

the absenc,' of visibility it

possible to determine the amount to which it
server to assure visibility.

is

becomes

necessary to raise the ob-

For this, we draw a straight line (ray) from

(he point of the target's position through the obstacle.

The vertical seg-

ment between the point of the observation post's position and the line which
has been drawn expresses the amount by which the observer must be raised in
the vertical scale which has been adopted for this profile.

For example,

to assure visibility of the target at point A (see fig.

it

61),

is

required

to raise the observer by 7 meters (by the amount of the segment (OP-C)).

", ,..j',•"

- Ix,, ,
N

old

,

00

Figure 62.

€ --

Construction of a profile with consideration of
curvature of the earth.
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Solution of the problems in

this manner but with consideration of the

curvature of the earth requires the construction of a special profile.

For this, a horizontal straight line (fig. 62) is drawn on a sheet of paper
(best if

it is millimeter paper) and the segment AB corresponding to the

length of the line AB on the map is laid off.
To construct an arc of the arbitrary flat surface of the earth, it
necessary first to determine its downwarping for the given distance.

is

For

this, we use the formula
2
,
h = (D/2.J.83)

where
h

is the height of the arc, meters;

D is the range of observAtion, kin.
The sizn of the downwarping of the arc, which has been obtained in the
vertical scale which has been adopted for the given profile, is laid off
on a perpendicular to the horizontat straight line at point 0 (in
of the segment AB).

the middle

An arc is drawn lirough point A, B, and OI which has

been obtained.
Then we give the curve which heo been obtained a certain altitude
value - the rounded value of the lowest points on the line of direction AB.
In our example, the smoothed curve is given the value of 170 meters.

Next,

placing a sheet of millimeter paper against the Jine AB on the map, we
lay off the altitude position of the most charcterisiic points of the tract
(bends in the relief, forests, etc.) above the Lurve in the accepted scale.
The points whizh are obtained are connected by a smooth curve.
Subsequent work with the profile is accomplihed in the normal method.
i)

Determination of f'elds of invisibility in a sector

To determine fields of invisibility from given observation posts
(positions), we first determine the limits of visibility for several ol the
most characteristic lines of direction in the sector.

The number of

selected lines of direction depends on '-he nature of the terrain and range
of observation.
observation,

The more closed che terrain and the greater the range of

the more the lines of ,iirection which are planned.

Oil the

average, lines of direction are taken every 15 - 200.
The limits of visibility which are obtained along the lines 9f
direction are connected with each other on the map, conforming to the relief
and local objects.

The field of invisibility is shaded as shown in

Figure 56, or lightly colored.

45
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4.

Studying Trafficability Conditions
General procedure for studying trafficability conditions

a)

is

Terrain trafficability
to be accomplished,

studied with consideration of the mission

the tactical and technical data for the combat and

transport equipment,

and the weather conditions.

The conditions for the regrouping and maneuver of troops depends primarily
on the degree of development and nature of the road net which is
from topographic and special
is

(road) maps.

studied

Cross-country trafficability,

which

one of the essential conditions of terrain affecting the conduct of combat
depends on the characterfstics of the relief, the water net,

operations,

and the soil-ground and vegetational cover.

The special features of the

terrain elements which must be considered for the evaluation of their trafficability are determined successively in accordance with the table "Basic
methods for studying terrain elements"

(see p.

133).

The study of conditions for trafficability is

facilitated considerably

due to the use of special charts - charts of water lines and charts of
trafficability (see pages 30 and 32).
b)

Classification of terrain in
(cross country)

Terrain which is

accordance with trafficability

easy to negotiate does not restrict the speed or

direction of movement and allows repeated movement over one trail
or wheeled vehicles; it

of tracked

permits the unhampered employment of combat equip-

ment in dispersed formations and movement of columns without reinforcing
the ground.
Trafficable terrain hardly limits speed or direction of movements and
allows repeated movement of tracked vehicles along one trail,

and only in-

dividual places must be bypassed or reinforced (passages improved); the movement of wheeled vehicles (with normal trafficability) is

somewhat hindered.

Trafficable terrain permits almost unhampered employment of combat equipment
in

dispersed formations and the movement of columns,

except for individual

directions.
Terrain which is

difficult to negotiate permits the movement of tracked

vehicles at low speed and limits freedom of maneuver and the movement oi
the movement of wheeled vehicles (or

muny vehicles over one trail;
regular trafficability) is

almost impossible.

Terrain which is

to negotiate limits the employment of combat equipment in
tions (it

difficult

dispersed forma-

cannot be excluded that a portion of the vehicles will not pass

under their own power); the movement of columns is

possible only over roads

anO over specially improved routes.
Impassable terrain is

inaccessible for cross country movement of

tracked and wheeled vehicles.

-0
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c)

Trafficability of terrain for combat and transport equipment

Trafficability of terrair. and speed of movement of combat equipment
and transport means are indicated in Thbles 30 to 39.
Table 30
Accessibility of slopes (for a rise with hard, dry ground)
Steepness of accessible
slopes, degrees

Types of equipment and transport means
Light and cargo vehicles

12-16

Vehicles with increased trafficability

20-30

Pack animals

25

Tractors and prime movers without trailers

30

Tractors and prime movers with trailers

17-25

Tanks

30-35
Remarks.

Short rises (5-10 meters) are accessible for tanks with a

steepness of up to 40'.

"Table 31
Typical speed of cross country movement depending on the steepness
of slopes (for a rise in dry weather with normal traction of the
running gear with the ground)

Speed of movement, km/hr, with
steepness of slopes

Type of vehicles

15:-200

3-60

6-10o

10-150

Wheeled vehicles

20-15

15-12

12-8

8-5

Tanks

15-12

12-10

10-6

6-4

Prime movers

12-10

10-7

7-5

5-3

Table 32
Accessibility of vertical walls, gullies, escarpments (with dry
solid ground at the base)

Types of equiptnent

Accessible height of wall, m

Tanks

up to 0.85

Tractors and prime movers

up to 0.4-0.6
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Table 33
Accessibility of ditches,

trenches, wash-outs (with solid ground,

walls not caved in)

Types of equipment

Accessible width of ditch, m

Tanks

up to 2.4

Tractors and prime movers without trailers

up to 1.6-2.0

Wheeled vehicles with increased trafficability
(three-axle)

up to 0.5-0.8

Table 34
Trafficability of swamps

Type and nature of swamp in
warm time of year

Degree of trafficability
for tanks

for tractors

for man

Upstream (moss) swamps
Continucs moss cover, no trees
untrafficable
or rarely encountered suppressed
pine, many areas of permanently
wet land due to outflow of underground water, water stands above
the surface or at a level with
it (In permanently wet lands)

untrafficable

trafficable
with
difficulty

Same type of swamp but few permanontly wet areas, no water on
tile surface

trafficable

trafficable

trafficable

Continuous grass cover, no
trees, willow bushes rarely
encountered, water on the
surface

untrafficable

untrafficable

trafficable
with difficulty

Grassy and mossy cover, willow
brush, rarely individual trees,
small hillocks, water above the
surface or at a level with it

untrafficable

untrafficable

trafficable
with difficulty

The same type of swamp,
water below surfaco

trafficable
with difficulty

trafficAble

freely
trafficable

untrafficable

untrafficable

trafficable
with difficulty

untrafficable

untrafficable

trafficable

Lowland (grassy) swamps

but

Continuous can thickets, surface
viscously peaty or muddy, water
on the surface of the soil or a
below It
little
Forest swamps
Forest of birch or pine, tbilck
grassy cover, hillocks at the
trinks of the trees, water on
the surface or flush with it
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(Table 34 cont.)

*

Sparse forest or of average
density of pine, 10-12 m high,
peat cover, large hillocks,
surface dry

trafficable
with difficulty

trafficable
with difficulty

freely
trafficable

Forest of average density of
birsh or spruce, alder bushes,
thick, grassy cover, hillocks
"around trees, many wind-fallen
trees, water on the surface or
a little
below it

untrafficable

untrafficable

trafficable

Remarks.

Frozen swamps are accessiblo lor talnks with a depth of

freezing of more than 20-40 cm, for tractors 15-25 cm,

wheeled vehicles

20-30 cm.
Table 35
Trafficability of continuous peat swamps

Nature of swamp

Allowable pressure

Trafficability

1.0

Tanks

Peat compact, average wetness

0.75

Tanks

Peat loose, wet

0.50

Tracked vehicles

Peat very loose, very wet

0.25

Peat,

0.12-0.14

Peat very compact,
slightly moist

kg/cmJ

dried and

fluid

Passable on foot, with
difficulty
Unpassable

Table 36
Trafficability for fording rivers

Combat arms and
equipment

Allowable fording depth, meters, with
speed of current
up to 1 m/sec

up to 2 m/sec

more than
2 m/sec

Infantry in dismounted
formation

1.0

0.8

0.6

Vehicles
light
cargo, 3-3.5 tons
cargo, 5 tens

0.6
0.8
0.9

0.5
0.7
0.8

0.41
o.6
0.7

Artillery with tracked prime
movers
Tractors
Medium tanks
Heavy tanks

1.0
0.8
1.2
1.5

0.9
0.7
1.1
1.14

0.8
0.6
1.0
1.3

IIA-011-68
Remarks.
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1.

Steepness of exits from the water should not exceed

for wheeled vehicles or 10-15'
2.

154,

for prime movers,

tractors, and tanks.

The depth of the ford includes the layer of water and the layer

of mud to solid ground.
S3. With hermetization of the engine, the allowable fording depth for
wheeled vehicles may be increased by 40-60%.

Table 37
Trafficability of water obstacles over ice (with temperature
below -rOC)
Type of load being crossed over ice

Tracked loads (tanks, armored personnel
carriers)

Complete weight
of load, tons

6
10
16
20
30
4o
50
60

22
28
36
/0

2
4
6
8
10

16
22
27
31
35
20
23
25
36

Wheeled loads (wheeled vehicles, wheeled
armored personnel carriers)

Guns with prime movers

Necessary thickness of ice, cm

49
57
64
70

6
8
10
20
30
4o

44
51

Troops in dismounted formation
in column in single file
in column in pairs
in any formation
Remarks.
is reduced,
2.

1.

With a temperature above -5°C,

4
6
15
the strength of the ice

and particularly so with temperatures above zero.

The date which are presented pertain to fresh-water ice.
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Table 38
Trafficability of snow cover

Type of equipment

Steepness of slope,
degrees

Tanks

Allowable thickness of snow dover,
cm

to 5
5-1-

to 60-75
to t40-55

10-15

to 3o-4ý

15-20

to 25

Tractors and prime movers

to 5

to 50-60

Wheeled vehicles

to 5

to 25-30

Table 39
Approximate average allowable speed of movement in columns over roads
with various surfaces
Type of road surface
(type of road)

Allowable average speed of movement on roads,
km/hr
With new
With repaired With area of unrepaired
surface
surface
surface comprising

)

up to 10% more than 10%
of entire of entire
area
area
Cement-concrete

50

--

Asphalt

50

40-50

20-35

10-20

Crushed stone and gravel
processed with binding
materials

50

4o-45

20-30

10-20

Crushed stone and gravel

110

30-40

20-30

10-20

Roads paved with coblilestones or crushed rock

35

25-35

15-25

10-20

Improved dirt roads

30

20-30

12-20

5-12

Natural dirt roads

25

15-25

8-15

5-10

5.

-

Study of the Protective Properties of Terrain

Terrain, and particularly relief and forests, have a certain influence
on the destructive effect of nuclear weapons.
*

On open flat terrain, a gradual drop in the pressure in the shock wave
is observed with an increase in the distance from ground zero.

On broken

terrain the pressure drops less uniformly with an increase in distance; in
some places the pressure drops and in other places it

increases somewhat.

The pressure in the shock wave is reduced on reverse slopes with an increase in

Lheir steepness; on revcrse slopes,the velocity head of the air

masses is also reduced.

Some reductioa in pressure i. also observed behind
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hills with steep slopes.

The pressure is reduced significantly in the shock

wave in narrow, deep, and winding depressions, gullies, gorges, hollows,
etc., which are disposed perpendicular to the direction of propagation of
the shock wave.
The injurious effect of the shock wave increases on forward slopes with
a considerable steepness, as well as in gullies, gorges, and canyons which
are extended in the direction of propagation of the shock wave.
With a surface burst, the effect of the folds in the terrain on protection against the shock wave is felt at any distance from ground zero and
with an air burst, only in a distance zone.
With sufficient height (depth),

the folds in the terrain screen out

luminous radiation and create zones of complete and partial darkening.

The

light pulse is attenuated considerably in zones of complete darkening (only
reflected rays penetrate beyond the screen); in zones of partial darkening,
the light pulse is also reduced somewhat (a portion of the rays of the
luminous region, sphere or hemisphere, is screened).
The damaging effect of a nuclear burst is attenuated to some degree in
forest terrain, particularly in dense forests.

The velocity head is reduced

as trees brake the moving air masses and the light radiation is screened
significantly by the crowns of the trees, especially those of deciduous
species.
Forests promote the camouflage and protection of troops against injury
by nuclear weapons but they may hinder the actions of troops with the formation
of obstructions and fires as a result of nuclear bursts; the probability of
fires is greater in coniferous forests and forests with slashings.
Populated placed and local objects which rise up above the earth's surface may be subjected to considerable destruction over large areas.

The

obstruction of thoroughfares and fires are possible in populated places.
The effect of the terrain on the action and employment of nuclear weapons
is established in tte process of studying the terrain and its protective properties, natural cover is revealed, and possible zones of destruction and obstacles,
and objects against which nuclear strikes are probable, are disclosed.
Natural covers (caves, underground mines, quarries, gullies, gorges,

etc.)

are disclosed in the process of the entire study of the terrain.
Possible zones of destruction are judged primarily from the relief and
the degree of forestation of the terrain.

Obstructions of roads and passages

in mountains, inundation and swamping of the terrain with the destruction
of the dams of reservoirs and with bursts in river channels are possible.
Probable objectives for nuclear strikes (according to terrain conditions)
are terrain objects (areas), with strikes against which not only troops
located in the zone of the nuclear strike will be injured, but obstacles which
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are difficult to negotiate will also arise, the crossing or bypassing of
which will delay the overall advance of the troops.

Such

objectives may

be passes and canyons in mountains, crossings over wide rivers, large railroad centers and centers for automobile main highways,
with large capacity,

6.

dams of reservoirs

various defiles, etc.

Study of Route of March

The process for stydine a route includes three basic stages:
acq,-uaintance with the overall character of the terrain in the direction
of the route;

selection of the route (if

it has not been assigned by the higher command),

highlighting (marking) on a map and measuring its length with the preparations
of corresponding route documents;
detailed study of the route and determination of average speed of movement by sectors.
The route is lighlighted on the map by drawig a thick, continuous or
broken (segmentn up to 1 cm) line along the road (trail) which is easily
visible against the background of the map.

The color which is selected most

often to highlight the route is brown (on maps of mountain regions with a
large number of brown contour lines, it

is expedient to use another color).

The highlighting line is drawn alongside the roaa with the purpose of preserving the latter's conventional sign and must be interrupted on bridges
and other objects which have great significance in the accomplishment of the
march from the point of view of orientation and trafficability.

The length of

the route is measured by increments of dividers or a curvimeter (see Section 1,
Chapter IIl)

and is marked every 5-10 km in increasing totals, beginning

with the initial marking (5,

10, 15,' etc.).

It

is necessary to apply a

correction to the length of the route as measured from a map (see Section 1,
Chapter III).
The route is studied from a topographic map.

With the availability of

time and the corresponding materials, special maps (road maps) and aerial
photos are used; where possible, moreover, a map reconnaissance is performed.
As a result of the study of the route, the following are determined:
nature and condition of the road and road structures (bridges, viaducts,
pipes); obstacles and routes to bypass them; the possibility of driving from
the road and movement off roads; defiles; conditions for camouflage while in
motion and at halts; conditions for orientation; protective properties of
the terrain; conditions for water supply; sites convenient for halts; lines
of deployment; routes for the movement of security podrazdelenlye; average
speed -f movement over sectors and some other data in accuI,'lnce with the
special features of the composition of the column,
route of movement.

F;

situation, time,

nld planned
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Special Features in

7.

Studying Terrain in Winter

The basic changes in tactical characteristics of the terrain in
consist of the following: to a greater degree than in

winter

summer populated places

attract troops with the possibility for concealment and warming.
As a rule, the road net is

reduced.

Many roads,

particularly dirt roads,

are covered with snow drifts and bLcoMe impassable fornormal wheeled vehicles.
The speed of movement over highways is

reduced,

particularly during periods

of ice and snow drifts.
Rivers,
of forests is
blowdown,

lakes, and swamps may be crossed over the ice.

The trafficability

reduced sharply due to tho deep snow drifts and stumps,

etc.,

hidden under the snow.

Camouflage and protective properties

of deciduous forests are sharply reduced (combat equipment almost completely
gives itself

away from the air, either directly or from the vehicle tracks).

Frozen soils hinder engineer improvement of the terrain.
Trafficability of the terrain in winter may chaige sharply from very
good with ground which is

frozen through (frozen swamps) and the absence of

snow cover to very poor with large snow drifts.
The following is

recommended in studying terrain under winter conditions:

aerial photos of a recent

"use should

(winter) flight should be used;

Le made of data of descriptions of prevailing winds (for

determining the nature of drifts),
their amount,
soils,

periods for the fall of precipitation and

temperature fluctuations,

and time and depth of freezing of

rivers, and owamps;
weather summaries and forecasts should be considered systematically;
terrain reconnaissance should be conducted constantly and purposefully.
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Zhapter VI
Target indication
Target Indication on the Terrain

1.

a)

Target indication from a reference point

Target indication from a reference point is

a method for indicating

aan object

(targut) on a map and terrain by polar coordinates (see p. 60).
Indicated with this method of target indication (on a map or directly

on the ground) is
populated place,

a well-known
lake, etc.),

(easily noticeable) reference point (large
direction to the object,

the reference point to the object; for example,

and the distance from

"Ilead of column - 20 Ion east

of Millerovo."
For convenience in

target indication on the batt~lfield, easily noticeable reference points are selected ahead of time and they are given conventional
designations or numbers.
A commonly accepted procedure for numbering is from
right to left and, by lines, away from one's self toward the enemy.
The
location,

type, and name of the reference points should be well known to the
one who is indicating the target and the one receiving the target.
For this,
a sketch of reference points is
In

usually prepared.

indicating a target, we name the cloeest reference point,

to the target in mils (from the observer-reference
in

direction

point line) and the distance

meters.
Example.
If

"Reference point No.

5, left 10, add 200, observer in bushes."

the one indicating the target and the one receiving the target are

located at the same observation post, then instead of the reference pointtarget distance we somotimes indicate the vertical angle from the reference
point to the target in mils.
Example.

"Reference point No.

2,

right 30, drop 5, machine gun in

Targets which are not very noticeable are indicated successively,
first

we indicato the nearest easily noticeable object and then,

bushes."
i.e.,

from

this object the target.
Example.
100 - bush,
b)

"Reference point No.

4, right 20 - corner of pasture, add

dug-in tank to the left."
Target indication with tracer bullets (shells) and signal
cartridges (flares)

For indication of targets with tracer bullets (shells) or signal
cartridges (flares) we establish ahead of time the reference points, order
and length of bursts (color of flares),

and to receive the target we designate
a special observer with the mission of observing the indicated area and
reporting the appearance of the signals.
A typical form of the report is:
"Reference point No.

5,

right 40,

drop of tracers at bush."
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Target Indication from a Map
a)
In

Target indication from the squares of the kilometer grid
target indication from the squares of a kilometer grid, we indicate

the square in which the target is

located.

We designate the square by the

numbering of the kilometer lines which are marked on the map in
order: first

thle following

we call the number of the horizontal line on the southern side

of the square and then the number of the vertical line on the western side
of the square.
Example (fig. 63a).

_

The form for recording

square 08, 17."

"Ivanovka,

is, "Ivanovka (0817)."
With the necessity to indicate the target more precisely,
is

intentionally divided into four parts and each part is

lettera of the Russian alphabet ABVG,
and numbered from I to 9 in
left

or the square is

a clockwise direction,

corner and ending with the square which is
Example 1 (fig. 63b).

recording,

the map square

designated by the

divided into 9 parts

beginning from the upper

located in

"Lone tree, square 08, 18,

the center.

A."

Form for

"Lone tree (0818 - A)."

Example 2 (fig. 63c).

"Barn,

square 08, 19,

6."

Form for recording,

"Barn (0819 - 6)."
The method of target indication by squares is
the location of boundary lives, areas,
reference points,

sectors,

lines of direction,

routes,

targets, etc.

06

Iva~nvka

Figure 63.

r

8
b

a

b)

used when indicating

_____...

,

~~~
0

Target indication from squares.

Target indication by rectangular coordinates

Target indication by rectangular coordinates is
method for indicating the location of an object (target);
indicate especially important objects (launcher positions,
nuclear strikes, etc.).

the most precise
it

is

used to

ground zero of

The rectangular coordinates of objects are deter-

mined (read) primarily from a map or aerial photograph with a coordinate grid
and may also be determined from data from the observation of the object by
radio-technical,

optical,

and other means of reconnaissance by solving the

direct geodetic problem (see p.

14).
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Target indication by Codetic (geographic)

Target indicatior

ay geodetic coordinates is

coordinates

the ba, ic

method for

-target indication on a map without kilometer grids; the location of an
object is

indicated by latitude and longitude.

The latilade aid longitude

of the object are determined from the markings of the parallels and meridians closest to the object with the addition of minutes and seconds which
are read with the use of a special chart located on the map (fig.
see object M

-

north latitude 210401511,

64;

west longitude 8000'37").
02

ZIA

i981

Figure 64.

d)

_

_

_

_

0

_.,

'

Tprget indication by geodetic (geographic)

Target indicatio,% from an arbitrary reference point

Target indication from a reference point is
which is

coordinates.

embraced by the combat operations is

used when the area

not great (it

hove three or four reference points) and great accuracy is
can be limited to determining coordinates by eye).
one or several reference points are selected,
names, and they are written on the map.

is

sufficioer.

to

not required (one

In the area of operations

they are given conventional

Then, mutually perpendicular lines

(coordinate axes) parallel to the lines of the kilometer grid are drawn
through each reference point.
In indicating a target by this m6thod, we first

name the nearest reference

point and then the coordinates of the target which are determined from the
perpendicular lines drewn through the named reference point.
Example (fig. 65).
i!

in

this case,

3.

"Sokol,

south 200, west 500,

the fork of the field roads is

arbitrarily named "Sokol."

Target Indicotion from an Aerial Photo (Aerial Mosaic)

On an aerial

photo (mooaic) targets are indicated by the methodi; which

have been adopted for target indication from a map.

In

by the methods of squares and rectangallar coordinates,

Ko
4ý.

antitank gin."

target indication
a coordinate grid it

RAt-O] 1-68

Figure 65.

first

Target indication from an arbitrary reference
point.

placed on the aerial photo (mosaic)

a ruler as indicated on page 121.

Ti

.I
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and the coordinates are read using
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Chapter VII
Orientation on the Ground

1.

Determining the Points of the Compass on the Ground
a)

Determining the points of the compass from the sun

The approximate (visual)
from the sun is

determination of the points of the compass

performed on the basis of the fact that in the northern

hemisphere the sun is

located approximately (statute time,

at 0700 hours - in

the east;

at 1300 hours - in

the south;

at 1900 hours - in

the west;

see p.

11):

at 0100 hours - in the north.
The average movement of the sun in one hour equals 150.

The difference

iii time at the given moment and at 1300 hours (noon) multiplied by 15 will
provide the angle at which the sun diverges at a given rroment from a
direction to the south.

"Determination of
accomplished in
tion,

we turn it

of the sun.

the compass points from the sun using a watch is

the following manner.
in

Holding the watch in

a horizontal

such a way that the hour hand points i

posi-

tip
os in the direction

A straight line which divides the angle between the hour hand

and a line of direction from the center of the watch to the number "11

on

the dial indicates 4he direction to the south (fig. 66).
To incrnase accuracy in
in

southern regions,

determining the compass points by this method

several variations of the method may be used (fig. 67).

I

Determining the points
Figure 66.
of the compass using a watch (first
method).

NA9

<,

N'

.4

S t

Figure 67.

N-termining thle points

of the compass using a watch (second
method).
a

-

to the sun.
-1!

V

0J •

T

M

.

0 S
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We .qive the watch an inclined pofition instead of a horizontal
(for liatitude of /1O-500 -

at an angle of 40o-50

to the horizontal);

position
in

this,

we hold the watch with the number "'1" away from ourselves;
finding the middle of the arc on the dial between the hour hand and
the number "1",

we place a match here as shown in

the figure,

i.e.,

perptenidicular to the dial;
without changing the position of the watch,

we turn together with it

relative to the sun in such a way that the shadow from the match passes through
the center of the dial.
At this

moment,

the number "I" will be in

-.

E

Figure 08.

v

~-

the direction of south.

'"b--

nb

3 W

I)etermining the points of the compass from the movement
of the top of a shadow.
a - first
sun.

position of the sun; b -

second position of the

One can determine approximately the direction of the compass points
from the movement of the top of a shadow.
flat

area and mark the end of its

10-20 minutes,

For this, we place a pole on a

shadow (with a stake,

stone).

After

we mark a second position of the top of the shadow.

direct line from the first

mark to the second indicates approximately the

west-cast line of direction and a perpendicular to it, north-south
The convenience of this
when the time is

unknown.

A

method consists of the fact that it

(fig.

(68).

may be used
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Determini'ng the compass points from the North Star

As a practical matter, for simple determinations 3t is accepted
that the North Star is located on a line of direction to the north (deviation
about 10).

The location of the North Star is determined from the Big Dipper

constallation: mentally, we extend a straight line which passes through the
two extreme stars of the "scoop" (Alpha and Beta) and we lay off on it the
distance equal to a fivefold visual distance between these two stars.
we find the North Star which is identified by its brightness; it
than all the stars surrounding it,

Here,

is brighter

and approximately equal in brightness to

the stars of the Little Dipper constellation.

In addition, the North Star

is the last star in the "handle of the dipper" of the Little Dipper constellation (fig. 69).

Sorth

tar

041e0oeOua•a %
Little Diper
%

Meaoeeufua Big

Dipper

Figure 69.

c)

Finding the North Star.

Determining the points of the compass from signs of local
objects

Signs which are caused by the location of objects with respect to
the sun are:
tho bark on the majority of trees is rougher on the northern side, and
thicker, moee elastic (with birches - lighter),
on pines, a secondary (brown,

on the southern side;

crackling) bark on the northern side

rises higher %lonq the trunk;
on the northern side, trees, stones, and wooden, tile, and slate roofs
are covered earlier and more abundantly with lichins and fungi;
on coniferous species of trees, the pitch usually accumulates abundantlN.
on the southern side:

-
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anthills are located on the southern side of trees, stumps,

and bushes;

moreover, the southern slopes of the anthills are gently sloping while the
northern slopes are steep;
the spring grass cover is

more developed on the northern edges of fields
the

which are warmed by the sun's rays; during the hot period of the summer,
southern edges of fields are darker;
acquire a ripe color (become red, yellow) earlier

apples and fruits
on the southern side;

the soil near large rocks,
on the southern side in

structures, trees, and bushes is

the summer,

drier

this can be determined by touch;

snow melts more rapidly on southern slopes; as a result of melting,
notchee,
in

"spines," are formed on the snow which are directed to the south;
oak grows most often on southern slopes.

mountains,

Other signs:
the altars of orthodox churches,
the east,

chapels,

and Lutheran churches face

while the main entrances are located on the west;

the altars of Catholic churches (Polish Roman Catholic churches) face
the west;

the raised end ol the lower cross beam of churches faces the north;
heathen temples (heathen meeting houses wtith idols) face their fronts
to the south;
openings in large forest tracts,

as a rule,

are oriented north to south

and east to west; the numbering of the squtres of forest tracts in

the

USSR goes from west to east and then to the south.
It

necessary to take several signs rather than just one into considera-

is

tion in orientation,

because influenced by various causes there are actually

imany deviations from the rules which have been enumerated.
Determining the points of the compass using a map

d)
It

is

necessary to orient a map from terrain lines or reference

points for the accomplishment of missions; then we note a reference point
along the eastern or western margin of the map in

The

a northern direction.

direction to the reference point will be the direction to the north.

2.

Determining Magnetic Azimuths of Lines of Direction on the Ground
a)

Determining the azimuth of lines of direction using the
Adrianov system compass

Procedure for operations:
stand facing the given direction;

"holding the
of one's self

and

compass in the left hand ir. a horizontal position in
at a hei~iht of 10-12 cm below the level of the eye,

free the brake of the magnetic needle with the right hand;

front
we
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by turning the compass, we bring the zero mark of the graduated circle
under the northern end of the magnetic needle;
holding the compass in

the oriented direction,

lid we direct the line of sight
sight)
point

by turning the rotating

(the line which passes through the slot and

in the given direction with the sight in the direction of the reference
(away from one's self).

The matching of the line of sight of the com-

pass with the line of direction to the reference point is

achieved by the

repeated transfer of the sighting from the line of sight to the reference
point and back; it
for this purposo,

is

not recommended that the compass be raised to eye level

since in this the orientation of the compass is

and the accuracy in determining azimuth is
is

not increased but,

disrupted

on the contrary,

sharply lowered;
press on the magnetic needle by means of the brake and take the reading

of the angle opposite the sharp point of the reading indicator at the sight.
This will also be the magnetic line of direction.
b)

Determining the azimuth of a line of direction using an AK
(artillery compass) system

Operating procedure:
place thle mirror lid of the compass at an angle of 450 to the plane of
the graduated circle;
face the direction of the given reference point;
take the compass by the fingers of both hands by the housing from below
and raise it

in

front on bent hands to the level of the eye;

direct the compass with the line of sight passing through the center of
the compass and the slot in

the base of the mirrored lid in

the direction of

the given reference point;
by turning, match the zero mark on the graduated circle with the
northern ern

of the needle, checking from the reflection in the mirror of the

lid;
read the angle on the graduated circle opposite the line of sight
at the base of the mirrored lid; this will also be the magnetic azimuth of the
line of directi.on to the given reference point.

3.

Finding a Line of Direction on the Ground from a Given Azimuth

The procedure for operating with a compass of the Adrianov system is:
place the reading indicator on the graduated circle at the sight at
the given rcading for the angle (magnetic azimuth);
releasing the compass needle and roughly bringing the zero reading of
the graduated circle bercath its

northern end,

determine approxinately the

given line of direction on tile ,)round and turn facing it;
holding the compass in
of 10-12 cm below eye level,
'Secops

the left hand in
orient

front of one'r self at a height

the compass (bring the zexi

reading of
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the bearing circle precisely under the northern end of the needle);

note on the terrain a distant reference point in the direction of the line
of sight of the compass.

The line of direction to the reference point will

also be the desired line of direction.
The procedure for operat'ng with an AK compass system:
place the mirrored lid of the compass at an angle of 4150

to the plane

of the graduated circle;
by turning the graduated circle, place the given reading (magnetic
azimuth) opposite tne object end of the line of sight (the line with the arrow

"at tile

slot of the mirrored lid);
holding the compass in

mirror,

the left hand at eye level and looking in

the

turn until the northern end of the magnetic needle approaches the

zero reading on the graduated circle;
mark a distant reference point in the direction of the line of sight.
The line of direction to the reference point will also be the desired
line of direction on the ground.

4.

Orienting Maps
a)

Orienting maps from the terrain

Orientation of maps from the terrain is
of the individual is
are identified.

possible when the location

known even approximately and individual

In this case, the map is

turned in

reference points

such a way that the line

of direction station - reference point, mentally drawn on the miap (or designated on the map by a ruler or pencil)

coincides with the corresponding line

of di, ection on the ground.
Orientation of the map from the terrain is

used primarily in areas with

a sufficient number of reference points and with good visibility

conditions,

as well as when moving along a road.
b)

Orienting a map from a compass

Orienting a map from a compass is
has few reference points (in

a forest,

poor visibility conditions (at night,
following manner.

On the ground,

in
in

used primarily on terrain which

desert-steppe areas,
fog,

etc.) and is

etc.) and with

performed in

a line of direction to the north is

mined using a compass (or some other method)

and then the map is

the

deter-

turned so

that one of the side margins (the line of direction of the true meridian)
is

directed towards the north.
"'he map is

procedure.

oriented more accurately using a compass and the following

A compass with the magnetic needle freed is

placed with its

center

on one of the vertical lines of che map in such a way that the 00 and 1800
marks of the graduated circle of the compass (or the straight edge of the AK
compass) coincides with this line; then the map is

_'_

:

turned until the northern
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end of the magnetic needle does not deviate from the zero line by the amount
of the direction correction indicated on the map.

5.

Determining One's Location on a Map

One's location on a map can be determined by various methods.
In
selecting the method, consideration is given to the conditions of the
situation (including conditions for working with a map and the presence of
instruments),

the required accuracy, and visibility conditions.

a)

Determining one's position on a map from nearest reference
points (visually)
TThe method is employed primarily on regular average broken terrain
during daylight wAth the disposition of one's location on terrain points
designated on a map or in the immediate proximity of reference points (local
objects or elements of relief).
The operating procedure is as follows:
to orient the map;
to recognize on the map two or three of the closest local objects (or
elements of relief);
from the visually determined distance and lines of direction to
identified reference points, to mark one's location on the map.
The accuracy in determining one's location on the map by this method
depends primarily on the distance to the reference points; the greater these
distances,

the less dependable is une's location determined.

With the location from the rdference points at a distance of up to 500 meters, one's
location is determined with sufficient accuracy on a 1:100,000 map with an
average error on the "rder of 150 meters.
b)

Determining one's location on a map by measuring distances
The method is primarily employed in moving along a road or along a
linear terrain point and primarily on closed terrain or under poor conditions
of visibility.
TThe essence of the method: the distance is measured (by speedometer,
pacing) from any reference point located at the road or linear terrain point
to own location which is being determined; then this distance is laid off
oon the map along the road (linear terrain point) in the corresponding
direction.
The accuracy of determining own location by the given methods depends
pri•i.arily on the size cf the error in measuring the distance on the ground
and in laying it off on the map.
c)

Determining one's position on a map from distance and direction

This method is employed primarily on open terrain which has few
reference points when only one reference point shown on a map is identified.
Operating procedure:
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measured are the Idistance (by pacing, chord, binoculars, visually,
rangefinder,

etc.) from own location to the reference point and the azimuth

of the magnetic line of direction from own location to the reference point;
the azimuth is converted to a back azimuth and then to a grid azimuth
(see p. 109);
on' the map, a line of direction is drawn from the initial reference
point by means of a protractor or chord rule along the grid azimuth on which
the measured (determined) distance is laid off; the point which is obtained
will also be the desired location.
d)

Determination of one's location by intersection (from one
referencp point)

When this method is used, it

is possible to determine one's location

when located on a road or other linear terrain point and with the visibility
of at least one reference point located in such a way that the angle of intersection is at least 200.
Essence of the method:
the map is oriented and on it

a reference point is identified which

is visible on the ground from own location;
n compass is used to measure the azimuth of a line of direction from
own location to the reference point which is converted to a back azimuth and
then to a grid azimuth (the correction is taken from the map);
on the map, the grid azimuth which is obtained is constructed at the
reference point (by protractor, chord rule) and the line of direction is
drawn in the direction of one's location to the intersection with the linear
terrain point; the point of intersection will also be the desired location.
The accuracy of the determination of one's location by this method depends
primarily on the distance to the reference point (the greater this distance,
the greater the error) and the error in measuring the azimuth and constructing
the grid azimuth on the map.

With a distance to the reference point of about

1 kilometer and the measurement of the azimuth by the AK compass, the average
error will be on the order of 100 meters (when working with a 1:100,000 map).
Under these conditions, one's location may be determined graphically:
the map is oriented by compass or terrain lines;
a ruler (better a sight rule) is placed against the reference point on
the map and directed by sighting along the ridge to the reference point on
the terrain; with the ruler in this position, a straight line is drawn from
the reference point towards one's self to the intersection with the linear
terrain point.
e)

The point of intersection will also be the desired location.
Determining one's location by resection

This method is used primarily on open terrain with a small number
of reference points but when at least two (better three) reference points
can be seen in the distance which are designated on the map and, with observation from own location, are located It

i, an3gle within )imits of 20-1700.
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determined by resection in the following manner:

used to measure the magnetic azimuths to the reference points

and the azimuths are converted to back azimuths and then to grid azimuths
(with consideration of the correction shown on the map).

Then the correspond-

ing grid azimuths are constructed at the reference points and the lines of
direction which are obtained are drawn in

the dorection of own location; the

point of intersection of these lines of direction will be the desired point.
A line of direction from a third reference point serves as a check.

"a triangle

of error is

formed,

the location is

When

deignated in the center of

it.
With distance to the reference points of about 5 km,

the error in

determining own location may be as high as 600 meters.
The operational procedure using a graphical
the mnap is

-nothod is

as follows:

oriented; having placed the ruler against one of the selected

reference points on the map and directed it
the ground,

to the same reference point on

we draw a line of direction toward own position,

are repeated from the second and third reference points.

the same actions

The intersection

of the lines will also be the desired point on the map (fig. 70).
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Figure 70.

Determining own location by resection.

a - own location.

f)

Determining own location on a map using transparent paper
(the Bolotov method)

TThe solution of the problem require.4 the presence of at least three
reference points which are on the map and which can be observed on the ground
from own location.

Bolotov's method assures the solution of the problem

even in the case where preliminary orientation of the map is
Operating procedure is

as follows:

on a sheet of transparent paper which is
base,

impossible.

placed horizontally on a solid

from one point marked arbitrarily hut with consideration of available

reference points,

1.) direct sighting

(see p.

9),

draw lines of direction to
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the reference points which have been selected on the ground;
place the transparent paper on the map in

such a way that all three

drawn lines of direction pass through the corresponding reference points
on the map;
transfer (prick) the central and initially

marked point onto the map;

this will also be the desired position.

6.

Movement by Azimuths
a)

Preparation of data foi

Movement by azimuths is

movement by azimuths from a map

a method for keeping direction of a path

(route) using a compass or directional gyro (see p. 16); it

is primarily used

with poor visibility (at night, in fog, etc.) and on terrain devoid of reference points (in

a forest, in the desert,

etc.).

With the presence of

phenomena of magnetic anomalies, orientation using a magnetic compass is
excluded.

Movement by azimuths is accomplished from reference point to referenve
point.

First, prior to the start of movement,

the necessary data are pre-

pared - azimuths and distances:
on the map,

a route (path of movement)

is

planned with reference points

at the turns;
the grid azimuth and length of each section (leg) of the route are
measured on the map;
the grid azimuths are converted into magnetic azimuths with consideration of the corrections indicated on the map;
data for movement are recorded in

a table (Table 40) or are

recorded directly on the map or a specially prepared diagram (fig.

71).

Table 40
Table of data for movement by azimuths

Number and name of
reference point

I - lene courtyard

Grid azimuths, 0
degrees

Direction
Magnetic
correction, azimuths,
degrees
degrees

Distances
in meters

23

+8

15

1557

1038

2 - place where roud enters
woods
338

48

330

6A5

4*3o

356

1020

680

9(

705

1,7o

3 -

intersection of road
and clearing

1,

4 - pit at clearing
5 - forester's house

102

.8
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Figure 71. Sketch of route
for i'ovement by azimuths.
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SW AGO C

a - forester's house; b - 470 two
paces; 680 two paces; d - Lake

Krugloye; e - 430 two paces;
f - 1038 two paces.

43OoiB
A2

b)

Movement by azimuths

At each turning point, beginning with the initial point,

the line

of direction of movement on the ground is found from the given azimuth with
the use of a compass.

It

is desirable to select and remember the largest

possible number of distant reference points on the line of direction of movement.

In movement, a record of distances is maintained (meters, two paces,

time).
In the case where no reference point is found on covering tile assigned
distance, a sign is placed at the point of arrival or a soldier is left and the
reference point is looked for, covering the area around the point with a
radius of about 0.1 of the path covered from the preceding reference point.
Additional reference points are used to maintain direction in movement:
stars, hind direction, the line of direction of a column,

and other auxiliary

signs.
c)

Bypassing obstacles

Obstacles may be bypassed by one of the following methods, depending
on conditions.

The first method which is used with tile availability of visi-

bility across obstacles is:

note a refer,'ace point alonq the direction of movement on the opposite
side of the obstacle;
bypass the obstacle and continue movement from the noted reference
point; estimate the width of the obstacle by eye,

and add it

to the distance

which has been covered.
Tile second method which is used in the abserce of visibility across an
obstacle consists of accomplishing the bypass over stiaiight lines of
direction,

the azimuth and length of which are st ictl\1

recorded for comingi

IIA-01Il
ouutin

rijethicu

assifine(I direction.

is

(oil
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The example of bypassing a mine field with this

in Vigrurc 72.

shiownI

,V-4

50 Ip

J4o.uso$80

f

Figure 7.itypuisinti an obstacle.
a - 186 two paces; b - 2810 two pitces; c - 20# two paces; A
280
two Ipaces-: v - 170 two paces; f - 560 two paces;, q - mine field.

7.Orivittat ion from a Map (at the Halt)
(hi euta Iion by mapi' is
iin.

(lci

accompi ishvd in

IC. is

thIo

ill.1ip

the basic method of' onrintAtionj on umnfamil iar

is

the following fundamental

sequenceý:

orienlted;

ror('rence poinits are identified (local obJects And elements ot rel lef)
which aice

roilliohi

to the map and the

own2 locat ion is

terrain;

deteri-nned;

tue1 111411)15 Comlpar'ed With tilt terrain.
Orivintatioji of the tutap is

o02cfreference

Tho i stetitlficatio
i

(1

ile

a t~iol

n111t101a I po~s
ior'

of

I ak(

,I.(
be

.i (ioll andi

t ilt'

liisposi

it(I1kv

is

from1

north

I erl'i icii ol' oi
(;ileckod

l'roll
11

5 Oil HI
tic
tile

tin

the ground is

it

possible

terrain objects which are the

as well

as those which are vincotnt ered

iven at-ei; in t hisa, attention Is. pai d to their
tionl rel ativye to thle points of thle compaSs.

located west of own location, a highway passes east
to mouth,

otv.

1(1.tini

t ilt'o signs, we find the noted

ap and the Correctness of their ichelt ificaito ii 1s

skilround

lug local obj ect s and thet relief.

we 1havo not succeeded

implossible

we first ntiot

hest. di st.ingulshbed,

Lin

examplei
Hitb

terrain,

thitile

ra rol

comlpa tat ivoii

stnge in

l ocatiot. i

one's

Ill oxaminiil~
whi jch

the most importanti

re ii f which nre observed

(111l (ct s of, oeieneits o f

;ii'4tai
1

poinits is

by di scoverinig Oil the map thle imalges of local

11\1 Illapi ý imn'e onlyv

to dolj (rnlilnf'

performed by compass or- by A line-ar object

in icient ifying referenco points,

it

is

t~o accomplish orientation from af mail at the given place And,

If
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we should change the location in

uility of other reference

points is

opened up,

identify these reference points on the map.
corresponding reference
is

determined

situation;

it

after which we attempt

is

to

With the discovery of the

points on the ground and on the map,

by one of the methods presented in

The concluding

such a way that visi-

stage of orientation is

one's location

Section 5 of this

chapter.

clarifying thle surrounding

performed by the method of the successive comparison (juxta-

position) of the map with the terrain.
In order to find on the map the image of an object which is
the tround,
st.•iid
itil

thun without destroying the orientation of the map one should

faciing the oblject boing determined,

direct it

estimated by eve,
In

place a ruler against own location,

toward the required object% then,

edge of the ruler and in
is

examining the map along

oemsily,

the object and,

we find the desired conventional

distance,

the direction of the rule

Orientotion

equipmvent

is

rhe route is

from a Map While in Movement on a Vehicle

performed

in

not equipped with naviga-

the foltowing manner.

highlighted ahead of time,

on a 1:100,000 map (1:50,0),

1:200,000).

before the start

of movement,

Check reference points are

(at a distance on the order of 5-10 minutes of movement from each

other),

the d•.Mitceps

to them are dtermineod, and they are markedt

map with increasing totals
of the route where it
direction

etc.),

location to

with consideration of the

Orietitation while moving on a vehicle which is

marked

shown on the

we find the desired object.

8.

tional

sign.

we place the ruler against the line from one'"
in

kht,

conformance with the distance to the object which

order to determine on the ground an object which is

nmap mort

observed on

is

at the corresponding reference
particularly difficult

pointsi

on the
on sectors

to adhere to the required

(on moving out of a populated place,

in

a forest,

in

d desert,

the azimuths of the direction of movement are determined and written

(town.
At the start

point

(and

subsequently,

the sector of the route to the first
to the next check reference point)
movement,

the map is

onl the mnp,
In

kept oriented,

is

at each check reference point)

check reference point (and subsequently
glanced at quickly on the map; during

observed torrain objects are idetntified

and from them we mentally record our advance along the route.

doubtful cases (when the map does not complet, 'v

the terrain) the location is
has been covered and which is

elaborated

(chucked)

correspond to

from the distance which

read from the speedometer (for which the ini-

tial reading on thA mpoodometor is

recorded at the start

point).
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doubt has arisen concerning the direction for further movement,

elaborated (checked)

On departing from the route and losing c,rientation
with careless orient~ition,
is

it

by compass.
(which is

as well as with suadden changes in

possible

the terrain) it

necessary to note on the map the approximate (probable) location from the

distance which has been covered from a reliably identified reference point
is

read from the speedometer)

and the direction of movement (it

is

(it

determined

approximately by compsss with tonsideration in turns of the route).

Then,

we should attntively study the surrounding local objects (part'-ularly
their position with respect to the relief),
elaborate one's location,
It

is

identify them on the map,

and

after which we plan our emergence on the route.

preferable to -eturn along the track of our vehicle to the last

well-identified reference point if

we did not suceed in

and continue movement along the route from here.

In

restoring orientation,

some cases (in

an area

of many linear reference points and a situation not fraught with danger),
movement may be continued in the former direction until emerging at a linear
reference point and here we can elaborate our location and then plan to
come our on our route of march.
Special features

in orienting at night.

Orientation at night is

usually hindered somewhat because of poor visibility of reference points ar .l
the inconvenience of working with a map.
In moving at night,

where possible,

the route should be planned along

roads or along ±.near reference points which are .casily visible at night
(along.

electrical transmission lines,

railroads,

etc.).

For orientation at nicht, one should:
select reference points with consideration of their best visibility in
the illumination whicn will be employed or, the march or without illumination;
large, light paint, projected against the sky or on the surface of the

1-

water,

fi.lling in a ray of light front a headlight;
select reference points in

such a way that the distances between them are

shorter than those allowed during the day where possible;
t

highlight the route on the map with a thick line of a bright color
(yellow and orange,

poorly visible during artificial

illumination, are not

used to highlight the route);

0

memorize the route of movement so firmly as to be able to reproduce it
graphically from memory;
where possible, be located in

a dark room or in a roon

illuminated with

red light for 30 ,ninutes before the start of a march at night, which
provides for the eyes to adapt to darkness;
Ihhn

'"0

u:-i nq ,l map en route, to I)rt,,serve dirkness adaptation ue

I ight ill,tAhliqht with a iv'd liqiht lilter);
.0e

a red
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check the correctness of direction of movement more often by compass and
r tars.
We orient primarily by compass or by using navigational equipment,

when

moving cross country at night.

Special Features of Orientation Under Various Terrain Conditions

9.

a)

Special features of orientation in a forest

The basic means for orientation with respect to the points of the
compass and maintaining direction of movement in a forest off roads is
compass.

the

Auxiliary method., of orientation may be: orientation from signz of

local objects and from stars.
The following are used in
clearings,

a forest as reference points:

roads, and their intersections (forks);

rivers and streams (the direction of their low, characteristic bends

and crossings are considered);
clearly expressed relief forms (precipices,
mounds,

steep slopes,

summits,

pits);

forest glades, cuttings,

boundaries of sectors of sparse woods, brush,

slash fires;
swampy sectors and others.
In moving in

a forest by azimuths,

error in measuring distances is
difficult it

is

it

possible.

to negotiate (windfall,

stacles) the greater the error will be.

should be considered that a large
The thicker the forest and the more

thick undergrowth,

and othu" ob-

In a forest whiih is

difficult to

negotiate,the error may reach a value equal to 50% of the oath which ha.3 been
covered.

In

this case,

it

is

expedient to determine the distance from

time, based on a previously determined average speed of movement.
b)

Special features of orientation in

The basic method for adhering
is

desert-,

?,ppe terrain

to direction when moving off roads

movement by azimuths.
The basic referent - points are prominent elevations and rare local

objects including canals,

wells,

and structures connected with ieligious

cul ts.
The following local signs may be used for adhering to direction:
wind direction;
th, direction of grooves in clays and limestone (in

the direction of pre-

vailing winds),

the direct ion of dunes, harkharis, and ri pp1les in t h( sanc. (perpendicular
to the direction of the winds);
the steepness of the slo8p1 .
("owiwind

0K.

-

up to 4"O);

of dunes and bl~khndan.

fupwind

-

up to 15",
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depressions and behind obstacles from the

side;

snow caps on the downw'nd side of snow banks;
the direction of snow waves and ripples (perpendicular to wind directions).
For the purpose of using extremely distant reference points, it

is

expedient

to have a map for a large area.
c)

Special features of orientation in large populated places

For orientation,
or greater),

it

is

necessary to use large-scale maps (1:25,OCO

plans and aerial photographs.

It

should be taken into considera-

tion that on maps of a scale of 1:50,000 or smaller, the blocks are generalized,
and only the main streets and thoroughfares are plotted to the extent permitted
by the scale.
The following may serve as the main reference points in cities:
main (highway)

- "eets, squares*

prominent industrial enterprises, tkwers, high buildings;
railroads, rivers, canals, and bridges (viaducts).

A traffic control

service must be organized for the pasrage of columns through large cities.
d)

Special features of orientation in mountains

Orientation in mountains is most convenient by examining the
terrain from commanding heights which assure the best view.

The following are

mort generally used as reference points:
roads,

resideeces, and geodetic and astronomical markers;

rivers, streams,

and, in particular, the locations of their confluence;

prcminent summits of mountains, bluffs, and cliffs;
canyons, steep slopes (rocky or with talus slopes);
the outli ies of forests, meadows, and glaciers.
of movement is adhered to by compask..

The overall direction

In addition to this, the most important

sign for orientation is the profile of the route - upgrades,
their steepness, turns in the road,

downgrades and

their position relative to the slopes

(for example, a downgrade to the left, an upgrade to the right,

and distances

between turns).
It is also useful to know the following specific signs:
in man> areas,

the sovthern slopes of mountains arý more gently sloping

and the northern slopes are steeper;

tre,.s of deciduous species (first of all, oak) grow primarily on
southern slepes ind coniferous trees on northern slopes;
tgrd;o. x.' prl.dominates nn southern slopes and woodh veigetation on
nort horn -slopos;
thl(

.',-

K
'-

'K

Zone e

V~killeVa(rdq,

sllou.
a,

I'rul,
a

on northeni slopes drops lower than on southeorn slopes;
arl'

laid

cot

on southern slopes.
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With visual estimation of distances,

179
it should be remembered that because

of the great transparency of the air, sudden bends, and large forms of relief
in mountai -, distances to objects appear considerably smaller than they
actually are.

I
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Chapter VIII
TThe Use of Navigational

1.

Equipment in Orientation

Orientation Using a Directional Gyro
a)

Turning the directicnal gyro on and off

A directional gyro (fig. 73)

installed in ground vehicles permits
holding to the required direction for 1.5 hours with an error
no greater than
20 (with careful balancing,

the instruments can be used continuously for up

to 5 hours without reorientation).
The course of the vehicle

(direction of movement) is estimated from
the mutual position of the scale (the scale is fastened to the
axis of the
Cardan joint of the gyroscope and is divided into 3600 or 6000
mils) and the
index which is

rigidly connected with the instrument housing; therefore,
when the vehicle is turned, the reading on the scale is changed
by the angle
of turn of the vehicle.
The directional

gyro is

turned on only in

a stationary vehicle in the

following sequence:
a check is

made to see whether the instrument is

of the arresting device should be in
the voltage in

arrested; handle

6

the position "away from one's self";

the on-board net is

checked;

it

should be at least

24 volts;
the power supply switch of the directional
"turned on"; the required angle (course) is
turning of handle

gyro is

placed in

position

placed on scale 2 by a smooth

6;

the instrument is released, for which handle 6 of the arresting device
should be drawn toward one's self up to the click.

J

It is permitted to begin movement of the vehicle n. earlier than
5 minutes after the power supply of the directional gyro has been turned
on.
Before starting to move, we check to see whether the instrument has been
freed, since movement with an instrument which has been turned on and
arrested
may cause it to break.

Figmurc 73.
h"'l

Sl{,•

,•lllll,,•arrester;

6

•

'.•

Directional gyro.

I - plate; 2 - scale; 3 - index; 4
plug;

5 - turn screw; 6 - handle of
7 -plug-typo connector.

-
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Turning off the directional gyro:
is

the instrument is

arrested (handle

6

placed in the position "away from one's self") and the instrument's power

supply switch is
b)

placed in the "off" position.

Initial

(first)

The initial

orientation of the vehicle

orientation of the vehicle consists of determining the

course (grid azimuth or magnetic azimuth) of the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle and is

performed by oaie of the following methods.

The first

method is

used when it

is

necessary to accomplish movement along

one indicated (selected) direction.
The machine is

placed at the start point in

hairs (central mark) of the sighting device is
selected along the course of movement.

such a way that the cross

directed at a reference point

In this, the turret should be located

in the 0-00 (or 30-00) position.
After orientation of the vehicle,
and the value of 00 is

the directional gyro is

placed on the scale of the directional

The second method for the initial
when the directional

gyro is

turned on

gyro.

oriinting of the vehicle is

employed

used to drive the vehicle in any direction and

the grid azimuth of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle can be determined
from o map.

The operating procedure in

the vehicle is

placed on a terrain point (shown on the map) from which

some distant reference point is
on the map,

this case will be the following:

visible;

the grid azimuth Cyor of the line of direction from the terrain

point (vehicle) to the reference point is

measured with a protractor

(chord

rule);
the central point of the sighting device of the vehicle is
distant reference point ond the sighting angle Cysight is
position of the sighting device ahead,

read (if,

aimed at the
with the

the central mark standf at the 30-00

mark, the sighting angle equals the reading to the reference point minus

30-00);
the grid azimuth of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle aYmis calculated
from the formula
aCm = or " ýsight"
The third method for the initial orientation of the vehicle is employed
when the directional gyro is to be used for driving the vehicle in any

"direction but

the grid azimuth of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle cannot

be determined from a map as in the second method (there are no reference
points or reference points cannot be seen).
magnetiL

In this case, we dotermine the

azimuth of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle Am by the lollowing

procedure: we step approximately 50 meters away from the vehicle and, with
a compass (or aiming circle) we determine the magnetic azimuth A veh to the
ceeiter of the turret (or to the sighting device) and then or simultaneouoly

IS
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the sighting device of the vehicle is
which the azimuth was measured)

aimed at the compass (at the place from

and the sighting angle

'sight is

The magnetic azimuth of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle is

read.
calculated

from the formula
A = A
+ 30-00 m
veh

*_

asi
sight"

Tile grid azimuth of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle (or the magnetic
azimuth)

after which the

are placed on the scale of the directional gyro,

initiument is
c)

released and movement may be begun.
Driving the vehicle by directional gyro

Driving the vehicle by directional gyro is
manner as movement by azimuths (see Section 6,

accomplished in

the same

Chapter VII).

First, on a map we plan the route and prepare necessary data: grid
azimuths and distances or magnetic azimuths and distances
method for initial
are recorded in

orientation of the vehicle);

(with the third

the data which are obtained

a table or recorded on the map (see Section 6,

Chapter VII).

With a considerable length of the route (time of movement more than
1.5 hours) terrain points and reference points should be noted for every
1-1.5 hours for repeated orientation of tile directional

gyro and to prepare

necessary data.
Procedure for movement: having completed initial
with the directional gyro turned on is
route, it

is

turned in

tile vehicle

driven over to the start point of tile

the required direction (tile reading which corresponds

to the value of the grid azimuth of the first
the scale of the directional
D)uring movement,

orientation,

leg of tile route is

placed on

gyro opposite the index) and we begin movement.

by turns of the vehicle, we hold tile corresponding angle

unde- thle index and,

coverinq the required distance (tile distance is

from the speedometer indicator),

we turn the vehicle in

estimated

the direction of thle

second leg of the route and continue movement further in a similar manner.
If

approximately 1.5 hou|rs have already passed since tile start of thle

turning on of the directional
of the directional

gyro,

it

is

necessary to check the orientation

gyro b) thle method for initid

crientation, after which

we can continue movement along tle route.

2.

Orientation with the lisp of Navigational Fquip,||ent Without a
Plotter
a)

Basic element,, of the evit-,kmnt

A navigational apparatus without a plot t,,r is

intendt ý for deter-

miniog the location of moving vehieles under conditions of difficult orientation and drivinq the vehicle- over an assigned coMu S..
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The instruments of the apparatus assure the c:'ntinuous development of
rectangular coordinates of the position of the movizig vehicle and indication
of the course of movement; the average error of the development of coordinates
is

no more than 1.3% of the rcute which has been covered,

paration for operation is

10-15 minutes,

the time for pre-

and the time of continuous operation

(without reorientation) is up to 3.5 hours.
The kit for the navigational apparatus includes the following instruments:
course data unit,
indicators,

control panel,

route data unit, coordinator,

two course

and a converter.

The course data unit serves to develop the grid azimuth and represents
a directional gyro in which a free gyroscope serves as the sensitive element.
The course data unit is

equipped with various devices.

Drift of the main

axis of the gyroscope of the course data unit in 30 minutes is

no more than

I±20 mils.
The course data unit

serves for continuous synchronous transmission of

the length of the route covered by the vehicle to the coordinator.
data unit is

The course

connected to the running gear of the vehicle by a flexible shaft.

Figure 74.

Control pan*l.

1 - lAndle of the potentiometer for latitudinal balancing; 2 scale of the potentiometer for latitudinal balancing; 3 - nut;
4 - scale of the correction potentiometer; 5 and 6 - "converter"
and "system" switches; 7 - handle of correction potentiometer;
8 - clip; 9 - lid.

The control panel (fig. 74) is intended for turning on the navigational
apparatus and conducting latitudinal balancing of the gyro compass.

There are two switches,

"converter" and "system" (se" 5 and 6 on fig. 71)

on the control panel for turnon(I on the converte'

and ccnnecting the system.

In addition, P potentiometer for Jatitudinal balancing (on the scale 2 of
the potentiometer the geographic latitude of the terrain is set) and a
correction potentiometer (intended for making moro precise the balancingq of
the gyroscopl
panel•

in th,

process of operation) are also located on the control

RA-Oll-68
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The coordinator (fig. 75) is intended for the continuous automatic
development of coordinates of the vehicle's position and to indicate the
grid azimuth of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle.

9-

--

17

Is

Figure 75.
6
-•for
•----•,catch;

handle for the switch to set the coordinates; 7

lknobs;
11
bulbs; 14
connector;

"•'•-"
,•

Coordinator.
lid

8 -knobs;
9 -holder for illuminatA'ou bulb; 10
- plate; 12 - lid; 13 - spare holders for illumnination
- spring clamp; 15 - shock absorber; 16 - plug-type
17 - ".,et course" knob; 18 - "correct course" knob.

L-cated on tile front panel of the coordinator (fig.

76) are scales I

and 2 for the reading of coordinates X and Y, scales 3 and 1j "course"
(reading of grid azimuth) and scale 5 "course correction."

Tle setting of the initial coordinates is performed by knobs 8 (see
;5) with the
hfig. corresponding position of Imob 6 of the switch for setting
coordirates.
1i.

The knobs are covered by a lide

Illumination of the scales is

plastic holders 9.

sottihg the

which is fastened by a catch,

A plate, t1, serves for recording t1ce course and-co-

ordinates of the vehicle with a pencilo
instrument are a

7,

provided by bulbs which are located in

Located oi the front wall of the

ztob 18 for setting course corrections, ."ob
and

iettial grid azimuth.

potentiometer for the amplifier.

17 for

Placed bineath tip e lid 12 is a regulating
Ohi the righit side wall are spare holder-,

connector
, and shock absorber
15 for
in a
f13 for the 1tillumination
bulbs, clamp
Ili installing
for a pencilthie
andinstrument
eraser, plug-type

vehicle.
The coordinator pontainte

a

cmputer

(it

serves

to calculate tae co-

ordinate increments) with reapverncl
for tle sytchronous transmission of
angtle athd routi

agrnd
scale

b1tcnaicalti2iin.

lb0
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5

Figure 76.

J:•

i------

4

.oordinator

(front panel).

scales;
and Y coordinate
and 2 -5 X
scale.3 and 4i - "course"
correction"
- "course
scales;

•.•1

Thle scale mechanism for the coordinates (fig.

77) represents a drum-type

counter which permnits reading the coordinates which are expressed by
the counter is 99,999 meters. The value
caaiyof
fiue.The

Sfive-unit

of one revolution of th~e drum 1 comprises 100 meters. Numbering is performed
10 meters; in the gaps between the numbers, the drum is divided into

-•

S~every

The values of the
four divisions ( the value of a division is 2.5 meters).
of tihe drums 2, 3, 4I, are 1000, 10,000, and 100,000 meters,

='-•

S~revolutions

respectively.

Thle framing of the X and Y coordinates is performed by thle same

knobs with the use of thle switching mechanism 6.

5

A

•6

2, 3, 5
l,

the knobs.

cc

77. Scale mechanism for coordinates.
Figure
- scale drums; 5 - knobs; 6 - mechanism for switching
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The scales for reading the grid azimuth are cf the iound type with
rotating arrows (see fig.
"course" scale,

4k,

76).

The value of one turn of the arrow of the

for the coarse reading of the grid azimuth is

(value of a division - 100).

6000

The value of a turn of the arrow of the "course"

scale 3 for the precise reading of 100 is

divided into 100 divisions

(value

of a division is 1 mil).
The scale for setting route corrections,
of the rotating type.

5 (see fig. 76) is round, and

On the scale there are 40 divisions with numbering

from -12 to +10%, and the value of a division is 0.5%.
The course indicator (fig. 78) is intended for duplicating the readings
on the scale of the coarse reading of the grid azimuth on the coordinator
and is used in driving the machine along a given coarse.

The scale 2 of the

course indicator is divided into 120 divisions (the value of a division is
50 mils).

If

in the process of movement it is necessary to adhere to a cer-

tain course, the index of the moveable ring, 3,
the corresponding division on the scale.

is Dlaced manually opposite

In moving along this course,

the arrow 1 of the indicator will be located opposite the index.

Figure 78.
1 - arrow; 2

b)

Course indicator.
-

scale; 3 - ring with index.

Initial orientation of the vehicle

The initial orientation of the vehicle consists of deten|ining
initial data: grid azimuth of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle and
rectangular coordinates.
Initial data are determined,

as a rule, using a topographic map of

a scale of 1:50,000 or 1:100,000 in the following manner.

First, an initial

point is selected - a tvrrain object which is del.icted exactly on the map and
to which the vehicle may drive (crossroad or road fork, bridge, etc.) or right
up to which one can drive (geodetic point,

tower, etc.).

vehicle which has been placed at the initial point,

Moreover,

from the

some reference point

should be visible (plant smokestack, lone tree, etc.) which is located vo
closer than 6 cm from the initial

point at map scale.

From the map, the grid azimuth, aor'

(see p. 100) of the line from

the initial point to the reference point is measured with a chord rule

and,

RA-Oll-68
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point are read

the rectangular coordinates of the initial

as accurately as possible (from the transverse scale on the metal ruler).

a..o

'init

-N:~

,,

Figure 79.

sight

Determination of the grid azimuth of the longitudinal
axis of the vehicie.

The vehicles drive up to the initial point in such a way that the
angle meaburing device of the vehicle (center of the turret) is located above
the initial point; if it

is impossible to drive on to the initial point, the

vehicle is placed as close as possible to the initial point on the line from
the initial point to the reference point (fig. 79).
With the angle measuring device of the vehicle (fig. 80) we night on
the reference point and read the angle clsight and then we compute the
initial grid azimuth of the vehicle oit

froin the formula

O'init = aor - O'sioht

The initial grid azimuth is determined as accurately as possible,
since the accuracy of orientation in the future depends to a considerable
degree on it.
To check the correctness in determining the initial grid azimuth, it
should he deturmined,

as a rule, from two reference points.

which are determined from the first
differ by more than I4 mils.

The grid azimuths

and second reference points shoula not

For the final value,

the mean arithmetic value of

the ti'o determinations should be taken.
In

the case where the grid azimuths differ by more than It mils, all

measurements and computations should be repeated;
it

is

If,
*
--

if

the error is

not f'ound,

necessary to de.termine the grid azimuth from a third reference poiit.

even in tni-. cae the grid azimuths do not adiree,

ti

initial ,4) it

is

channied and all actions are aqain repeated.
On closed tvi-Taill an(d at night wh(n distant
visible,
I

r'______

aI](hll
as

the iniki,,- grid
II

'1

(

,rjli°

i•-imuth

r,

4'O'~ e points dr•r not

is determined l•\ ,,ranq circle ill tle
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2

F7igue8.

1I main scale; 2

-

63

Anglmeaurin devic..

reading scale;

3

-

optical sight.

The aiming circle is set up (fig. 81) at a distance of at least 50 meters
from tile vehicle and oriented by the magnetic needle; the tube of the aiming
circle is laid on the optical sight of the angle measuring device of tile
vehicle and thle azimuth of th,. magnetic line of direction from thle aiming
circle to the vehicle is read from the aiming circle scale while thle angle
to the aiming circle is measured with the angle measuring device of the vehicle.

orinit
a

A

~

4'sght

+,---Aiming circle
Figure 81.

Determining the grid azimuth of the longitudinal
axis of thle vehicle usin~g an aiming eircle.

rthe initial grid azimuth is calculaited from thle formula

gA

where
is the a~irnuth of thle md'lnet ic line of direct ion I ron the caiming

circit. to thle vehicle.;

1

1"39
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f
0

is the correction for direction (taken from a map);
'sight is the angle between the line of direction of the longitudinal
axis of the vehicle and the ]ine of direction to the aiming circle.

c)

Preparation of the-navigational

instrument for operation

The navigational instrument may be turned on only when the
vehicle is stationary, and in the following sequence:
1.
24

The voltage of the on-board net is checked (it

should be at least

eolts).
2.

The power supply for the converter is turned on by the "converter"

switch on the control panel (in

this, the converter is started up and the

bulb for illuminating the coordinator burna).
3.

After 10-12 minutes from the moment that the convtert.pr is turned on,

the "cystem" switch is placed in the "on" position (in

this,, the reueiver of

the synchronous transmission of the angle occupies a coordinated position with
the data unit and the arrow of the "course" scale occupies the corresponding
position).
The input of initial data is performed after the equipment has been
completely turned on in ihe following order:
beginning (initial) coordinates;
initial grid azimuth;
route correction factor.
In ordcz,. to put in the coordinates, one should:
t

p^

',..

the hanidle of tho coordinate setting switch in the "X" or "y"

tion, depending on which coordinate is being inserted;
press the button until the setting (appearance) of ÷he required nubere:;

in this, see that the numbers are placed in the middle of the window;
release the handle of the coordinate setting awitch and cloue the lid,
The input of the initial grid azimuth is performnd by the "course"
handle (aee fig. 75) and the route correction fartor is set with the "route
correction" handle.

The route correction setting must be performed only in

a direction from minus values to plus values it. ordor to exclude backlash
of thl

kinematic chain.
The route correction factor is determin d by a preliminary passage over

the route for a length of up to 1000 motors or is established in accordance
with daxa obtained from the experience of previously acLomplished trips over
similar roads.
After the values for the inidial data and route correction have been
set, movement can begin.

ý14
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Turning offrnavigational instruments

The navigational instrument is turned ofi only when the vehicle is
stationary and in thefollowing sequence:
the "system't switch on the control panel :(see fig.. 74) is mved' to the
"o"off" position;
the "converter" switch is placed in the "off" position.
Movement of the vehicle may bebegun After the apparatus has been turned
off only after the gyroscope of the course data unit has come to a-complete
stop (15-20 minutes are required for the rotor of the gyroscope to stop).
Procedure fororienting in motion
A topographic map is prepared ahead of time, before the start of
e)

movement; the required sheets are pastedtogether, the route is highlighted,
and necessary data are prepared '(see p. 175).
In addition, to check the accuracy of the'apparatusl operation, coordinates of individual reference points and grid azimuths of lines of direction
of individual straight line road sectors are d2termined.

The operation. of the

apparatus is checked from these data and, in necessary cases, corrections are
applied to the apparatus without repeated orientation (see p. 194).
With a considerable length of the route of march (3.5 hours cf movement

*

or more),

where possible terrain points and reference points should be selected

in areas of halts for reorientation of the apparatus and the preparation of

necessary data.
With movement along roads during daytime and with a sufficient confcr~nance of the map to the terrain (the correction of the determination of
one's position causes no doubt) orientation is conducted in the normal manner
by map.

-

In case of doubt in the correctness-of movement (the next reference

point has not been discovered),

the x and y coordinates are read from the

coordinate scale and the location oi the vehicle is found (elaborated) on the
map and then the direction for further movement is noted.
In moving off roads, particularly with poor visibility (at night, in
fog, etc.), as well as with actions in areas of mass destruction and other
cases which hinder orientation , it

is accompl.ished as a rule with the complete

utilization of all instruments of the navigational apparatus in the following.
order:
the map is prepared as indicated above and, in addition, along the
entire route grid azimuths and distances necessary for driving the vehicle
by the course indicator are determined and marked down on the map;
the required course and distance are indicated to the driver and the
latter drives the vehicle with the use of the course indicator and speedometer;
after 10-20 minutes of movement,

as well as at all points where the

route turns, the position of the vehicle is determined on the map from the
coordinates road from the coordinate scale and, where necessaly, the direction
for further movement is defined more precisely.
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Special features in using thenavigational apparatus ata
junction of zones

"

If the route crosses a junctionof z6nes~of top6graphic maps, then
the vehicle is reoriented-'by the initial orientation methodwith the passage
of the vehicle into the adjacent zone, and the new coordinates and course

which correspond to the coordinate system of the given zone are inserted into,
the navigatibnal-app~ratus.
In those cases where reorientation of the vehicle in crossing the
junction of the zones is impossible because of the situation, the use of h
navigational apparatus without a plotter has the following special features:
in preparing the map for work with the epparatus (see above) an additional
coordinate grid (sec p. 105) which corresponds to the coordinate grid of the
map over which the Initial orientation of the vehicle was performed,

is drawn

on the map sheets of the adjacent zone;
in moving along a route which passes over the map sheets of the adjacent
zone, the location of the vehicle and course of movement are determined from
the additional coordinate grid;
reorientation of the vehicle is performed when the situation permits
(but no later than 3.5 hours after the apparatus has been turned on); after
the reorientation of the vehicle, its location and course of movement are
determined from the main coordinate grid (which is completely printed on the
map).
3.

Orientation with the Use of a Navigational Apparatus
with a Plotter
a)

Basic elements of the apparatus

The instruments of the navigational apparatus with a plotter assure
the continuous generation of coordinates of the vehicle's position, indication
of course of movetnent,

and the plotting of the route which has been covered

on a map.
The navigational apparatus equipment kit includes the following basic
instruments: course data unit, route data unit, course plotters converter,
motor generator.
The course data unit (fig. 82) which is the gyroscopic course pointer
(directional gyro ) is intended for working out the grid azimuth.

The drift

of the main axis of the gyroscope of the course data unit should be no more
than ±20 mils per hour.
The course data unit serves for the continuous synchronous transmission
of the length of the route covered by the vehicle to the course plotter.
The course plotter (fig. 83) serves for the continuous automatic
generation of the coordinates of the veAcle's location, indicating the grid
azimuth of the vehicle, and drawing the route of movement on a map.

The

course plotter includes a computer, and scale and plotting mechanisms.

I
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Figure 82. Cour-st d, ta unit.
1 - outer gyroscope ring; 2 - ine-cosine rotating transformor
3 -lid; 4t and 5 - signal law:ps "lock" and "braking"; 6 - course
setting handwheel; 7 - coup.,inf, device; 8 - rotating contact
devices; 9 - electric motorý 110 and 11 - scales; 12 - lighting
compensator;
switch; 13 - window; 14 - he ',)ing; 15 -temperature
door; 19 - look handle;
16 - mirror; 17 - electric motor; 18
24•
22 - cog; 23 -pin;
20 - connecting branch; 21 - segment;
link gear;
lock; 25 - contacts; 26 - shaft; 27 - housing; 28
29 - pivot; 30 - vacuum glugr; 31 - gyro chamluer.

it

The computer'provides the ct~putation of the increase in the coordinates;
the route
consis-1s of a sing-cosine plotter, multiplying mechangsmsn

correction mechangsm, and a num-er of Oears.
The scale mechanism serves to set and read the values of ciordinatgs,
map scalows and route corrections.
;
grid azimuth route,
The x and y coordinates of the vehicle are established and read from
the F.1oarsmreading scales 20e 18 (value of division 1or; meters) and the fine
reading scales 23t 21 (value aof a division 5 m2tprs).
17
The grid azimuth is establlshed and read from the coarse reading scale
(value of a division 100 mils) and fine reading scale 26 (value of a division
i

aiml).

The path covered by tete vehicle is read from the coarse reading scale 21
(value cf division 100motors) and fine reading scale 22 (value of division
1 meter).
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Figure 83.

a
I

Course plotter.

view; b - scale panel; c - right side panel:
scale plate; 2 and 5 - scale illumination lights; 3 -

-general

protective glass for the plotting board; 4 - spring clamp;
6 - hinged screw; 7 - route switch; 8 - illumination rhcostat;
9, 12, 14 - handwheels; 10 - handile for setting route
correction; All- spare plotting board; 13 - scale~ switch
handle; 15 - housing; 16 - signal light; 17-26 - scales;
27 - strip; 28 - amplifier; 29 and 31 - potentiometers;
connector.
30 - amplifiir switch; 32
-plug-type

i
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Plotting board with miap.

Vigure Bit.
I

-

cfAt-h; 2

*-

prl~nj;; 3

-map;

4

-

plotting board.

The converter~ ix fn~enied for UPi.conversion' of~ the direct current of
the 'on-board nat a"' the vehiole. to a three-phase alternating current for
f ceding the co%!rsýo d~ttn urdit with- thre,-aphase current. The converter (fig. 85)
is mouiited or, a panel, J, #n~d locoated heor
which can~ occupy- on~e ot three positions,

is the handle 4 of the phase switch
toi,
on,"1 ra-d "brake."
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'4

V'itaiaof the,6 rlbIfrd~net of~the- iv~ficlea toalhteriiatingige-hs
-current for .ih6 f'trano th
kiif-of
-anble and-route,
)'Ove-ralL

"~

procedureý for~o~it6rtA t lon

A~

~

h~'ihe & -thenavlgat'Ibal ipr-a'tis with a
plotter indluld8~hd,
lown basic Orobeis66:The fir~t :(nt~l)orientation, bf the viiliile 44cmiAe by the
meth~d..of initital oiiitation of tlie:Arehicl'e equiopped with a navigational
appar6ýtts wifhout a 6ompiiter, sea p. 186)')
&pi~earation of ~the navigational. a',Maratus for operation;.
work witpi lhe- navi gat ionai hpjparatuij en ioute.
eY) Preparation of the navibatlonal-a-paratud for'operation
The navigational apparatus may only be

~turiied-on, with, the vehicle

in, a stationary position, and, in the followinq Actfueiice..1. Before tuhiifg on, -thie ~p~aratusj th4- fo~ll~~gare chele:
the- setting of Imob 14(see fig. 85) of the p!ase &i~tch on the converter
(the nhase switch should be in the

u0 fftl posI064o)

the po~itlon of Mnob 19 (see fig. 82) of the Ibekino mechanism-of the
gyro coure pointer (the knob should be in the 11o.ck1` Position)_;
tho Vacuum in the cham~be.- of the gy"O' motor by the vacuumn gauge -(the
vacuum-should be at least 70 divisions)l
the voltage of the on-board not of the vehicle (voltage--should be
27 * 2.7 volts).2. The Imob, It (soe fig. 85)- ot tA:i

phase Widtch is placed in the "on"9

-position.
3. The "amber"~ switch in used to turn or) tho power -of the converter
(in thia, ti's converter is started and thie "ettip" Aignal 2IMP on the gyro
course pointer -lights up).
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Aftiei5 minutes from the momenf the converter has been turned 'on,
-the gyro chamber is reoved from-the.,lock (in 'this, the signal lamp "stop"
1

is extiniguished).
5. After 10'm-hnutes, -the power %upplyof the motor giinerator ist•trned
on by the "trace" switch?
6.

Swit:ch,3O (see fig. 83c) on the amplifier

ipanel of the course

plotter is placed in the "on" position.
7. The I"route switch",, 7 ('see fig. 83a), on the course plotter is moved
to the !!onl" positi6h.
8.

The required brightness of illumination of the scales and map is

ct-ablished by the "lighting" rheostat' 8 (see fig. 8 3.).
The input of initial data is performed by ,the corresponding devices.
I. this, it is necessary:
to place the' map on the plotting boar-i and tr, install the latter in the
course plotter;

to place (insert) the. beoinnin6- (initial) coordinates;
to set the route correction factor.
The map is placed on the plotting board In tbe following manner:
the, dge of the map is bent to conform to the size of the plotting
board in such a way that edges remain for fastening them with the lamellar
springs and the nunbers of the markings of the coordinate grid are visible;
the map is placed on the plotting board in such a way that its northern
pait is at the top and the vertical lines of the map grid coincide with the
lines on the plotting board or are parallel to them; in this position, the map
C

is

fastened with the lamellar springs (see fig. 84) and the plotting board is

installed in the course plotter.
The input of initial coordinates on the scales of the course plotter is
combined with the placing of a pencil at the initial point on the map and is
performed in the following sequence:
the "scales switch" knob 13 (fig.
corresponds to the scale of the map;

8

3a) is placed in the position which

by means of the "X" 12 and "1" 9 handwheeis (see fig. 83), the pencil
is pla,.ed exactly in the southwest corner of the square in which the initial
point ia located;
on the coarse reading coordinate scales "X'X"20 and "Y"18 (see fig. 83b)
the numbering values of the kilometer lines, at the intersection oI which the
pencil is placed, are set by means of wing nuts, and zero readings are placed
on the fine reading scales 23 and 24;
the hundrqds, tens, and units of the coordinaic values of the initial
point are placed on the fine reading scales by means of handwheels "X"12 and
"Y" 9 (see fig. 83a); as a result of this operation, the pencil is moved to
the initial point on the map and the coordinates of the initial point will be
placed on the scales.

-J
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If the cdvrdinates 'of. the initial poiunt -were not determined'. ahiad, of
tirmei the input of the, initial coordinatos, and the, SttWing:of th':p~nc1' Oil'the initial point are performed in the follbwihg-manner:

"0

the pencil is

_

placed-exactly in the soudthwest .cb6ifier 6f the square, ri,

"which the

Initial point is located by. rotatjng, the' "X"XAid t"Y"handwheels;
-the-niumbePingof the kilometer lines Of" the square is-p7.acdd'on'the-

-coarse reading scales by the corresponding wing 'nuts afd zgros~axt
* %

laced:
ci

/4

on the fine reading scales;
by rotating the "X" and "Y" h'andwheels,, the 'pencil. ig-aOved to 'the" initial point on the map; As a result of this, operationi

the value)!, •#.fth6 co-

ordinates of the initial point will be obtained or. the cooirdihate 'sca14 (the
handle for the "scale switch" should be in the pohit ion- which -c&,rr6peibnds, ,tu
the scale of the map on the plotting 'board).,
The initial grid azimuth is set (inserted)' on the coarse,-readin3 s~ale 17
and the fine reading scale- 26 (see fig. 83b) from the arrow and niunibering-In:
black by rotatingthe "course" handwheel '14 (see fig. 83a0.
The valueof the route correction i
Z'

set ,frým, ecale 19 (see fig• 83b).

'1

After -the intitial' data have been insertcd,.movement cati-be beufni,
d)

Work with-the navigational aplpiratus- en, routje

The sheets of a topodraphic map of a ScaI6- of :,:(100o,000 or
1 :50,000 are selected for the routeahead of time;, the-,ohe•t•

are-numbered in

the order in which they are placed on the, plotthing-board-6i the ;oursd
plotter.'
If the route crosses the Junction of ioneff

thcp an additioral coordinate

grid is drawn on the sheets of the-rfaps of-'he adjacent zbeie
to the coordinate grid- of the map from which.thou
!iitidl

ch cowredpbnod

brienkaton -&f the

'44

vehicle was ,perfonned,
The route is easily -highlighted (by- a lioht tone ,f- -a colorbd'peficill')
aid, along th' route, we _deterv.ine and' record vn, the map- the coordinates of
individual reference points (road intersectioe!i bridges. etc.) and the-grid
azimuths of straibht sectors of thie route.

The-operatibn- of the .apamrktus

is checked by. these data and, whore nec-eosary, -tho courteeatd coordinates, are
corrected (defined in dotail:) -an rQute,

In refining the coordluiatea which

are workedt dut by-the appaotus,_ the coordJinates #f tht? referonce points.
towards-which the vehicle moves are pjvced on the- "X" an'd 1Y1 scale,.
The crrecthess of the'courae wrdked-lut by the apparatuv in judged
from the angle of daviatioi qf the tUc-n
apparat"u)

(the 11ne-dran,- by the pencil o•" ths.

frop-the line of direction of a itraight road;

The size of ,The course correction may be determined aqpyrx!pmnte1y
having established the nrumbnr of millimaters that the _pncall deviates f roM
the road in a distance odt I klm.

-For example, with a doviation oy' the pencil

IcWa5o
from tho road of I M on a 17:

mapv the

s1
orr'ction -in grid -azniwtho

'N
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will be iOO rmil1..

The course-correction is ,applied by the '"course" hahdwheel,

in which respect, if
Y

the 'p~ehcil deviates to ,the right of the' road

n

acdordanze with itsdirection of movemenit), the grid azimuth-should be reduced

'

by the size qf the correction and' with •adeviation

to the-left increae-.

At control reference points, the vhlueof the route coirrectioh factoir is
alspodefined in detail siimultaneously'with the refinement of the'.coordinates..

If the vehicle ioved toward a xeference• point and the pencil moved beyond this
reference point on themap, it

"coefficient romewhat. while,
point, it

is niecessary to increase the route correction

'if the pencil, dd not -reach the check reference

sh6ul'd be reduced.

'Duringkiovement,

we follow the position, of the pencil and the "turn,

off plotting"' signal light 16 (fig.A83b)..

When the pencil approaches the edge

of ,the plotting toard, the signal light lightsup; after this, movement can
be continued,'for~no more than 1 cm at map scale and then it

is necessary to

change the map.
-1

The replacement of the 'map is ,perfoimed in the following order:
the !'scales switch" -knob 1:3- -(see fia.

8

3a) -is-plac'ed in -the "off"ipositition

when the pencil approaches the edge of the map, and we continue movement along
the route somewhat beyond -the limits of the map sheet being replaced;
the vehicle is stopped' and the coordinates and grid azimuth read from
the "X,'

"Y,"

and "course" scales ara written down;

the plotting board is removed from the course plotter and the spare plottingboard with the next map is installed in its place;
the pencil is placed at the: point where the vehicle has stopped; in
accordance with the coord.nates which have been recorded, the recorded value
of the grid azimuth (if
scales.

it

has not been changed) is restored on the "course"

Placing the "scales switch" knob in the position which corresponds to

the map scale, we can continue movement.
In replacing a nap at the junction of zones, the next map sheet is pl.azed
on the plotting board in such a way that its vertical lines coincide with the
vertical lines ot' the additional roordinate grid on the map sheet which is
being installed,
When installing a map sheet by the additional grid, the pencil will indicato correctly the routo on the map but the value of i.i coordinates and
grid azimuth will be worked out in the system of the zone in whico the initial
ori•e.cation was performed.

The ope&a,%ion of the equipment in the new co-

ordinate system is completely changed over by the method of initial orientation
ulter th;. situation permits.
In the process of movement,

4

orient.innti

(maintaining the route and coming

out at the assigned area) is accompliL •d by beirg guided by the position of

the pencil on the map of the course. p;tter.

RA-ol-680
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Turning off the apparatus

The a0paratiis is ±urned off completely only when the vehicle is in
a stationary position and In th; following sequence:
'the illumination of the scales and map is turned off by the "lighting"
rheostat 8 (see fig. 83a)-,
the "route switch" 7 and -mplifier switch 30 are placed in the !'off"
position;
the "trace" switch is moved to the "off" position;
the gyro chamber is plaýed on lock (the "lock" light should light up);
the gyro zhamber is turned by the course setting handwheel in such a
way that. the window 13 (ee.

fig. 82) on the chamber of the gyro rotor is

visible;
the "amber" switch is placed in the "off" position;

A

-the-phase

switch is moved to the "brake" position;
the "amber'

switch is placed in the "on" position (the "brake" signal

light on the gyro course pointer should light up);
in the mirror on the door of the gyro coui3e pointer, the rotor of the
gyroscope is observed through the small window in the chamber; when the rotor
has stopped, the "amber"' switch is placed in the "off" position;
the phase switch is placed in the "off" position.
The time for braking the gyroscope, from the moment it
to braking, is on the order of 4-5 minutes.

If,

is turned off

because of the situation the

vehicle cannct be stopped, the apparatus is partially turned off; the gyro
course pointer iszot switched off.

S
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Chapter IX
Reconnaisaancý and Reconnoiterin,

1.

of the Terrain

Simple ,Methods for Measuring (Determining) Angles on the Ground
a)

Approximate (visual) determination of angles on the ground

The essence of the method consists of comparing the measured angle
with a known ang)ie, most often a right angle.

The right angle may be con-

structed (laid cut) on the grounc%
as the angle between a line of direction of a sighting directly ahead
and a hand raised to the side;
as the angle of view with alternate viewing across the bridge of the
nose - with the left eye to the right n.nd the right eye to the left (from experimental data, the s.ze of this angle varies from 90 to 1000 with different
people);
by constructing a triangle with a relationiship of the sides uf three,
four, and-five; the angle opposite sice 'fi','e" will be a, right angle (900),
that opposite side "four," will approximately equal

150, and opposite side

"three" 350.

An angle of 60 (approximately) is formed by the rays of sight if we
sipht at the end of the index finger of a hand extended in front by the left
and right eyes in turn.
b)

Measurement of angles with binoculars

To determine the angle between lines of direction to two objects,
it is necessary to match the extreme mark on the binocular reticule with one
of the objects, to count the number of divisions to the second object, and to
multiply the obtained number by the value of a division.

The value of a small

division in the angle-measuring reticule of the binoculars equals

5 mils

(0-05), and of a large division, 10 mils (0-10).
c)

Determining angles using a ruler with. millimeter divisions

To obtain angles in mils, the ruler must be held in front at a
distance of 50 cm from the eyes and, matching one of the lines on the ruler
with some object, count the number of millimeter divisions to thL second
object (fig. 86); the result is multiplied by 2.

This will also be the size

of the angle in mils since I millimeter division at a distance of 50 cmcorresponds to an angle of 2 mils.
To obtain the result in mils, the operating procedure is similar to thax
presented but the ruler must be held at a distance of about 60 cm from the
eyes.

Then, 1 mm on the ruler will correspond to 6', while 1 cm will

correspond to 10.
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Measuring angles with a ruler.

Simple Methods for Determining Distances (Widths) of Obstacles
on the Terrain'
a)

Visual determinution of distances

The essence of the method is comparing the distance to be determined
with one that is known or registered in the memory.
visual method depends on-th

The accuracy of the

experience of the performer, obseyvation con-

ditions, and the sizz of 0 ..distance being det rmined.

In determining

distances up to I kin, the error fluctuates within limits of ±10-20%, while
with large distances errors will be so great that as a practical matter,
visual determination of them is inexpedient.
Observation conditions affect the visual determination of distances in
the following manner:
larger objects appear to be closer than those which are similar but
whicn have smaller dimensions;
obje ts of a bright color (white, yellow, red) appear to be closer than
dark objects (black, brown, blue);
lightly i11luiizeted and easily visible objects seem to be closer than
those which ar, darkened (in

shadow, dusk, and fog) and which merge -ith the

background in color; on cloudy days, objects appear to be more distant;
the smaller the objects on the sector being determined (when obsdrving
across an expanse of water or in the steppe), the smaller the distance
appears to be;
folds in the terrain which cross the line being measured hide the visible
distance;
when observing in a prone position, objects appear to be closer than
when observing in a standing position;
when observing from bottom to top (toward the summit of an elevation)
objects appew. to be closer and when observing from top to bottom, iarther.
* Ira solving the problem for determining distances, it should be kept in
mind that it is possible to make wide use of range finders of various types,
operations with which are presented in the special instructions which are
applicable to them and are not considered here.
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Distances of visibility (differentiation) of various
objects by the unaided eye
Table 4I
1

Objects and indicators

Distances, km

Populated places

10-12

Large structures

8

Plant smoke stacks

6

Separate small houses

5

Windows in houses (without pieces)

4

Chimneys on roofs

3

Airplanes on the ground, tanks at the halt
f.

*

Trunts of trees,
lines, people
wagonu on the
Movement of the

1.2-1.5

poles for communication
(in the form of points),
road
foot and hand of a walking

1.5

person

0.7

HIeavy machine gun, mortar, antitank gun,
stake for barbed wire obstacles, sashes
of frames in windows

0.5

Light machine gun, rifle, color and parts
of clothing, oval of face

250-300 meters

Tile on roofs, leaves of trees, wire on
stakes

200 meters

Buttons and buckles, details of a soldier's
armament

150-170 meters

Features of the face, fists, parts of small
armas

100 meters

Eyes of a person in the form of a pdint

70 meters

Whites of the eyes

20 meters

c)

Distances of audibility of sounds
Table 42

Sound source

Distance from which heard, km

Firiaig of an artilllery battery

6

Firing of individual guns from indirect firing
positions

3

Automatic firing of large caliL.'A

3

"Automatic firing

machine guns

of heavy mach'--- I..s

Single round from a rifle

2
1.2

Movement of tanks (uninterrupted m(-ta! rattle
of tracks, sharp noise of engines):
Over a highway

4

2O3
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(Table 42 cont.)

Sound source

Distance from which heard, Ion

Over a dirt road

2

Movement of artil-lery with tractor prime movers:
Over a highway

3

Over a dirt road

2

Movement of wheeled vehicles (even noise of
operation of engines):
Along a highway

2

Over a dirt road

1

Movement of infantry in dismounted formation
(even, dull noise):
Over a highway

0.6

Over a dirt road

Oo3

The snap of falling trees

0.3

The cutting of a forest, ax blows

0.3

Conversation

0.2

Conversatioi., can understand words

75 meters

Coughing

50 meters

Footsteps

30 meters

d)

Determining distances from the sound and flash of a shot
(burst)

The determination of distances is basec, on the difference in the
speeds of propagation of light and sound.
Distance is determined from thD formula
D = t - 330,
where
D is the distance to a firing gun (burst), meters;
t

is the time from the instant of the flash of the round (burst) to
the moment that the sound of the round (burst) is perceived, seconds;

330 is the speed of propagation of sotnd, meters per second.
The described method can also be used to determine distances to anry
visible and audible object: operating assembly, nuclear burst, etc.
e)

Determining distances from the angular value of known objects

The distance to observable objects can he determined by measuring
the angular siles of these objects or the angular distance between them with
subsequent computation by the formula
D = 1000 * V/U'
where
1) is the distance to be determined;

'UA-Oi-E,8204

![

is'the-kinown,'siae of the, objec

U.i

te'osAe•e•d'

Ek.inpie, 1.

ar size of the object or distance between •the

A tnk--dan;§
:eseen.with'binoculari;

the-•nk equals

-The-distancb-to'

D
Example 2.

the tank's 'height is

coiers~one diivision (O.O5) of the vertical

known arid' eqdls _2.5 mreter'
scale.

or the'known distance between the

1000

*

-

2.5/5

500-meters.

Distance .beifween telegraph .poles equals 50 m'ters, -is covered

by 25 millimeter divisloins of a ruler, which is 50 cm from the eye, and
corresponds lo an angular value of 0-50.

The distance to the telegraph line

equals
D = 1000
f)

50/50 = 1000 meters.

The dimensions of some objects which are used for determining
distances
Table 43

,

Designation of objects

Dimensions, meters
Height

Length

Width

Substantial residkential house,
4.0-4.5

-

-

Industrial structure, one-story

5-6

-

-

One-story wooden house with roof

7-8

-

-

-

50-60

5-7

-

18-20

-

one-story

Distances between communication
line poles

Wooden communication line pole
Average-age forest

-

2-axle passenger RR car (local
traffic)

4.o

Multi-axle passenger RR car
(including all metal)

4.25

24-25

2.75

3.8
4.o

7.13.6

2.75
2.75

14

2.75

Freight cars:
2-axle
multi-axle
RR tank cars:
4

-axle
2-axle

3.0
3.0

9.0
6,75

2.75
2.75

Hilt flatcars:
4

-axle

".-axle

1.6
1.6

13.0
9.2

2.75
2.75
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(Table 43 cont.)

Designation of objects

Dimensions, meters
H eight

Length

Width

2
1.5-1.8

5-6
4.0-4.5

2-2.5
1.5

Tanks (without gun)

2.2-3.0

5.0-8.0

2.0-3.5

Armored personnel carrier

up to 2

5-6

2.0-2.4

Heavy large-caliber machine g'jn

0.73

1.65

0.75

Heavy machine gun

0.5

1.5

0.75

Motorcyclist on motorcycle with sidecar

1.5

2.0

1.2

Person of average height

1.65

-

-

"Wheeled vehicles:
cargo
light

-

Average length of extended arm

-

0.6

-

Average pace of a person

-

J.75

-

"Sapper shovel

-

1.10

-

-

0.5

-

(large) with handle

Infantry shovel (small) with handle
Blade of infantry shovel (small)

018
m-

0.15

Distance between ends of thumb and
little

finger (spread)

-

-

Matchbox

17 mm

38 mm

55 mm

Diameter of 10 kopek coin

-

-

17 mm

Diameter of 15 kopek coin

-

-

20 mm

Diameter of 20 kopek coin

-

Diameter of 5 kopek coin

-

g)

0.2

22 mm
-

25 mm

The geometric method for determining the width of an obstacle

One of the geometric methods may be the following:
on a sheet of cardboard or paper, we draw an isosceles right triangle
abc (fig. 87);

At

/
,

Figure 87.

/

I

Geometric method fer determining the width of an
obstacle.
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"w"o stand at point'b oh the bankl&of the obstacle and orient the figure
which hai
groun4d

been constructed with" the leg ba along the direction BA-on the

we note a reference point along the line of direction of leg bc

1.j

(lina of direction BD);
moving along- the line of direction ,BD, we 'find' point C
lep of the triangle cb and the hypotenus6

!ca

-from which,-the

will coincide simLltaneously

with the corresponding lines of direction, CB and CA on the ground.

The

triangle ABC which is. obtained, on the ground in this manner will be similar
to triangle abc and, consequently, BC equals AB.

Having measured the distance

BC, we obtain the width of the obstacle.

3.

Determining the Height of Inaccessible Objects
a)

Determining the height of an object froz.i dts shadow

The height of an object can be determined from its shadow by the
formula
H = Dh/d,
where
II

1

is the height of the object;

D is the length of the object's shadow;
h

is the height (size) of a man;

d

is the length of the shadow of a man.
b)

Determining the height of an object from its angular size in

mils
The determination is performed from the formula
Ii = DU/I000,
where
11 is the height of the object being determined;

"D is

the distance to the object;

U is the angular size of the object in mils.
Example.

D

100 meters, U = 3-00.
1
If= 100

c)

330/1000 = 30 meters.

Determining the height of an object from angle and distance

The height of an object above the level of the eye (instrument)

is

determined froi, the formula

i = D

* tan a,

where
If

ýs the height of the object to be determined;

D

is the distance to the object;

yc

is the angle of elevation which is measured to the top of the object.
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the position of the eye (instrument)

the height of which is

above or below the base of the

being determined,

this difference is

accordingly to the result which has been obtained or is
The size of the value tan a Is

4.

added

subtracted from it.

taken from Table 51 (see p. 240).

Determining Steepness of Slopes
a)

Determining the steepness of a slope by pacing measurement

The steepness of a slope in degrees is
0,

determined from the formula

60/n,

where
n

is

the number of pairs of paces from the point where one is

to point C on the slope (oa the rise),
level (fig.

3B);

object located in

this point is

which is

standing

located at eye

found by sighting across a flat

a horizontal position in

front of the eyes-

bC

•Figure 88.

Determining the steepness of a slope by pacing
measurement.

In measuring a slope by pacing,
in

the pace should be somewhat increased

comparison with the normal step and the pair of paces should be equal

to the height of the measurer up to his eyes.
This method is

approximate and may be used for determining the steepness

of slopes of no more than 20-250.
The steepness of a slope may be determined approximately by comparing
it

with known angles as shown in

Figure 89.

Determination of grades of roads in percent is

performed from the formula

i = h/L , 100,
where
i

is

the road gradient,

percent;

th it

the height of the determiner up to the eyes, meters;

L

the distance from the determiner to the intended point on the

is

slope which is

located at eye level,

motors.

AA

Figure 89.

b)

Determining the steepness of a slope by comparison.

4

Measuring the steepness of a slope by protractor

For measuring the steepness of a slope, it

is necessary:

to fasten a thread with a weight (plumb bob)* to the center of the protractor;
to sight along the line of the base of the protractor to the object
which is equal to the height of the observer up to his eyes and disposed

higher or lower along the direction of the slope;
-to read the angle -between the index-of 900 and- the plumb -bob- thread.

5.

Procedures for Mapping (Plotting on a Map) Various Objects

a) Plotting an object on a map by direction and distances
-Operating procedures:
stand facing the direction of the object to be mapped;
orient the map;
find your location on the map;
place a ruler against your location,

simultaneously directing it

toward

the object to be mapped, and draw a line;
lay off the distance to the object from your location at map scale along
the line of direction which has been drawn.

move ti
a %S.

f o

v
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-afirst
a poin
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o

4
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~b' 'he lies'f
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'c~jeat'iiO

eof int~erzcf~tIdiý,of the(re
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sigbht should be

0

-It

A"

JO9 Arid ifo mo -thain 15?
6 a 9at'
iXn-the basqerem~yche object.,to 'be--deterziined is-locatpO on a terrain

-V~ine -whiab 4z desianat~sd' on thb '6p,,1't, is iulficient t0 perform the ~interýectiorii £zeosý -onj4:point... The intei-hection- of the '31ho-oT sight -with the
'terj~ain: line oh 'which the objuct is located-w'l' provide the desired point.
ý;f A graphical solutioji of -the problem 4s I' po~~ebcueo

ete

bonditidri? or the combat situation-, it is- uni:essary to measure from points 1
and 2 tho uzimuths -of s.ho- 11ns of djjectlevt

the point boing determined,

convert them' to Orid 4ziinuthb, and draw the lines of direction on the map from
the corresponding points. Thi inter-secti-on of the s-%Iraight lines wifl determiine the location of the objucts being surveyed ot; the map.

6.

Eaort:

the FE'13A on a Map

In the abscrice of refurerice polnts (on closed terrain, with great changes
which have occurred on the qround since the ,%ment of survey) the direct
determiniation of thq location of the FEBA on the map will often be difficult.
In such cases, the problem may be solvod ursing aerial photos or one of the
methnds describnd below.
On open~ terrain,

In the depth of the friendly disiposition area, two

paints are selectod (base points'l which ore dependably identified on the map
and from Whlch some natural or arl~iflcial raference points close to the FEIJA
or directly on it can be seen. The referen'.,e poirtit may be set out especially
fI'r this andý in indivIdual ctases, sigalsdl

which Are given at a specitic tine

~Vjints -flares,

btursta of t~racer bullets.
The reference points (poitits from whii'zh the signals are given) are

may be used as ref~erence

plotted on the nap by direct Inter'section from the selected base points.
Subsequent work in elaboratino t:n FEJA is accom~plished from auxiliary
reference points which are obtained in the normal manner.
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If three reference points can be seen from several accessible points

on the FEBA, the position of these points may be determined by resection (see
Par. 5, Chapter VII).
On closed terrain.

Elaboration of the FEBA on closed terrain with the

absence of objects which assure direct orientation is accomplished, as a
rule, by traverse.
azimuth traverse.

Under combat conditions, it

is most convenient to rua an

For this, we accomplish the traverse toward the FEBA from

a point which is firmly ide;ntified on the map (reference point) within the
friendly troops dispositi.oha (in

the rear) and them, along it

(alodg a

txench) and we complete it by tying in to another firmly identified reference
point.

Movement is accomplished over straight line sectors, measuring and

S:'ccording

azimuth and thL l ongth of each sector (by tape, pacing,

rangefinder).

From the azimuths (With their conversion to grid azimuths) and the distances,
after the passage of each individual sector or the entire route the traverse
should be plotted on a map.
The tie-in to the second reference point is performed to check the
correctness of the plotting of the FE3A, as well as to increase the accuracy
of the work by distributing the error which has been obtained over all points
auzd traverse legs.

7.

Correcting and Supplementing the Map
The check of the conformance of the map to the terrain, as well as

introducing corrections and additions to the map are accomplished from aerial
photos from a recent flight end, with the availability of time, also with
field investigation (map reconnaissance).
All corrections are plotted on the map by the corresponding conventional
signs.
Corrections and additionB to the map from aerial photos are performed
by the successive comparison of the area (zone) of interest and the transfer
of objects from the photos to the map by methods presented in Chapter IV.
Field investigation of the map is accomplished by moving over the area
over a previously planned route.
the iumediate proximity of it

All terrain changes along the route and in

are applied by the measurement method.

For

this, the length of the route is measured by speedometer by stages from firmly
identified :eference points (crossings, intevsections, bridges, etc.).
Visible objects which are located at a distance of 500 meters or more from
the route are plotted along perpendiculars from the line of the route or by
direct intersection.

In individual cases, it

is necessary to move off the

main route for a detailed investigation of objects, particularly those in
covered places.

*
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Th`6. width",of"ýthe-,zoni6 -4Ane~

natuire of' the terril'n.. Vndei e6iiditi~niýi:"'
'matel Y3 -16,1l.5, ki`. -dach Adde-eo1 'the rqt).
8.

MMMM--

A-sd ~r~~i

Visual,,Surveyof aSecter

appx

-

It isilvihedta
tewvy
~ok e.r~d-.hý- the X6ll6iiiri&
order (fig. 91):-inspept-the sector, determint its ;,size,, and~not~e routez ovai'which- it
- is -most expediht -to.-46ccomplieh therinspection (motWited o i dig*66~n*6d)- df
the sector--ifi surveying;

--

deter-mine the'i ca1& of' the survey, Fai-k the' Initia0. ýpolnt on. thd--pap6r
with --consideration o- the placemnt~ of' the-entire su'rvey Sector on the sheet
of pfaper and draw -a Yiorth- south line;-

.i iA t- -16g (-the, Line of d irect ion
along iwhich-mcvement over the roz~t,ý is begun);
maintaining the orientation of the plottAkig boardt drawl lineS6-of
direction to surrounding- lochl objects, chdracteri'jtic-poinits (summits,
o6i~int the plott ing board ,ýn d 11raw, th6

saddles), and, elements of the relief (gullies, precipices) which a.-e to be
'A

~surv~eyed;
determine the-distainces to the objects boinig surveyed and lay them off
on the corresponding lines of dir~iction a.the scale of t-U6 slirvey;
draw the conventional signs for th~e local objects said relief elements.,

-'

-

*

the location of w~hich has been determinedt, int;irmediate terrain elements

~are plotted by eye, conforminig to the main al#.-iarnts;
draw lines of direction to distant local objects and hills which are
to be surveyed by direct intersection; mark douý% the directions (the notes
ar'e made lightly by pencil and can be subseque,10.12', erased);
N

Figure 91.

Visual terrain sketc).
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-hbv a-io the second•] oint, .hiasurihg'-the distance and plotting on the
-drqIing9,

bjects:wiich arb Ilocatei along the leg ýof the traver-e;

having oebmpl-eted the'movenjent to the second point,
(lay 0'ffIhe dAstaceealohg the traverse line),
-

from the first
stationi

determine its

location

orient the plotting board

tra-verse line, ,qnd draw a line Of direction to the third

after which the ýurroundinb terrain is

surveyed just as at the first

point.
The survey is
closedI

continued in this manner until the traverse is

The accuracy of the work ia

standpoint if
of the first

completely

considered satisfactory from a practical

the linear error (distance on the drawing between the location
point at the Atart of the survey and on its

completion) does

not exceed 1/25 the length of the entire perimeter of the closed traverse.
The final drawing of the relief by contour lines is
is

collected and its

shape is

performed as data

surveyed from several directions.

The most important reference points can be drawn in their perspective
appearance in the form of marbinal notes on the margins of the drawing.
The final (clean)

finishing of the drawing is

performed directly in

the field after tho trav.,rse has been closed.
With the availability of a map or aerial photo for the area of survey,
a skeleton of the terrain is

prepared from them ahead of time - increased

to the required scale of the layout of the road, populated places, and
other terrain elements.
performed,

in

On the basis of this sketch,

additional survey is

the field, of the objects which are absent from it,

and

d-tails are defined more precisely.

9.

Conventional Signs for the Preparation of Terrain Sketches
und Plotting Reconnaissance Data on a Nap

Blocks with a predominance of fire-resistant

.• :

structures.

Blocks wit:' predominance of non-fire resistant structures.

S:Destroyed
.

-4•

and partially destroyad blocks.

Destroyed objects (crossed out in

red).

Forest.

Bushes.

Destroyed (defective) section of rvad for a distance of
1.2 km and a detour around it.

$o
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Detours which can be maee by field expedients.
(Y
3J

TT

Bridge characteristics:
4
20 - length of br dge,m; 8 -. width of roadway, m
30 - load capacity of bridge, tons

-

Bridge requiring repair.

Depth of swamp,

1.2

meters.

Impassable terrain sector.
Terrain sectors which are difficult to ne, otiate.
4

Fords:
0.7 - depth, m; 15 - length, m
B - character of ground (B - viscois, T -

s, L1:9
.0.'-

- sandy); 0.5 - speed of curren4:,
Steepness of slope:
40e - steepness, degrees
70- length, meters

-'

solid, K

-

rocky,

meters per second

Commanding heights, view, km

Inundated sectors (blue color).
Data on woods:
h ...,-- ---.- meters
species 18 -. he:,dlt,
0.20 - t2pckneeso, m (chest height)

ge
top#•-

©

Reference rxints icircled).

S0

Mounds,

S.

•-

.Cross-,:oun

4

.ry

tracks.

Such terrain elements and their characteristics are plotted

by conventional syrlbols of topographic maps.
characteristics for which adopted conventional
plotted arbitrarily but their meaning is

10.

meter ;).

- bouml,.brioes of" areas.

.utlin)s

Remarks.

-As, precipices (height and depth,

-

average distance
aeaedsac
ewentes
between
m
trees,
meters

Individual objects or
signs do not exist, are

explained.

Road Recornaissance

The basic pr ,blems of road reconnaissance are:
type (class) of roads,
the entire roadbed;

their surface, condition,

width of roadway and
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locations of roadways that are difficult for wheeled and tracked
vehicles and the possibility of building detours;
the condition and load capacity of bridges, tVe ireserice and dimensions
of pipes;
data on overpasses above the roads (underpassea);
possibility of moving off roads;
defiles and routes for bypassing them;
the availabilit: of natural cover against enemy air ý,tiJtak and nuclear
bursts close to the roads;
conditions for camouflage and disposition at halts;
sources for water supply;
the availability of local repair materials (sand, gravel,

slag, timber

materials);
the necessary volume of work and means to repair roads, establish
cross-country tracks, fords, ancO other crossings;
average speed of movement over sectors;
orientation conditions.
The results of the reconnaissance are plotted on a mop with zonventional
signs.

Additional characteristics are given in the textual marginal it,-

formation which is placed on the map or adjacent to it.

In the absence of

large-scale maps and with the necessity to obtain detailed d" ta on the route,
the results of the reconnaissance are formulated while it

is being conducted

in the form of a sketch with textual and numerical explanations.

11.

River heconnaissance

We determine the following when reconnoitering a river:
the width, depth, and speed of current of the ri',r,

nature of the banks,

steepness of approaches and exits, soil oa. the botetm and banks, presence
and character of fords, islands, and shoals;
placLJ which are suitable lor the crossing of tanks underwater along
the river bottom;
approaches to the crossing and places fer the covered disposition of
crossinp means and the troops to be crossed;
the presence of local crossing means and field expedients;
the nature and volume of work necessary t. prepare the crossing.
In the courae of t ie reconnaissance,
the crossing is n-"par .d, or the data

ture

a large-scale sketch (diagram) of
recorded on a large-scale map

with the correspondingl conventional signs and text in the legend, i.e., a
map of a wAter line is prepared (see p. 30).

In t' o winter, the ice cover

on the river is LivestigAted: thickness and structure of the ice (absence of
snow, water and air layers),
in the ice, wa•'homts.

presence and character of areas of open water
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Reconnaissance of a Bridge

"We establish

the following when reconnoitering a bridge:

general in.Zormation on the water obstacle (width, depth, soil on bottom
and banks, condition of approach routes, availability and locations of
.etours);

"general information

on the bridge (length and width of roadway, size of

span, type and height of support),

condition of the bridge - pl3ces and

nature of destruction, places for possible mininv, depree of rot and wear;
information on the elements of a wooden bridge (fig. 92) to deteimine
its cargo capacity (material and thIcktess of crossbeams, thickness of stringers
and distance between them, thiclnes3 of piles and their height above the

"ground);
cargo capacity of the bridge (determined from the sign at the bridge,
the formula presented below, or from special tables which are given in
manuals on engineering);
a method for reinforcing the bridge (if

necessary) for the passage of

given loads;
the availability of materials for the repair and reinforcing of the
bridge (what materials, wnere and how many are available).

f
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FiGure 92.

onop.

Elements of a wooden girder bridge.

a ,- inter]ocks; b - cross stringer; c - stringers; d roadway; e - curbing; f - handrail; g - flooring; h -

loilitudinal tracks; i - bank abutment; j - bracing;
k - 'Iestle bend; 1 - sleeper; m - pile bend; n - span;
o - , ".;

p - horizontal interlocks.

Reconnaissar.ce data are diewn tip ca a sepprate drawing or recorded on a
map with the outline of the longitudinal cross

'eection of ti - bridge.

The loa. capacity of basic types of bridges.

Ferrocorcrete, concrete

and stone bridges and metil bridges with through-trusses or with a span
stiucture of riveted girders with a continuous wall, bridges with the raain
trum.•es with. a spian of more than 30 meters, wooden girder Ond str'it bridges
located eoii•uper highways and improved highways support,
pas.1age of tracked vehicles weighing Lip to 60 tons.

______________-'--===F~--=~~=-==

~

-~

as a rule, the
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The formula for the approximate determination of the load capacity of
wooden girder, strut, and crossbar-strut brLdges for tracked vehicles is

G=o0.006 -d3L -n/t
where
G is the load capacity of the bridge, tons (weight of tracked vehicle);
d

is the diameter of the strinGars, cm;

n

is the number of stringers;

L

is the length of the bearing surface of the tank track, meters.

the length of the bridge span, meters;

Sis

In determining the load capacity of bridges, the size of the span of
a itrut bridge is considered to equal 50% and of a crossbar-strut bridge,
40% of the distance between the supports (fig. 93).

ad
Figure 93.

bE

Longitudinal cross section of one bridge
span.

a - crosobar-strut; b - strut; c - crossbar.

13.

Reconnaissance of a Forest

We determine (ejtborate) tCe following when reconnoitering a forest:
the limits of the forest (edges);
nature of the forest, species, age, vertical layering, height, thickness
of trees at chest height, thickness (average distance between trees),
weediness of forest, visibility conditions, camouflage properties of the
iorest, presence of slashings, burnings;
road net;
relief of terrain, particularly gullies, precipices, pits, steep slopes;
rivers, streams, ditches, swampy sectors;
direction of possible movement off roads;
local objects which may serve as reference points.
Reconnaissance dataare recorded on a sketch or large-scale map.
To determine the average distance between trees, a sector 10 x 10 meters
which is typical for the given forest ir. :elected and the number of trees
ýn it is counted.
from

The average distance between the trees Is determined

he formuia

where
I
n

is the average distance, meterq;
is the number of trees in an area cf 100 square motors.
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Visibility conditions are expressed by the average distance of visibility
in the forest in meters.

14.

Reconnaissance of a Swamp

*

The following are determined (defined in detail) ahen reccnnoitering
a swamp:
the boundaries of the swamp (outline);
depth of the swamp by sectors,
character of the swamp: peat, marshy,

swampy land;

number of areas of land which are permanently wet from the outflow of
underground water [mochezhina] (percent of the overall area);
nature of the surface: hill iks,

ridges, mounds, peat-cutting areas;

plant cover: sectors covered with forest, moss, grass, brush;
presence of rivers, lakes, ditches;
presence of roads,

paths;

trafficability of the swamp off the roads, places for passage, necessary
measures to improve them;
main reference points.
The trafficability of swamps is determined from their type or directly
by measuring the depth to the hard ground with the use of a pole.
Trafficability of a continuous peat swamp can be determined by simple
f.iGld methods presented in Table 44.
Table 44
Methods for determining ,the trafficability of continuous
peat swamps
Character of swamp

Method of determining s.amp
trafficability

Allowable
pressure.
2
kg/cm

Very dense peat,dried or slightly
moist

When the peat is compressed
in the hand, no reduction in
its volume is felt; water is
not released.

1.0

Tanks

Peat dense, average
moistness

Some reduction in volume is
noticed when pressed in hand;
water is xeleased but does not
flow from the hand; the mass
is not pressed through the
fingers.

0.75

Tanks

Peat flocculent, wet A considerable reduction in the 0.50
volume is noticed when compressed in the hand; water released in drops; peat is pressed
through the fingers.

Possibility of
movement of

Tractors
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(Table 44 cont.)
Peat very flocculent, ve.ry wet

When peat is
hand, water
stream; the
through the

Peat running,
liquid

Mass completely pressed through
fingers.

compressed in the
flows out in a small
mass is pressed
fingers.

0.25

Pedestrians

0.12-9.14

Impassable

Data of swamp reconnaissance are recorded on a large-scale topographic
map or on a specially prepared diagram.

15.

Reconnaissance of Soils and Ground

The reconnaissance of s6ils and ground is conducted from the point of
view of their trafficability, difficulty in working, radioactive contamination
(induced radiation),

and dnst formation.

In reconnaissance, we determine:
soils (tundra, podsolized, black soils, chestnut soils, grey desert

soils, salt marshes, dark strongly alkaline soils EsolonetsJ);
soil quality for difficulty in working - light, heavy, rocky, crag,
quicksand (the quality of cohesive soils in accordance with their density,
Table i5);

the nature of the ground in accordance with the content of clay particles
sandy, sandy loam, lomay, clayey (Table 46).
Table 45
Field determination of density of cohesiye soils

Category of soils

Method of determining density of soils

Loose

Shovel enters the ground feely. When ejected,
chunks of dirt fall apar÷ into small particles

Packed

Shovel is buried in the ground to the depth of the
spade when pushed with the foot.
Chunks which are
removed fall apart into Individual elements of
different sizes

Dense

Shovrl enters the groun6 with difficulty and is
not buried immediately to the depth of the spade.
Chunks of dirt are broKen up by the hands with
difficulty

Very dense

Shovel does not go into the ground.
broken up by the hands

Chunks are not

-
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Chapter0X
Preparing a Terrain Mock-Up

.1.

General Information,

Organization of the Work

A terrain mock-up is prepared directly on the ground or in a special box
in a room.
The terrain area which is selected for the preparation of the mock-up
should provide camouflage, as well as convenience for the disposition of the
personnel on it during the work (the gaming of the missions).

It

is extremely

desirable that the area of the mock-up be raised somewhat in the direction
of the enemy.

The orientation of the mock-up relative to the points of the

compass (particularly when it

is set u, on the ground) should correspond to

the actual orientation.
The best locally available material for depicting the relief may be considered to be a mixture of sand and clay.

In the winter, the relief of the

mock-up which is set up on the ground is nade from snow.
The surface of a mock-up which is-not occupied with local objects may
be left without additional cover, i.e., dirt (snow),

or it

may be covered

with a packed layer of sawdust colored in various colors, or it may be
covered with a cement solution with subsequent coloring wAth oil or enamel
paints.
. The scale~of the mock-up depends on its purpose (for a battalion, for

"a regiment, etc.). For working out offensive actions by chast' and podrazdeleniye,
"a typical scale of the mockup is 1:5000 to 1:10,000, and for soyedineniye and
J

ob"yedineniye,

1:25,000 to 1:50,000 or smaller.

In working out defensive

missions, the scale of the mock-up is usually larger.
The relation between the horizontal and vertical scales is:
for flat terrain
for hilly terrain

fron; 1:25 6o 1:10;

-

from 1:10 to 1:5;

for mountain terrain - from 1:5 to 1:2.
Example.

The horizontal scale of the mock-up is 1:10,000.

The terrain

is hilly.
The vertical scale for reflecting the relief on the mock-up may be taken
from 1:1000 to 1:2000.
The work group for preparing the mock-up is: ot.e officer, one sergeant,
and three or four soldiers.

The productivity of a group per day with the

availability of materials on the spot is 10-15 square meters of mock-up without
surfacing, and 5-8 square meters when finishing the surface with sawaust or
other materials.
For the purpose of speeding up the work, the mock-up may be divided
into sectors for several workers, in which respect the size of each sector
should be at least four square meters.
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Materials and Tools

For making a terrain mock-up, the materials indicated in Table 47 are
needed.
Table 47
Typical calculation of material requirement for 100 m2 cf
mock-up
Name of material

Unit of
measuremen+

Dirt (mixture of sand
and clay)
Boards, 30-40 mm thick
for sides (may be replaced by poles or sod)

Without iinishing
the mock-up
surface

With finishing the surface
with sawdust

with cement

m

20

20

20

m

0
0.5

0.5

0.5
1

Plywood, 3 mm thick

sheets

1

1

White wood sawdust

M3

0.1

0.5

Cement

kg

3

3

200

Paper hanger's glue
(carpenter's glue)

kg

2(1)

100(50)

2(l)

Oil or enamel paint

kg

2

2

15

Dry adhesive paint

kg

1.5

20

1.5

0.1

String

meter

80

80

-

Tape

meter

120

120

-

Binder twine

kg

0.5

0.5

0.5

Thin wire

kg

0.5

0.5

0.3

Small nails

kg

0.2

0.2

0.2

Nails, l00-nm

kg

5

5

5

2

2

2

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Draftsman's paper

sheets

Liquid chemical India ink:
Black
Red
Blue

Brown
Yellow

small bottle
"
"
"
"

The tools and accessories which are necessary to make the mocir-up are:
shovels, axes, cross-cut saw, hacksiw, tape measure, wooden laths 40-50 cm
long with centimeter divisions; wooden shovels with a thickness of cut of
from 4 to 7 cm, 0.5 meters long, small tubes, and poster pens.
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Making the Mock-Up
M3
a)

-":

It

Work procedure

is expedient to perform the preparatory work in the following order:

prepare a map of the largest scale and with recent content: where necessary,
correct it

from aerial photos;

outline the area on the map and study it

carefully;

determine the vertical scale (horizontal scale is determined ahead of time
with consideraiion of the task);
mark down the numbers of the o1llometer lines or the lines of a specially
applied grid on the map along the margin of the sector (it

is recommended

that this be doae in the case where the directions of the zones do not coincide with the direotion of the lines of the map kilometer grid);
highlight the relief and local objects which are to be transferred to
the mock-up (in

accordance with the task and scale of the map);

count the number of local objects on the map and select the necessary
materials (moss, branches, models of houses, means for designation,
select and plan the area.

etc.);

Remove the grass cover, loosen the soil

thoroughly to a depth of 20-25 cm, clear the clumps from it and smooth it out
with the use of the dirt as a material for depicting the relief, nr bring in
and work in accordingly th. necessary amount of dirt;
prepare and set up the frame of the mock-up (line it with boards, sod,
poles);
note the places where the grid lines come out, drive in stakes,
them, and stretch the grid at a height o? 15 to 20

mark

em from the surface of the

ground.
To prepare the relief, it is necessary:
from the grid, to plane the conimanding heights, main ridges, and drive
in stakes of the corresponding height (to scale),
sand (snow)

taking the surface of the

as tho average height of the terrain relief;

by marking out (with a shovel, marker, nail) to note the rivers,
streams, draws,

and ravines; deepen them in which case the dirt which is

taken away is used to finish off the hills and ridges to the level of the
std.kos which were knocked in earlier;
successively (by squares) to refine the relief, and to plan and portray
the important relief details (Cullies, precipices, pits),

in individual cases

allowing their exaggeration te, make them more promisient;
to secure the relief by wetting, tamping, and smoothing (with a shovel
or with hands).
b)

Designating local objects

Local objects are placed (designated) Jn the following sequence:
popula+ed places, reference points, plant cover, rivers, lakes, road net.

~-1
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Local objects are designated as follows:
popuilted places - by*md-iels 'of .houses of'-various si-es and coloring which
correspond" to actuial conditions; the-number of houses which Are set out
should 'oniy- refJ ict the comparative dimensions of the populated places, and
the disposition of the models should reflect their layout;
reference points

-

by corresponding models of wood, clay, or plaster of

Paris;
4

forests - branches of small-leafed plants, juniper, spruc3; moss;
6awdust painted green;, painted oakum or cotton (in

the form of 'trees and

-busaeeii;
-swamprs - with sawdust painted green and sprinkled from above with crushed
glass, brilliant green, or fine green moss;
lakes and rivers - by glass painted blue on the bottom; painted sawdust;
painted cord;
vehicle and horse-drawn transport roads - by sprinkling painted sawdust
or finely ground brick; by painted tape, cord, binder twine (the color is
selected in accordance with the color of the conventional sign);

"rAilroads -

tape with intervals painted black; by sprinkling with sand

(brick, sawdust) with the laying of matchos in the form of crossties and
thestretching of thin wire or thr. -ds to portray the rails;
telephone and power lines - with matches which portray the poles and
wire or thread to simulate the conductor;
bridges - sheets of small boards or plywood.
c)

Designing the mock-up

The north-south direction is designated by a wooden arrow, 1 to 2 m
lorg.
The namej of the populated places, rivers, lakes, and terrain features
are made on paper with black India ink at a size which assures their good
readability. The paper is glued to plywood; signs (on stakes) are placed at
the corresponding objects facing a certain direction (to the rear).
In finishing up the mock-up with sawdust,

in a 0.75 bucket of hot water

we dissolve 0.5 to 0.7 kg of joinvr's glue or 1 •o 1.5 kg of paper hanger's
glue, pour in 150 to 200 grams of the corresponding paint, mix them together,
and fill

the bucket with the addition of sifted sawdus'.

The painted sawdust

is applied to the mock-up in a layer and is packed down by the shovels.
In finishing the mock-up with cement, we pour into a bucket one part
cement and 5-6 parts (by weight) clean, sifted sand; mixing them together,
ve add water until a paste-like mass is formed.

We pour the solution uniformly

over the surface of the mock-up, carefully smoothing it out with shovels or by
hand, and wetting it with water.
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We can bigin painting the mack-up after 1.5 to 2 hours.
dry out in 1 to 2 hours and oil paints in 12 to 24 hours.
may also be used.

Enamel. paints

Dry adhesive paiits

-

For this, 200 to 300 grams of paint and I kg of joiner's

glue or 2 kg of paper hanger's glue are diluted in a bucket with hot water.
Turpentine or a desiccant are added if

a rapid drying of the oil paints is

desired.

4.

Plottino the Tactical Situation on the Hock-Up

The tactical situation is plotted on the mock-up in the same sequence as
when working with a map.

On the mock-up, we designate:

boundary lines - by tape, cord, cable, or binder twinet painted red;
FEBA - tape or by corresponding signs cut out from plywood (cardboard):
friendly t:3ops, red; enemy,

blue;

the situation and missions of the podrazdeleniyel chast', and soyodineniye
by the corresponding conventional signs;
rockets, artillery, mortars, tanks, self-propelled artillery units, and
machine guns at firing positions and. on the march - by the corresgonding conventional signs of plywuod or by models;
hasty field roads - by tape or by sprinkling sawdust (sand) which can
be distinguished from the road net by its color;
command posts - by the corresponding conventional flags on stakes;
observation posts - by conventional signs cut out of plywood or
cardboard.

-
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Zhnapter'A±-

""hethodological Advice onOrganiz ing ancd Conducting Lessons in Hilitary
Topography
1.

Preparation and Organizatioh oat Lesson3 in M

~litary

Topography

The content of military-toýograohic training, just as of all other types
-of combat training, is determined by the corresponding programs.

However,

in

a number of-,cases, even-w,.th personnel having good topojraphic training, it
necessaryto' conduct lessons in individual subjects or problems.

is

Such a

necessity usually arises:
a) with the redisplsition to an area which is characterized by a new
type of terrain;
b) in preparing to accomplish combat missions under specific terrain
conditions which have a significant influence on the methods and means for
its study and orientatinn on it;
c) on receiving new maps and aerial photo documents for support and improved means of orientation (navigation apparatus, etc.).
The main sections of military topography in which subordinates are
trained to one degree or another by officers of all combat arms are:
a) the terrain, its elements, and tactical properties;
b) topographic maps and their use for studying the terrain, o.ganization
of the battle, and control of troops in combat;
c) aerial photos and their use for the detailed study of the terrain
and reconnaissance of the enemy;
d) orientation on the terrain;
a) the preparation of diagrams and other graphical documents concerning
the terrain.
The director of the lesson, in beginning to organize lessons in accordance
with a certain program, should:
determine the training gc(al of each les ion taking the interrelationship
between them into consideration;
plan the area for the lessons which assures the conditions for working
out the training problems;
determine the necessary material and technical support for the lessons
(maps and aerial photos,

compasses, rulers, dividers and other tools, visual

aids and training literature, transportation and navigation means).
The basic method for lessons on military topography is the practical
lesson on the ground.

Ilovever, this does not exclude the necessity for a

lecture presentation of theoretical materials and practical knowledge in the
classroom.

.. I

Questions on the essence of portraying relief by contour lines,
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stereoscopic interpretation of aerial photos, and

others, may be studiad most successfully with the rse of texts and tools in
offices equipped in the corresponding manner, or in classrooms.
To develop several practical skills

(movement by azimuth, orientation in

movement with the use of navigational equipment,
officers and sergeants,
the lesson,
who is

commanders,

and others),

the best trained

and vehicle drivers who directly support

as well as other necessary personnel,

are used to assist the one

conducting the lesson.
All practical assignments should be performed by each trainee.

In

actions by groups, the roles of trainees as pert of the group are changed
successively and the actions of each oi them are graded for each element and
for the assignment as a whole.
Preparation for the lesson includes:
clarification of the overall content and goal of the lesson;
study of the literature,

basic literature which is

recomme~ided for study

by the trainee and additional literature;

determination of training problems and the sequence, procedures, and
time for working them out;
reconnaissance of the lesson area;
preparation of a lesson plan.
The area for the lesson is

selected in

such a way that it

contains the

necessary topographic and tactical elements for the course of the lesson;
where necessary,

a target situation is

set out rhead of time.

The nature

of the terrain should become more difficult from lesson to lesson and the area
should be changed where possible.
As a rule,

the movement cut to the lesson area should be included in

the lesson plan (for drilling in

orintation, comparing the map with the

terrain, and disclosing the changes which have taken place on it,

etc.).

Let us consider a lesson plan using a specific example.

2.

Typical Lesson Plan for a Subject:
"Orientotion on the Ground from a Map (at the Hlalt)"

Training goal.

To teach procedures in orienting the map,

station and visible objects on the map,

finding own

as well a" finding on the ground

the location of objects which are designated on the map.
Time -

4 hours.

Method.

Practical lesson on the ground.

Material

support.

compasses,

Maps of the lesson area at a scale of l:5OO00,

plotting boards,

sight rules,

transparent paper, 20 x 20 cm -

protractors,

for each trainee,

poncils,

vehicles - for riding

out to the les'mn area.
Literature.

Indicated in

sheets of

the basic training texts.
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Content and Procedure for Conductinig the Lesson

(fig. 94)
Place and time

Content and work procedures

Moving out to lesson area
20 minutes

-

Prior to moving out:
I) checking material support;
2) assigning missions for the attentive study and

memorizing of the terrain along the route of
movement.
Work point No.

I

-

1) Listening to the reports of 2-3 trainees con-

20 minutes

cerning the terrain along the route of movement.
2) Announcing the subjects and training gorl of
the lesson.
3) Orienting the map in accordance with the
direction of the road and finding own location
by the successive .dentification of surrounding
local objects and relief

forms.

4) Assigning the mission to count the pairs of
paces to determine point No.
in a forest.

2 which is

located

Work point No.
15 minutes

2 -

1)

Work point No.
15 minutes

3 -

1) Determining own location by the method of a perpendicular from a trigonometric point toward
the road.
2) Plotting bushes which have not been designated

Determining own location by measurement from
work point No. 1.
2) Elaborating on the map the location of clearings
In the forest (by measurement, from the relief).

on the map by the measurement method.
Work point No.

4 -

25 minutes

1) Orientation of the map by compass.

2) Determining own location by reuection (from a
trigonometric point, windmill, and lone tree),
graphically and from measured azimuths
check).

(for a

Work point No.
20 minutes

5

-

De.ermlning own location from a line of direction
(plant-lone tree) and the road.
2) Plotting pits on a map from direction and distance
3) Determining the location of a fuel dump on a map
(by direct intersection, 1st line of direction).

Work point No.

6

-

1)

15 m"I"tes

1)

Orientation of a map from local objects (lone

tree, plant).
2) Direct intersection of a fuel
of direction).

Work point No.
25 minutes

Work point No.

30 minutes

7

dump (2d line

-

1) Determiniag own location using transpareni paper
(from the plant, road marker, and windmill).
2) Detailed comparison of the map wit* the terrain
and making the corresponding additions Ann
corre "tions.

-

1 Independent determination of own location;
1)
method - by the choice of the participants.
2) Check (by direct sighting) of the correctness of
determxnation of the location of h dan which i.
beinr built.
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(cont.)
Place and time

Content and work procedur-s

3) Checking the correctness of the determination
of own iocation by each trainee (with the use

of trac."ig paper - copying from ýhe map from a previously determined station).
4) Critique of the lesson and assignment for
independent study (call attention to the
selection of the most rational method of
action in each specific case in orienting
and to the accuracy of graphical construction).

Remarks:

1.

The time indicated in the plan includes work at a station

and movement to the next one.
2.

The working out of each new method of action begins with a brief

explanation and sample demonstration.
For convenience in use, the lesson plan may be prepared completely on a
diagram,

the scale of which should be sufficiently large and should permit

placing the corresponding notations on it.

The content, work procedures,

and aillotted time in this are indicated directly at the work point.

In pro-

pariz'g a text lesson plan, the route, work points, objects for reconnaissance
and int.ersection,

etc., may tie designated on the map; in this case, there is

no practical requirement to prepare a special diagram.

Figure 94.

Diagram to accompany a lesson plan on the subject:
"Orientation on the ground by map (at thE halt)."

ARA-01-68
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With insufficient experience in conducting lessons, to supplement the
lesson plan one should prepare a detailed lesson plan in which the training

"problem should

be presented successively, required definitions should be

given, procedures for actions should be shown, and example3, check questions,
and questions to reinforce the material as well as auxiliary data, which may
be required on the lesson, are selected.
irief recommendations for the subject "orientation with the use of navigationel apparatus of ground vehicles" are presented below because this
subject is comparatively difficult and, for the time being,methodological
materials on it
3.

are very few in the military-topographic training literature.

Brief Methodological Recommenaations for the Subject:
"Orientation with the Use of Navigational Apparatus of
Ground Vehicles."

The subject "Orientation with the use of navigational apparatus of
ground vehicles" is worked out on thB ground with materiel (5-6 hours) and
in the classroom (1-2 hours).

The main training problems are:

1) the order .or orientation during movement of a vehicle which is
equipped with navigational apparatus without a plotter and with a course
plotter;
2) beginning (initial) orientation of the vehicle;
3) work with the navigational apparatus en route and replacement of
tile mar;
It) special features of orientation at a junction of zones.
Tihe workirg out of thiq subject should be preceded by a lesson on the
study of the m,,teriel of the navigaiional apparatus and the order for its
operation, as a result of which the trainees shou.1d assimilate the tactical
and technical data on the appiratus and learn to turn the apparatus on and off.
The materiel,

as a rule, sisould be studied under the direction of a

specialist for the electrical equipment of the v:nicles in a classroom
equipped with operating models of the navigational apparatus.
Prior to the stait of the Jesson, a reconnaissance of the lesson area
is conducted,

two routes suitable for the movement of vehicles are planned,

and initial points and reforence points required for the initial orientation
of the vehic!e

are selected.

On the first route,

it

:s

desirable to have approximately in the middle

a terraiin point and straight line sector of the route, which are nccessa. y
for checking and correct nmj the operation of the apparatus.
Whore po)ssible, the second route is plenned across .he junction of map
Aivheets at a .cale of 1:2•,OXK) (or 1:10,0X)).
in tihe lesson are.t, thei
(•ikt

i..

-nl flhi

approximatel'

rot. - i.

selete

in such a wa( t ,t

two parts for wairkinq out

plottin'i loard of th#. co'llrt. plott,?

If there iq no map junction
the map mdv be

the proc.vs• of replacino

the map
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noted on a 1:100,000 map before the start

of the lesson (movement will not be accomplished over this route but data
will be prepared for oricntation en route).
2-3 terrain points,

On this route there should be

a section of a straight-line road,

and a cross-country

trail.
The vehicle drivers who are taken out on the lesson should be able to
turn the navigational apparatus on and cff, insert the initial
stall

the map.

data,

and in-

The drivers check the actions of the trainees with the apparatus

and render them necessary assistance.
The first

training problem - the order for orientation in movement on a

vehicle equipped with a navigational apparatus room.

is vorked out in the class-

The order for orientation and preparation of ncebsary data is

sented and then the route is

announced: the trainees prepari

pre-

a l:l(V2,-OO map

and data for orientation on the vehicle equipped with a nav. .g.tional system
of a given type.
The second training problem - initial
worked out directly at the initial
vehicle (vehicles) are placed.
the ground,

orientation of the vehicle - is

point of the first

route at which the

Using a poster and direct demonstration on
orientation of the vehicle are

the essence and order for initial

explained; the trainees determine the position of their location on the map
and then they determine the

and find the reference points (at least two)
initial

data (initial

grid azimuth of the longitudinal axis of the vehicle is

determined twice, from two reference points).
The third training problem - work with the navigational apparatus en
route and replacing the map -

is

worked out directly on the vehicle.

At the

point (or ahead of time) the crews are det,,rmined for the vehicles

initial

(3-6 men per vehicle) and for shifts (it

is inexpedient to have more tnaw.

two shifts) and the commanders of the vehicles (shifts) are designated.
The turning on of the apparatus and the input of the initial data are
performed under observation of the driver.

The chief of the vehicle reporLs

readiness to begin movement; having received permission, he gives the corresponding commands to the driver.

During movement,

the trainees follow the

operation of the equipment and, at the corresponding points and straight-line
sectors of the route, they check the generation of the coordinates and course,.
Upon completion of movement over the first route (this route should be
closed),

they read the coordinates from the scale, the drift of the gyro-

qcope is determined,
braked).

and the apparatus is turned off (the gyroscope is not

The chief of thle vehicle reports the completion of movement and

he shows ,he map and data read from the jeales.
ictiens of the trainee,

-is well -s

the instructor grades the

the work of the apparatus and, where neces-

sary, gives instructions to correct shortcomings in the work.

F'
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The shifts of thn trainees who are not occupied on the vehicles drill
in the initial orientation of the vehicle.

For this, the instructor indicates

a new initial point and reference point to them on the map and he gives an
angle: longitudinal axis of the vehicle-reference point.

The trainees deter-

mine the initial data and show the position of the vehicle (its longitudina'
axis) and the necessary angles on the map.
The changing of the map on the plotting board of the course plotter is
worked out on the second route.

The instructor explains ahead of time the

order of actions in replacing the map and then this question is worked out
directly in movement on the vehicle.
The fourth training problem - special features in orienting at a junction
of zones - is worked out by explaining the essence and order for replacing
maps at the junction of zones, as well as prantically by the actions of the
trainees with apparatus without a plotter.

i
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Chapter XII
General Reference Data
1.

Determining the Duration of Daylight

Duration of daylight - tile time interval from dawn unti] the onset of
darkness - depends on the geographic latitude of tile location and tile data,
as well as oln the character of tile terrain and meteorological conditions (in
a forest, ini canyons, with a dense cloud cover,

and under certain other con-

ditions the duration of daylight is somewhat shorter).
Tile approximate time of the onset of sunrise and darkness can be determined from a special chart (fig. 95),

knowing tho latitudeof tile location (it

is determined from a geographic or topographic map with an accuracy of 10)
and the date.

For this, in the upper part of the chart we find tile point of

intersection of tile vertical line which corresponds to the (late (markings are
given on the chart top and bottom) and the curve which corresponds to tile
latitude of the location (latitude markings are given on the curves); on the
right or left of the chart (along the horizontal line which is drawn front
the obtained point) the time of sunrise is rcad.

If

tile latitude of the point,

(late or time, do not coincide with the numbering, interpolation is performed,
i.e., we find the corresponding value in the interval.
The time for the onset of darkness is determine' by a similar procedure
in the lower part of the chart.
On the chart, the dotted line shows tlhe line for reading the time of
sunrise (0320 hours) and the onset of darkness (2250 hours) for a point with
a latitude of 560 on 15 July.
Remarks.
2.

The time determined from the chart is statute time (see p.

Masures of le.ngth and Area
a)

Arshin

oeasures of length
0.7112 itnters

-

5(X) sazhemes z 1.0668 kin

\'ersta

'ershok
4
4114/,49
cm
o.6() mot•ors
G;az (indHA)
(Cotms.-ar (Mongolian Poople's
D)ylvn (inch)
1

K.ihl tov
O
Ks1S,ihk

0.1

tS'.S (lndid)
li (Chin.0
Li (Kof ,,)

- 0.18 km

cm

stia mil .-

(United Ara.,

Kitomot o.r

a

".51

olpuiblic)

Republic)

I](X) met ers
1.83 km
lo.50km
w.'ft kin

185.2 Inlt
-- 1.511)

Q'?
itors

0.93714 \,r.tads
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Liniya (line)

Lokot'

234,

0.1 inches = 10 points = 2.54 mm

(Bulgaria) = 65 cm

Lieue (L'ye)

(French) = 4.44 km

Mertfol'd, marfol'd (Hungary) = 8.35 km
Meter = 100 cm = 1000 mm = 3.2809 feet = 1.4061 arshins
Millimeter = 0.001 meter = 0.0349 inch
Milya (Rumania) = 7.85 km
Milya (mile) geographic = 4 minutes of latitude = 7412.60 meters
Milya (mile) naval (United States, Great Britain, Canada) = 1 minute
of latitude = 1O kabel'tov = 1852.O.meters
Milya postal = 8.35 km (Poland) and 7.59 km (Czechoslovakia)
Mile statute (United States, Great Britain, Canada) = 1.609 km
Point = 0.376 mm
Ri (Japan) = 3.93 km
Sazhen'

= 3 arshins 48 vershoks = 7 feet = 84 inches = 2.1336 meters

Centimeter = 10 mm = 0.3937 inches = 0.225 vershoks
Point (tochka)
0.01 inch = 0.2540 mm
Tuaz (France)

1.95 meters

Faden (Germany) = 1.83 motors
Farzakh (United Arab Republic) = 1.74 km
Foot = 12 inches = 30.480 cm

Khvat (Yugoslavia) = 1.90 motors
Chetvert'

= 4 vershoks = 17.78 cm

Chzhan (China) = 10 chi = 100 tsuney = 3.2 meters
Chi (China) = 32 cm
Shag (Czechoslovakia) = 1.90 km
Yard = 3 feet = 0.9144 meters

b) Area measures
Acre (United States, Great Britain) = 0.4047 hectares = 4047 square meters
Ar = 0.01 hectares = 100 square meters
Bakhoe (Indonesia) = 0.71 hectares
Bigkha (India) = 0.13 hectares
Vluka (Poland) = 16.8 hectares
Hectare u 100 ars = 10,000 square meters = 0.9153 desyatines
Gubnyar (Mongolian People's Republic) = 100 ure = 9.22 he-tares
Desyatina = 1.0925 hectares
Dzherib (Iran) = 0.11 hectares
Dyulyum (Bulgaria) = 1 uvrat = 0.09 hectare
Kauni (India) x 0.54 hectare
Quadrat t(6rmany) = 14.18 square meters

RA-011-68
Lan (Czechoslovakia)
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17.26 hectares

Lanats (Yugoslavia)

0.72 hectare
Morg (Poland) = 0.5598 hectare
Morgen (Germany) = 0.26 hectare
Mu (China) = 0.06667 hectare = 666.7 square
meters
Te (Japan) = 0.99 hectare
Falcha (Rumania)

= 1.4)3 hectares
Feddan (United Arab Republic)
0.42 hectare
Khol'd kadastrovyy (lungary)
0.58 hectare
Khol'd malyy (lungary) = 0.43 hectare
Tsin' (China)
16 lyan
596.8 hectares
Tsin (China)

100 mu = 6.67 hectare5

Chert (Korea)

10 tan = 6.99 hectare

3. Wind Velocity and Force
The wind velocity and force are determined
from the indicators presented
in Table 48.
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4.

Conversion of Mils to Degrees,-.and Vice Versa

The procedure for converting large and small mil values to degrees and
vice versa is indicated in Tables 49 and 50.
Table 49
Table for converting large ril values to degrees

rObI 0
Ae.IHMA
yrf,.4c#p

Key:

A.

1

1

1

2

4

I

b

5oi~wt 6
1I1
AIieH

8r1

9ucp,
A8.IkWNH
yrr. 1 eI

rpSAycu C

0

O

6

12

18

24

L3

54

0

1

60

6,

72

78

84

90

96

Io21l0•o 114

I

2

120

126

132

138

144

150

156

162

10

174-

2

3

180

186

192

198

201

210

216

222

228

234

3

4

210

246

252

258

261

270

276

282

288

294

4

5

300

305

312

318

321

330

336

34•

348

351

5

6

360

6':248

a - tens of large mil values; b - units of large mil
values; c - degroes; d - same as a.

6
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Table 50
Table for converting small mil values to degrees

,.-

..

,..

~~.
.*

,,0

*'.

I

,

1I
2

11 I°

SAH4)0UJUJAUX AtAeo.IA YrAwMeP3
b
1

-3

5

aJ

6

1

7

, wI

1

8

9

.

;

a

0
1

0O0'00.0 03',6 07'.2 I00'.8 00 14',4 0 1i8'. 121V1.6 025'.2 0028',8 0032',4
036.0039,60 43,20 46,80 50,40 54,.0 57,61 01,2. I94,8 1 08.4

0
I

2

1 12,01 15,61 19,21 22,81 26,41 30,01 33,61 37,2

1 44,4

2

1 48.01 51,.655,21 58.8? 02,42 06.02 09.6.2 13,2 2 16.8[ 2 20,4
31,22 31,82 38,42 42,02 45.62 49,2 252,8 2 56,4
07.23 10,83 14.43 18,03 21,63 25,2 3 28,8 3 32,4
43,23 46,83 50.43 54,03 57.64 01,2 4 04,8 4 08,4
19,24 22,84 26,4 4 30.04 33. I64
37.2 4 40,8 4 41.4
55,2, 58,8502.4506.0509,65 13.2 5 168 5120.4
31.25 34.85 38,4 5 42.05 45,65 49.2 552,8 656,4

3

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Key:

1

I.

1 40,8

2 24,0227,62
300.03 03,63
336.03 39,63
4 12,04 15.64
4 48.04 51,64
5 24,05 27,65
600,0

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

tens of small mil values; b - units of small nil values.

Exrmple 1.

Convert an angle of 1729 mils to degrees.

we find the value of 17 large mil values (1020)

From Table 419,

and from Table 50,

thle value of 29 small mil values (1°44.41); we add them and obtain the result:
1020

+ 1044.4'

Example 2t

= 103044.4,.

Convert an angle of 32018.3'

to mils.

In Table 49, we find

the corresponding or closest smaller value of the angle in degrees and the
angle which corresponds to it
which corresponds to 500 mils.
it

equals 32018.3'-

in mils.

In our example,

this will be 30°

The remainder of the angle (in our example

300 = 2018.31)

is

found in Table 50; for 2016.8,

(we do not consider the angular value of 1.5')

it

equals 38 mils.

the size of the entire angle equals the sum of 500 1 38 = 538.

Thus,
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Trigonometric Values

Natural values of sines, cosines, tangents, and cotan~gents are presented
in Table 51.
Table 51

Table of natural values of trigonometric values
TabeYCU

sipr

Cos

Ig
Stan

ootr
I
I oftan

0.0000
0.0175
0,0349
0,0523
0.0698
0.0872
0,1045
9,1219
0,1392
0,156.1
0,1736
0,1903
0,2071
0,2250
0,2419
0.2588
0,2756
0,2924
0,3OjCJ'
0,3256
0,3420

1,0000
0,9998
0,9994
0,9986
0,9976
0.90%2
0,9945
0,9925
0.9903
0,9877
0,9818
0,9816
0.9781
0,9744
0,9703
0,9659
0,9613
0,563
1,9511
0,9455
0,9397

0,0000
0.0175
0,0349
0,0524
0,0699
0,0875
0,1051
0,1228
0,1405
0,1581
0,1763
0,1914
0.2126
0,2309
0.2193
0,2679
0,2867
0,3057
0,3249
0,3413
0.610

*
57,2899
28,63G2
19,0811
14.3007
11.4300
9,5143
8.1413
7,1154
6,3137
5,6713
5,1:45
4.7046
4,3315
4.0108
3.7320
3,4874
3,2708
3,0777
2.9012
2.747.5

21
22
23
24
25
21l
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
31
35
36
37
38
39
411
41
42
43
44
45

0,3584
0,3746
0.3907
0.4007
0,4226
0,438t
0,12540
0,4695
0,4818
0,5000
0.5150
0.5299
0,5446
0,5592
0.5736
0,5878
0.6018
0.6157
0.6293
0.t128
0.651,1
0.1691
0.6820
0,6947
0,7071

0,9336
0.9272
0,9205
0,9135
0,9063
0,8989
0,8910
0.8829
0,8746
0,6660
0.8572
0,8480
0,8387
0,8290
0,8192
0.8090
0,7986
0.7889
0,7771
0.7660
0,7547
0.7431
0,7314
0,1193
0,7071

0,3839
0.4040
0,4245
0.4452
0,4663
0,4877
0,5095
0,5317
0,5543
0,5774
0,6009
0.6249
0,6491
0,6745
0.7002
0,7265
0.7536
0,7813
0,8098
0.8391
0.8693
0.9004
0,9325
0,9657
1,0000

2,6051
2,4751
2,3558
2,2460
2,1445
2,0503
1,9626
1,8807
1,8040
1,7320
1,6643
1,6003
1.5399
1,4826
!,4281
1.3764
1,3270
1,2799
1,2349
1,1917
1,1504
1,1106
1.0724
1,0355
1,0000

1'paAYO.U

Cos

sin

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

T)AP~ed

II

1

Ig

C~gtg

nf t nrI

t

alu
I% rees
'93•
S9
08
87
4
RI,
31
8)
82
Al
S0
7')
78
17
76
75
is
;3
72
71
69
68
67
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
58
57
56
55
St
53
52
51
50
49
48
47
46
45

rllaAYCU
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Converting Grid Azimuths to Angles of the First Quadrant
Grid azimuths are co.,verted to angles of the first quadrant by the
6.

formulas presented in Table 52.
Table 52
Formulas for converting grid azimuths to angles of the first
quadrant
4

3mSxI nPH-

fOUO rO YrAIA

rs.
0¢opuyAU-

0opMyAM ne-

pCxO~a OT

to

+

+

a==

C==l

II

-

+

a1=180 0 --a

a=1800-41

Or 180 Ao. 270*

11

-

-

a1=a-l80*

a=41+180"

3600

IV

+

-

a==360-a

a=360--ai

Or 90

Or 2700

AO 18V0

Ao

fd•-

I

bs|

a

SFrom

puXKH"

ep-Ceua
yrn I
• aeeANK AKOOpAMNIT
PeKUNOmloro 14KA(K
..
acpT~
?AIH"PK
1vK
riyO
•C*KO
I
'
OMPY
yray
Ayep
I ix
y
MOC1

I~PK
-'"

00

270e

-,IiI

i-

g0

1800

'

Key:

1

a - value of grid azimuth, cy; 1) - quadrant of circle;
c - signs for increase in coordinates;

d - formulas for

converting grid azimuth to angle of fi-st quadrant;
e - formulas for converting from angle of first quadrant
to grid azimuth; f - diagqram.
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APPENDICES
Appendix I
SAMPLES OF TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS

Portion of' a map sheet at scale 1:25,000
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Portion of a map slieet at scale 1:200,0,00
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Portion of a map sheet at scale 1:500,000
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Portion if a map sheet at scale 1:1,000,000
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Appendix 2
MAP SYMBOLS

YCflOBI-HE 31-T1(!'!
1i:25 000,
KIllT 1-" IICUiT/LOB
1:50 000 ii 1:100 000

(a)

ropoja

(c)

nYlII(TII(b

lmicEiumlmIal

"i/>';
"

l"/',!I

'

"K'"•v

]

1.25000

-

(d)
50000 M.vCii

'''

(e)
itCo*.e

6', e 50000

----'

"

.o( h,'.

'

1:50000

Key: a - conventional signs for maps of scales 1:25,000, 1:50,000,
1:100,000; b - populated places; c - citic.s; d - 50,000 or
more residents; c- - less than 510,O00 residents.
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50000 ,".,Iepe.

,

Uopo,
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( a)

.....

!;.''.' /-;"
,, "".,:•
- "]:.

nocenm

e

50000
oo

,

..

(b)

.':"EOIPEMaOD
.>•"

cCJbCHoro .na (c)

Tyrapvio

'.'

t25000

I.

Tra,..H./

ry

S.0M00

Key: o

c

-v
* C

-

50,000 or more residents; b

rural-type settlements.

110000

-

less than 50,000 residents;
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Srio•tc.I, .a,',oro

S• •

,. ...-... ,.

2419

ino (a)

,

.~ ...

,;.

4..,.:.::.:

t.':,:"/":•~

flO¢ccnli, ¢ 6ccc11lll,"4i10

3actflxO•K

(b)

,..

3

:

"

-"ax

00 ,!
! K•<•

""

flocCAmil paccpcl,%ooiemloro rlna

Key: a -suburbtan-type
structures; c

K...:\

settlements; b -settlemecnts
settlements.

-dispersed-type

t.."i

(c)

with random
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H3o6paowelme moapTanon

r

EE3

250

(a)

Kn3Ptar.. C HlPeO5NIXIM~HHOH
o tOA~~XWClpoeftmA

b

Hopo

o)

c npeo6An~a.4.ev sicor~ecyoAMHx L.Ipoe~i

flpmmoaHawc.Ha mapio Hnuitafa 1:100000 or~ec,0.ocm.
HO flOK33b'.
oaetcH;

1OHOt0 3aO4paCHO Op3HeOOfO UOT0 H"a "30pa-.

W

?HtHMU tOPOACO C HOCOAOMIUO
50000 MMHICeAO
H G0110
OVOOpa

S

CT PioH8aptOu C rflOTHOA 3acypOAcOf.

Pa~pyweiwcm

noq10pa3pyw01oue meapliob.

Heoooe3m.e
,
y'.Cv0y yAML1u(noM3...oC"
M
Kwapoa
1:25000)
yacwya~a

I

M30po6e•¢I.C

1

Ej

(nD433U93*TCA

2

u
*

I

IOibKO h.4 Hapiix

h)

uCwtaOoB1:25000 m 1:50000)

:•
(k)

*HHXtO H HOMMHOUO
CIPOCHH11

2

paid

e)

(W)

OTAeCt Ib1X "tpOC11HA

E~AaOU1HCC"
ormHCCObHHO
CIPOCHWOf,.
9D

TOA,.0 HO

()

P33PYWeHHUoo
H nOqYP~a~SjYWeOHWU

OAOP,..O PO•CfOHO•Q..UO
AOOPI
CIRIK

,(1)

*PT. .. YHOO H 1

Key: a - representation of blocks; b - blocks with predominance of
fire-resistant structures; c - blocks with predominance of nonfire resistant structures; d - Remarks: Fire resistance is not shown
on a 3:100,000 map; the background coloring in orange in the representation of cities with a population of 50,000 residents or more
portrays blocks with dense structure,' e - destroyed and semidestroycd
blocks; f - impassable sections of streets (shown only on a 1:25,000
map); g - representation of individual structures; h - prominent
fire-resistant structures (shown only on maps with a scale of
1:25,000 and 1:50,000); i - residential and non-residential structures;
j - destroyed and semidestroyed buildings; k - 1) expressed at map
scale; 2) not expressed at map scale; 1 - separate courts; n stopping places of nomad tents, tents of skin or bark, etc.
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n']oAnHcti Ha3MHMIdl 11.C.'ICHIIbIX

(a)

nyHHTO

roPo•a

'(b)

MOCP
CTA0 "HCP"a
......
MO
H BA
A c
c
CToA"tza CCCe, ¢tom.tt

CO,03mwxpecrtyOw,

HaCtowcm, es ¢atue 10000CD

mmienOep

p0A3 C HaCOCAHHOMCOICWO1000000

P HI'A

(S

re.

TIMM-

"

Coi.'
!cOCMu peonyIICCMCH
iccPC? woAj
1000000
IcMCIIAC CVe00'e
aC
,,,
CVp
Ci..x ropyAl

(Hd.
(d)

1000000 M"TeAeA

,OCo.o
' t', TCq
,,Aact4

ca•oo m aioOHom

Iuerpu npaea, of•6

Ctoo~tiu ACCP,

TOMCKi
TOM°CH

nIxo nOPPA4t3
a
o,
CoaAN
14A 0OCYPAeH

VPHWD
{.4O

ICppMTOpPH1. 'OpOA*a C H".C¢I$cIm

of

(.)

100000 A:

500000 rn.tencri

MA•AHOf'.rT

W

H

O

Lto..pU o~o~~o•A0,o..oM06,ACteA.
11OAtw.x
.tpaufo,0.43lb
otpyron ropo
tat~olepi
Co0oC! ,,,,'p,,. e.•AH

(4)

A3C FCWor4.WO. O 50000 AO100U00 )O
.wCoee

TOP•O(K

ropooA c

AflEXCHH

ropitta

APHAP.
fpmHo4•HH

H3c.nPc,,.

c ocepomm.

O, 10000

.,o0 A

ee 2000 mviope.A

H3.COPOINIAC11yR!O

--?

j(g)
1(h)
W)

H 01 •031AOPOm°

1100000. Ha
1:25000 . 1:500C0 3w,, rOAn"C4 RA31,cl

Hwx C!OH1F04 no~a3mith

mopiax ma•t•tW!on

50
oooo

of 2000 AO10000 ,.""JAeA

ropoA3 0 .aclo"oemome
,cnO.floecHI:0Ifl0$HP

40

KInptbt vacwtaa

(j)

WPOH~tsy" Toro M40 N4o*
o64a HO Cc¢orto xpyr-bOm

Key:

a

-

names of populated places; b - cities; c - MOSCOW - The capital

of the USSR,

the capitals of union republics of the USSR, and the

capitals of foreign states with a population of more than 1,000,000
residents.
Cities with a population of more than 1,000,000 residents;
,J - RIGA - capitals of union republics of the USSR and capitalA of
foreign states with a population of less than 1,000,000 inhabitants.
Cities with a population of from 500,000 to 1,000,000 inhabitants;
e - TOMSK - capitals of associated Soviet Socialist Republics, kray
centers, and centers of oblasts and autonomous oblasts which are not
part of a kray.
Administrative centers of the first
category on
foreign territory.
Cities with a population of from 100,000 to
500,000 inhabitants; f - NAYKOP - Centers of oblasts which are part of
a kray.
Centers of national okr-gs.
Cities with a population of from
50,000 to 100,000 inhabitants; g - Torzhok - cities
with a population
of from 10,000 to 50,GXO) inhabitants; h - Aleksin - cities with a
population of from 2,000 to 10,000 inhabitants; i - Varnyay - cities
with a population of less than 2,000 inhabitants; j - Remarks:
The names of populated places and railroad stations are shown for maps
with a scale of 1:100,000.
On, 1 25,000 and 1:50,000 maps, these
names are given in type of the same kind but somewhat larger.
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ropoAcKorO Tna (pa~otie, KYPOPTIIbie

np.)

(i)

so00ree

11O4HOPJI

2000 ywpe

AMSNN

vemee 2000 ..qreA

(a)

nocce!ii tipm npombiwtneHmtb.x npzAnp1HTH0tx. ,R.4'1C311OAOpOHMHbIX(r)
CTAI#UHk
IX. flpHICTOliX H T. fl..

da•acmuf
ApmeAoec0ruO

1000 •,.s..uren
60ofee

()

of W004A 1000 me'oie§

M

MCe8a 100 MmfylA
r'oCeJIxM

C

KMbcKoro
H Aa'4oro vina

Jla6MHCKaR

dotee 200 AOuo8

r0HOapOMKa

of 100 AO200 Ao.oo

lpOepex

of 20 AO100 AOMOR
moqee 20

0yW-•uw.o

()
()
1.)

AO.OB

OfOAbM~bO AD0PW
M(e,,e3HOAOpOHHb1C

ropoaZeeo

$)
CTO1IIU1H

CtAH=0", pa4.4,03AW, nffa?4OPMb
f

npHU04axwe. Et

Olhsoo

oamtap

I
W&
. HAPle NaMawO "acefi.eloro nyaoI nOAqep.
Heno0OAOPO$

I40ACPitaa mo...IrSpe4H*4 npncsa".

-

city-type settlements (workers',

(

)

ny4ktm

KelymO, 00 oso OtmOCwtCH m 4 O6~wnAwe4•

Key: a

))

y3o1s,6-ft H 6Oo•uwO CTAaNOW

(q)

I

health resort, etc.). b -

Kodzhori - 2,000 residents or more; c - Dubki

-

less than 2,000 in-

habitants; d - settlements with industrial enterprises, railroad
stations, landings, etc.; e - Mayskiy - more than 1,000 inhabitants;
f - Artembvskiy - from 100 to 1,000 inhabitants; g - Rudnichnyy less than 100 inhabitants; h - rural and suburban-type settlementb;
i - Labinskaya - more than 200 houses; j - Goncharovka - from 100
to 200 houses; k - Yur'vevka - from 20 to 100 houses; 1 - Lotoshino
less than 20 houses; m - Dinskaya - individual courtyards; n - rail-

road stations; o - Gorbachevo - junctions and large stations; p Navtlug - stations, sidings, platforms, and stopping points;
q - Remarks: If the name of a populated place is underlined on a
map, it also pertains to the nearest railroad station or river
landing.

-
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:•

OTJlr-.rlbHbl,- MECTHbWE 1PE,•t,'ETbI
,,, ol ,,-

~ ~~~~(nIpo0L,,,,•nT,,I,,,,C.
c ,,,,,,-,r ,,,,

±

,,,

.o,

.

(b)

4.•. ... •py•M

(a

mocý,,

(d)

Ho

- J

"to

"

*

....Mi'
ooo,,•, ,•o o

g " .'_I '•I"''"'a

to W1'

2)

"2

...

.

c

I
L

Key: a - individual local objects; b - (industrial, -. gricultural, and socioand
cultural objects); c - plant and factory smokestacks; d - oil
turret-type
f
towers;
television
and
towers
radio
gas towers; e substantial structures; g - light-type tower; h - waste piles
scale;
map
at
expressed
1)
tailinus (25 and 15 - heights in motors):
scale.
map
at
expressed
2) not

OLA
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i

-

!r EePPHue

(b)

A141MAAe9

BOAMi"W.e
WOýA~

" "Cor"9MJ~H

a

to YON

1

SO
l• OA- 4-P-'- ..

1

.

C TPY!ay

2

M'Ja
I

rpwuo~a",lI

Key: a

-

2

MO.MM
,: o,, ,o .... ,.,, ,,,e ,,Re.oa
tlpulu" ClocoOo0

e+ y¢rt•qtR

3o~al<OllCMC'l:I.WA *Y'•gOo+A,",

',
nP".VHP~l'C%, A:0

transformer vault; b - windmills; c - water mills and saw-

mills; d - ovens for kilning lime, charcoal; e - plants, factories, and
mills with smokestacks; f - plants, factories, and mills without
smokestacks; g - sites for minino minerals by the open mcthod;
h - 1) expressed at map scale - clay indicated; 2) not expressed at
map scale - sand indicated; i - Remarks. A symbol marked with the
letter "a" was used until 1963.
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Co's

2

R

2

255

WAHbWO~bH

(CCRO'w
a)

MO W UOb-'CArC$'IM

(b)

OXPWI.~e CO1IR04ue
P21p3doic"

(d)1
(d)

Topi~op23pO60?KH

0 11COm HOIýTcpcue H ta3OShIO

C-402IH'Iu 603 IIW"4C'4

Ci.a.•C.. rop~owero H r,3rORAep.-

GeH30OHOO.IH N.aanpa"ooMwc

"

I
L

f)

C

2

0(

CL

PaAPo.ToCo,
...

Oelpo•mu

.

HO

'h)

CI3'UN"-

. .Mao.,o..,
e e.,pu

1(j)

ikk

c Wk)

Key: a - operating mines and galleries; b - inoperative mines and
galleries; c - open salt works; d - pea, works; e - electric
power stations; £ - 1) expressed at map scale; 2) not expressed
at map scale; g - oil and gas wells without towers; ih - fuel
storage areas and gas tanks; i - gasoline pumps and filling
stations; j - radio stations and television centers; k - windmills.
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_I

1) AMpotpo.-w w r"APoa)poApoA U;

2

2) noc*Ao..imo nMoUA.. (.a CYo H mg .OAe)

Tvterpa¢Hwe,
j

paA.Oveierpaome KoNIopw

N.p.?0A40w4Hb"eWaMIA"H

Me

oAeie.

)

eCKWO
CTHWH(

MeveOPOM.

(a)

p,-ecyopr ucoo;oo

Im

AQ-tecnnxoe

S

t~epmen(

"naw•ymiq;;ci,

momymtupw, Opanxw

wonrwAu; vyu)a

Me~.eTH(

I

&~~YAAACx0uHAeMoatP", XPA-wa
H WSOWU(

Ma3APW,
cy6yPrA.4u, 000(

)

Key: a - 1) airports and seaplane stations, 2) landing aleas (on land
and on water); b - telegraph, radiotelegraph circuits and branches,
telephont stations; c - meteorological stations; d - memorials,
monuments, common graves; cairns and stone columns more than
1 meter high; e

-

forester's houses; f - churches; g - chapels;

h - mosques; i - Buddhist monasteries,
j - tombs, shrines, burial mounds.

k>

temples and pagodas;
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2I !J2n.....

.'., 'C
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"(b)

0-'.0

257

-.... A..

d)

M
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.

(g )

,......)
AI

tt

Key: a -cemeteries;
b -con.etery
withi trees; c - cattle burial farm;
(I lOexpressed at nap scale; 2) not expressed at map scale;
pens;
- apiaries (shown
only oion a
heigh
-o-cattle
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Key: a - gas lines and compressor stations - compressor station indicated;
b - ancient historical walls (5 - height of wall in moters); c - stone
or brick walls and metal fences; d - position of main point (line)
of symbols which are not to scale; e - location of the main P int (line)
of symbol; f - geometric center of figure; g - middle of base of symbol;
h - top of straight ?ine at base of symbol; i - geometric center of
lower figure; j - geometric axis of symbol; k - symbols.
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Key: a - Geodetic points; b - points of state geodetic net (91.6 - altitude
of base of point above sea level); c - the same on mounds (2 - height
of mound in meters); d - 1) the same on buildings (not shown on a
1:100,000 map), 2) the same on churches; e - points of a survey net
tied to the terrain with their centers;
- the same on mounds (2 height of mound in meters); 9 - astronomic points; h - leveling mark
and bench marks (ground).
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Key: a - in 1963 symbols; b - in 1959 symbols;
c - wide-gauge railroads
under construction; d - roadbed 7f dismantled
railroads; e - narrowgauge railroads and stations on them, streetcar
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Iighways and dirt roads; b - superhighways: 8 - width of one lane
motors, 2 - number of lanes, Ts - surfacing material (Ts - cement-

ccncrete,
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asphalt-concrete),

embankments (4t- height of embankment

in meters); c - improved highway: 8 - width of surfaced part,

of entire road from ditch to ditch in meters,
(A - asphalt-concrete,

Ts - cement-concrete,

10 - width

A - surfacing material
Br - blocks,

KI - clinker),

depressions (5 - depth of depression in meters); d - highway: 5 - width
of surfaced part, 8 - width of entire road from ditch to ditch in meters,
13- surface material (B - cobblestone, G - gravel, K - crushed stone,
Shl - slag, Shch - broken stone); plantings; e- 1) light road-side
structures (pavilions, sheds), 2) descents, 3) road sectors with small
turning radius (less than 25 meters); f - improved dirt roads (8 width of roadway in meters) and road sectors difficult to negotiate;
g - roads unde- construction: 1) superhighways, 2) improved highways,
3) highways, 1) improv'.d dirt roads, It - 1) bridg(es across insignificant
obstacles, 2) sectors of roads with large slopes (8% or more);
i - passes, their altitude readings and time in effect; j Remarks: Svmbols marked with the letter "till were used ptior to 1903.
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foot bridges; e - winter roads; f - roads with wooden surfacing;
U - fascined sectors of road, dams and causeways; h - stone and brick
walls and metal fences along the road; i - flumes for lowering timber;
j - sectors of paths on artificiol cornices - suspended mountain log
trails (in the numerator -smallest width, in the denominator - length
of cornice in meters); k - boundary of change in surfacing material
on highways; 1 - kilometer signs, numbers - the number of kilometers.
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Key: a- viaducts over a railroad: K - stone (construction material), in
the numerator, the length and width of roadway in meters, in the
denominator, load capacity in tons; b - viaducts over a highway (np
passage beneath viaduct: 5 - height, 9 - widta of passage in meters);
c - grade crossing; d - tunnels (in the numerator - height and width,
in the denominator - length in meters); e - aquaduct; f - double-deckud
bridges: 1) highway under railroad, 2) highway above railroad.
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- llydrography; b - shore line permanent and determined;
c - shore
line not permanent and undetermined (dried-out rivers and lakes, lakes

in swamps, migratory lakes); d - shore shoals and sandbanks; e dangerous shores (nature of danger unknown); f - drying banks (ebb
and flow zones); g - sandy-stoney and pebbly-gravel; h - sandy;
i - muddy; j - rocky; k - shores precipitous: 1) without beach,
2) with beach, not .xprossed at map scale (1 and 5 - heights of
precipices in

meters).
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- wooden bridges; b - metal brid(jes; c stone and ferroconcrete
bridges; d - wooden bridges; e - metal bridges; f - stone and
ferroconcrete bridges; g - draw and swing bridges; h - floating
bridges; i - double-decked stone and ferroconcrete bridges;
j - chain and rope bridges; k - bridge characteristics* K - construction materials (Kstone, M - metal, ZhB - ferroconcrete,
I) - wooden), 8 - height above water level (on navigable rivers),
370 - length of bridge, 10 - width of roadway in meters, 60 - load
capacity in tons.
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Key: a - artesian wells; b - water wheels (structures for raising water);
c - reservoirs and rain pits not expressed at map scale; d springs (fountains, iourcOs)l e - Oeysers; f - railroad ferriesl
q - anchoratjos and piers without improved mooringls h - wharvees
with moorings installed but not expressed at map scale- i - jetties
and wharves" 1) expressed at map scale, 2) not expressed at map
scale; j - breakwaters and dike dams.
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Key: a - Relief; b - contour lines; c - label of contour line in
eters
amd indicators of dire'ti )n of slopes (hachures indicating slope);
d - dry river channels; e- - 1) altitude readings of commanding
heights, 2) altitude readings; f - altitude readings at reference
points; g - gullies and washouts: 1) width at map scale greater
than I mm, 2) width I mm or less (in the numerator - ;idth between
brows, in the denominator - depth in meters); h - 1) precipice.s (21
height in metv")rsV, 2) reinforced shelf's of fields on terraced
sectors of slopes; i - mounds: 1) expressed at map scale (5 - height
in Meters)4 , 2' not expressed at map scale; j - pits: 1) expressed
at map e-,lp (5 - depth in meters)i 2) not expre,;sed at map scale.
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- mixed forests (spruce and birsh shownr; b - charact eristics of
stand of timber in meters: in numerator - height of trees, in
denominator - thickness, to tie right of the fraction - distance
between trees; c - narrow strips of forest and protective tree
plantings•(2 - average height of trees in meters); d - small forest
areas not exIMressod at map scale; e - individual woods not expressed
at map scale: 1) coniferous, 2) deciduous, 3) mixed; f - trees
standir.n alone and having significance a- reference points: 1) coniferous, 2) deciduous; g - lone trees having no significance as
reference points; h - !) palm groves expressed at map ..cale, 2)
palm Uroves not expressed at map scale, 2) lone palms; i - scrub
growth (dwarf, forests; j - forest undergrowth, forest nurserie,4 and
young forest plantin(.s up to /j meters high (2 - average heiqht of
tree- in meters).
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sparse woods (thin forest), 2) sparse scrub
b -1)
Ke..y: a -blowdown;
forest; c - 1) burnt and dry forests, 2i)felled forests; d - clearings
in " forest with width: 20 motors or more - on 1'25,000 map, 4•0 weters
or more - on 1:50,000 map, 60 meters or more - on 1:100,000 map;
electric transmission lines along clearings; e - other clearings in
forest (4•- width of clearing in meters), 2,1 23 - number of forest
blocks; f - forest roads along clearings; 9 - communications lines
along clearints (5 - width of clearing in meters); h - boundaries
along clearings; i - brush: 1) lone bushes and groups of bushes,
2) continuous overgrowth; j - species of bruash: 1) coniferous,
2) deciduous (0.8 - average height of brush in meters).
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narrow strips of brt-sh and living fences; b
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thorny brush

overgrowth); c - haloxylon: 1) lone groups, 2) continuous
overgrowth; d - creeping bu shes: 1) lone groups, 2) continuous
overgrowth; e - bamboo overgrowth; f"- fruit and citrus gardens;
g - vineyards; h - berry gardens (currant, raspberry and other berry
bushes); i - mangrove overgrowth (special type of tropical vegetation
of inundated coasts); ,j- hotbeds (shown only on 1:25,000 maps).
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Key:

a - 1) rice fields, 2) rice fields permanently covered with water;
b - plantations of technica? crops: 1) woody (tung shown), 2) bushes
(rose shown), 3) grassy (jute shown); c - 1) meadow vegetation (height
less than I meter), 2) high grassy cover; d - reed and cane overgrowth;
e - wet small meadows (land permanently wet from outflow of underground water),not expressed at map scale: 1) with grassy vegetation
shown only on 1:25,000 maps, 2) with reed and cane (not shown on
1:100,000 map); f - i) steppe (grassy vegetation, 2) undershrub
(wormwood,winterfat, and others); g - moss and lichen veiy^tation;
h - impassable swamps and s" mps difficult to negotiate (1.8 depth of swami) in meters); i - passable swamps (0.6 - depth of swamp
in meters); j - vegetational cover of swamps: 1) grassy, 2) mossy,
3) reed and cane; k - impassable salt marches (wet and swollen).
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-passuble
sailt marnhes; 1) - polygonal surfaces (sectors of surface
in tundra and high-mountain areas divided into polygons by narrow
cracks); c - takyr soil (clayey sectors in desert and stmidesert
regions): 1) expressed at map seale, 2) not expressed at map scale;
d - 1) surfaces with hillocks not expressed it map scale, 2) hillock
surfaces; e - flat sands; f - hillock sands; g-ridged and dune
sands; h - alveolar and cellular sands; i - barldhan sands; j Remarks: On 1:25,0WX map.,, all types of sknd are shown with one conventijonal symbol - 'flat sands" -and
the relief form of the sands are
shown by contour lines.
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Key: a - clayey and gravelly .urfaces (shown only on 1:25,000 maps); b
stony surfaces (rock outcrops); c - pebble; ( - boundaries; e -

V

-

national (I - cadastral marker, 2 - border marker); i - arctic
possessions of the USS:I; g - union republics of the USSRt; h ASSR's, krays, oblasts, and autonomous oblasts nut part of a kray,
1st category administratice units on foreiqn territory; i oblasts and atitonomous oblasts part of a kray or national okrugs;
.1 - state forest reser-ations.
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LKey: a - representing populated places with points; b
- cities with a
population of 50,000 inhabitants or more; c - cities with
a
population of less than 50,000 inhabitants and city-type
settlements;
d - rural-type settlements; e - labels of names of populated
places;
f - cities; g - Moscow - Capital of the USSR, capitals
of union
republics of the USSR and capitals of foreign countries
with a
population of more than 1,000,000 inhabitants. Cities
with
a population
greater than
1,000,000; h -

iga - capitals of union republics of the

USSR and capitals of foreign states with a poralation of
less than
1,000,000 inhabitants. Cities with a population of from
500,000 to
1,000,OCO; i - Tomsk - capitals of ASSR's, centers of
krays, oblasts,
and autonomous oblasts not part of a kray. Ist category
administrative
centers on foreign territory. Cities with a population
of from
100,000 to 500,000; j - Maykop - centers of oblasts and
autonomous
oblasts which are part of a kray. Centers of national
okrugs. Cities
with a population of from 50,000 to 100,000 inhabitants;
k - Torzhok
cities with a population of from 10,000 to 50,000 inhabitants;
1 - Aleksin - cities with a population of from 2,000 to
10,000 inhabitants. m - Varnay - cities with 4t population of loss than
2,000 inhabitants.
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Key: a- city-type settlements (workers'
health resorts, etc.); bSKodzhori - 2,000 or more residentsi c .ý Dbki - less than 2,000
inhabitants; d - settlements with industrial enterprises, railroad
szations, landings, etc.; e - Oktyabr'skiy - 1,000 or more inhabitants;

f - Rudnichnyy -

less than 1,00) inhabitants; g - rural

and suburban-type settlements; h - PavlovkR - more than 1,000 inhabitants (more than 200 houses); i - Podlipki - from 500 to
1,000 inhabitants (from 100 to 200 houses); j - Tomokhovo - from
100 to 500 inhabitants (from 20 to 100 hounes); k - Turitsyno less than 100 inhabitants (less than 20 houses); I - Dinskiy - lone
courtyards; m - railroad stations; n - Gorbachevo - junctions and
large stations; o - Navtlug - stations, sidings, platformssv and
stopping points; p - Rlemarks: If the nome of a populated place il
underlined-on a map, it pertains to the closest railroad station or
river landing.
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?I {Co.C AO PO M"NO MoC/
! -J -OC O 10
0'o , '4
. lOO
do C :
H{-M'%TCp".1A rIoctPON'", 9-OWCota s.A or ,0.px,

(W.)
()

(o

I Reproduced
from
best available copy.
Key: a - Other elements; b - fortresses, forts, and 'fortifications; c canals 20 motors wide or more; d - canals less than 20 m wide;
o - navigable canals: 1) 20 meters or more wide, 2) less than 20 m
wide; f - navigable canals under construction: 1) 20 meters wide
or more, 2) less than 20 meters wide: g - rock, gravel, sand, and
dirt talus; h - earth creeps; i - arctic and tropic circles; j Symbols and characteristics of objects which are dintinouished;
k - railroad bridges 100 meters long or more: ZhD - structural
material (forroconcrete), 9 - height above the surface of the water
or the ground, 200 - length In meters.
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construction material, 600 - length, 15 - width
above);
in tons (CB
of roadway in meters, CB.I00 - load capacity
in kilometers,

Key: a - trestles: ZhU

-

b - road characteri&tics: 8

-

dJstance between points,

in moters, A - surfacing
5 - width of roadway, 7 - width of entire road
material, 8 construction
K
material; c - bridges and viaduct-:
- length of bridge,

350
height above water levol (on navigable rivers),

capacity in tons, np 10 - width of roadway in meters, CB.00 - load
of passage;
width
q
height,
5
passage beneath viaduct:
1l00 - area of water
kilometers,
cubic
in
volume
30
d - reservoirs:
for emptying with all
days)
(in
time
6
surface in square kilomoterst
destruction of
with
emptying
fDoodgates open, 1.5 - time in days for
of spillway
length
231
dam,
of
dam, zem. - material of blind part
26 - difference
motors,
in
top
the
along
dem
of
width
part of dam, 15 of dam
length
overall
between upper and lower water levels, 650
structure-,
of
material
zemdams:
f
meters;
(spillway and blind) in
3 - width along the top, 6 - hoight in meters.
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HRCEJIEH.4b!E IYHKTbI
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.)e,

mropOA
1125

FE~

yZAV

C ,.ACHOCY MQHCc
50000

'

S_•.•..-

'1AOpo),Wb!Q

(C)

M,0hiCC0

oo.+ .•o.oo.,.ooJo

(d)
h

floceoi.s. c cecc,-crev,.oA ,:tcpotoA

(g)

rocoe,. pacqeAO10o'0414ro

(h)

"~
H.1CIp.6 -85

Topbt.o to YCAonviM 111,14.1 "V
pi
CN
OTfltd.1oCet OT YCA0fi14hA
3W190714~p VI'CU.-

n~~efm

W1063 1:500000, Ktotopu

t.RUM

(a)

6oo 1:25 000-1:200000.

Key: a - Symbols for a 1:500,000 map*; 1,- populated places; c - cities
with a population of 50,000 residents or more and large railroad
centers; d - cities with a population of less than 50,000 inhabitants
and city-type settlements; e - rural-type settlements; f - suburbantype settlements; g - dispersed-type settlements; i - *Pages 289-293
Epp. 61-65 in original text] present only those synbols for a
1:500,000 map which differ from the symbols of 1:25,000 to 1:200,000
maps.
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lOAnvictH Ha38aHHA HaceJleHHblX nyHKTOB

(b)
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(h)

BAPHRUM ropoAa

G macenonmoH UmmOe 2000 m4Hselo•A

(i)

c - Moscow b - cities;
Key: a - Labels of names of populated places;
USSR, ant
the
of
republics
union
of
capital of the USSR, capitals
over 1,000,000
of
population
a
with
countries
foreign
of
capitals
Cities with a population of over 1,000,000 inhabitants;
inhabitants.
the USSR and capitals of
d - Riga - capitals of union republics of
1,000,000 inhabitants.
foreign countries with a population of less than
inhabitants;
1,OO0,000
Citicq with a population of from 500,000 to
and autonomous
oblasts,
krays,
of
centers
e - Toms - capitals of ASSR's,
administrative
category
1st
kray.
a
of
part
not
are
oblasts which
Cities with a population of from
centers on foreign territory.
- centers of oblasts and
100,000 to 500,000 residents; f - Maykop
Cities
of national okrugs.
Centers
kray.
a
of
autonomous oblasts part
Torzhok
g
inhabitants;
with a population of from 50,000 to 100,000
h
inhabitants;
50,000
to
cities with a population of from 10,000
residentsi
with a population of from 2,000 to 10,000
Aleksin - cities
than 2,000 inhabitants.
less
of
population
a
with
cities
i - Varnay
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(h)ciosad

city-type settlements (workers', health resorts, etc.); b
Kodzhori - 2,000 or more inhabitants; c - Dubki - less than
2,000 inhabitants; d - settlements of the rural and suburban
type; e - Vernilovo - more than 1,000 inhabitants; f - Vishenka
than 500 inhabitants;
500 to 1000 inhabitants; g - Llelovka -less
and large
Ii- railroad stations; i - Ciorbachevo -junctions
and stopping
platforms,
stations; j - Navtlug - stations, sidings,
is underlined
place
populated
a
of
name
the
1I'
points; k - Remarks:
or
station
railroad
nearest
the
to
pertains
also
it
map,
a
on
river landing.
-:
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(8 - width of lane in
Key: a - llighwa3s and dirt roads; b - superhighways
depressions (6 material),
metersi, 2 - number of lanes, Ts - surface
embaniments
highways,
.improved
c
depth of depression in meters);
- width of surfaced
(8
highways
d
meters);
in
embankment
of
(8 - height
dirt (country)
part, A --surface material); e - improved dirt roads; f 2) improved
superhighways,
1
construction:
under
roads; g - roads
Hlydrography; i highways, 3) highway, 4) improved dirt roads; h 20 meters wide.
than
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Key: n - Symbols for 1:1,000,000 maps*; b - populated places; c - cities;
d - Moscow - over 1,000,000 inhabitants; e - Riga - from 500,000 to
,
1,000,000 inhabitants; f - Tomsk - from 100,000 to 500,000 inhabitants;
g - Maykop - from 50,000 to 100,000 inhabitants; h - Torzhok - from
10,000 to 50,000 inhabitants; i - Aleksin - from 2.000 to O0,000 inhabitm ts; j - Varnay - less than 2,000 inhabi'•,ants; k - "'ages 2911296 Epp. 66-68 in original text] present only those symboIb for a
1:,000,C600 map which differ from symbols for 1:25,000 to

"1:500tc00 maps.
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Rural-type settlements; b - Novoyc - more than 2,000 inhabitants;
Sychevka/Unechia - from 1,M0 to 2,000 inhabitants; d - Znamenka/
Shishkina - less than 1000 in1tabitants; e - Vyselki - separate residential
structures; f - capitals and centers; g - capital of the USSR;
h - capi.tals of foreign states; i - capitals of union republi'ýs of the
USSR; j - capitals of Ak3SR's, centers of krays, oblasts, and autonomous,
oblasts tiet part of a kray, Centers of possessions of foreign states;
k - centers of oblasts and ai*ýonomous oblasts part of a kray. Centers
of naticnau okrugs; 1 - ccn, s of rayors. lot category administrative
centers an foreign terivitory (provinces, aymaks, etc.).
-
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- Hydrography; b - precipitois shores; c - rivers, 500 meters wide
or mGre; d - rivers less than 500 meters wide; e - salt lakes
and bitter-salty lakes; f - altitude readings of water's edge;
g - bridges more than 100 meters log;
h - dama; i - wells; j water pipes (on and under the ground); k - swamps; 1 - salt
marshes.
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LIST OF CONVENTIONAL ABBREVIATIONS USED ON TOPOGRAPIHIC MAPS

(

A
A

A

aspholt,

aBT.

avt.

automobile plant

axz6.

alb.

alabaster plant

am'.

.Mg.

hangar,

aI'.

anil.

aniline dye plant

AO

AO

Autonomous Oblast

anaT.

apat.

apatite works

ap.

ar.

irrigation ditch (canal or ditch in

apT4,.

art.k.

ar4esian well

apx.

arkh.

archipclago

acd.

asb.

asbestos plant,

ACOP

asphalt-concrete

(road surfacing material)

shed

quarry, minc

ASSR

-. 4tonomous Soviet Socialist Republic

acTp.

astr.

astronomic station

acqF.

asf.

asphalt plant

.aSpn.

aerd.

airfield

aapn.

aepr

airport

8

B

cobl

b.

ravine

Central Asia)

estones (road surfacing material)

bal,)

.
Box.

Bol.)

dap.

bar.

barrack

dac.

bas.

basin

dep.

ber.

birch (tree Lpecies)

ReT.

Bet.

concrete

biol..st.

biological station

6A.-n.

bl.-p.

blockhouse (railroad)

ox.•.CT.

(dam material)

6oz.

bol.

swamp

Sp

Br.

block (road surfacing material)

6p.

br.

ford

6p.mor.

br. mog.

commor,

(.TP

b.

transformer vault

y.Y•r.

"r-

Big (part of a proper name)

tr.

grave

bulg.

hydroaecolith-4 (a supara.e,
protuberance)

6yu.

bum.

paper industry (mill, combine)

dyp.

bur.

drilling tower, drill

dyx.

bukh.

bay

hole

riaturally formed

IIA-Ol-68
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B

B

V

viscous (ground on river bottom)

Bar.

vag.

railroad car repair, railroad car construction
plant

/.dkch.

pumping station, water supply station

aiui.

vdp.

waterfall

B/lnp.CT.

vdpr.st.

water works

Bx,•.

vdkhr.

reservoir

Be".

Vol.

Great (part of proper name)

DeT.

vet.

veterinary point

DliH.

vin.

winery, distillery

BXO.

vkz

station

BM•.

vlk.

volcano

BOAl.

vod.

water tower

B•c.

Vys.

Settlement (part of proper name)

P
P

G

gravel (road surfacing material)

Pra.

gOv.

harbor

rPa.

jaz.

gas works, gas tower, gas drill hole

raor.

gazg.

gas tank

pax.

gal.

ra.eq.

galech.

haberdashery industry (plant, factory)
bench gravel (extraction product)

rap.

gar.

garage

rHApOA.CT.

hidrol. st.

hydrological station

PJr.

Gl.

Main (part of proper name)

lVJx.

glin.

clay (extraction product)

r.011oO.

glinoz.

aluminum plant

POHI.

gonch.

pottery plant

rop.

gor.

POCT.

gost.

hot spring
hotel

r.npox.

g. prokh.

mountain pass

lPRP.

gryaz.

mud volcano

rPM

GSM

fuels and lubricants (warehouse,

r.-COJ1.

g.-sol.

bitter-salty water (in

Pen.

gsp.

hospital

r3c

GES

hydrielectric station

D

wooden t- ,•,ial

AiD.

dv.

yard

11OT.Al.

det.d.

children's home

dump)

lakes, springs, well,')

of a bridqe, dam)

RA-O.l-68
lRyT.

dzhut.

jute mill

A1.0.

D.O.

rest home

tAoMoCTp.

domostr,

house-building plant, combine

ApeBS

drev.

woodworking industry (plant, mill)

apea.yr.

drev. ug.

charcoal (kilning product)

drov.

firewood storage

drozh.

yeast plant

'OpOB.
apo*.

299

E
yer. Sep.

yerik (narrow, deep channel connecting the
channel of a river with a small lake)

.F

ZhB

ferroconcrete (material for a bridge, dam)

wez.

zhel.

source of iron, place for mining iron ore, iron
dressing plant

wex..-xHcjI.

zhel.-kis].

source of ferric acid

3
*3an.

*

Zap.

Western (part of proper name)

zap. Ssan.

log trestles (settling basin, inlet)

3anos.

zapov.

national forest

nacun.

zasyp.

filled-in well

zat.

cove (inlet on a river used for wintering and

a'
Taa.

repairing vessels)

*

3anep.

zvor.

fur-breeding sovkhoz, nursery

3eM.

Zem.

dirt (material of a dam)

zeml.
zaeu.

mud hut

Gepm.

zerk.

mirror plant

iepn.

zen,.

grain sovkhoz

GHM.

zim.

wintering place, winter hut

30z-.

zol.

gold (placer mine, deposit)

30n1. -UJaT.

zol.-plat

gold-platinum works

H
HIP.

igr.

toy factory

HaB.

izv.

lime quarry, lime (product of calcination)

linyurp,

izumr.

emerald mine

PHCT.

inst.

institute

SICH.L1.OR.O

isk. volok.

artificial fiber (mill)

HCT.

ist.

spring
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S~K
-'K

-

oc--r _t(soil on river bottom)-, crushed stone

'(iateriai for surfacing a road),
(b~ridge- iid dam mnaterlil)-

,-

stony

larn

stone quarry-f static

kam.-d'.ob.

stone-crushing works

xax.CT.

kam.stb.

stone columin

xam.yr.

k•A.uo.

bitumihous-coal (mining product)

KaR.

kan.

canal

xa~aT,

kanat.

-cable or rope plant

iaoA.
mapampy.

kaol.
karakul.

kaolin (extraction product-) kaolin enriching plant
karakul-raising sovkhoz

icapalT.

karant.

quarantine

_ayn.

kauch.

rubber plant, rubber planatation

2_e

koram.

ceramic plant

kin.

cinematography industry (factory, plant)

xHP•.

kirp.

brick works

SKi

KI

clinker (material for surfacing roads)

IU!X.

klkh.

kolkhoz [collective farm]

XOIC.

kozh.

tarinery

KOKO.

koks.

coal-tar chemical plant

kombik.

combined fodder plant

-omnpeC.CT.
KCOH.

kompres.st.
kon.

compressor station
horoe-breeding sovkhoz, stud farm

HoH.

kond.

confectionary plant

ROHOrUA.

konopl.

hemp-raising sovkhoz

HOHC.

kons.

cannery

MOTA.

kotl.

hollow

Hot[.
How

koch.

nomad camp

kosh.

sheep pen

HP .
Mpacit.

Kr.
Krasn.)

Red,

xpen.

krep.

fortress

Xpyn.

krup.

groats mill, hulling mill

XYM.
HyP.

kum.
kur.

heathenish temple

KCamI.
am.-;ipoa6,

XHH.

M•0dHK.

Beautiful (part of proper name)

health resort
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Jlar.

lag,

lagoon

xa8omp.

lakokr.

paint and varnish plant

JXeB.

Lev,

Left {part of proper name)

SzecH.

lesn.

forester'r house

xec~mn.

lesnich.

forestry

viecn.

lesp.

sawmill

-leT.

let.

annual,

___Oe.

lech.

hospital,

Mr3C

LZS

forest protection station

M.M.

lim.

estuary

JMCTB.

listv.

deciduous (species of tree)

jbHOo6p.

l'noobr.

flax processing plant

summer quarters
nursing home

M
M

M

metal (bridge material)

M.

M.

cape

max.

mak.

macaroni plant

M

m

Small

(part of proper name)

Maiz.

Mal.)

Maprap.
-acxo6.

margar.

margarine plant

raslob.

oil press plant

MacAoL.

maslod.

creamery

mau.

mash.

machine-building plant

Me6.

mob.

furniture plant

MeLeenA.

medepl.

copper works,

uMeAH.

medn.

copper mining

veT.

met.

metallurgical plant,

meT.-o6p.

met.-obr.

metal-working plant

meT.CT.

met.st.

meteorological

Mex.

mekh.

fur plant

WC

MNZhS

machinery and animal breeding station

M•M.

min.

mineral spring

SMM

WMIS

machinery and reclamation station

mOP.

mog.

grave, graves

MOi.

mol.

dairy plant

MO..-MACH.

mol.-myasn.

dairy - meat sovkhoz

MOH.

mon.

monastery

uMpau.

mram.

marble (extraction product)

MTM

MTh

machinery-tractor shop

I

NMTF

milk products farm

combine

plant for metal articles

3tation
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instruments (plant)Y

NMy3.HcTp.

mui.instr.

musical

W".

uaik.

flour mill

Va•Z.

myl.

soapworks

SH,
Ha6A.

nabl.

observation tower

HaInIo.

napoln.

filling capacity of well

Hau.oxp,

nats. okr.

national okrug [region]

iie~eKCTcT.

nedeystv.

inoperative

PeOT.

neft.

petroleum output, petroleum refinery, oil
tank, oil tower

HHs:

Nizh."

Lower (part of proper name)

111

nik.

nickel (mining product)

Hoa.

Nov.

New (part of proper name)
0

0.

o.

o-aa

0-va

island, islands

003.

oaz

oasis

odceps.

observ.

observatory

osp.

ovr.

gully

oB0.

ovts.

sheep sovkhoz

orHeyn.

ogneup.

fire resistant articles (plant)

03.

oz.

lake

ORT.

Okt.

October (part of proper name)

op.

or.

greenhouse

OCT.17.

ost.p.

stopping point (railroad)

OTA.CBX.

otd.svkh.

sovkhoz section

Ow

OTF

sheep products farm

OXOTH.

okhotn.

hunting cottage

H

P

sandy (bottom soil of river), plowed field

n.

P.

noc.

pos.

f&M.

pam.

monument

nap.

pa".

ferry

nap•.

parf.

perfumery-cosmetic plant

nac.

pas.

apiary

nep.

per.

pass (mountain),

nec.
neut.

pes.
peshch.

sand (extraction product)
cave

)

)

settlement

transport
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piv.

brewery
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pit.

nursery

mfW•.OH.

pishch.konts.

food concentrates

WJl.

pl.

flatcar (railroad)

nrqacTM.

plastm.

plastics (plant)

NlaT.

plat.

platinum (mining product)

nixem.

plem.

pedigree cattle-breeding

"AJtOAIOBHH.

plodovin.

fruit grape sovkhoz

nZJOA0oSCoa,

plodoovoshch,

fruit and vegetable sovkhoz

r1O-•fRr.

plod;-yag.

fruit and berry sovkhoz

n-o0

p-or

peninsula

norp.3acT.

pogr.zast.

border detachment

noPp.,MAl.

pogr.kmd.

border commandant's office

norpy3.

pogruz.

loading-unloading area

nox.

pozh.

fire tower (depot,

xoJ.'rp.

poligr.

-printing:-and- publishing- -industry -(combine, plan',

nOJI.CT.

pol.st.

field camp

- op.

por.

threshold,

noc.nJi.

pos.pl.

landing field

nOCT.A.

post.dv.

inn

np.

pr.

pond,

17pas.

Pray.

Right (part of proper name)

npHCT.

prist.

wharf

npOB,

proe.

province

npoBOJI.

provol.

wire plant

npOT.

prot.

channel

np•A.

pryad.

spinning plant

fO

PS

settlement Soviet

1lN

PyI'FF

poultry farm

nyT.n.

put.p.

track post

r&

(plant)

sovkhoz

shed)

rapids

strait,

thoroughfare

(beneath a viaduct)

P

pan.

rad.

radio plant

paHocT.

radiost.

radio station

pan.

raz.

sidinq

pa31.

razv.

ruins

pa3p.

razr.

destroyed

pea.

rez.

rubber products (plant,

pHc.

ris.

rice mill

p,n.

r.p.

workers'

PC

iS

Rayon [regional] Soviet

pyn.

rud.

mine

settlement

factor.)

pyiR

ruk.

pu6.

ryb.,

fishery (plant,

Puf.noc.

ryb.pos.

fishing village.

C8li.

san.

Sanatorium-

cao.

sar.

baiin

cax.

sakh.

sugar mill

CaX.TpOCT.

sakh.trost.

sugar cane

CB

SV

Northeast

Ca.

Sv.

Saint (part of proper name)

cB.

s~v.

over

cBem.

svekl.

sugar beet sovkhoz

CBHMI.

,svin.

pig-breeding sovkhoz

CBJthl.

svints.

lead mine

COX.

svkh.

sovkhoz [state farm)

Ces.

Sev.

North (part of proper name)

CeAecT,

sel.st.

selection station

cemen.

semen,

seed-growing farm

CepH.

sern.

sulfur spring, sulfur mine

C3

SZ

Northwest

eI.

sil.

silo

CUMN.

silik.

silicate industry (plant,

CH.

sk.

cliff,

CHRlT.

skip.

turpentine plant

CRA.
CJIalHU

skl.
slants,

storehouse
shale works

CHO..

stol.

tar distillery

CoB.

Sov.

Soviet (part of proper name)

coes.
Ooa.

soyev.
sol.

soybean sovkhoz
salty water, salt works, salt mining

cOn.
COpT.CT*

sop.
sort.st.

coniform peak
sorting station

cnac.CT.

spas.st.

rescue station

cml'!.
Cp.
Cpen.

spich.

match factory

CC

SS

CT.

St.

CTap.

Star.

Old (part of proper name)

cTMA.

stad.

stadium

CTa.

stal.

steel mill

c.*
Sred.

hosd

)

factory)

factory)

sliffs

Middle (part of proper name)
villagc Soviet

~flA1l-6~
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CT&-~Wo
-

~

~

a

st.co~w
glas

tei.
'i1~

c~.p~aMt

ors

--

nprstto_5.1pkch

C~p.
~

sir,

~srcin

t~bJ'e

~groduh6s~vhý

toaamfctr

dIutoms..~uei,

tam.~

C~rI.

under

dr
comm.

tye!lati-

s~~h.~nuish.fn
Lirc~~rtah

~~

pet ~ciwoir)oko,.'obýSfatr

-torf

tru3tons 'ouse

trak.
tekst,

~

-

txl

idutryk (comblnei
factory)

tukn.

'tucnnica

Mr~hT
vst

hcoiut "dx setaticon

O1Qj

bropw

n~it

tkr.k

kniing 'fctoryi

tyi.

tun,

nturael Li. n

att.
fugil..

trading
coalt (~tradn
carbooftdw pri g

yp1

tarf

potralelan-pottry

tjep.

lox'.

farm

4aT

e

tto

ol.btmioscol(iing plantct

YAP

-ialc.

bidi'plant)

ca

ln

(iing

product)'.
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fz.

fanza [Chinese peasant house]

4pH.

firn.

£ii 'field

ioc4.

fosf.

phosphorite mine

ft.

f6thtain.

4)T

(snow field of grainy snow in

Iieh mountain areas)

x
X.

kh.

XYT.

khut.

XIM.

khizh.

cabin

xffk.

khim.

cbnical plant

,On.-.apu.

khirs.-farm.

chemical-pharmaceutical

xie'H,

khlebn.

brnad-bakifig plant

XIoAI.

khlop.

cotton-growing sovkhoz, cotton ginning plant

XOZOA.

kholod.

refrigerator

Xp.

khr.

mountain ridge

XpOM.

khrom.

chromium mine

XpyCT.

khrust.

crystal works

I

Ts

cement-concrete (material for surfacing roads)

U.

Ts.

UeIITr.

Tsentro

useT.

tsvet.

nonferrous metallurgy (plant)

ueM.

tsew.

cement plant

•aeB,

Chayev.

tea-raising sovkhoz

,a0H.

chayn.

tea factory

'q.MeT.

ch.met.

iron and steel industry

'YIr.

chug.

cast iron foundry

,wax.

shakh.

mine

IH1.

shiv.

shivera (rapids on Siberian rivers)

MX.

slk.

school

'IP.

Shl.

slag (material for road surface)

f rmstead

)Central

plant

(part of proper name)

M.

shl.

sluice

lnar.

shpag.

binder twine factory

WUT.

slit.

mining gallery

li~•,

shif.

slate plant

_6

-

Ila
-Il

Suc-

-

cr'!Aihd--stone- U(n~ta
13

it--6kallne-

~J~eB.elev.
?~.nonOACT.
<C-

YUV
Kb.yuzh.

syih~v

elevator,
el~pd~i

3JU.-Cr
~oi-t
WYX.T-o*o-tkn

V cfoil -r6*?-suffa-e

lcrical

-

sjtibstatiolv

power planft
lectrot echnicar PI nt
-o .msl.sovkhloz lor -crops.,-for essbntla1l oils,, plantlole-pjesaing 6sjieti~- oLls

Southeasi,
South- (part, ot prdpqr name)-

D3

Yxlz

Southwost

M~P.

Yu r..

yourta (nomadas-tent)-

JrI.

yag.

ber'ry-patch

-
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